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The introduction of an entirely new family of Mark Levinson amplifiers seldom occurs. Mark Levinson products are not introduced on a
annual schedule, or according to the perceived needs of a marketing department. Rather, Mark Levinson products are introduced when
painstaking research .and development pay off in the form of products which greatly improve upon what was previously possible.
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HIPPIE LOOK AHEAD

W
Steve Harris
Editor

Will

today's
hi-fi last into
the third
millennium?
There will still
be some
LPspinners
around

E-MAIL
You can
contact us via
e-mail on
101574.223(ii
013101pUSEMIXIM

Please specify
'HiFi News' in
the subject field
of your messagc

hether AVI, Boulder and
Thorens were thinking of
the Millennium when
they came up with their respective
'2000' series products, Idon't know,
but it seems pretty likely. It is only
by coincidence that all three ranges
are featured in this month's product
reviews. Yet their appearance may
prompt some to wonder, what will
happen when the year 2000 has
come and gone?
When Iwas little, cookers were
advertised with the aid of acharacter
called ' Miss 1980'. In glamorous
flowing dress and fetching frilly
apron, she wafted sylph-like through
her kitchen chores with never ahair
out of place, thanks to the miracle
of electric cooking (or was it gas?).
Of course, at that time, the year
1980 lay far enough in the future to
serve as asymbol of all the wonders
that were to come. Once 1980
arrived the lady suffered the fate
predicted by Oscar Wilde for those
who try to be too modern: she
became old-fashioned very quickly.
I hope this won't happen to the
millennially-designated hi-fi reviewed
this month.
One product that almost certainly
will last well into the third
millennium is the Linn Sondek
LP12 turntable, which has now been
in production for 25 years. By the
year 2000, it will have equalled the
run
of
the
original
Quad
Electrostatic, which was produced
from 1957 to 1985! The most basic
current variant of the LP12 still
stands up well to the competition
[see page 29], and we hope to revisit
atop-of-the-range version soon.
The LP12 also got a slightly
backhanded newspaper plug recently;

in the London Evening Standard's
Shopping Page [ 28 February],
Alexander Games commented on
Linn's hippie-nostalgia ads, then
went on to explain that when he'd
won a Linn CD player in a raffle,
he'd asked Harrods to install an
LP12 instead. But there was ahitch.
'Linn products look and sound
heavenly...' he said, 'but if you dare
to spring to your feet on slightly
bouncy floorboards, the needle does
an impression of ahurdle-sprinter
on the grooves of the record. The
result is that I have one of the
world's great turntables, but am still
too terrified to play anything on it.'
It's ashame to see the LP12 being
blamed on this account, as for so
many years it was, Ithink, the only
turntable with a suspension that
worked properly. Iwas told some
years ago by avery successful Linn
dealer that the reason he'd sold so
many LP12s was that this was the
only deck which worked properly if
you wanted to play music in asmall
council house living-room. (And I
still find it hard to accept Rega boss
Roy Gandy's dismissal of the
relevance of acoustic feedback to
turntable performance.)
I'm sure that by the time you read
this, the man from Harrods will have
sorted out Mr Games's installation
problem. Isuppose the unnaturally
glossy, groomed-and-styled character
in the Linn ads is meant to make
middle-aged purchasers who still like
the same kind of music forget that
the slick, easy-to-use CD wasn't a
part of the flower power dream. But
if the ads do lead anyone back to the
LP, it may be appropriate.
After all, no-one ever rolled ajoint
on ajewel box.

NEXT MONTH: CLASSIC HI-FI NO 3
Free with the June issue, by popular demand, is our third
Classic Hi -Fi supplement, packed with vintage
material for the enthusiast as well as feature articles
and afully-updated guide to classic hi-fi suppliers.
It's essential reading for anyone who likes
e
collecting, using or just looking at the hi-fi of
bygone decades.
• —
But as always, HFN/RR itself will be packed
with reviews of the most exciting products of today. Cover story for June is the amazing
Conrad Johnson ART pre-amplifier ( shown here), a single-ended no-feedback design
that still manages to produce impeccable lab results. But we'll also be testing the latest
from Quad, Audiolab, ATC, Mordaunt Short and many others.
The music section is headed by interviews with the Schubert Ensemble at London
and New London Orchestra conductor Ronald Corp, and finishes with a tribute to the
Atlantic label's 50 years of R'n'B, soul and jazz. In between, there is a bumper package
of new CD reviews. Finally, there will be an exciting free-entry competition to win £ 2000
worth of hi-fi. So don't miss the June issue, on sale Friday, 2 May.
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19 beyond the
high end? Boulder's finest
solid-state units an test
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19 BOULDER 2010/2020
The ultimate in solid-state audio
engineering? Jeff Nelson's noholds-barred Boulder 2010
preamp and 2020 DAC
Martin Colloms

24 SONUS FABER
GRAND PIANO
Sonus Faber's first floorstanding
speaker is also heralds a new
styling approach
Ken Kessler

26 MARANTZ CD17KI
SIGNATURE
latest in an honourable line of
UK-tuned CD players from
design guru Ken Ishiwata: the
Marantz CD17KI Signature
Martin Colloms

41

45 CASTLE AVON
latest floorstanding loudspeaker
from Castle Acoustics is the
£700 Castle Avon
Alvin Gold

47 ALON PETITE
an American ` mini-monitor', the
Alon Petite speaker
Peter J Comeau

53 WIN CELESTION'S
£2400 SPEAKERS
the latest and greatest
Celestion A Series speakers are
up for grabs in this month's
easy-to-enter, free competition

49 AVI REVISITED
AVI's highly-regarded S2000
Reference CD player has been
improved further
David Berrinian

56 OPERATION
DESERT STORM
part two of our in-depth report
from the 30th annual Winter
CES, held in Las Vegas
Ken Kessler

29 VINYL QUINTET
this five-turntable group review
compares the sonic merits of
Henley Pro-ject 6SA, Impulse
Moskito, Linn LP12, Michell
Gyrodec and Roksan Radius 3
Matthew Thorne

36 Cyrus SL:
Mission's
answer for
audiophiles

68

budget?

a stripped audiophile version of
the fullyfeatured Cyrus, the new
Cyrus SL amp promises ' straight
line' sound quality at low cost
Martin Colloms

a complete AVI 2000 series
system, including the new
S2000MM monoblock power
Peter J Comeau

74

29 five more

DIY: PHONES 01
astate-of-the-art headphone
amplifier (on a sensible
budget!) for home constructors
Ben Duncan

on a

36 MISSION'S CYRUS SL

38 AVI 2000 SYSTEM

Sonneteer's more powerful

poet, the 50W/ch Alabaster

THE SOUND OF DVD
how last year's HiFi Show
visitors got a sneak preview of
DVD-Audio sound quality
Malcolm Hawksjord

tables to turn
you on

41 SONNETEER ALABASTER
a second, more powerful design
from poetically-inclined
amplifier specialist Sonneteer
Eric Braithwaite

42 THORENS SYSTEM
yet another ' 2000'
series, the Consequence
range: is this the lifestyle
system for the Millennium?
Andrew Cartmel
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series gets new power amplifiers
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on so much Millennial hi-fi...
Steve Harris
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county-by-county guide to
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products, innovations, events
and forthcoming attractions
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more on DVD copy protection
and DVD-Audio developments
Barry Fox
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design

find the best hi-fi bargains here!
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the rise and rise of country
music star Shania Twain
Colin Escott
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Dolby Digital is here: Harman/
Kardon's ADP303 processor
Ken Kessler
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thirty years on: looking back to
the birth of Radio One
Ben Duncan
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John Nelson
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three new technical books are
this month's special reader offer
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textbook reviewed
John Crabbe
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Aerius — Best Loudspeaker Valsdi
AAHEA Golden Aote Award 199U
MARTIN LOGAN electrostatic/moving coil hybrid loudspeakers successfully combine the 'slam' of tnoving
coil bass with the transparency and precise detail of an electrostatic ?a,Martin Logan Ltd—the electrostatic
loudspeaker technology company—offers arange that incorporates the classic MHz full-range, full-height
electrostatic, the flagship hybrids re:Quest and Monolith and the massively popular SL3 and Aerius ihybrids
The Aerius iis the culmination of adecade of advances in hybrid loudspeaker technology. Compact
enough for the smaller room, this revealing speaker sacrifices nothing in performance. Recent cosmetic and
electronic changes including anew woofer and crossover topology has created aspeaker that has been
awarded the accolade 'Best Loudspeaker Value' in the prestigious AAHEA Awards for 1996 ?a
,Reviewers'
opinions of Martin Logan products are remarkably- positive—(What HiFi? June 1996): `
It's the natural sound
of every instrument that makes this speaker so appealing.' ???, Alvin Gold (
HiFi Choice January 1996) also wrote
?I' the SL3: 'more capable of assuming the persona of the music than almost any box speaker you care to
name'. es,Ken Kessler (
HiFi News August 1995) fintnd the SL3 to be: `one of the sweetest, smoothest mid-price
electrostatic hybrids I've ever heard regardless of maker.' He continued: `The SL3 can produce images that
don't impress: they convince.' ?a
,Contact Absolute Sounds for adealer list where you can audition these
remarkable loudspeakers ?s, And now Martin Logan Home Cinema speakers ee Stylos surround speakers are
in/on wall full-range electrostatic dipoles that can be painted to match any room; the Logos is acentrechannel wide dispersion electrostatic/dynamic tweeter hybrid ?a
,Martin Logan—the name in electrostatics

Stylos

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
HOME (IEMA
SOW ADVISO
IAOM THE EXPIRES

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SW20 ODE

Tel
Fax
Email

0181-947 5047
0181-879 7962
73064.1710@compuserve.com
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'Background
noise level
was now
black inky
silence, the
sound
seemed
more
spacious
and grainfree, and the
ESL63's
protection
circuitry has
never been
triggered
since'
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DOWN TO EARTH
Dear Sir, Ifound the article on
mains earthing, ' Ground work'
[March page 56], very informative
and interesting. As always, Ben
Duncan is afount of all knowledge!
However, Iwould have thought a
simpler, more basic article would
have been helpful first, especially to
those relatively new to hi-fi who
may have not had any previous DrY
experience, unlike those of us who
started 35 years ago, when it was all
DIY!
A clear explanation of why achain
of hi-fi components (in separates)
should only have one earth
connection, but all linked if posaDle,
and why aseparate earth through
the amplifier for the turntable is
essential. The problems of earth
loops, mains-induced hum etc could
all be clearly explained with afew
simple diagrams. This subject seems
rarely to get aired these days, maybe
because turntables seem an unlikely
accessory, and many amplifiers do
not even have phono inputs!
RF interference has been the bane
of my life in Sutton Coldfield
half amile from the BBC
transmitter). In the days of 405-line
transmissions, TV raster, buzz and
sound were picked up by any
amplifier in phono input mode, so
much so it led to many near suicides
in the area! Today it is possibly still
there but above audio range —
maybe still damaging!
The importance of agood general
earth within the mains supply was
brought home to me recently. The
house is about 35 years old, with the
orginal wiring — still in fair
condition. Using Quad ESL63
speakers, most listening sessions of
over an hour would at some time be
interrupted by the loudspeaker
protection circuitry being triggered
for no apparent reason, resulting in
loss of sound for about 5seconds,
until the ESL63 removed the
protection. Ialways assumed it was
the fridge or central heating
thermostat operating, but could
never prove it. Then, whilst cleaning
MAY 1997

up near the electric meter and fuse
box, Idiscovered that the
electricians who wired the house had
forgotten to connect the mains earth
to the water and gas pipes!
The only earth connection was
that to the mains outer sleeve as it
entered the property. So Ibought
the regulation earthing cable, and
having asked for guidance from
qualified electricians Iattached
earthing cable from the fuse box to
the copper water-pipe and gas-pipe,
bonding the two together as near to
where they enter the house as
possible. Ithen checked the
resistance of the earth from each
wall-socket to the water-pipe at
ground level and found them all to
be showing less than 1ohm.
My next listening experience was
arevelation! The background noise
level, previous barely noticeable
even with ears pressed to the
ESL63s was now black inky silence,
the sound maimed more spacious
and grain free, and the protection
circuitry has never been triggered
since. So it may pay readers to get a
local friendly electrician to check the
efficiency of their mains earthing as
afirst step to improved sound!
John Winterbottom (e-mail)
CRYSTAL CLEAR
Dear Sir, Thank you for the free
samples of two different CD
cleaners provided with the Feb and
March issues of HFNIRR. Crystal
Disc answered the need for an
effective and safe cleaner for adirty
disc of John William's Seville Concert
(which was contaminated before I
purchased it). The polish — for it
reminded me of car polish —
produced agleaming streak-free CD
which, when played, sounded just as
before cleaning but without the ticks
and clicks.
Reved smelt like detergent. Iused
it to clean aCD single of Michael
Jackson's Stranger in Moscow —
again not too clean at purchase.
Having read the rather optimistic
manufacturer's claims and the
sceptical (rational) comments of the
Editor, Ikept an open mind about
the sonic effects. Iwas more than
pleasantly surprised to hear tightersounding bass and drums after
cleaning the disc. Repeating the
cleaning with other discs, all visibly
uncontaminated, produced a
definite increase in clarity, detail and
listening pleasure Not ablind test
admittedly, and Iwas amazed at
how many cleanings Imanaged to
wring out of the wipe!
Martin Colloms is areviewer for
whom Ihave the highest respect.
His failure to hear adifference in
discs cleaned as described must be
accepted. Imyself have been

unconvinced by the properties of
green pens, and Crystal Disc just
produced aclean-looking disc.
However, Iam prepared to accept
RATA's claims regarding ' Reved'.
The difference between our
experiences may be down to the CD
players used. While Mr Colloms
may have used his Krell, Iused my
seven year old Philips CD528
(recommended highly then by MC
in HFNIRR) and playing through
Naim NAC 32.5/NAP250/ Linn
SARAs. The CD player is the
cheapest component in my system
and it sounds wonderful, if not
exactly state of the art. Iwonder
whether my humble player's error
correction circuit needs needs all the
help it can get to produce aclear
sound whereas Martin's Krell can
wade through all sorts of muck and
not turn ahair?
G Needham, Newcastle
PS My 10 year old daughter heard
the difference too!
!WEIRD« TULS
Dear Sir, No doubt, after the free
sachits of Crystal Disc and Reveel,
you will be inundated with letters on
this subject, both in favour and
against. Let me, through personal
experience, try to put subjectivity
into some context.
As adesigner Imake subjective
decisions many times each day. (In
fact, we all do without realising).
Mine are of course visual. Some of
the visual talents Ihave were evident
since Iwas young, but they
improved and developed through
time and an art college education. In
asimilar way, as my hi-fi has
improved, so have my hearing
abilities. Iam sure many readers will
agree with this.
My old Denon CD player
improved in both focus, tone and
resolution when Istarted using the
dreaded green pens, when Istuck a
hefty piece of plate glass on the top
and put some simple plastic cones
under it. Now the green pen makes
no difference! My Rolcsan Atessa
and Audio Synthesis DAX2 don't
need this tweak, or the plate glass.
Back to cleaners. Itested Revedl
using Robbie Robertson's The
Native Americans, because Ihave
used it exténsively for auditioning. It
has very delicate sounds and deep
drum-beats on some tracks. The
other test disc, one of my few
HDCDs, was Emmylou Harris's
Wrecking Ball. This again has subtle
delicate vocal nuances and
harmonies, along with Daniel's
guitar and its echoes. Ilove this
album, but had always been slightly
disappointed with HDCD — Iwas
expecting more.
Alan Bird, Surrey
7

Caspian

Integrated Amplifier £ 695 and CD Player £ 895

by

ROKSÁN
for information tel:
fax:

01480 433777

01480 431767
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READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries. Letters
seeking advice
will be answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but we
regret that we are
unable to answer
questions on
buying specific
items of hi-fi. We
cannot answer
queries over the
telephone.

views too
More
readers'
letters appear
on pages 106
and 107
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DUAL IN THE SUN?
Dear Sir, Irarely write to protest
over any review; however, the
sarcastic, out-of-context savaging of
the Dual CS-505/4 and The Sun
level of journalism in Matthew
Thome's turntable review in March,
mark such adrop in HFNIRR
standards that comment is required.
To validate areview and make it
of any use to your readers, the
product needs to be put in context.
Of course the CS- 505 doesn't make
the grade when fed into an open
window, high-end system and
compared with expensive
competition! Why waste space
stating the obvious? The 505 is a
budget product that works brilliantly
in abudget system and offers an
alternative to Rega etc, for users who
want easy speed-change and endstop. If Mr Thorne can't come
down off his high horse to assess a
budget product accurately then he
should not be reviewing it.
As for style I'm sure other readers
will comment, but Ibuy Loaded not
HFNIRR, to laugh at 'new lad'
journalism. What next: 'This Martin
Logan costs wads of dosh'? Please!
Rob Follis Associates
PR Consultant to Dual
THE FASHIONABLE VIEW
Dear Sir, Iwill start by saying that I
am not abig fan of vintage hi-fi, but
Ifound the December supplement
very interesting. The comments by
Peter Walker on the current highfashion status of valve amplifiers
were extremely enlightening. Itend
to agree with him, although being of
an age that means Imissed out on
the joys of golden, glowing
glassware, Idon't have the
`thermionic acoustic' memories to
propel me on anostalgia trip.
There has been afashion for
reviews of high price valve
equipment in HFNIRR recently, and
one comment that appears regularly
is: 'single-ended and/or low feedback
valve amplifiers always sound alot
louder than their power output
would suggest'. Another comment
that tends to appear, this time when
reviewing loudspeakers, is: 'you
don't realise just how loud they are
playing until you uy to speak'. The
second comment illustrates how the
ear tends to associate loudness with
the amount of distortion present in
the sound, in this case, very low. If
these two statements are examined
together it could conceivably be •
theorised that S-E valve amps only
sound loud because they are adding
larger amounts of distortion to the
original sound.
Could this be why Mr Walker
dismisses the current trend for low
power single-ended valve amplifiers
MAY 1997

as just afashion statement?
Imust add that Ienjoy reading
your magazine and feel that it has
everything ahi-fi enthusiast, rather
than ahi-fi consumer, could want.
Reviews of outrageously expensive
bits of kit, valve or otherwise, are
interesting and fun to read. The
constant theorising, experimenting
and exchange of ideas, both from
readers and writers, makes fine
stimulating entertainment. Record
reviews are essential, but abit more
on jazz wouldn't go amiss.
S Bargery, Portsmouth
REVIEWERS' AMERICAN BIAS?
Dear Sir, Your February issue
pushed me over the edge. I'm a
great fan of subjective reviews and I
enjoy building an understanding of
the reviewers' likes and dislikes over
an extended period. However, at
some point you have to decide
whether areview should provide an
accurate comparison of apiece of
hi-fi against its price competitors or
whether the review should be amore
roving opportunity for the journalist
to expound on his views and discuss
wider topics.
I'm all in favour of the latter.
However, if this is to be your chosen
style Ithink you need to recognise it
as such, and provide your journalists
with more space and awider brief.
At present we have to endure what
are billed as product reviews, in the
narrowest sense, but which are
biased to the reviewer's own
preferences so as to be slightly
misleading.
Take Martin Colloms's review of
the Conrad Johnson Premier 15. If
this amp had been presented by a
small UK manufacturer with slightly
dodgy ergonomic design capabilities,
I'm sure he'd have hammered it. As
it was, he was able to forgive its
noise and its limited ability to match
arange of cartridges. Yet this is a
£4k phono amp! How can these
things be forgiven?
As Isay, give Martin more space
to discuss the reasons for his love
affair with American high-end
(which are probably due to agreat
personal relationship with the
manufacturers and/or importers or
the British disease of ' it's American
so it must be great'). Similar
comments could be aimed at Ken
Kessler's reviews of the Audio
Research CA- 50 and Audio Note
Ankoru — a £ 14.5k(!) amp with
more compromises than a £4k SET
amp — but then, Ken's already got
more space to open up and discuss
his influences, which makes it alot
easier for me to sit back, listen to my
300Bs and enjoy his bias for what it
is: interesting journalism.
Barry Wakelin (e-mail)
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PANELS

I) viii in

The simplest and most cost effective way
to upgrade your existing system
You need at least 2
Deflex panels for a
pair of small bookshelf
speakers, 4 panels for
apair of Tannoy 6's.
and at least 6 panels
for larger cabinets
Once you have
gained access to the
inside of the cabinet,
remove foam and or
wool damping

from

the inside of the
speaker fit fitted)

Place the flexible Del leo
panel thru' the speaker cutout and stick to the inside
of the cabinet using the
;

recommended adhesive

Now sit back end listen
to the extra detail

in

sound. and far less
distortion when
played loud

Mat ea means have
say...
...a marked improvement was obvious from
the first few bars of REM's
Automatic for the people album..."

HI-F1 News & Record Review - klerch1994
"...Deflex panels seemed to give greater
tightness and control, improved intemal
clarity, and pitch definition • all without
deadening the sound in any way..."
Audiophile - January 1994
But one things for sure - the Dees panels
are no gimmick. They work...''
Audio Video - December 1994
"...the result was sharper imaging, wider
dynamics and amore nature' sound...''
Hi-F1 Choice -

.11/11111111),

1994

CHOICE VERDICT
Sound Quality

1111.111111,.

Value for money

111.311110

Standard Panel £7.95 (28cm x 21cm)
Medium Panel

£6.95 (28cm x 18cm)

Small Panel

£5.95 (24cm x 13cm)

Sub-Woofer Panel £14.95 (34cm diameter)
Adhesive £3.50

Delivery £5.00

Spectra Dynamics make arange of proaucts to
suit the connoisseur and DIY enthusiast.
Products Include ISOLATION FEET, DAMPING
SHEET, SEAUNG
--

For a FREEinformation pack &
details of other products from
SPECTRA DYNAMICS

Tel
Fax

(
01745) 360070
(
01745) 360086

Unit Al Pinfold kid. Est, Ffordd Daman,
Rhyl, Denbighshire LL182YR

ACCESS • VISA • C.O.D
Sealing Strip
(can be used to make large gaskets)
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ONLY MOZART EVER HEARD HIS MUSIC SOUND THIS PURE
AND THAT WAS IN HIS HEAD.
When Mozart was composing, he could hear every single
note, each individual instrument and every voice singing in his
head. Every mark on his manuscript rang clear and true in the
concert hall of his mind.
Nothing disturbed his music. Not the vagaries of the
acoustics in the auditorium, not the fumbling fingers of a
musician nor the coughs and mutters of the audience, not
even their rapturous applause.

All he heard was the resonance of the strings, the timbre
of the woodwind, and the percussion of timpani.
Nothing needed to be added or taken away.
This, quite simply is the aim of Yamamura Churchill.
The reproduction of the most pure sounds. Not sterile
sounds but sounds uncorrupted by the equipment that carries
them. Sounds which recreate the natural harmony of the
instruments which originally made them.
To achieve this, we dispense with all existing technology
and create our own. If it takes a rare paper from Japan, a special
cork from Sardinia and a carbon fibre suspension system as
precise as that of a Formula One racing car to create the
sound we want, that's what we use.
It will look different from anything you've ever seen before.
It will certainly sound different. But then so did Mozart's music.
Yamamura Churchill.
If you haven't heard of us, you haven't been listening.

YAMAMURA
Tel: + 44 ( 0)1747 871188

CHURCHILL
Fax: + 44 ( 0)1747 871199

news

MERIDIAN HERALDS HIGH-END DVD

M

eridian's much-heralded 58b high-end DVD player, previewed at
the Bristol Sound & Vision Show in late February, is now
scheduled to go on sale in the UK in September. Designed to
make the most of PCM pure audio, Dolby Digital (AC-3), MPEG Surround
and DTS audio, the Meridian 586 embodies the findings of advanced
psychovisual and psychoacoustic research.
Important technical innovations include extensive de-jittering of the
replayed digital video signal, and use of discrete power supplies to a fourlayer PCB for isolation of servo, digital, audio and video functioning.
Proprietary in-house designed video amplifiers and DIA converters are fitted
to the 586, while each digital output is re-clocked to ensure ultra-low jitter.
A precision dual-lens pickup is fitted to anew version of Meridian's unique
drawer loading and disc clamping system derived from those of the 500
Series CD players. While the 586 will play both DVD and CD discs,
Meridian recommends CD enthusiasts to retain their audiophile players
for optimal CD-DA performance because the different colour laser required
for DVD ' is not optimal for reading normal CDs'.
Video outputs fitted to the 586 include Composite, S-Video and SCART
(for Europe) or RGB (for USA and Japan) alternatives. Each player will
be coded for one of the main DVD disc distribution regions, with the USA
version expected to go on sale in the spring. Anticipated retail price of the
586 is £ 1995. Meridian Audio Ltd, 01480 52144.

PLUG AMENDMENT

JVC JOINS
DVD DRIVE

MAKING
THE
GRADO

Amendments to the European safety standard
BSiEN600 65 have virtually outlawed the 4mm

I n Japan, JVC is marking its
commitment to DVD with the
April debut of its XV-1000 player
and first-phase release of DVD video
titles. JVC began DVD software
authoring in February and by the
end of the year expects to have 20

'banana' plug since IJanuary this year. But the
UK specialist manufacturers' trade body, the

G

British Federation of Audio, has now finalised the

rado is

targeting
newcomers to

BFA Connecter w replace it. Originated by
Arcam's R&D department, the BFA Connector
complies with all relevant European and North
American safety standards. To encourage the EUwide (and ultimately world-wide) use, full
design details are being made available on alicense-free basis, in return for a nominal fee of

titles on sale. Reflecting the huge

£100 to cater costs. For this, interested parties will receive apack including full technical

audio potential of DVD, the player
is compatible with DVD's sliding

drawings (also on diskette), photographs and samples. Contact BFA, Landseer House, 19
Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OES, UK, telephone 0171 930 3206, fax 0171 839

scale 20/24-bit and 961d-lz sampling
frequency, and has arated 108dB
dynamic range capability. ' K2'
technology has been adapted from

4613; or visit the BFA 'sWeb site hup:11www.british-audio.org.uk.

audio with its
latest pair of
headphones, the
SR40. which
retails for £ 45.
With the SR40
Grado aims to give

KEYED INTO MUSIC

JVC's CD players to keep ripple and
jitter to aminimum. Low noise and
high resolution are achieved with the
help of aone-bit PEM D/A
converter. Either 5.1 channel Dolby
Digital or basic two-channel CDDA
audio can be fed to the player's
optical digital output. The XV-1000
has composite and S-Video outputs,
plays up to eight language sound
tracks, and enables multi-angle
pictures and aspect ratio adjustment.
Retail price is Y93,000.

a hint of what can

U

nlock the music of the spheres... and pyramids.
That's the message from Manchester's High
Fidelity Show 97, where new speaker company Ikon

,

Audio launched
rsshaped
its two new ' keyhole'
loudspeakers. The speakers, which took several

L.

years to develop, are said to rely on hi-tech drive
unit and cabinet materials. An aerogel bass/mid

driver and textile dome tweeter are housed,
respectively, in discrete cast spherical and pyramidal
Polybymin cabinets. Ikon points to low levels of
coloration, good transient response and remarkable
stereo definition as critical aspects. Prices are £ 1950
for the S9 and £2450 for the slightly larger S15.
For further information on these models contact
Ikon Audio Ltd, 01751 432615.

be achieved by the
more exotic
wooden R1
introduced last
year. John Grado,
who runs the
company, likens
the introduction of
SR40 to sowing a
seed to grow a
high-end audio
community.
Contact Goldring
Products Ltd on
01284 701101.

Music ' 97. part of the Bath

Music. London Arena ( first three days,

Instrumentation in Aucào Research',

International Music Festival, live

trade only). Box Office Tel: 0171 538

lecture by Paul Miller as part of the

concerts and hi-fi/record company

1212.

IEES virtual instrument conference.

presentations. Exhibitors include Audio

30 AUG -7 SEPTEMBER

Institute of Electrical Engineering. Savoy

Note. B&O, Linn, Nairn, Pioneer, Quad,

Internationale Funkausstellung. Berlin.
Call 01714 861951.

21

APRIL 2.00pm. ' The Use of Virtual

Place, London WC2. Contact 0171 240

Roksan, Ruark. Sponsored by Radford

1871.

HI- Fl. 01179 240 878.

24 -28 APRIL Interactive Imaging &

28 MAY -1 JUNE HI- Fl

11 -14 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show,
97 The

Ramada and Exclesior Hotels ,

Sound Show ' 97 incorporating SIM Hi Fi'

Home Theater & Specialty Audio Show,

97, Milan Trade Fair. Tel: + 39 2 481

The Westin St Francis hotel. Contact

HFN/RR. For booking information call

5541.

+1617 784 4400.

show organiser Janet Belton on 0181

17-18 MAY Festival of Hi -Fi &

18-22 JUNE MIA Show/Mad About

686 2599.
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Heathrow. London. Sponsored by
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SONY STOKES UP MINIDISC AND DVD

S

respectively. Apart from MiniDisc, Sony is

ony is cranking up its MiniDisc marketing

machine right across Europe, supported
by asubstantial TV advertising campaign.
Yet even if 1997 sees atripling in Sony's sales
of MiniDisc in the UK, as forecast, the

launching its first Dolby Digital decoder, the
SDP-EP9ES [see Bristol Show report].
This Autumn is expected see the UK arrival
of Sony's first DVD player. Whether or not
it will be equipped for MPEG2 audio as well
as Dolby Digital remains to be seen. ' We're
led by the software', a Sony spokesman
explained, though he did admit that Sony has
ruled out equipping its DVD model with a
DTS decoder. In the USA, at the January Las
Vegas CES exhibition, Sony announced that
its ' high end' launch DVD model would go
on sale in the spring at $ 1000. More details
from Sony UK Ltd, 01932 816000.

Japanese home market will still drive the MD
bandwagon. MiniDisc 'now accounts for 60
per cent of all hi-fi sales' in Japan. By July,
Sony will be offering 20 MD models for
sale in Britain, covering personal portable,
in-car, and home hi-fi markets. Prominent
new models include the smallest and
lightest MiniDisc Walkman to date, the MZE30, and the cheapest ever MD Walkman, the
MZ-E30. They will retail at £ 300 and £ 180

ATC GROWS SUPER LINEAR

A

TC has now treated all seven of its Studio Control Monitor series
loudspeakers to the same drive-unit upgrade. The Super Linear
Magnet drive unit was recently developed by ATC to overcome eddycurrent induced distortion in the main drive unit voice-coil. A key technical
breakthrough was the use of a5mm sleeve to shroud the main drive unit
front plate and pole piece. In simple terms, this special shroud acts as
an insulator without removing the desired magnetic properties of the
drive unit. All ATC loudspeakers, from the SCM20 to the SCM300A
monolith, are now suffixed SL in recognition of the drive unit upgrade.
Contact ATC Loudspeaker Technology Ltd, 01285 760561.
\.

ARCAM TACKLES
BI-AMPING

O

wners can extend the life of
their Arcam Alpha 5, 5 plus
and 6 amplifiers by means of anew
bi-amp upgrade kit. The £ 50
modification, made by Arcam
authorised dealers or Service Centres
brings the second tape output up to
abuffered pre-out specification ready
for the addition of asuitable power
amp. Arcam's MD John Dawson
points out that more than half of the
hi-fi speakers on the UK market are
now bi-wirable, adding that the new
upgrade kit offers tens of thousands
of Arcam owners ' an unprecedented
chance to improve the sound quality
of their hi-fi without rendering any
part of their existing system
obsolete'.
Call
Arcam (A&R
Cambridge Ltd), 01223 203203.

TELL-TALE
CHORDS

M

yth, Rumour
and Legend

from deepest
Wiltshire... no, it's
not aStonehenge
mystery or MOD
scare. These are three
new, inexpensive
speaker cables from
Salisbury-based The
Chord Company.
Myth and Legend are low inductance, low

capacitance, flat cables featuring oxygen-free copper
conductors. Myth has apolyethelene insulator and is
designed for single wiring applications, while Legend
is configured for bi-wiring with two sets of four
conductors directed to the treble driver, and two sets
of seven strands to the bass section. Rumour is atwocore, silver-plated, copper cable with Teflon insulator.
Retail prices are £ 5.95 per metre for the Myth; £9.95
per metre for the Rumour; and £ 14.95 per metre for
the Legend. The Chord Company, 01722 331674.

DENSEN'S VINYL WORD

p

atents are pending on Densen's new Dp-

Drive/Dp 02 low noise, class-A, zero
feedback, moving coil phono stage. Optocoupling links the Dp-Drive power supply
and the Dp-02 MC gain stage, which makes
extensive use of surface mount components.
The current amplifier design is said to obviate

the need for variable loading. The Dp-Drive
docks on to either the Dp-02 or a Dp-01
MM moving-magnet phono stage, delivering
aregulated power supply via custom made
capacitors. Its slow- start circuit prevents
interaction problems with other hi-fi products.
Retail prices are £ 350 for the Dp-Drive/Dp02 MC or £ 300 for the Dp-Drive/Dp01
MM. Densen Audio, + 45 75181214.

AVALON Acoustics' loudspeaker

management. including the appointment

range is now represented in the UK

of Michael Detmer. formerly Director of

by Audiofreaks. 0181 948 4153.

National Sales Training at Infinity. as

AUDIO Reference, a new company

Vice President of Sales and Marketing.

run by Martin Brewster. has taken

MOREL has closed its Ipswich factory,

over UK representation of overseas

transferring OEM car speaker output to

brands Immutable. Graham. Magnum and CAT

its Israeli plant, previously exclusively devoted

SINGULAR CD
RESOLUTION

A

udiofreaks says it has the
antidote to lacklustre two- box

CD performance. The new single- box
£2995 Resolution CD50 attacks

jitter by utilising a master clock
located next to the D/A converter.

from Reference Imports, which is now in

to hi-fi driver production. Call 00972 89301161.

liquidation. Call 01483 575344.

NXT. the flat- panel loudspeaker developer set

EPOS has adopted Light Cherry. Dark Cherry

up by Verity Group, has announced that NEC,

balanced conversion via four 20- bit

and Walnut veneers already available on the

the major desktop computer producer, has

Burr- Brown PCM63P-K chips. Two

ES12 for the £675 ES14 speaker ( pictured).

become an NXT licensee. Tel 01480 451777.

'oversized' toroidal transformers

Black Ash is dropped. Call 01705 407722.

VIVANCO UK Ltd has relocated to Maxted

plus regulation for ' each crucial

KRELL Industries Inc has responded to

Court, Maxted Road, Hemel Hempstead. Herts

area' minimise noise and ensure a

'phenomenal growth' by creating a restructured

HP2 7BY. 01442 403020.

A Pacific Microsonics PMD-100
HDCD monolithic filter leads to

'high Resolution' performance.
Audiofreaks. 0181 948 4153.
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MORE LINKS
METHINKS...

M ANCHESTER SHOW 1997

L

FD has arich variety
of new interconnects
and digital links each
priced in 0.7m lengths.
Reference Silver (£360),
the new top-notch LFD interconnect, mixes multiple
diameter, pure, large crystal silver conductors with a
custom silicon rubber sleeve and polythene jacket.
Spirolink III (£80) interconnect combines
polythene/PTFE insulation with multistrand PC-OCC
conductors. In the Mistral Interconnect (£50),
developed for computer and military use, silver-plated
Oxygen Free Copper (OFC) conductors are screened
with adense outer copper braid and insulated by
polythene. For Digilink Copper II (£45), grainorientated large crystal copper conductors are sleeved
in PTFE, while Digilink Silver II (£90) has two ultrahigh-purity single strand silver conductors sleeved in a
custom silicon rubber dielectric. For more
information call LFD Audio, 01255 422533.

LATEST
PHASES
Paul Hynes Audio
System Electronics,
better known as
PHASE, lives up to
its name with two
new 'phase coherent'
pre-amplifiers. The
LL Iis for line-only
sources, while the
VPI accepts aphono
pickup source. High
speed regulated power
supplies, 'careful
earth referencing'
and signal processing
stages designed for
phase coherence
throughout the audio
bandwidth play an
important part in the
pre-amp's
performance. A
power amp is under
development.
PHASE, 015395

STYLED
FOR
SOUND

5

oundstyle's
latest
specialist audio
equipment table mixes mild steel
supports with glass shelves for a
combination of style, performance
and flexibility. Height-adjustable
base cones provide mechanical
decoupling, and four tinted glass
shelves accomodate awide range
of hi-fi products. Colour options
in the £210 Classic line are Black,
Rock Red and Harmony Grey.
More exotic colour schemes of the
£230 Select line are Senza Blue,
Misura Green, Viva Red, Ossia
White and Prima Black combined
with gold-finished top and base
cones. Goldring Products Ltd,
01284 701101.

63115.

QTA KITS UP

Q

TA Systems has augmented its speaker kit range
with the new Miniature design, based on 50mm
Bandor drive units. Options for the 4 litre enclosure
include amixed solid hardwood/MDF cabinet, or a
fully MDF enclosure.
Excluding the price of
the drive units
(ordered direct from
Bandor, to help keep
prices as low as
possible), the new QTA
Miniature kit ranges
from £220 to £338,
depending on choice
from awide range of
veneered MDF, and
hardwood/MDF options.
Contact QTA Systems
on 01223 891091.
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M

anchester's Holiday Inn
Crowne Plaza Hotel,
conveniently located in the
city centre, was the site for the High
Fidelity Show 97, organised by Top
Events and endorsed by HFNIRR.
Exhibitors included manufacturers,
dealers and distributors.
Alphabetically taking pride of place
was new distributor Absolute
Analog, boasting the European
debut of the Rockport Sirius II LE2
turntable from America, 5801b of
self-levelling granite plinth floating
on an air bearing. Yours for amere
£33,000. While Arcam had hit on
the shrewd idea of selling upgrade
kits for its products [ see separate
story], ASL showed its £975 AS8
speakers ( a pity they were only
playing Eric Clapton!) using the
lovely Art Audio Tempo valve
monoblocks. Atacama was fighting
against boring black hi-fi furniture
with its new range of brightly
coloured Elegance racks, while
Audiolab's £900 PPA phonostage
was heard with
Pink Triangle's
new
Tarantella
turntable
(pictured) creating
a joyous noise in
the
spacious
Lancaster Suite;
but the longest
queues at the show were outside the
Bose room. Deva, anew name to
us, is the brainchild of Morgan
Audio Systems, with a prototype
speaker in the works and has just
released a CD player, the CD600
(£1300). Harbeth was employing
its
new
Xtender
subwoofer
(designed for the HL-P3ES) in the
new S16 speaker, essentially an S8
plus Xtender integrated into ahornvented cabinet and will sell for
around £ 2000. Henley Designs
was exhibiting the new Forseti twobox CD player (£ 1950) as well as
dipping its toe into the AV market
with a very competively priced
complete system (£ 800). Ikon
Audio Ltd was very emphatically
present with its amazing Marsinvades style speakers [see separate
item]. Klipsch was using valve amps
from Arion [
now defunct — Ed] to
drive its classic loudspeakers, with
promises of a new speaker range
due out soon to replace the KG
series. Linn had astrong presence
at the show, but there were no new
hi-fi designs on display, unless you
counted the retrohippie posters.
Meanwhile
Mana
Acoustics
offered Deep Forest pulsing away
through ATC speakers, in a room

full of mystical tapestries, while
table-cloths glowed purple in the
UV light and lava lamps bubbled
away happily. There was also a
somewhat mystical atmosphere in
Meridian's room, where the
adventures
of
Wallace
and
Grommet were watched by acrowd
in almost religious silence on the
company's AV system. New from
Meridian in the hi-fi realm was the
505 power amp, a monoblock
version of the 557, which retails for
£1600 per pair.
Naim Audio had cunningly
acquired the Rolls and Royce
Rooms (' appropriately' read their
poster) where the CD2 sounded
nimble through Credo speakers.
The Sound Department was
showing NHT loudspeakers and
Carver
amps.
New
models
included the A-760X 380W/ch amp
(£1300) and Model 2.5i speakers
(also £ 1300). Orchid Precision
Audio unveiled its large £6000 sixway speaker, the phase-linked PL- 1.
Also substantial in
size
was
the
massive Natural
Force valve amp,
200W/ch of ` full
100%
cathode
follower' design,
selling at £ 10,000.
Prism Acoustics'
displayed a range of striking
Scottish-built
speakers,
with
diamond-shaped and triangular
time-aligned faces and lavish wood
finishes. They were driven by
vintage Quad electronics. QLN was
promising arevamp of its Prestige
floorstander for the Bristol Show (it
will be £ 1500 in its new splitfield
incarnation). Elsewhere, Ruark was
showing its Templar II and
Prologue
loudspeakers,
now
available in full veneer versions
(£630 and £900, respectively).
Yorkshire-based stalwart Sugden
was playing its impressive amplifiers
through ProAc 2.5 speakers, using
the Sugden Au51 DAC and Au51
Transport (£ 1250 and £ 1400) as a
source. TDL showed its T-Line 2
speakers (£550 or £600, depending
on finish), fed by aRega Planet CD
player and Rega electronics. Last
but not least, Vintage Audio was
showing its megabucks system of
spectacular valve amps, CD player
and speakers clad in real wood. The
'Olde Worlde' styling may not be
for everyone, but Harrods has
apparently snapped it up. Analogue
replay was via Terry O'Sullivan's
redoubtable Loricraft Garrard
301s.
Andrew Cartmel
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ACOUSTIC ENERGY
AIWA
AKAI
ALCHEMIST
ALPHASON
APOLLO
ARCAM
ATACAMA
ATC
AUDIO ALCHEMY
AUDIOQUEST
AURA
AVI
B&W
BARCO PROJECTORS
BEYER DYNAMIC
BOSE
BOSTON
CABLETALK
CANON
CARVER
CASTLE
CELESTION
CERWIN VEGA
CHORD
CITATION
CYRUS
D
DEFINITIVE
DENON
DPA
EPOS
EXPOSURE
GL
GOLDRING
GRUNDIG
HARBETH
HARMAN KARDON
HEYBROOK
INFINITY
JAMO
JBL
JVC
NEF
KEN WOOD
LEXICON
LINN
LOEWE
M&K
MARANTZ
MERIDIAN
MICHELL
MICROMEGA
MISSION
MIT
MITSUBISHI
MONITOR AUDIO
MORDAUNT-SHORT
MUSICAL FIDELITY
NAD
NAKAMICHI
NAIM
NHT
ONKYO
ORTOFON
ORELLE
PANASONIC
PHILIPS
PINK TRIANGLE
PIONEER
POLK
PROAC
PROJECT TURNTABLES
QED
QUAD
QUADRASPIRE
RCF PROJECTORS
REL
ROGERS
FtOKSAN
ROTEL
ROYD
RUARK
SAMSUNG
SELECO PROJECTORS
SENNHEISER
SHARP
SHURE
SME
SONY
SOUNDSTYLE
SPENDOR
STANDS UNIQUE
SUMO
SYSTEMDEK
TANNOY PRESTIGE
TARGET
TDL
TEAC
TECHNICS
THORENS
TOSHIBA
TRICHORD
TUBE TECHNOLOGY
VAN DEN HUL
WADIA
WHARFEDALE
XL0
XTC
YAMAHA
AND MANY MORE
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173 Station Road,
Edgware,

18 Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden,

Middlesex HA8 7JX
Tel: 0181 952 5535

London WC2H 9HB
Tel: 0171 497 1346
Fax: 0171 497 9205

Fax: 0181 951 5864

45 High Street,
Hounslow,
Middlesex TW3 1RH
Tel: 0181 569 5802
Fax: 0181 569 6353

126 High Street,
Beckenham,
Kent BR3 1ED
Tel: 0181 663 3777
Fax: 0181 663 3555

e-mail: sales@musical-images.co.uk
*On selected items only: Sale price not available with any other offers
** Subject to,availability of stock

news
BRISTOL SOUND AND VISION

M

any exhibitors were doing their
second show of the month —
Arcam, Audiolab, Bose, Celestion,

Henley Designs, Linn, KEF, Mission, Naim
and others had shown their wares to northern

stripped down completely on
their arrival from Japan. While
the circuit board is being rebuilt
with more than 30 component
changes, the chassis is sent out

enthusiasts at the Top Events Manchester show

to be copper plated. The always-

two weeks before — but there were still plenty
of products getting their first UK public showing

affable Ken was
autographing

at the Bristol Marriott Hotel this February.
ATC gave the first public showing of speaker

throughout the show.
Pioneer showed its Precision

models incorporating its new Super Linear
magnet system [see news item], and also

A-300R amplifier and matching
PD-S505 CD player, ' UK-

unveiled the final production version of the
SPA2-150 power amplifier (£ 2500 in natural
metal, £2600 in custom grey), acompact but
weighty 200W/ch unit to match the SC-A2 pre-

design' products, with input from
Tom Evans (of Trichord 'clock'

amp.
AVI has replaced the tuner in its 2000 series

latest no-compromise hi-fi rack.
This cunning design uses Seismic

system with anew and versatile fully-synthesised
RDS model. The S2000MT (£699) covers four
short-wave AM broadcast bands as well as LW,
MW and VHF/FM. Up to 50 preset channels
can be stored, and these are then accessible

Sink-type

from the AVI universal system remote control
handset. AVI also revealed its second speaker,
the floorstanding Positron (£999), in which a
28mm doped fabric dome tweeter is teamed
with aspecial long-throw 5in bass/mid driver
in a740x175x245mm (hwd) ported enclosure
measures. Cyrus showed how its components
could be used in ahuge range of combinations,
from the simplest system based on the new SL
amplifier [ reviewed in this issue] up to an
'ultimate' system containing 18 items of Cyrus
electronics!
Denon majored on home cinema, with the
new AVC-3800 integrated Dolby AC3 receiver

kept busy
brochures

and Michell electronics fame),
sited on Max Townshend's

air-cushions

on

each

Constructed in stainless steel tube, it looks pretty
good too. I'd already been impressed by the
Pioneer electronics in the Dynaudio room,
playing through the Danish company's Audience
8 loudspeakers (£ 1060).
Never short on innovation, NAD offered the
118 digital pre-amp, with built-in AID and alldigital tone and volum controls. It has four
digital and four analogue outputs. Rotel (
the
company which, in response to NAD's 3020,
started the whole ' UK design' thing about 15
years ago) showed its new RA931 budget
integrated amp (£ 149.95), replacing the
RA930AXII and the BX version. Roksan
showed the Caspian range, now with aDAC
and tuner alongside the £699 amp [reviewed
March]. Sonneteer showed aprototype of its

(£1700) offering 90W/ch in five-channel mode
(110W stereo); a six-socket input caters for

Sedley phono pre-amp (£449) as well as
Alabaster integrated [reviewed in this issue].
Kenwood gave atelling indication of trends

external

in Japan by unveiling the DM7090 MiniDisc

decoders.

But

for

pure

audio

enthusiasts, the Japanese company had the goldfinished PMA-510 amplifier (£ 1800 as a
special-order

item

via

Denon's

German

Above: when
Mark Sloper of
Bose pressed the
button, the dummy
'big speakers'
opened to reveal
the tiny Bose units
producing the
sound. Left:
NCT's Malcolm
McDonald showed
'picture' speakers.
Below: Marantz
launched the
PM66 KI
Signature amplifier

level.

player, which of course stacks up with the
DP7090 CD player and KA709OR amplifier.
As far as the major brands are concerned,

th.

,
Aridodi

depth' control which can be set to emphasise

receiver (£ 500), containing CD player, radio

cassette decks are set to follow the turntable
into oblivion, as MiniDisc players start taking
over the recording function in both packaged
and separates systems. TEAC now has aMD

tuner and 30W/ch amp. After some delays,
Exposure is ready to ship its front-loading CD
player, priced at just over £ 1000 and visually
matching the current pre- and power-amp range.

player in its stylish 500 series; the MD-H500
offers comprehensive editing via amulti-jog dial,
along with sound/CD sync recording. A multidisc CD player will follow later in the year.

to adjust each time. DVD was confidently

Ken Ishiwata of Marantz had flown over from
his home in Belgium (within commuting
distance of the parent company Philips'

TEAC also aims to maintain its high-end

video discs were expected to retail at ' around
£18'. NCT was at the show with its flat-panel
'picture' speakers, while Bose also did a neat
trick to show that you don't need big boxes to

division). The matching DCD-510 CD player
costs £ 1300. For more modest systems, Denon
showed its very practical new RCD-100 CD

headquarters at Eindhoven) to launch the latest
`KI Signature' product, aUK-rebuilt specialedition amplifier to complement the CD63KI
and CD17K1 CD players [the latter reviewed

leadership in CD transports with the new P30
(£2500). Meanwhile Sony, the inventor of
Mini-disc, showed its own Dolby Digital

demonstrated by Meridian [
see separate news
story], conveying the message that DVD players
will be available in the UK in September. DVD

fill the room with sound. Now in its tenth year

classy way, this is it (and only £ 599). For

akey event in the UK hi-fi calendar. Organised
jointly by retail groups Audio T and Audio

example, the EP-9ES offers cinema studio 'A',

standard PM-66 amplifiers are

13' and C', all based on real Sony movie
dubbing stages. On the floor below, the corridor
was shaking with the bass energy as
Harman Kardon/JBL blitzed
visitors with Independence Day.
Subwoofer specialist REL had a
new version of its Q-100, the new
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both stereo and surround use without having

decoder, the EP-9ES. If ever an audio product
really was ' all singing, all dancing', but in a

in this issue]. To create the Marantz PM-66KI,
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either of these aspects as required, plus separate
input level controls to give you correct levels

at the same venue, the Bristol show has become

Excellence (the third co-organiser of previous
years, Radford HiFi, has now dropped out and
instead will be sponsoring an innovative musicand-hi-fi event as part of the Bath Music
Festival in May; see ' Events'), it is a ' selling'
show. with discounts to encourage visitors to
buy on the spot. These, along with an increase

Q- 100E (£475) with a ' slam and

in the number of exhibitors, helped swell sales
by areported 22%, which made the organisers

AVI launched its seven-band tuner
(left) as well as the Positron speaker

very happy indeed. Another successful year!
Steve Harris
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Audiolab 8000DAC
Audiolab 8000CDM
Audiotab 8000C
Audiolab 8000P
Audiolab 8000S
Audiolab 8000T

By combining advanced design and innovative

ere

engineering we created pure direct coupkd
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circuitry for the Audiolab 8000QPre-amplifier.
We call it Audiolab

Zg TECHNOLOGY.

Combine

the 8000Q with two or four Audiolab 8000M
Audiolab 8000Q

Monobloc Power Amplifiers and you have a

Audiolab 8000M

formidable amplification system.

Audiolab 8000T
If your requirements are more modest. Audiolab
manufactures arange of seven amplifiers
beginning with the internationally acclaimed
Audiolab 8000A Integrated Amplifier.
For more information and details of your
Audiolab dealer call or

rite.

Audiolab 8000S

Cambridge Systems Technology Ltd
Spitfire Close, Ermine Business Park
Huntingdon, Combs PE18 6XY
Telephone 01480 415600
Fax 01480 52159

=AUDIOLAB

technology

There's a
risk to
DVD-Audio
sound
quality in
proposed
control
system; on
home
copying

V

ishors to the Consumer
Electronics Show in January
left Las Vegas reasonable
confident that DVD-Video players

will finally reach the shops this year.
The price will be higher than
promised, $ 600 in the USA and
£600 in the UK; and there are still
mixed signals on the strength of
software support likely from the
Hollywood movie studios.
A panel debated the future options
for an audio-only version of DVD.
The clear message was that
agreement on a specification for
DVD-Audio is six or twelve months
off, and there will be no prototypes
for another six months after that. So
I was amused to see that Russ
Andrews, in a letter written in July
1996 [
HFNIRR December, page
120], was already stating as bald fact
that 'benefits [from using his cleaning
fluid] have also been observed on
DVDs'. In July the standard for
DVD-Video had not even been set,
and the only video demonstrations
were being given by engineers using
their own lab prototypes!
On amore serious note, if you are
serious about sound, you ignore the
DVD-Audio debate at your peril. An
International Steering Committee,
which represents the Recording
Industry Association of America, the
International Federation of the
Phonographic Industry and the
Recording Industry Association of
Japan has been talking with the
DVD-Audio Working Group of the
DVD Consortium for ayear now.
There is areal risk that standards for
future hi-fi will be influenced by the
same people who told us that their
Copycode anti-piracy system, which
cut a frequency notch from the
music, was inaudible. They are now
telling us that their new anti-piracy
system of smearing a thin layer of
digitally-coded noise over the music
is also inaudible, even on ' super
audio' DVDs with 24-bit coding.
The ISC is already insisting that
DVD-Audio must use an Active
Copy Management System to control
home copying and transmission by
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the Internet and direct-to-home
satellite links. The RIAA has already
recommended the use of Embedded
Signalling, the spread spectrum
system developed by Bolt Beranek
and Newman in the USA. A decoder
in arecorder retrieves data from the
noise spread and triggers a circuit
which blocks recording.
The ISC is also insisting that DVD
Audio discs must be backwardscompatible, so that record shops can
stock asingle inventory of 'hybrid'
discs that play either to give
conventional CD quality, or on anew
generation of DVD Audio player
which unlocks the superior sound
quality available. This fits neatly with
the pledge already given by members
of the DVD Consortium, that DVD
Movie players will also play Red
Book music CDs. It is quite easy to
achieve, by making dual layer discs,
with Red Book audio recorded at the
standard CD read depth, and super
audio at the 0.6mm depth which is
fixed for DVD readout.

DVD VIDEO SOUND
COMPROMISES
The DVD Consortium adopted
political compromise for the surround
sound audio which accompanies a
movie. The DVD Video system to
be sold in 525-line TV countries
(such as the US and Japan) will have
AC-3surround-sound as the primary
option, with MPEG-2 audio coding
as asecondary alternative. DVD as
sold in 625-line countries (particularly
Europe) will use MPEG-2 as the
main option, with AC- 3 the
secondary choice. Because the video
signal is so greedy for bits, these
audio systems rely on ` lossy'
compression. During coding, some
information is lost for ever.
The Acoustic Renaissance for
Audio has warned of the dangers.
Although
DVD
will
have
multichannel surround (five or seven
channels plus woofer effects), overall
audio quality will be inferior to 16bit CD. So the ARA has advocated
that DVD-Audio should use lossless
compression, as already employed in
the
computer
industry.
No
information is thrown away, it is just
stored more efficiently.
The ARA wanted eight channels,
coded with anything between 16 and
24-bit words. The disc could then
carry astereo pair, five speaker feeds
and a separate channel for effects,
such as bass enhancement or height
information. The ARA also proposed
a PCM sampling rate of 96kHz:
twice the professional studio standard.
In July 1995 the Japan Audio
Society got involved, through its
Advanced Digital Audio Conference.
The ARA gave demonstrations to the
ADA in Japan in October that year.

Pioneer's ideas on DVD-A conform
closely to those of the ARA; lossless
PCM, sampled at either 48 or 96
kHz (rather than CD's 44.1 kHz)
and coded in 18, 20 or 24-bit words
(instead of CD's 16 bits). Pioneer
has been using a3in disc, rather than
the standard 5in, so that DVD-A can
be used on small portables. The
DVD standard allows for this. But
the record companies' ISC does not
like the idea.
Pioneer gave the first public
demonstration of DVD Audio at the
1996 HiFi Show (covered elsewhere
in this issue): a3in disc with 961(117./
24-bit PCM and accompanying still
pictures. Pioneer's proposal has also
won some backing from Matsushita
and Toshiba.

THE SONY CHALLENGE
The main challenge comes from
Sony, with Direct Stream Digital.
This is a `bitstream' system which
codes at 64 times the CD sampling
rate to generate avery rapid stream
of single bits, instead of fixed length
PCM words. DSD makes players
cheap, but it is impractical to use
digital signal processing, eg, for
filtering. The bitstream also takes up
alot of disc space, limiting playing
time and the number of channels.
Sony's public position on DSD is
that it was developed for archiving
the CBS music recording vaults. The
archived signal can then be downconverted to any future format for
consumer release. But Sony has
demonstrated DSD to the ADA in
Japan.
Last
October,
Philips
announced that it would support
Sony's proposal for DSD. So, too,
have Accuphase and Sharp.
Matsushita (Panasonic/Technics)
has proposed asystem which splits
the signal into two halves and then
uses PCM for one and bitstream
coding for the other. JVC has
proposed a lossless compression
system which uses PCM and samples
at twice or four times the CD rate,
and codes in 24-bit words.
The standard for DVD Video
(known as Version 1.0) was officially
published during a two-day DVD
Forum held last September in
Brussels. It leaves the option open to
use even the video disc as acarrier
for multichannel, uncompressed
PCM, without high quality video.
But the DVD Consortium is still
working on an audio-only standard.
In ajoint pre-Christmas announcement, the Consortium's Audio
Working Group and the music
industry's International Steering
Committee ' looked forward to
continuing their talks in 1997', but
warned that 'no firm timetable has
been set for completion of the
process'.
Barry Fox
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The alphabet according to
Musical Fidelity.
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XLP Low Noise

MC/MM Phone Stage

X1OD Class A
Tube Line Stage

X PRE Class A
Tube Preamplifier

X CANS Class A
Tube Headphone Amplifier

X PSU Add on Power Supply
for all X Series

X DAC New Technology
HDCD DAC

X TONE
High Quality Tone Control

When music matters most
FOR DETAILS OF
A DEALER NEAR YOU,
CONTACT MUSICAL FIDELITY LIMITED,
15-17 OLYMPIC TRADING ESTATE,
FULTON ROAD, WEMBLEY, MIDDLESEX HA9 OTF.
TELEPHONE 0181 900 2866.
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B

oulder's founder and chief
engineer Jeff Nelson gained
his first audio engineering
experience with studio mixing desks
and the design of a professional
cartridge tape unit. This led to a
constructive interchange with the
late Deane Jensen, the audio
transformer wizard and the
originator of a classic ' operational
amplifier' — not an integrated
circuit but one implemented at
good power and wide bandwidth
using discrete devices. It comprised
astable low-noise gain block which
had wide applications for audio
components, DACs, pre-amps and
power amps. Jeff made this concept
his own with further refinements in
semiconductors and performance.
This circuit module is the core
technology for Boulder designs.
Based, as you might guess, in
Boulder, Colorado, the company
now produces an established line of
amplifiers, pre- and power, the
latter well accepted on the studio
circuit. However, in the new 2000
series, price is almost no object, and
styling, finish and facilities have
been taken to the limit of what is
practical for luxury high fidelity.
There are enough very wealthy
audiophiles in the world to make
such an endeavour worthwhile, a
market also tapped by Rowland
Research, Mark Levinson and
Cello. This is yet another level of

price beyond the costly yet still
mainstream audiophile creations of
Krell, Audio Research and ConradJohnson. As a pair, the Boulder
units reviewed here cost £ 50,000,
and this does not include a CD
transport or a power amp! These
are promised for the near future.

BOULDER 2020 DAC

Matching the 2010 line controller,
the 2020 is a full-size, luxurious
digital-to-analogue converter with
some special facilities. A large
display is back illuminated via a
mirrored glass window and provides
information an start-up, source
selection, and operating modes.
A comprehensive remote control Below: Boulder's
2010 and 2020, seen
is provided and can be mechanically
here with one of the
merged with that for the pre- amp
two appropriate
when desired. This handset is an all outboard power
metal creation built in modular supply units
form. Its keyboard allows the
remote selection from six digital
inputs, four of these in
balanced
format ( a
Boulder
unbalance
adapter is also available
for coaxial connection)
plus
two
optical:
Toslink and ' ST
Glass'. In addition the
2020 has two digital
outputs, for monitoring of
the selected source, and
a separated record
output section.

The no- compromise,
beyond- high- end 2010
pre- amp and 2020 DAC
are part of US maker
Boulder's ongoing 2000
series project
by

MARTIN COLLOM

ROLLING
•

i
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A wholehearted
commitment to
the truth was
displayed by
the 2020,
which was one
of the most
neutral and
even-handed
decoders I've
ever heard

Display brightness is adjustable in
nine levels including off, the display
automatically and temporarily
brightening under command.
Conventional balance controls
can only adjust the relative loudness
of the two channels; but on the
2020, an offset speaker and/or
listener position may be corrected
accurately by adjusting the time
delay of one channel relative to the
other, to correct for the discrepancy
in distances to the listener. The
display may be set for inches,
centimetres or milliseconds and can
correct substantial offsets of several
feet. Even half- inch adjustments
can be audible — the ultimate
balance control for couch potatoes!

TECHNOLOGY
A separate power supply ( an
outwardly identical unit powers the
2010 pre-amplifier) is linked to the
connector by a total of three cable
sets, the third of these supplying the
digital acquisition and
microprocessor

sections. The converters proper,
located in diecast boxes, are
positioned above the main chassis,
and easily demounted from it. This
makes upgrade or replacement a
simple procedure.
Input
switching
is
relaycontrolled, SPDIF signals acquired
and locked by the Crystal 84-series
ADIC. Signal processing which
follows includes an NPC digital
filter, an FIR type with 20- bit
output (8-times oversampling).
After the filter comes the Boulder
anti- jitter circuit, a phase- lock
crystal oscillator which resynchronises the data word clock. Drive
from the lower chassis to the DAC
units proper is via adigital balanced
interface, driving an array of five
paralleled Burr Brown 1702
converters. Next comes the first
appearance of Boulder's powerful
active discrete op- amp, the topspecification 993 unit performing
the current summing for the five
DACs to a stable output voltage.
Two more 993s (per channel) each
operate as a three-pole Bessel filter
this leading to another pair of 993s
for the balanced audio output. At
this point, signal quality is equal for
balanced or normal outputs, at a
low 100 ohm rated impedance, of
2V (4V balanced).

SOUND QUALITY
For unbalanced digital sources
Boulder's impedance matched
adapter was used, while balanced
signals were also available from the
fine Meridian 618 digital data
processor. Both these wired modes
were preferred to the optical
alternatives, Toslink and glass fibre.
The 2020 DAC was used
extensively in partnership with the
matching 2010 pre- amplifier.
Several arrangements were tried
with various combinations of drive
and replay electronics.
A wholehearted commitment to
the truth was displayed by the
2020, which was one of the most
neutral and even-handed decoders
I've ever heard. It was completely
confident from the lowest bass to
the highest treble, in regard to
precision, uniformity, lack of
distortion and high clarity. It set
very high standards for all these,
devoid of coloration, grain or any
false emphasis, anywhere.
The effect was one of majestic
calm in abig system, aresult which
in context I'd experienced with
Cello electronics a decade ago, in
this Boulder perhaps tempered by
the grainless quality expressed in
Jeff Rowland designs.
The 2020 had good rhythmic
control and timing, holding onto
the musical flow and yet also
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Under microprocessor control, the
BOULDER 2020 DAC
innate intelligence provides some
LAB REPORT
fundamental features of importance
Designed to ahigh
to the user. Not least is the
precision, the 2020
'electronic' volume facility with its
showed superb
100dB, 1000-step range, of 0.1dB
accuracy in the
resolution. It may be user
basic parameters;
programmed for any desirable scale
frequency response
range, for example 0 to - 100dB or
was moderated
+50 to - 50. In addition, the
only by an
Fig I. Boulder 2020 DAC: upper trace,
variations in input level of various
intended -0.5dB
distortion from IkHz dithered tone at - 70dB
shaping by
line sources may be compensated
(to 10kHz); lower trace, spuriae up to 100kHz
20kHz. Distortion
via programmed offset of the
1.11,5,,p
5, SC- 335.3213.•
was
state-of-theasking for the volume to be raised volume control, by up to 20dB. It is
exec.
mre ¡mow.
art on 16bit CD
to wake things up. In practice the fully balanced, in and out (and may
inputs, close to
sound was so smooth that this poses be easily operated unbalanced if
-95dB including
no problem, especially with the big required using adapter plugs and/or
noise. On 20-bit
cables). Lower resolutions may also
Krell power amplifier on line.
digital inputs, the
In the bass, the 2020 sounded be set on the volume control.
equivalent
Channel balance is also available,
distortion for OdB
tight and clear, with fine tune.
r,
was - 109dB, only
at 0.1dB resolution. Fully relay
playing. That high level of detail
Fig 2. Boulder 2020 DAC: dithered ¡ kHz
constrained at OdB
controlled, the unit provides
held throughout the mid and treble.
sinewave at -90dB, distortion spectrum below
level by the
In terms of the stereo image, this handset control of absolute phase,
analogue output
translated into very wide sound or as Boulder assign it [correctly, I
amplifiers. Noise
think — Ed], '
polarity'. As with the
stages with excellent focus,
levels were also
matching
DAC,
the
amber
LED
especially in the treble and with
excellent, - 115dB
very good depth and even, stable matrix display, readable at a good
unweighted,
distance, may be set through nine
perspectives.
-109dB CCIR
(1kHz), with zero
There was a consistent and very levels of brilliance, including off.
evidence of hum
Up to six input sources can be
high level of refinement and purity.
modulation.
accommodated, following the
As regards the totality of the
The output level
Fig 3. Boulder 2020 DAC: liewanty
-60dB
listening experience, a sound present signal convention: 1,
was within the
-125dB re! OdB
sine waves were
quality score of 32 points was ground; 2, positive; 3, negative.
standard by a
[Fig 1]. RF spuriae
recorded [Fig 21
Programming facilities include
arrived at on my usual subjective
fraction of adB
were around correlating well
listening scale. Any given listener alphanumeric naming of the chosen
(2V unbalanced)
48dBm when opto
with the linearity
will need to find his own particular inputs. Likewise certain inputs can
sourced from alow
coupled to the AP
results. A very good
interpretation of the balance of be assigned as ' recordable' and
100 ohm output
Sys-2. These
result was seen for
classic audiophile strengths shown routed to the record output as
impedance. At full
moderate amplitude
for linearity and
level, the high
by this model and the more desired. The phase/polarity feature
signals were centred
resolution [Fig 3].
frequency
emotionally involving matters of can also be assigned to distant
around 100MHz
Spuriae to 100kHz
intermodulation
sources and to record outputs.
dynamics, pace and rhythm.
and are relatively
were excellently
was fine at -89dB
Great effort has been made to attain
rejected, measuring
low.
this figure also
the most flexible operation in this
CONCLUSION
repeated at - 10dB
Test results
Boulder 2020 DAC
line control system, equally at home
This very costly DAC is built to
modulation.
20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
superb standards of engineering and in aluxury studio mastering suite as
At lower signal
Channel balance (dB) 0.008
0.01
0.003
finish, performing with equally high in ahigh-end domestic installation.
Stereo
separation
(dB)>130
>
130
> 124
levels, harmonic
Channel phase
precision on the test bench. The
distortion results
difference ( degrees)
0
0
0
were excellent; for
potential is there for further TECHNOLOGY
Distortion ( dB):
THD at OdB
-95.1 -94.8 -96.1
example
the
upgrades and a long service life is Boulder has turned the design of
THD at 10d6
-86
-48dB reading for THD at -70dB
-48
anticipated. With the remote this line amplifier into something of
a- 70dB dithered
Intem)od 19/20kHz, OdB .89
control of inputs and outputs, it an art form, again incorporating its
Intermod 19/20kHz, -10dB .89
tone [Fig 11. The
Frequency response
of-the- line discrete amplifier
forms a digital system control top spectrum analysis
Lett (dB)
-0.01
-0.53
centre, augmented by the inter- module, the 993, this type
Right ( dB)
-0.01
-0.54
shows no visible
Signal to noise ( dB)
including direct coupling with servo
channel time delay feature.
harmonics at all;
20Hz — 20kHz, unwtd
115
While the sound quality did not offset control. High ± 24V power
distortion better
CCIR/ARM, lkHz ref
109
Do-emphasis (error in dB)
fully equal the state of the art in rails guarantee ample headroom.
than - 120dB
lkitz
5kHz
16kitz
relative to full
digital replay, it nonetheless sets a The balanced input impedance is
L,R
0,0 +0.1,+0.1 -0.35.-0.36
Output level, OdB (balanced)
3.98V OdB
level. Level
high standard. Perhaps more high, affording minimal source
put impedance
100 ohms
accuracy held well Out
importantly, it matched the 2010 loading. Independent listen and
Spuriae to 100kHz ( dB)
better than - 125
down
to
100dB
Ertor at .90dB
record paths are present and
pre- amplifier perfectly in both
L/R
-0.5/-0.4
signal levels.
unusually, are fully buffered.
quality and character. As regards
Dimensions (whd, mm)
460x175x415
Likewise, very
Typical price (inc VAT) £25,000
value for money, at this price level I Interestingly, the ' record' path has
good low-level
12dB of forward gain, with two
find such notions are meaningless.
outputs, and is fully balanced
throughout, this is no afterthought,
BOULDER 2010 LINE
and uses a total of four 993s per
PRE-AMPLIFIER
All controls are perfectly flush on record channel.
Keeping microprocessor noise
this silver chrome and satin alloy
fascia. Even the volume control (a out of the audio chain, the logic
sweet spinning rotary actuator) is commands are buffered by opto set flush, operated by the merest isolators. Input signals meet a fully
touch of a finger (or via the alloy- balanced differential input which is
then summed at a993, delivering a
cased remote control handset ).

remained ' downbeat', perceptibly
slower and more measured in pace
than reference sources such as the
Krell and the Audio Synthesis.
With this Boulder DAC the degree
of control verged on the laid-back
(a hint of the Muse DAC here) and
dynamics seemed atad muted.
With high resolution generally
evident, the sound still lacked the
ability to fully express the full
transient attack and air possible,
giving a feeling of ' quietness' and
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and initially the Krell CD player
needed tuning for offset before it
sounded right with the 2010, even
with the balanced connection.
Such an offset ( in this case,
6.0mV) produced an odd shift in
perspective together with seriously
compressed dynamics, rather
confusing at the time.
For a balance line stage, the
Boulder produced a record sound
quality score of 28 marks on my
usual listening scale and like the
decoder it sounded supremely
controlled, focused and precise.
Quality and subtlety were present
over the entire frequency range
while coloration was very low, the
sound showing no perceptible solid
state vices, such as grain or glare.
On tonal balance, it was nicely
pitched, neither too bright nor too
rich. Neutrality was the name of the
game here, this pre- amp also
delivering fine stage depth and
width, natural perspective layering
SOUND QUALITY
and very good focus. This stability
and consistency would appear to be
As might be expected, there was
unquestionably a family resem- associated with the pure, distortion
blance between the 2010 pre- free sound we heard.
In the bass it was crisply detailed
amplifier and the 2020 decoder,
and highly informative of the
and they proved highly compatible.
character of the instrument
As active balanced pre- amplifiers
go, this one was just about as good concerned. It barely altered the
as you can get, comparing very quality of the source in the treble,
favourably with all the contenders with near holographic localisation
from Krell, ML, Jeff Rowland and heard here. Like the 2020, it had a
Audio Research. In certain systems measured pace, less than upbeat.
Dynamics were thought a little
I have
heard
better
from
unbalanced designs, but this is a shaded, a touch ' quiet'. Boulder's
separate issue; the balanced domain message would seem to be one of
considered understatement rather
has its own criteria to satisfy,
notably zero hum, low noise, high than alively exuberance.
While Ipersonally prefer more
dynamic range and an excellent
consistency for input and output
'get up and go', the generally high
sound
was
matching. Incidentally, this pre- quality of this
clearly
in
the
amp did not appear to tolerate undeniable,
significant DC offset on its inputs audiophile class and comfortable in
the company of top performers.

single- ended signal to the solidstate, switched volume control.
This comprises the 0.1dB and 8dB
`L' attenuator sections operating at
low impedance and thus low noise.
These combinations are further
interpolated with 16 steps of 0.5dB,
this achieved by controlling the
negative feedback and hence the
gain of the preceding stage. It
amounts to 8dB of variation — a
relatively low proportion of the
available gain. A pair of following
993s operate as a balanced output
buffer of low impedance ( 50 ohms
per unbalanced leg).
There's no significant bandwidthlimiting in the system, while the
double-mono construction assures
extremely high channel separation
within the unit. Triple power
supplies, multiply regulated, deliver
left, right and microprocessor
power. Incidentally, these power
units are world-voltage universal.

CONCLUSION

THE SYSTEM
Speakers: Wilson WITT, Quad ESL
63, Audio Physic Caldera
Power amplifiers: Krell FPB 300,
FPB 600, Boulder M500, Audio
Research VT] 00 and VT] 505E
Line pre-amplifiers: Audio
Research LS15, Conrad-Johnson
Premier 14, Audio Synthesis Passion
Pro Balanced, Krell KRC HR
Digital sources: Audio Synthesis
DAX-2, Classe DAC 1, Krell KPS20i/I
Digital transports: Meridian 200
plus 618 data control and balanced
drive, Krell KPS 20t, Classe CDT
Cables: van den Hul The Second,
Si'tech BA56 etc., Transparent
Reference series
Speaker cable: van den Hul The
Third pure carbon, van den Hul
Revelation, Transparent and Siltech
Supports: Mana multi level tables
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Technically, this pre- amplifier is
about as perfect as you can get.
Noise and distortion are negligible
under all conditions and are
maintained over a wide range of
loading. As for the active volume
control, it's very likely the best in
the business, and could be used to
calibrate test gear!
It worked flawlessly, the sound
was highly neutral, accurate and
revealing; in fact, it is the best
balanced mode pre-amplifier I've so
far reviewed. Against the very high
cost may be set the superb build,
jewel-like finish, high versatility,
upgradeability, long life and
high performance.
In many respects this preamplifier is a true work of
reference. Boulder may be justly
proud of the 2010.
10-
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Of highly accurate
performance with
closely toleranced
inputs, the 2010
performed to
professional
standards, clearly
benefiting from the
experience of the
designer in the pro
field.
With the
optional adapters
it was equally at
home, balanced
and unbalanced,
and offered awide
dynamic range
with negligible
distortion. The
fabulous volume
control was
typically accurate
to 0.005dB, even
at -90dB, and still
remained within
0.5dB tolerance at
-99.9dB. `Infinity'
gave better than 120d13 of
attenuation.
Gain was on
the nose at 20dB
or times 10, for full
volume. Slightly
dependent on the
volume setting, the
input overload was
ample at atypical
7volts, +23dB
¡HF. The output
didn't clip until
30V was reached,
ahuge headroom
compatible with
studio practice.
Relative to the
¡HP 0.5V level,
output noise was
excellent at -91dB
(CCIR lkHz)
weighted, and
-100dB A
weighted. Hum
was essentially
undetectable.
Distortion was
at vanishing point,
-100dB for full
level
intermodulation,
with total
harmonic readings
of better than 93dB to 20Hz to

Fig I. Boulder 2010 pre-amp: distortion at
200Hz 111F, spectrum

Fig 2, Boulder 2010 pre-amp: frequency

response
20kHz at IHF
level, the readings
in fact dominated
by residual system
noise.
A spectrum
analysis of a
200Hz tone at 1
volt (Fig 1J showed
that the distortion
was simply second
harmonic, down at
-128dB with third
at - 135dB; in any
case these results
were not far from
the generator
thresholds for the
Audio Precision
System Two
analyser.
It was flat in
frequency response,
from below 2Hz to
Test results

a -0.023dB limit at
20kHz (Fig 21. At
higher frequencies it
was -0.3dB at
95kHz and -2dB
by 200kHz,
including all cable
loadings. The
output impedance
was alow 100
ohms. Channel
separation was
superb, DC offset
negligible and it
possesses extremely
good channel
balance.
SUPPLIER
Image Ltd,
52 Milton Road,
London
SW14 89R
Tel 0181
2.5s 6868
Boulder 2010

Distortion (
dB)
20Hz lkHz 20kHz
Total harmonic distortion
at 0.5V output, aux input
97
98 -93
IntermodulatIon
19kHz/20kHz, 0.5V, aux
110
Noise (
dB)
Aux input ( IHF, CCIR wtd) -91
DC offset, left/right <1mV/<1mV
Input overload ( dB)
Aux/CD input ( ME)
23
23
23
Stereo separation (
dB)
Aux input
> 150 > 145 > 120
Volume/balance tracking OdB -20dB -60dB
Aux input (dB)
0.004 0.002 0.003
Input data (aux)
Socket type
XLR
Sensitivity
50mV
Loading
200k ohms/400pF
Output
Max level
30V
Impedance
100 ohms
Dimensions, (whd, mm) 460x175x415
Typical price ( inc VAT)
f25.000
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eeping one step ahead of the
competition has been Sonus
Faber's trick since long
before the introduction of the
£2111 Concerto Grand Piano —
indeed ever since the birth of an
Italian ` school' of speaker design.
Whatever the origins of the genre
(and there are stories to make
Boccaccio blanch) the fact is that
Sonus Faber put the Italian speaker
industry on the map and unleashed
a horde of clones. With Extrema
and then Guarneri (also copied to a
degree by others), Sonus Faber
broke away from the soft- curved
Electa look, leaving sculpted walnut
to the wannabees. But it was with
the Concertino that Sonus Faber
really departed from the norm it
created, introducing the concept of
elegance to the budget sector.
Cleverly, the style was a byproduct of a carefully- developed,
efficient, cost-effective cabinet

construction technique. Although
derived from a methodology first
employed in the building of the
flagship Extrema, it worked with
the Concertino and the Concerto at
far lower price levels. The Extrema
was fashioned from cross-sectional
slices bonded together and then
sealed by the side panels;
Concertino and Concerto also
employ sectional assembly and bolton side panels. The company's
original description, quoted in the
review of the Concertino in March
1996, bears repeating: ' Concertino
features anew cabinet designed
to obtain the maximum
4•01,
control of resonances. The /
speaker's central body,
insulated with non- ¡Iw
resonant material, is
sealed by two side walls
made of solid walnut
staves. This helps to
optimise
the
harmonic
consonance of the acoustic
chamber, with beneficial effects on
the speaker's timbre.'
Concerto, launched later that
year, was a scaled-up Concertino,
marginally larger and carrying a
slightly larger woofer. Unless they
were placed side by side, you
couldn't tell them apart. And
maybe it was the grade of walnut
used in the side panels, maybe it
was the use of leather, but whatever
the link, you knew that Concertino
and Concerto could only be Sonus
Fabers. And while both wore the
new
face —
indeed,
they
constituted an entirely new range —
a simple option made these new
models that much ` newer': classy
piano black gloss side panels.
As with all Sonus Faber speakers
other than the Guarneri, the grilles
consist of cloth on rigid, sculpted
frames which attach to the baffles
with press fittings. Only instead of
shaped frames which echoed the
curves of the drivers, the new grilles
were full-frontal, edge- to- edge
designs covering the entire baffle
areas. But both the Concerto and
Concertino made one more
stylistic leap, maybe due to cost,
which further distanced them

it looks so
utterly,
shockingly,
almost
criminally
expensive in its
gloss black
glory that you
start thinking
of speakers
like the
WATT/Puppies
at seven times
the cost

"
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from the models with ahigher wood
content: the leather used on the
baffle extended to the top, back and
underside.
Concerto Grand Piano, or ` GP'
for short, is the next phase, the
third model in the range if you
don't count the Centro centre
channel speaker. Although it is, in
the simplest terms, a floor-standing
version of the Concerto and
therefore Sonus Faber's first-ever
floor- standing model, the Grand
Piano nomenclature tells you that
it's only available in gloss black, an
extra- cost option on the less
expensive models. Whether or not
the company succumbs to pressure
to release a walnut version of the
GP remains to be seen; if they do,
the wooden edition shouldn't
detract from the impact of the shiny
black GP, because its finish
represents yet another departure
from the Italian status quo. It looks
so utterly, shockingly, almost
criminally expensive in its gloss
black glory that you start thinking
of speakers like the WATT/Puppies
at seven times the cost.
Profiled with sloping surfaces like
the Extrema, the Concertino and
the Concerto, the GP also benefits
from areduction in standing waves
provided by internal cavities
without parallel sides. The bottom
is horizontal, the back and sides
vertical, but the front and rear
panels slope back slightly. By virtue
of the rounded contours of the side
panels, the GP looks soft and
organic even in its glossy, modernist
blackness. Lest Iattribute too much
originality to Sonus Faber, this style
of small, glossy- black tower is
popular among American designers,
but for models at far higher price

Sonus Faber's first floorstanding
speaker is the new, glossy black
Concerto Grand Piano
by KEN KESSLER

MAY 1957
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points, and usually in designs far
less intrinsically conventional than a
system with dynamic drivers in a
vertical array. What the Concerto
GP does is bring a very expensive
look to the sub-£2500 sector. And
more bass to Sonus Faber
customers, as you'd expect of a
Concerto which has grown to
240x290x1000mm (wdh).
Exactly like the Concerto, the GP
is a magnetically shielded two-way
system with a 180mm mid- bass
driver using a cellulose carborium
cone and a 20mm silk dome
ferrofluid-cooled tweeter. What the
GP also contains is a 180mm
acrylate carbonium cone passive
radiator. Weight is double at 50kg
the
pair,
but
the
cartons
thoughtfully include cut-out
handles so lifting them isn't too
much of a chore. Another nice
touch is the inclusion of special
maroon covers to protect the gloss
finish, to prevent the damage your
belt buckle could inflict when
you're moving these around.
Again exactly like the regular
Concerto, the GP is a ' medium'
load,
with
sensitivity
of
87dB/1W/lm and anominal 8 ohm
impedance. Power handling is
stated
as
30W- 200W,
and
frequency response as 40Hz-20kHz,
±3dB. Gold-plated multi- way
binding posts provide the option of
bi-wiring, but the review pair of
GPs arrived sans a single-wiring
terminal link, so they could only be
connected in bi-wired mode, with
Harmonix cables. I'm not sure if
Sonus Faber insists that all GPs be
wired this way but, after fashioning
short links to create a single-wire
termination comparison, Ipreferred
bi-wiring.
Given that the GP is a floorstander, it was nice to find that
Sonus Faber has developed a slick
three-spike framework/stand instead
of reverting to the usual spike-ineach-corner. Levelling the speaker
for greater rigidity is therefore much
simpler, as anyone who has ever
tried to adjust four spikes can tell
you. Sonus Faber's solution
consists of a T-shaped metal slab
which fixes to the underside of the
GP with three cross-head screws.
Each end of the 'T' is threaded to
accept aspike which terminates in a
tiny ball rather than a point which
could do greater damage to one's
floor, and each spike shaft is drilled
so that arod, like asmall Allen key,
can be placed through it to make
adjustments easier. Each spike is
capped with a knurled metal cover,
as per the Celestion SL- 600 stands
of yore. Iplaced the GPs on Sonus
Faber's ' stone' base plates, the
same slabs as the bottom sections of
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the stands they make for their small
models. It's a pretty- in- pink
granite-like composite which looks
great and improves the bass and
stereo imaging, more than justifying
their £249-per-pair price tag. Hell,
I'm gonna buy a pair to place
under any speakers or stands I
might review in the future.
Despite
nearly
identical
specifications, GP differs in its
demands from the Concerto,
both in terms of amplifier choice
and speaker positioning, simply
because of the greater bass and
weight a floor-stander provides
over a smaller sibling from
which it's derived. The GP's
bass is more extended, almost
exactly to the same degree
that the Concerto betters the
Concertino, so the speaker is
naturally that much more
revealing of an amplifier's
and a source component's
bass capabilities. And you
will buy the GP for its bass
capabilities. If not, stick to
the Concertos and spend
the difference on Sonus
Faber's own stands and
stone slabs.
While
the
basic
Concerto benefits enough
from high- end amplifiers to
suggest that it would be the last
item to need upgrading if purchased
as part of an entry-level system,
Concerto GP actually demands to
be driven by something above the
budget norm. Whatever that 30200W rating suggests, ignore it.
Power isn't the issue so much as
quality, and one of the best amps I
found for use with the GP was a25watter, GRAAF's Venticinque
integrated. Unsurprisingly, this is
Italian, too.
Concerto GP, for whatever
reason, shows atouch of recidivism
relative to the earlier models; where
the Concerto sounds like a refined
Concertino, the Concerto GP
returns to the latter's rock'n'roll
craziness,
sounding
like
a
Concertino with bass rather than a
Concerto with bass. It's as if the
Concerto — the middle child — is
the reticent one, while the larger
and smaller siblings are bolder and
more likely to party. So any
tendency toward wild- ass behaviour, especially down below, should
be nipped in the bud. And the
tight-bottomed GRAAF can do it.
With far greater ease than either
the Concertino or the Concerto, the
GP can fill agood-sized room with
a
huge,
three-dimensional
soundstage. Even though it boasts
the same sensitivity as the Concerto
and only a few Hertz more
extension, it sounds a lot bigger,

Like its
si)lings
in» their
user-friendly
midbands,
the GP
approachet
the BBC
LS3/5A for
naturalscunding
vccals

SUPPLEIR
itbsohite Sougrd,,
58 Durham
Wad, ',rude&
NW20 OJE.
14:1018r
9V7 504!

richer and more, well,
fulminant — ideal for home
cinema set-ups where the
owner would rather not add
a subwoofer. My 12x22ft
listening room all but
groaned from the surfeit of
wall-to-wall-to-ceiling images
and thunderous bass. Where
it matches the Concertino/
Concerto with a family
resemblance only bettered by
the Brothers Baldwin is in the
midband: neutral tonal balance,
clarity and warmth.
Like its siblings with their
user-friendly midbands, the GP
approaches the BBC LS3/5A for
natural sounding vocals — not
surprising since Sonus Faber's
Franco Serblin is an admirer of
that classic mini- monitor. In
keeping with the standards set by
the Concertino and the Concerto,
the GP favours clear female voices
and woody acoustic instruments,
while solo piano recordings, like the
speaker's name suggests, could
prove to be the GP's best friend in
an A/B showdown.
And yet... where the basic
Concerto displays new levels of
refinement over the Concertino, the
GP harks back to the smaller
speaker's
skittishness
and
rockability. But the bass is so much
more extended, so much deeper
and rounder and Extrema -like
(maybe it's the sonic signature of a
passive radiator?), that the liveliness
doesn't suffer that uncontrolled feel
associated with small speakers as
they struggle to cope with the
bottom octaves. It's an odd but
delightful blend, a small speaker's
energy and vim with a large
speaker's authority, a perfect rock
speaker for headbangers who want
the energy and the levels the music
demands, minus any rough edges
added by inadequate hardware.
And which is why the GP can swing
from Al Green to Green Day
without ahiccup.
At £ 2111 per pair, the GP
bridges the gap between high end
compact floor-standers and the
never- mind- the- quality- feel- thewidth garbage which too many
British
manufacturers
feel
compelled to issue in the £ 800£2000 price category. And then
there's the special deal: buy the
GPs with the stone bases and the
price for the package is £2299 — a
savings of £ 62 which you can put
toward cables. By my reckoning,
that makes the Concerto Grand
Piano a bargain, especially as the
GP obviates (for most installations)
any need for asubwoofer.
Now, what's the Italian word for
'Boom, boom'?
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he £ 1300 CD! 7M Signature
CD player raises some
intriguing questions. Most
major manufacturers and many
technologists would have us believe
that audio engineering is an exact
science. The right technologies will
produce the right measured
performance — good resolution,
low noise and minimal jitter in a
CD player will reliably predict its
sound quality.
Yet the acuity of the human ear
still throws up a number of
surprises,
confounding
the
technologists who are so ready to
believe that they've got it taped. So
the audiophile designer practices
something nearer an art when
creating products of superior sound
quality — which is not necessarily
associated with better measured
performance.
Ken Ishiwata of Marantz is a
designer who can mix it with the
best of the audiophiles and yet is
also able to take a practical view
when
specifying
the
mass
production of low cost audio
machinery. On occasion he finds
the time and resources to indulge
his enthusiasm for the creation of
higher quality sound, employing the
skilled, by- ear adjustment of
technologies, of build and of
component
parts
to
create
something out of the ordinary. The

CD17KI is the latest of many such
creations; in a sense Ken was the
originator of the ' Special Edition',
concept, starting with the CD45 SE
back in 1984.
The CD17KI Signature CD
player is the latest in a long line of
his 'breathed on' CD players from
the Marantz stable, this a one-box
example of exceptional build and
finish. The KI Signature is a UKsubcontracted rebuild of the CD 17
and costs another £ 500 retail. Even
the original enclosure is discarded.
Priced and placed at the quality end
of the market, it is up there with
other serious contenders from AVI,
Audiolab, Exposure, Naim and
Meridian.
It comes with a slim, luxurious
metal- faced
remote
control
handset, set in light alloy with gold
buttons. All the usual facilities are
present including a remote volume
function. Note that while the latter
has a useful range it is executed in

It's up there
with other
serious
contenders
from AVI,
Audiolab,
Exposure,
Naim and
Meridian

SUPPLIER
Marantz
HiFi UK Ltd,
Kings bridge
House, 575-58?
Bath Road,
Longford
UB7 OEH
Tel 01753
680 868

Ken Ishiwata's latest
'special edition' for Marantz
is the CD17KI Signature CD player
by MARTIN COLLOMS

se.
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TECHNOLOGY
Founded on heavy alloy casework
with a copper-plated chassis and
lower cover, the CD17KI uses a
Philips CDM-12 transport in a
custom Japanese-built loading sled.
The recovered signals are decoded
by a 7371GP. An oversampling
route is taken for the digital audio
signals via an NPC 841 digital filter
(specially selected for this model)
leading to DAC7 BitStream
converters, operating in differential
mode feeding balanced input NJM
2114 ICs. These also include the
ultrasonic filtering function. Ken's
established HDAM discrete opamp output module (first seen in
the CD63 series) is used in the
latest ' gold' version. Specific
voicing details include the use of a
heavy duty UK toroidal mains
transformer, selected coupling
capacitors, special screening
between digital and analogue
sections and a captive mains lead
specified in OFC conductors.
A long bum-in time of 48 hours
is
suggested
before
peak
performance is attained. The strong
casework suggests good resistance
to audio vibration effects.
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the digital filter and is of limited
resolution. For critical listening,
leave this player volume at full and
use your amplifier gain control.
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be far off the
mark. In character, this
player showed signs of a move
towards the sound of the fine
Marantz CD15 [
HFNIRR, Aug,
'95] in terms of its treble definition
and purity, though it didn't go all
the way, yielding instead to ahint of
SOUND QUALITY
'sheen' and 'grain'.
After several days of casual use the
CD17 KI was subjected to formal
Still rated well above average, the
tests. The top of the line Krell KPS midrange quality easily matched
20i/1 served as reference but that of the treble; the player showed
involved a price differential of excellent focus, with completely
almost nine times! More practical secure tonality, sounding very
comparisons were made with the natural and articulate on vocals.
Audio Synthesis DAX-2 the QED
Although not very rhythmic or
Digit Reference and Orelle DA180 the most speedy, the bass was
satisfying nonetheless —
DACs, used with Meridian 200 .
and 518 units. Monitoring 40ej N -.I.- tuneful, positive and
informative. There was
was accomplished with / G
y ) no significant loss of
Quad ESL63, Spendor
L
4,
SP2/2 and Epos ES12
weight at the lowest
bass frequencies.
speakers, while the
amplification included
The consistently good
the Musical Fidelity
clarity helped deliver
4) ---T1
A1000, XTC [
HFNIRR,
spacious deep stereo sound
stages; these were wide, well
April] and Krell KAV 300i.
It was easy to get on with this focused and imbued with a good
player. From the outset the measure of ambience. Here it
essentials were in place, namely proved exceptional for its class.
strong instrumental detail, fine
While not sounding quite as
clarity, very good imaging and an upbeat or as dynamic as the less
essentially well-balanced spectrum costly CD63 II, it was certainly
of sounds from bass through the more transparent and neutral,
mid to the high treble. Even leaving the CD63 sounding mildly
without comparisons, it would be coarse in this comparison. For goeasy to form a positive view of its getting dynamics and rhythm the
performance and you wouldn't Naim CD2 sets , the pace at £2000;
but the CD17 KI's sound quality
score on my usual subjective
listening scale was a more than
creditable 22 marks .

v t

CONCLUSION
By virtue of further careful design
the Signature version of the CD17
has emerged as better built, better
finished and better sounding than
the standard version. It secures a
logical placing in the price and
performance rankings for Marantz
CD players.
The sound performance wheel
has not been wholly reinvented in
this new player and yet the result
remained musically satisfying and
wholly creditable in the BitStream
idiom. For those who especially
value clarity, and big, finely focused
stereo images, this CD player must
be short-listed.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Looking at the
basics, this player
was essentially
linear phase, and
absolute phase
correct. Output
impedance was
low at 200 ohms,
and distortion was
unaffected by
loading. Channel
balance was
superb, separation
extremely good.
With an output of
2.22Vfor peak
level, this player
was an audible
0.9dB louder
than the 2V
norm, so be
cautious when
making AIB
comparisons.
Great care has
been taken to
suppress spuriae
and in the range
to 100kHz, stray
signals were held
to better than
-115dB. EMC
artefacts (up to
250MHz) were
held to -50dBm
(50 ohms), a
classy result.
Track access was
fine and the
'17K1 rejected
shock and
vibration well.
Gap error
correction was
weaker than
usual at ¡ mm
(up to 4mm is
possible), though
worn discs gave
no trouble during
the auditioning.
Frequency
response was wide
and flat +0,
-0.1dB 10Hz to
20kHz, so it was
not worth printing
the graph here.
Likewise,
de-emphasis was
highly accurate.
Signal-to-noise
ratios were very
good, bettering
100dB under all
test regimes.
Distortion was
state-of-the-art at
full level, with
only atrace of
third harmonic for
-70dB dithered
tones, seen at
-50dB, or - 120dB
reL full level [Fig
1]. High
frequency
intermodulation
was also very
good, reading
-105dB of
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Fig I. Marantz CDI7K1 Signature:
distortion for - 70dB, IkHz dithered tone
(top), spuriae up to 100kHz (below)
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Fig 2. Marantz CDI7K1 Signature: dithered
lkHz sinewave at -90dB (top), distortion
spectrum (below)

Fig 3. Marantz CDI7K1 Signature: linearity
below -60dB
distortion at OdB,
full level, this
reference grade.
Down at - 90dB
the sinewave
recovery was
smooth despite an
overlay of random
noise [Fig 2].
No significant
distortion was
measurable at this
level this reading
better than
-120dB.
Absolute level
error held within
0.3dB at - 90dB
modulation, both
channels were well
Test results

matched, while the
linearity graph
showed avery fine
result down to
-115dB of input
level [Fig 3J, this
representation as
always including
some noise at the
very lowest levels.
A practical
dynamic range of
105dB was
available, yen,
close to atrue 16bit linearity.
Overall, the CDI7
KI gave an
excellent set of
results.

Marantz CD17 KI Signature

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
Channel balance (dB)0.015
0.02
0.03
Stereo separation (dB) > 115
122
105
Channel phase
difference ( degrees)
0
o
o
Distortion ( dB
THD at OdB
-98
-97 -93
THD at -10dB
-100
THD at -70dB
-50
Intermod 19/20kHz, OdB
-105
Intermod 19/20kHz, -10dB
-99
Frequency response
Lett (
dB)
-0.05
-0.1
Right (
dB)
-0.055
-0.1
Signal to noise (
dB)
20Hz — 20kHz, unwtd
104.2
CCIR/ARM, lkHz ref
101.7
De-emphasis
(error in dB) at lkHz
Wiz
111kliz
L/R
0.005/0.005 +0.1/+0.1 -0.01/-0.01
Output level OdB
2.22V 0.9dB
Output impedance
200 ohms
Spuriae to 100kHz (dB)
-115
Track access Ito track 151
2.8 secs
Digital output
co-ax
Error at -90dB L/R
0.3/0.25
Dimensions ( yhd, mm)
454x81x300
Typical price ( Inc VAT)
f.1300
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With our large selection of valve pre and power amplifiers we can tune a
system to provide you with exactly the sound you wish, within your
budget. We install all purchases to ensure you achieve the best sound it is
capable of in your home. Our aftersales policy is second to none.

Golden Tube SEP- Ipre- amplifier.
Single ended, transformer coupled
output. Amazing value at £900 in
line only or £995 with battery
powered phono stage.

Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace
with Paragon linear tracking arm.
Th,s mode. in custom antique gold
crackle finish. Mostly available
in black!

Monrio Privilege CD player.
Detailed sound without harshness,
lucid and musical. Superb value
at £995.

Far right: Golden Tube SE-40.
Power amplifier with 40 watts of
single-ended power. Very transparent
sound at an affordable price or £995.
Right: Graaf GM 200 OTL amplifier
with dual mono construction.
A bench mark in sound quality at it
price. If you have rot neard what an
output transformerless design can
do in terms of transparency, imaging
and speed, we would be pleased to
offer you that pleasure.
Extraordinary at £8,000.
From left to right: Diapason
Adamantes, Diapason Prelude, Opera
Terza, Resolution Epic, Resolution Quark.
The Diapason, Opera and Resolution
speakers not only sound excellent
but look good, fitting comfortably
into any domest,c environment.
All are sensitive, agenuine 91-93.5 dB,
coupling well with most valve
amplifiers and will reveal low-level
detail with ease. Imaging is exceptional
with all these speakers.
Analogue Replay Nottingham Analogue
Turntables • Paeagon LinearTracking
Arms • Analogue Tracer Cartridges •
Benz Micro Cartridges • Blue Oasis
Cartridge • Clea-audio Cartridges
Amplification Art Audio • Audio Note •
Cary Audio Deign • Gamma • Golden
Tube Audio • Graaf • Monrio • Trilogy •
Tube Technology • Unison Research

Demonstrations by appointment only 0171 380 0866

CAMDEN TOWN, Nwl

Digital Replay Cary • DPA • Holfi •
Monrio • Parasound • Trichord
Speakers Analysis Ribbons • Cary Audio
Design • Diapason Acoustics • Gamma •
Impulse • Opera • Resolution
Accessories Argenta custom silver cables •
Petros granite isolating platforms •
V- Damp Isolating System

FAX:"0171

383 5028 E.mAii.:101650,2424(9),compuserve.com

TURNTABLES
Five leading turntables
put to the test: the Henley Design
o-ject 6SA, Impulse
Moskito, Linn LP12,
ichell Gyrodec and

D

espite the assertion by some
that turntables don't sound
all that different Cas long as
it goes round at the right speed'
and so on...), Iknow that they do.
There are so many parameters that
can and do affect the path of that
delicate signal from the grooves in
the vinyl, right up to the preamplifier, it's not really surprising.
From arattling dust cover hinge,
over-resonant support or weakened
spring, to a bit of fluff on the
stylus, definitely non- subtle
deteriorations in sound quality are
perceivable. Also, qualities like
definition of the soundstage,
minimal tonal coloration, rhythmic
impact and the retrieval of those
minute
details
that
make
'ambience' and ` emotion' are
dependent on esoteric refinements,
and have a number of different
engineering approaches.
These usually cost bucks, and I
was apprehensive that this second
bunch of turntables to review would
be less distinguishable and diverse
in character than the first
[HFNIRR, March '97]. Why? They
cost more. The decks here range
from ,C695—£1600 (the five in the
earlier review were priced from to
C00—£589). My thinking was
along the lines that ' any commercial
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oksan Radius 3

by MATTHEW TH
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company that releases a product I'd resigned
costing this much — and wants to
myself to
retail it at a profit — must have
listening
confidence that it has arrived at a intently to the
significantly better engineering same four bars
solution to the problems of vinyl
of Bartok 300
reproduction, when it is obvious times, in avain
that there are several good-looking attempt to
LP spinners on the market at half identify even a
the price'.
slight
It follows that, whichever difference
approach has been taken, once the
between these
engineering specification is up to
decks, but I
the required standard, all turntables
didn't have to
should sound the same...
Not so! Lite, say, two ' cellos,
each beloved by its player, one of

the instruments will be more
suitable for that player than the
other, even though both are perhaps
supreme examples of the craft.
They will also sound completely
different.
The law of diminishing returns
rearing up before me, I'd resigned
myself to listening intently to the
same four bars of Bartok 300 times,
in avain attempt to identify even a
slight difference between them, but
Ididn't have to. Each turntable
turned (ha ha!) out to have its own,
easily- discernible characteristics,
and the increase in price tags did
two things: firstly the said
characteristics
were
more
authoritatively presented; secondly
everything was more authoritatively
presented.
As this is part two of a general
survey of turntables on the market,
the music programme has been kept
the same, as has the turntable
support, the cartridge used (where
none was provided), and the system
downstream.
For a brief listing of the
'software' used during the listening
tests, please see box.
The listening technique was also
broadly similar, each deck having at
least a day's use before giving it
comparative and focused attention.

HENLEY DESIGN
PRO-JECT 6SA
For £850, the Pro-ject 6SA comes
bundled with the excellent Sumiko
FT3 arm and a good cartridge,
namely an Ortofon MC25. A host
of ready- to- try tweaks are made
available, including independent,
adjustable fluid damping of the arm
and the suspended subchassis, a
record-clamping puck, and various
configurations of the three-part
platter: felt mat, glass and
heavy, diecast alloy.
It
also
comes
complete with, shall
we say, less than chic
looks; the flimsy dust
cover perches awkwardly on
posts that look stuck on (even if
they aren't), but Iwasn't going to
let mere style get in the way.
Having a lot in common with
the Michell Mycro/Gyro models
in
terms
of its
operating
principles, the Pro-ject was
straightforward to set up. First,
with the subchassis firmly screwed
down, level the plinth on the
support by using the integral spirit
level and turning three adjustable
feet. Then release the transit
screws, and with the cartridge and
platters in place, level the
suspended subchassis, by turning
the three springs. After the usual
cartridge set-up, the turntable is
ready to go, and it really is up to
the user to experiment from here
on. The cartridges Iuse do not
benefit from a fluid-damped tone
arm,
a
technique
more
appropriate for the highly
compliant kind, but Idid try out
some variable damping of the
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THE MUSIC
• Tippett: Concerto for double string orchestra
[ASM/Marriner, Argo ZRG 680]
• Bartok: Music for Strings, Percussion and Celesta
[Ormandy, Philadelphia Orchestra. EMI EG 29 0297 1]
• Miles Davis sextet: 'leo' from Some Day My Prince Will
Come [
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab, original master
recordings. MFSL 1-177]
• Funki Porcini: Hed Phone Sex [
Ninja Tune. ZEN 17]
• Orbital: 'Out there somewhere?' From In Sides [
Internal
Records. 828 763-1]
• Underworld:. ' Pearl's girl' From Second Toughest In The
Infants [
Underworld/Junior Recordings Ltd.]
• The Artist Formerly Known As Prince: ' Love machine'
From Graffiti Bridge [
Paisley Park WX 361 7599-27493-1]
• Nina Simone: ' Do Imove you?' From Nina Simone Sings
the Blues, [
RCA Victor. RD- 7883]
• Beethoven: Diabelli Variations [
Arrau, Philips 416 295-1]
• Simpson: String Quartet No.9 [ Delmé Quartet, Hyperion
A66127]
• Vivaldi: Six Flute Concerti [ Preston, Hogwood, Academy
of Ancient Music. L'Oiseau Lyre. DSLO 519]
...with the notable addition of more ( much more) Miles
Davis, and some Haydn string quartets of various calibre.

subchassis. This interesting
feature is achieved by screwing a
suspended rod down into apot of
oil, already mounted in place,
whose contents I was assured
were ` unspillable', due to its
cunning construction. ( I am
reminded of the similarly cunning,
`unspillable' paint pots that we
buy for small people, who still
manage to get it all over the
place.) My first impressions of the
damping effect were that it
reduced
the ' openness'
of
performances, maybe as a result
of some taming of the high
frequencies, laterally compressing
the soundstage before me.
After some, but not exhaustive,
experimentation, Idecided to use
the Pro-ject undamped, felt over
glass over main platter, and with
the record clamp on. The period of
oscillation of suspended parts was
then about half a second,
comparable with the other similarly
suspended decks in this review.

quality came from my Miles Davis
LP, a brushed hi-hat sounding like
it should, and not like someone
opening abottle of tonic!

CONCLUSION
With afirst-rate arm and expensive
cartridge thrown in, a good buy
indeed. Those willing to experiment
will be able to achieve good results,
although for me it doesn't attain the
heights of unwavering resolution
and control that would make it
anything other than an interesting,
rewarding step on the way up.

IRPULSE PAOSKITO

Impulse makes its turntables like it
makes its loudspeakers: beautifully.
The Moskito (£ 695 with Rega
RB300 arm) consists of a solid
wooden plinth ( Canadian Maple)
440mm thick, the curves of which
are complemented by those of the
acrylic dust cover. The strange
rubbery mat placed onto the
platter
is
of
tri -laminate
construction, with the filling in the
SOUND QUALITY
sandwich being ' of very low
With a noticeable depth and width resilience, to absorb vinyl disc
of soundstage, the Pro-ject vibrations'. The whole thing is
performed well for Vivaldi; general stable and acoustically dead (to the
warmth in string tone, good tap), plinth suspension provided by
representation of ambience, but large rubbery stick-on/fall-offwith some muddling or veiling in again-when-you-move-it feet. A
the midrange would seem to sum similar sandwich attempts to
up its character. Bass notes (such as decouple the arm from the plinth,
the double- basses in the Bartok)
and the motor board has simply
were recognisable, if slightly over- been drilled out and re-attached via
blown and resonant. There was three brackets, mounted on squishy
plenty of impact, too (for instance, washers. Apart from cartridge
in 'Love Machine') even if it wasn't alignment, set-up is as follows: put
under that rock-solid control of the it on a level support, attach the
LP12, or the Gyrodec ( the Pro- drive belt to the synthetic subject's deep soundstage had a platter, drop the platter on it, turn
variable quality, too, unlike either of it on, play arecord. In other words,
the these). The dense midrange the antithesis of the approach taken
textures of the Beethoven piano by the Pro-ject, where anything and
piece suffered a little, as if slightly everything is adjustable. The
compressed, whereas a bright, airy Moskito does respond to the type
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of support used, particularly in the
control of sustained, low (pitch)
bass, and voice imagery, and I
found that the more non-resonant/
high mass the support, the better.

SOUND QUALITY
It is quite possible to enjoy the music
that the Moskito makes, but when
placed aside the others in this group,
I'm afraid that its sonic failings
become very apparent. It is capable
of plenty of deep bass to
satisfy
most,
although it lost
control

with Funky
Porcini.
It
can
deliver rhythm and pace
(Underworld, for example) too, but
in both these departments, the other
turntables give so much more. And
that is more with the same cartridge,
purchase of an Ortofon MC15
bringing the overall price of the
Moskito to £825. That figure is too
near to the price of the Pro-ject to
ignore it, just for the sake of looks,
methinks.

CONCLUSION
The Moskito's strengths are its
ability to deliver ' slam' and rhythm
(with many similarities to the
Systemdek 1960 reviewed in
March), and its designer styling;
weaknesses are a rather dull, boxy
mid-range, and less resolution of
fine detail than I'd like. Ignorance,
they say, is bliss, and Icould only
be blissful if Ididn't know what else
was out there...

LINN LP12/BASIK POWER
SUPPLY/AKITO ARM
£1600
As a regular user of both
the Rega RB300 and the
Linn
Akito,
personally find the
£00 price tag on
the latter a bit
steep. There were
no Rega-cut arm
boards available at
the time of review, but
perhaps it would be best to
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consider this as a review of the
Linn LP12/Basik, with an arm
'comparable in performance to the
Rega' (purple howls of anger from
the Linnites out there), bringing
the price to around £ 1350, plus
cartridge. Sensing that a lot of
readers will have firmly grasped the
egg- sucking technique by now, I
hardly need to explain the
engineering principles behind the
LP12 Sondek [
vide LP12 reviews in

July ' 85, Nov ' 87, and Feb ' 91, this
last covering the Lingo version].
Suffice to say that the bearing is
downwards ( as opposed to the
Michell, for instance) onto a
stainless steel thrust ball and plate,
and the assembly rests upon what is
by now a hallowed suspended
subchassis. Despite all the rubbish
still talked about LP12 set-up
(particularly on the Internet; these
sad beings dig out special
inspection pits!), things like the
orientation of the springs, and the
tension of the arm-cable leadout do affect the sound,

SUPPLIER
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just as Linn claims. And it's no
wonder the company makes such a
fuss about `badly set up' LP12s: it's
sad to see/hear such underachievement, when you know what
it can be capable of.

SOUND QUALITY
This LP12 has the warmth of tone
expected, and allows recorded
ambience to fill the background.
Subjectively, musical instruments
and voices are presented faithfully
within a context ( for example,
Hank Mobley's saxophone in the
Miles example), rather than as
stark, three-dimensional objects
against
a
two-dimensional
backcloth. Demonstrably, it's a
highly detailed and relaxing
listen, if slightly conservative
in presentation. All the
Bartok and Tippett
were there, but I
wasn't leaping out
of my seat with,
excitement:
it
was possible to
relax and concentrate on
the music. Iwould describe the
general effect as a slight 'veiling of
dynamics', but Iwouldn't mind
betting that a good, off- board
power supply might sort that one
out. A very involving, detailed
performance, but at this price,
you'd expect it.

CONCLUSION
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Needless to say, the quality of build
and finish are exemplary, even
though the dear thing does look a
bit dated, nowadays. This turntable
speaks with music, as it always has
done, and not with designer or
heavy industry looks. Have you
noticed how all truly classic designs
hang around for ages? My theory is
that it's because they work well,
and the LP12 certainly
does that.
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as part of any high-end system.
The history of Audio Note cables dates back to 1976 when Mr. H. Kondo of Audio Note
in Japan designed the World's first dedicated audio cables using silver conductors.
A programme of continuous refinement has been an on-going part of his original concept.
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It is important to understand that an audio signal behaves more like an electromechanical
shockwave than a purely electrical signal. In our opinion, the signal transfer is much less
a question of a simple transmission theory, than as a combination of electrical and
mechanical properties. Dependent on signal levels - low-level 'interconnect' transfer
or high-level amplifier to speaker; the signal transfer requirements, and therefore the
electromechanical behaviour differ considerably. All require a specific cable design
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and all our cables in each price level take that into consideration.
Audio Note cables work better than any other cable on the market because they
are 'designed to work with your components'. Without Audio Note cables they would,
in effect, be isolated, and "
nothing exists in isolation".
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Audio Note
Music JS Finest Conductor
Audio Note ( UK) Ltd, Unit C, Peacock Industrial Estate, 125-127 Davigdor Road, Hove, East Sussex BN3 1SG
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MICHELL GYRODEC
The Michell Gyrodec (£971 with
Rega RB300 arm) has Jensen
Interceptor looks, large overall size
etc, which makes it a bit of
specialist's deck — it really shouts
'Over here! Over here — look,
wow!' at you in any room smaller
than a warehouse ( my
mum didn't like it one
bit), but it yields sonic
rewards aplenty. It
uses a powerful Papst
AC motor to drive
the platter (and all of
its
gold-plated
weights) via a roundsection belt. Set-up is
broadly similar to that of
its baby brother, the Mycro:
level the base plinth (to which
said motor is attached); fit the
bearing, and hang the ' Mickey
Mouse' subchassis on the three
springs; fit the circular arm-adaptor
plate and arm (John Michell can
easily provide precision-cut plates
for ' almost any arm'); balance the
assembly by rotating the springs, so
that an even gap of up to 2mm is
maintained between the subchassis
and the plinth. The suspension is
finally tuned so that the motor
emerges centrally through the hole
in the subchassis.
The brass bearing is inverted,
machined to ` aerospace tolerance',
and, due to a fine thread in the
lower part of the spindle, circulates
the oil through a small pore to the
thrust ball at the top as it rotates.
The deck is agood deal more stable
than the Mycro, the large weights
slung under the platter, several cm
below the bearing, contributing to
this — it really is like agyroscope!
Ihave to say that if Iowned one
of these turntables, the large,
clunky lid would have to go, unless

•

you could show me that it shielded
the contents to sonic effect...

SOUND QUALITY
Hooking up the £ 379 QC power
supply was very worthwhile, adding
depth to the soundstage, a
noticeably improved handling of
transients and their decay (eg
Prince's ' Love Machine') and
other, more subtle effects: the kind
that make you listen. Ifound that it
was a good idea to keep the QC
away from other electronics,
particularly those labelled cunning
RIAA device — keep an', the
problem coming from the crystal
oscillators, it. seems, and not the
100 VA toroidal.
Without having quite the warmth
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ASSORTED MOANS, GROANS, HOORAYS
• Ireally wish that Rega would sort out some
kind of VTA adjustment [ he means ' height' Ed] for the RB300. If this means additional rigid
spacers to raise the arm, these could be
supplied with every arm. It is beneficial to
experiment with the VTA with all cartridges,
even if you only use one: the effects of adegree
or two can often do just as well as afew
hundred pounds- worth of cable, again,
immediately justifying the expenditure of the
money saved on yet more vinyl. The simplicity
and economy of the RB300 design is also, to
my mind, let down entirely by the poor quality
of its wiring - from bendy cartridge spade, to
crappy phono plug. Even abasic Litz rewire
would involve only a nominal overall price
increase. [ Idon't think Rega would agree with
this and I'm not sure Ido; however, if you want
to get aRega rewired, there are specialists who
will do it for you at aprice - Ed]
• The integral bubble level on the Project,
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mounted on the subchassis, is little short of a
godsend. And yet why is it that $oFew think ta
include this feature? A discreet bubble on the
arm board/plinth, or even awhacking great
cLirome-plated luminous dial, wouldn't be either
technically disadvantageous, stylistically naff or
prohibitively expensive for any of the turntables
here to have one, si?
• The packaging for the Michell. Linn and Rego
is first class, designed to be re- used, and giving
ahigh degree of protection ( they are all
postable, in their packaged form). Although
Henley Design/Ortofon replaced the damaged
parts extremely promptly, this particular Pro-ject
6would have survived just fine if it had been
pocked properly...
The Impulse Moskito just came in abox, with D
bit of foam, but it's such atoughy anyway.
• Hooray for those forward- thinking enough ta
allow for the option of easily upgrading to a
decent power supply.

and civilisation of the LP12, the
Gyrodec-plus-QC combination
retrieved plenty of subtle detail, as
well as reproducing deep bass notes
(Funky Porcini), dense midrange
textures ( Bartok, Beethoven) and
'singing' higher up ( Vivaldi,
Simpson) with equal panache. In
terms of soundstaging ( always
somewhat subjective), Ifelt that it
did everything that the Linn could
do in terms of dimensions and
stability. Hank was there all right
(Miles Davis sextet), jamming with
the others, in a convincing, threedimensional space.
A slight criticism is that the
Gyrodec seemed to bring out the
worst of the Ortofon MC 15's
harshness in the high treble, with or
without the nifty record clamp in
place. Iwould have first liked to
have raised the tone arm (not easy
without the right spacers, as
discussed — or should that be
'disgust', below?) to ' sweeten' the
sound a little, but this turntable is
almost crying out for a cartridge
capable of higher resolution anyway.

CONCLUSION
Experimentation with the Gyrodec
plus QC would consist of arm and
cartridge alterations, and possibly
some fiddling with the suspension
ta obtain the correct 'bounce'. Not
that this was a problem. The
experimenter in me simply turned
to the music, which was doing very
nice things to my ears indeed. I've
mentioned that the ' civilised' sound
of the LP12/Basik might be partly
the result of a slight ' veiling' of
dynamics: bluntly, in this respect,
the Gyrodec sees — and raises —
the competition. For abuyer at this
price, it would be madness not to
audition it. Ijust wish it wasn't
quite so, er, large.
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ROKSAN RADIUS 3
The Radius 3 (£ 940 with DSE
power supply and Tabriz arm) has
a modest, but good-looking
appearance, built and finished
(with grey, rubberized textured
paint) to high standards, with a
properly fitting, counterbalanced
lid. ' Proper' everything, in fact,
right down to the nifty DSE power
supply. The Tabriz arm is quite a
special beast, with an option to fit
its ' intelligent' counterweight, but
it's not especially easy to set up;
and Ihave no way of knowing what
effects it would have sonically,
compared with aRega RB300.
Setting it up was otherwise a
doddle, the only requirement being
a level, non-resonant support. The
suspension is of a fairly stiff
compliance, an upper plinth, to
which the arm and bearing are
attached, resting via compression
'springs' on a lower plinth of the
same dimensions, upon which the
motor is mounted. The thrustbearing supports a non-metal subplatter, upon which rests the main
platter, afairly slimline, alloy affair
with a felt mat (which, unlike the
Linn's, doesn't come off on the
back of records!). The whole
assembly sits on three flat- ended
hard rubber feet. The wiring in the
Tabriz looks first-class, and
Roksan transports that precious
signal to you via decent- looking,
WBT-terminated cables. Two
switches, placed at the front of the
turntable, control standby, play
and 33/45rpm, and the status is
indicated by an LED glowing
either amber, green or red,
respectively.

SOUND QUALITY
It excelled in the midrange detail
present in the Diabelli Variations,
and was without the 'boxiness' of

the Moskito, or the slightly overblown richness of the Pro-ject; a
problem nevertheless emerged
right away for me with the Radius.
Lateral positioning of instruments
in the Miles Davis track, or
the Tippett, was
absolutely fine, but
there seemed to be
little front- to- back
depth
to
the
soundstage. Those
two
qualities —
excellent control in the
midrange, and a pretty
flat soundstage — seemed
to be consistent, whatever
was played, and the latter
left me rather wanting.
Bearing in mind that I'm
looking for the ability to ' sing'
here, not ' ring', I also had the
impression that the resonance in
the music has been ' damped'
somehow, leaving a dry, but still
highly articulate performance.
Compared with the Pro-ject, the
Radius 3's presentation of the
Robert Simpson quartet seemed
more precise, at the expense of
warmth. The Linn and the
Michell gave precision and
warmth.

CONCLUSION
Imust say that Iwas expecting a
little more from Roksan's Radius
turntable. However, its ability to
keep good control in complex,
densely textured music convinces
me that it would be worth
experimenting with. As it stands,
the Radius 3 is a compact,
extremely well- crafted product.
The Roksan the DS5 power
supply
is
available
as
an
immediate upgrade, adding some
£400 to the total price, and I
can't help being curious as to its
possible sonic effects...
14-

O
As far as I'm
concerned,
the Linn,
Roksan and
Michell could
all be
improved
upon, but
each
represents a
significant
(that is,
demonstrable)
several steps
upward from
your basic
Rega Planar 2

ne of the nice things about
this review for me was that I
would be happy to be the
owner of any of these turntables, each
capable of making music, most of
them good-looking (well, the Pro-ject
makes up for it with its tweakable,
remarkably involving sound, dunnit?),
and some of them aspiring towards
greater things. As far as I'm
concerned, the Linn, Roksan and
Michell could all be improved upon,
but each represents several significant
(that is, demonstrable) steps upward
from your basic Rega Planar 2 — a
deck Ihave the utmost respect for, at
its price point.
The Pro-ject 6is the oddball here,
its Professor Brainstorm appearance
matching its ` tweakability'. With alot
of patience and experimentation, you
can probably get this deck to assume
all sorts of characterful personae, but
within alimit. After that, Idon't think
any of the ' add-on' tweaks it makes
readily available will get around the
fact that basic, high-tolerance
engineering is required if you are to
get an insight into what vinyl
recordings can really offer. This
'ceiling' on its performance is simply
confirmed by the revealing, expensive
cartridge (Ortofon MC25) that it
comes with. A bargain at this price,
though, and one that will keep you
tweaking, listening, tweaking...
That high-tolerance engineering
is obvious with the Linn LP12 and
the Michell Gyrodec, and to
the buyer at this price
point, Istrongly
recommend that you listen
to them in your system
before shelling out. Both are
immediately upgradable in
terms of dedicated power
supplies, and, despite
extensive discussion with
experts, perusal of the
literature and much theorising,
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GROUP CONCLUSIONS

Istill can't understand why such a
simple measure has such aprofound
(positive) effect on the music!
At atotal of £ 1350 with the QC
power supply (itself positively
shouting ` Iam aserious bit of kit',
with its oversize toroidal), the
Gyrodec just wins the day for me,
with its slightly brighter, open sound,
and gripping dynamics. Be warned,
however, the Space Odyssey
looks will not be to
everyone's taste.
As it is, the basic Linn
Sondek is avery sound
purchase in anybody's book,
the performance of which I
know can be improved upon by
using abetter power supply,
adding anything from about £ 150 to
£750 to the overall price (Iwas dying
to rip the back off and hook it up to
my little PSU, but then Iremembered
to whom this ' special finish' LP12 is
going to, after review, and thought the
better of it). Linn asks ahigh £ 500
for the Akito arm which came with it,
and it is up to you to decide whether
this would be money well spent.
Personally, I'd fit aRega and blow the
rest of the cash on records, content in
the knowledge that I'd secured avery
fine machine indeed. And no, Idon't
think it's ugly, either.
The modest appearance of the
Roksan Radius actually belies the
serious engineering that has gone into
it, in that its looks perhaps suggest
something less physically substantial
than that expected, given its
impressive midrange control, wide
soundstage and dynamic capabilities.
Tweakers will adore the intricacies of
setting up the Tabriz tonearm,
although Ifound that things got
pretty uncomfortable anywhere
outside the ' sweet spot' in terms of
VTA, tracking force, etc. That it
works well and retrieves detail is
unquestionable: it just didn't ' sing',
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excite, or involve me in the
music enough to justify 940 of my
smackers. I'm sure it will have its
fans, but Ithink that Iwould be
yearning for more (more of
everything!), particularly with abetter
cartridge or power supply hooked up.
With its captive mains lead,
Impulse provides no option to
upgrade the power supply for the
Moskito; and once you've chosen
which arm to drill the lovely solid
wood plinth for, and matched it with
an appropriate cartridge, there is little
place else to look for improvement,
except in experimenting with the

supporting
furniture. And look, Idid (a
parquet-covered concrete floor
emerging as best of all), because I
needed some improvements in its
performance, especially in the
company of the other turntables in
this review. It is still worth alisten at
this price range, particularly if you
don't really care much about
muddled orchestral texture, like the
feel of Barbara Hepworth's sculptures
and adore the smell of Pledge.
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Arguably, the
iving and breathing within the line input integrated amplifier with
original Cyrus
growing
Verity- Mission tape monitor and a short sweet
One, the first
empire, the Cyrus division signal path. It could be expected to
of the
continues
to
create
and sound at least as good as its more
manufacture its own class of costly sibling, and maybe even a straight-line
integrated
compact high quality audio little better. We shall see.
amplifiers, was
The package includes the usual
components, now also including
combination case and heat sink of the making of
home theatre.
Arguably, the original Cyrus the Cyrus series, of fine finish and the Cyrus
brand
One, the first of the straight„:,...... __ great structural integrity. Six
line inputs are available
line integrated amplifiers,
el)e, N 7.-..,(•
including tape, the
was the making of the /C,
! -7
latter accessed via the
Cyrus brand. That design .,
was launched adecade or I
) 1
--) tape monitor button.
H
There is also a ' preso ago, when it cost less
amp
out'
facility,
than £200, but successive
which has amodest gain
amplifiers have become
of almost 6dB, suitable for
more
complex,
more
the more sensitive power
sophisticated, more upgradeable
amplifiers. There is no headphone
and more expensive! In fact, the
cheapest current model is the Cyrus facility, while the single speaker
outlets are in Mission's
3i, with anear-£600 price tag.
Some fans have lobbied for a unconventional 3mm size,
return to a basic Cyrus amp and with plugs provided. [The
inspired the company to come up old standard 4mm size is
with the Cyrus SL (£ 398) a3i with now outlawed by EC
the goodies left out — remote, PSX regulations — Ed.]
Sensitivity is 200mV
power supply upgrade and phono
input. You're left with a 50+50W for full power and

SUMO
DOWN
THE
LINE
Missz,lers
a return to the purist
'straight-line' approach
to amplifier design/
by MARTIN COLLOMS

sufficient for any normal source.
Power input is via two- pin IEC
detachable cord. The unit is double
insulated and is built to all the
relevant specifications including CE.

TECHNOLOGY
The power amplifier is all discrete,
complementary DC coupled, bipolar, Class A/B. The output stage
is so fast that a minimal ' cool' bias
is sufficient to clear away any
crossover distortion. The wide
bandwidth
power
reservoir
capacitors are Morecroft-originated
'Split Foil', as used in more costly
Cyrus models, these fed by a lownoise 180VA toroidal transformer.
Much of the circuitry is realised as
surface mount ( SMD) micro
components, leadless, bonded and
soldered directly to the circuit
tracks, with the effect of shortening
the signal paths. On entry,

AMPLIFIERS
inputs are selected by local relays,
helping to minimise crosstalk.

SOUND QUALITY
References included the Musical
Fidelity A-2 and A-1000, Audiolab
8000S, Rotel RA-820BX, Orelle
SA- 100. Speakers comprised
Mission 731i, Spendor SP2-2 and
Epos ES12. Cables were Cyrus and
the van den Hul Snowtrack and
Snowline. Sound sources ranged
from the Marantz CD63 II (via the
QED Digit Reference and XTC
DACs) to the Krell KPS20i/l.
First impressions confirmed a
strong brand identity for the Cyrus
models, which were found to be
more alike than any other pairing.
This character may be summarised
as acool, level-headed approach to
music replay, highly neutral and
accurate over the whole frequency
range, sounding precise, focused
and nicely controlled.
Stable in character when using a
wide range of speaker loadings, the
delicacy and transparency of the
Cyrus SL was heard to improve
over the first few days of use. Power
consumption was so low that I
would be tempted to leave the SL
on all the time ready for use, except
under conditions of prolonged
absence, such as holidays.
A small loss was observed when
using the 4mm compatible ' solder
bucket' adaptor plugs and a test
with hard-wiring to 3mm plugs was
judged to be worthwhile.
Although more neutral than its
classic predecessor the Cyrus Two,
the SL showed some similarities
while offering an across-the-board
improvement, recognisable if not all
that dramatic.
The SL delivered quite good focus
and
clarity
with
a subtle
transparency leading to quite
rewarding
image
depth.
Perspectives were nicely handled.
No one area excelled. Its evenhanded treatment of bass,
mid and treble must be
counted avirtue.
Idon't know whether
this could be put
down to that sense
of control and
precision, but
the Cyrus SL
was felt to be

on the 'downbeat' side in respect of
dynamics and rhythm, not as
upbeat-sounding as Irecall the old
Cyrus One to have been.
Conversely, the SL is more
powerful and its fine tolerance of
overload gave the impression of a
still bigger model, especially into
higher impedance loads. Lest you
imagine that there's no gain involved
in purchasing the more expensive
Cyrus 3i save for the remote (and
the phono stage), a comparison
showed this model to have superior
presence and focus with somewhat
greater dynamic expression; in
context, worth the extra money.
For the SL, the sound- quality
score on my usual subjective scale
was 14 marks, quite competitive if
not ashow-stopping result.

CONCLUSION
This tidy little amplifier is quite

powerful, especially with good 8
ohm speaker loads, where 75W per
channel is a representative result.
Distortion is negligible at all levels
and frequencies and the overall
measurements
show
good
engineering design bar the poor low
level channel balance for this
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Rated at 17dBW,
50W, when singly
driven, the SL
provided an
excellent power
bandwidth into 8
ohms at 18.5dBW
and more, hitting

Fig 1. Cyrus SL: high frequency

19dBW, 80Wfor

intermodulation, 19kHz/20kHz at 1W, 8ohms

peak programme
drive, midband.
Significant loss was
observed into 4
ohm loads, singly
and when both
driven, with a
poorer power
bandwidth (down
IdBW at 20Hz)
and the electronic

the -3dB limits

weighted and

protection cut in at
20kHz. Both

measured at below
7Hz and at 67kHz,

example -81 dB at

channels driven

essentially flat over

1W output,

into 4ohms, it

the audible range

reached 15.5dBW,

[Fig V.

unweighted. Supply
modulation

atrue power of
7I+71W. Because

distortion was held
to low levels while

of the protection
circuit it would only

capacitance.

transformer ran with

sample of volume control. The
3mm outputs will annoy some
dealers hoping for easy A/B
demonstrations, but of course this
size, in theory, avoids transgressing

provide 14. 3dBW

Channel balance

very little

on peaks into 2

was very good at

mechanical hum.

ohms, and peak

high volume settings

Channel separation

the safety regulations concerning
4mm speaker plugs.
Iappreciated the neutral, stable
sound quality of this design but
hoped for a greater expression of
the spirit and the musical
involvement which Iwell remember
for the Cyrus One, in context of
course. While it has not achieved
pole position in this review it is
worth hearing nonetheless.

the onboard

current could not be

but it deteriorated at

was more than

measured (it is not

low volume settings,

satisfactory at near

less than 8.5A,

2dB out at -50dB,
with a4dB

80dB, midband,

anyway). More
difficult 4ohms

imbalance by

50dB by 20kHz,

speaker loads

-60dB; Iwould like

which is still

should be avoided ¿-

satisfactory. On

full power is the

to see better than
this. DC offset was

aim. (An intrinsic

tolerably low, 4mV

the reactive load

15A peak is

left and 20mV net.

tests confirmed

claimed.)
Output
impedance was

Signal-to-noise

this decaying to

square wave input,

unconditional

ratios were found to

stability, with good

be .ffire, both

damping.

moderate, around
0.1 ohm, while
distortion was
consistently low and
generally of low
harmonic order. At
rated power in the
mid band, it
headed down
towards 0.005%.
Tested for high
frequency
intermodulation,
the result was
and here the 1
kHz
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Input impedance

unweighted: for

was average at 16k
ohms, with negligible

excellent [Fig 1/
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Fig 2. Cyrus SL: frequency response

difference
component was
down at - 92dB.
On frequency
response, the output
was neatly tailored
at the band edges,
-dB at 15Hz
and 25kHz, with

Cyrus SL

Test results
Rated Power 8 ohms

50W:17dBW.

4 ohms

70W;16.5dBW

Measured power (
dBW) 20Hz 1kHz 20kHz
Continuous 8ohms lch
18.5 18.7
18.6
C.ontinuous 4ohms both
14.41 15.5
Burst 10ms
8 ohms
19.3
4 ohms
18.35
2 ohms
14.3
Output impedanos(oluns) 0.074
0.1
0.12
Harmonic distortion
Rated power 8 ohms -78.1 -87.3 -72.3
At OdBW 8 ohms >-71 -76 >-69
Channel separation(dB) > 78
79
54
Intermoduiation distortion
(19/20kHz 1:1) rated -92dB OdBW -86dB
Peak current via I. ohm. 2.2pF
21) sec pulse
§ (
see text)
Signal-to-nolse ( full gain) rel OdIPN rel full level
22Hz-22kHz -81dB - 9
90
7d
d8
B
'A' wtd
-83dB
Channel balance
0.19dB
Input impedance
16K ohm .0.1nF
Input sensitivity
40mV MF, OdBW
200mV for programme clip
DC offset. L/R4mV/20mV
Frequency response -0.5dB 15Hz to 25kHz;
-3dB < 10Hz to 67kHz
Dimensions, (whd)
73x215x360mm
Typical price ( inc VAT) £398
where OdBw .2.83V, or 1W/8ohms
1
- protection circuit operated
§ 15A claimed
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here is atrend towards buying The one- make
a complete separates system approach can
from one manufacturer, and make sense, as
away
from
the
enthusiast's there is agood
chance that al
traditional mixing'n'matching.
items will be
The one- brand approach can
make sense, as there is a good well matched,
not just
chance that all the items will be well
matched, not just electrically but electrically but
sonically too
sonically too. There is also the
benefit of visual consistency. In the
case of the products reviewed here, ,, .
AVI's dogmatic adherence to
ir"
‘ t. C
midi-size cases almost forces you A
1
to buy the entire system, and .,.,
makes conventional 330mm g
tf)
wide cases look dated.

S2000 MC REFERENCE
CD PLAYER

\1
) ,......
%ev 1t.

Inserting the S2000MC Reference
CD player (£ 1249) into my standard
AVI system was hardly difficult, and
promised no unpleasant surprises in
terms of compatibility. Ishould point
out that AVI's original CD player
model had made way to the charms of
the Meridian 508.20, connected via
Blue Heaven interconnects which get

the best out of this unit. Slotting the
S2000MC Reference in alongside the
Meridian gave the latter a much
closer competitive encounter than
AVI's old design. [Revisions to the
S2000MC Reference itself, made
since PJC wrote this, are covered by
David Berriman on page 49 — Ed.]
Comparisons are odious, they say,
and in this case the choice was not as
clear cut as Iwould have hoped. In
fact I ended up wanting both,
obviously acase of having your cake
and eating it. The reasons are
perfectly straightforward considering
the characters of the players. The
Meridian is more up- front in its
presentation of rock music, allying a
clear and precise midrange to agutwrenching bass and crisp treble. The
AVI
concentrates
more
on
smoothness of presentation, suiting
classical music with amore coherent
bass/mid/treble quality that helps you
forget you are listening to CD.
Take ` It never rains' from Dire
Straits' Love over Gold [
Vertigo 800
088-2]. The opening bars establish
the bass line and cymbal percussion

AVI's S2000MC Reference CD player,
S2000MP pre- amp and S2000MM monoblocks
have won respect separately. But how do
they stack up when used together?
by PETER 1 COMEAU

REFERS
SYST FM

on the Meridian, so much so that
Mark Knopfler sounds alittle weak as
the vocals begin. By contrast, the AVI
player makes you wait for the vocals,
which then have more impact and
lucidity, leaving bass and percussion
as accompaniment. In the final
minute of this track the 508 again
concentrates on pounding out the
bass rhythms, challenging the security
of floorboards with its superb
extension and impact, and bringing a
solid intensity to the phased guitar
and piano work. The AVI is alittle
more laid back, presenting the piece
as a musical rather than sonic
extravaganza, involving you in the
build-up of instruments without
losing control of the treble clarity.
Manse Russe' from Stravinsky's
Petrushka [
CBSO/Rattle, EMI CDC
7 49053 2] proved to be another
enigma in the choice of players. The
Meridian 508 gives its all in finelycrafted detail, shown off in ahighly
expanded soundstage with plenty of
wallop from percussion. The AVI is
more controlled, indicating adeeper
perspective with the orchestra situated
in acoustically reverberant ambience
and skilfully blending the elements
together to enhance the dance
structure of the movement.
Overall, Ifound the Meridian 508
harder- hitting with more sonic
explosions than the AVI's smoother
and integrated rendition. The AVI
was better at controlling the excesses
of highly equalised CDs and gave a
more mellow quality to orchestral
strings. The differences are obvious
and you should easily be able to make
up your mind when auditioning the
AVI against any other player.
In this system the best interconnect
for player to pre- amp was Chord
Solid, which brought out the finest
detail and impact from the AVI CD
player. Between pre- and power
amps, Ifound the van den Hul The
Second interconnect gave the cleanest
result, though this interface was not
very cable-fussy.
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AVI S2000MP AND MM
When I first reported on AVI's
S2000MP pre-amplifier (line level
£849; with phono, m- m or m- c
£1049) in HFNIRR, April '96, Iwas
particularly struck by its neutrality
and clarity. What was needed was a
power amplifier of similar quality.
Luckily, Idid not have to wait long
for the S2000MM monoblock power
amps, which fulfil the promise of the
pre-amp.
Unlike the previous AVI high
power amplifier, the S2000A, which
was abulky, 250W stereo unit, the
S2000MM (£ 1249 per pair) fits into
the standard AVI case as a
monoblock amp capable of 150W
into 8 ohms and 225W into 4 ohms.
The space- saving layout has been
achieved by putting the circuitry on
one neat double- sided PCB
surrounding a large toroidal
transformer. Central to the circuit
are two high-power bridge rectifiers
with
20,000e
of reservoir
capacitance.
Two
pairs
of
complementary Sanken high current
output transistors are fitted to two
heatsinks, one each side of the case,
which vent through slits in the top
and bottom of the casework. There
are no front panel switches on the
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monoblocks, just apower switch at
the rear — left idling each unit
consumes around 20W.
Input is via a super quality goldplated phono socket with PTFE
insulation, and output to the
speakers comes from heavy duty
binding posts with gold-plated 4nun
sockets. Short-circuit protection is
electronic and self resetting avoiding
the need for fuses.
It took only afew speaker swaps to
realise that the S2000MMs are
totally unfazed by the loudspeaker
loads you care to hang onto them.
The clarity and neutrality of the
amplifier system refused to be
troubled by any load, the AVIs
sounding exactly the same whether I
used two-way speakers with simple
crossovers or three-way units with
high order filters, and consequent
rapid changes in impedance and
phase through the audio spectrum.
What is more, this stays true at any
listening level. There is absolutely no
change of character as the volume
control is wound up; a perfect
combination for speakers which can
play loud without distorting.
This type of electrical performance
is alucky find as it means arelative
level of independence from the type

When Ifirst
reported on
AVI's S2000
MP pre- amp
[April ' 36] I
was struck by
its neu:rality
and clarity.
What was
needed was a
power
amplifier
package of
similar
quality..
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of system synergy forced by ' difficult'
speakers. In the context of the
overall system the power amplifiers
fit in perfectly with AVI's quest for
neutrality and lack of distortion.
Compared with many amplifiers the
S2000 combination sounds a little
'soft' in its presentation, avoiding the
'in your face' abruptness and harddriving sound that seems to be
fashionable in some quarters. To
many listeners this will be refreshing,
others can perhaps mix and match
source components to provide a
more forward aspect if they will.
It is not only the clarity of the AVI
amplifier combo that is entrancing,
the presentation of detail is without
emphasis of any part of the
spectrum, and the amplifier has the
uncanny knack of weaving together
instrumental strands so that one is
always aware of the whole musical
performance rather than the most
forward part. Timing is also superb,
thanks in part to tightly controlled
bass output and also to acoherence
of transient presentation over the
sonic band, so it all adds up to a
system of superior transparency —
one that you listen through rather
than to. If only more hi-fi
components were like this...
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"Ifirmly believe that Trilogy Audio Systems may be offering some of the most honest HiFi this country has ever produced." Ken Kessler Hi Fi News April 1993
For more information on our products, please contact us. Prices start at £499 for the 900 preamplifier.

72 Shooters Hill Road London SE3 71E$G Telephone: (44) 0181 856 2499 Facsimile: (44) 0181 856 6899

The Sound of the 21st Century now
available with 0% Finance (subject to status)
*Licensed Credit Brokers
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omehow, the new amplifier
scene last year was about as
exciting as watching a
hedgehog hibernate. Except for an
integrated transistor amplifier from
Sonneteer, the Campion. [
1-IFNI
RR, Sept ' 96]. That woke up this
reviewer enough to wonder in print
whether a higher-powered version
might be something to look forward
to. So, off went the two young
designers, paying their dues to the
Dead Poets' Society, and here is the
Alabaster (£ 900, with remote
volume control £ 1000), named
after an somewhat obscure 16thcentury gent who wrote mostly in
Latin. There's forethought for you:
Castle Acoustics may run short of
ruins to name speakers after, but
there are enough English poets to
see Sonneteer through the next
century.
A second amplifier is like the
notorious second novel or second
album. If the first was promising,
there's always a risk the next will
fall flat on its face. However, the
muse hasn't deserted Sonneteer.
The Alabaster has a strong
resemblance to the first electronic
rhymester, with a similarly
splendidly lucid, clear and precisely
defined midrange capable of great
vocal subtlety, but truly powerful
dynamics either side as well.
Externally, it's much the same:
two inputs direct to the volume pot;
three auxiliary inputs; no phono
stage; but dual binding posts for biwiring; and a thicker and heavier
front panel. It delivers 50W/ch
instead of 35 into 8 ohms, with a
claimed 100W into 4ohms.
What makes a great amplifier
different from the merely good,
regardless of the price tag, is
coherence and cohesiveness.
There's apoint at which the listener
sings along to any part of an
orchestral score, a bass line, a
melody, or even copies Glenn
Gould's colic moans and groans on
the 1955 Goldberg Variations
without realising it. Any damn fool
piece of electronics can just play a
tune and get it over with, but the
best, like the Alabaster, does more
than that. Rhythmically, for one
thing, it's aballet dancer that can't
be fazed by anything.
And for another, this is one of the
best amplifiers for voice around.
Anne-Sofie von Otter's singing in
Johan Helmrich Roman's ' 0 Herre
Gud Guds Lamb' from the mid18th-century Then Svenske Messen
is as lithe and sinuous, and sexier
by far, than any Tori Amos or
Alanis Morisette. The Alabaster lets
every nuance of vocal technique
through to raise hairs on the arms
faster than electrolysis in a health
clinic. It felt like the follicle in the
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IMAGERY
More literary inspiration and more
watts characterise Sonneteer's second
integrated amplifier, the Alabaster
by ERIC BRAITHWAITE

Technics ad looks, no kidding.
Or take the boys in the
Previn/LSO
Carmina
Burana:
singing
'Oh, oh, oh,
totus florea;
iam
amore
virginali...', they
had
just
the
cheeky salacicrusness of 13- year
olds
who have
fathomed out that these sentiments
are written in cruder English on
their school lavatory walls. Just as
sensuous was Bill Bruford's live
Earthworks album, with a raw,
tough but perfectly defined sound
to saxes, percussion and electronic
keyboards. The Alabaster even kept
some phase trickery within bounds:
all but the truly good amps tend to
spread the chordal drums amorphously across the speakers, but the
Alabaster's control didn't falter.
This new Sonneteer is, if
anything, even more transparent in
the mid-range than the Campion,
which was fairly special.
Speaking of sound pictures,
Barenboim's Chopin Nocturnes are
not to everyone's taste, but the
Alabaster turned out a perfect
simulacrum— arealistic size, width
and depth so impressive it even

Any damn fool
piece of

electronics

cal just play a
tune and get it
over with,
but the best
like the
Alabaster,
does more
than that
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cons you into believing the image
has height as well—of the grand
piano on the DG recording of
Op.48:1, right down to the
thundering
bass
notes.
It
transmitted energy! People often
write about hi-fi which has a
listener playing ' air guitar', but this
has you playing air piano, fully
convinced for the length of the CD
that you are Barenboim or Gould or
Brendel, which is alot harder.
The Alabaster is very good at
orchestral scale, too. There's no
shortage of dynamics. Whether it's
Bruckner or Mahler, the brass
blazes, and it's obvious that all the
players are present and no trace of a
suspicion that even one is sneaking
aread of anovel during the rests.
Let's not let enthusiasm run away
with us, however. This is an English
stiff- upper- lip magazine after all.
There is adegree of fuzziness in the
lower midrange, slightly muffling
some cello notes and blurring the
distinction between bass and tenor
trombones, or some piano notes
below Middle C. But if it weren't
for
the
almost
outrageous
transparency of the rest of the range
and the sparklingly clear treble, this
wouldn't occasion comment.
This is not an amp that should be
stinted on either end. It was wired
up mostly to a Rotel 980 transport
/DAC and Harbeth HL Compact
7s, but it shouldn't be outclassed by
ancillaries until quite away up the
spending scale. In the Latin Mr
Alabaster would have understood:
'Oh, oh, oh, totus floreo, iam amore
alabasteri, totus ardeo, novus,
novus, amor est, quo pereo'.
What? You didn't do Latin at
school? ' Oh, loved the new
Alabaster. It's to die for.'
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Precision engineering
and restrained
but individual styling
combine in the
Thorens' Consequence
2000 system
by ANDREW CARTMEL

W

ith its gold trim and
gleaming black acrylic,
Thorens' millenniallynamed Consequence 2000 system
— total cost £ 2800; £ 3250 if you
include the TRT 2000 tuner —
looks like a collaboration between
Bauhaus design and precision
eneineerine
High quality engineering is, of
course, something the Germans have
always understood. And, for a
hundred years, one Bavarian firm in
particular has been turning out
exquisite precision mechanisms,
starting with ( don't laugh) cuckoo
clocks. The company, of course, is
Thorens; and although you might
smile about the cuckoo clocks, it's
worth considering that these are
mechanical devices which involve
precise synchronisation and timing.
So perhaps it isn't so strange that
Thorens soon progressed from
cuckoo clocks to gramophones.
From its early gramophones the
company went on to develop
turntables like the legendary TD 124
transcription turntable [' Classic Hifi' supplement, Jan ' 97] and the
milestone TD 150 — several of
whose design principles could be
said to live on even now in Linn's
LP12.
Since the 1960s Thorens has
continued to manufacture high
quality turntables, and indeed still
does so today. But with the advent
of CD, no manufacturer could
afford to depend exclusively on a
dwindling population of vinyl
enthusiasts. At this point Thorens
might simply have passed into
history, in the same way that the
British turntable giant Garrard has
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(although
Loricraft's
Terry
O'Sullivan is currently doing his best
to revive the marque). Fortunately,
Thorens found itself at this crucial
time under the leadership of Helmut
Leitner, who made abold leap into
the present, diversifying into areas
entirely new to the company. The
results were several ranges of
electronics and CD players.

LIFESTYLE RANGE
Amongst this flood of new products,
the Consequence 2000 series is
distinctive in being aimed squarely at
the affluent lifestyle market
traditionally
dominated
by
manufacturers such as Bang &
Olufsen: the 2000 products are
designed to sound good, but looks
are also crucially import, as are
certain ergonomic flourishes.
Thorens ( and Herr Leitner)
understand the importance of design
and the way in which aesthetic
decisions can make or break a
product.
For
example,
few
companies would have been clever
enough to reason that people who
buy valve amplifiers want to see the
glowing tubes at work, and duly
create transparent Perspex front
panels for its amps, as Thorens did
for its 3000 series. [Ithink Lux did
this first! — Ed.]
And in design terms, the 2000
series is awinner straight out of the
box(es). All the components share
the same slim, low-profile casework,
although there is an integrated
version of the amp, the TIA 2000,
which is double- sized and which
blows the consistency. They also
share robust build — Iparticularly
like the sturdy gold phono sockets
which you just know will never give
you problems —
and a colour
scheme which
speaks of taste,
restraint...
and money.

The 2000
products are
designed to
sound good,
but looks are
also crucially
import, as are
certain
ergonomic
flourishes

LISTENING TO THE SYSTEM
The sound quality is good too. I
explored the system using Ixos 606
Pokora speaker cables, Ixos 105
digital interlink and 100.x03
interconnect, and Ifound the solidstate TTA 2000 power amplifier
(£550) gutsy and accurate. Rated at
250VA it is said to deliver 35W/ch
into 8 ohms, 60W/ch into 4, and
11W/ch Class A into 8 ohms. Under
the control of the TTP 2000F preamp (£ 650) it drove assorted
speakers, notably the Sonus Faber
Concertinos, with tasteful precision.
The Concertinos are a very good
match for this system, both in terms
of their sonorous, mellow sound and
in their elegant visuals, although
Thorens would no doubt like you to
try its own £550 speakers, which are
due out soon.
Comparison amplifiers included
the Tom Evans designed Pioneer
Precision A30OR integrated. This has
a sliehtly more rouzh and ready
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sound ( at a considerably lower
price), but had rhythmic qualities
which the Thorens lacked — read
'boogie factor' — on rock and jazz.
Conversely, the A30OR didn't quite
match up to the TTPTITA's delivery
of classical material, which during
my listening largely consisted of the
brilliant Mercury ' Living Presence'
orchestral CD reissues, eg the
Scrowaczewski/Minneapolis
Prokofiev Romeo and Juliet. Here the
Thorens amps seemed to expose
somewhat more depth and power in
complex music.
I'm not sure whether I'd give the
amplifier duo ablanket recommendation outside the context of its
natural home in the 2000 system; but
if you're tempted to buy the
seductive Thorens CD player I
would recommend the partnering
amp duo very highly. It matches
nicely, and Idon't just mean in visual
terms.

Deliberately
fashioned to
evoke a
turntable,
with its lid
and platter,
the TCD 2000
even offers
an alien key
for levelling,
and a built-in
spirit level

KEY CONTROL
While we're talking about features, it
is also worth mentioning the single
style- decision on the otherwise
featureless TTA 2000 power amp
black box. It is also the one aspect of
the whole system which any visitor is
absolutely guaranteed to comment
on: a rather pretentious, large gold
key on the front.
Like a car ignition key, this
controls whether the power comes on
— and without it you ain't going
anywhere! Once safely pocketed, it
prevents other family members from
getting any sound at all from the
system. In the rather unique control
that it gives you over other people,
this possibly speaks volumes about
the German psyche. Or perhaps it is
just another very accurately- aimed
detail calculated to appeal to the
status-conscious consumer.

THAT REMOTE...
The TTP 2000F pre- amp has two
simple, solid rotary knobs for volume
and input selection, and is splendidly
equipped for such a compact unit,
with five inputs including tape and a
full-blown, no- mucking- about mm/m-c phono stage. Best of all, the
pre-amp is fully remote controllable,
although Thorens needs to get its act
together on the handset. Sensibly
enough, this is an integrated unit
which also controls the CD player.
But the result of this integration
has led to a design which is overcomplex and unwieldy to use, quite
at odds with the splendid ergonomics
elsewhere in the system. The handset
is unfortunately shaped so that it
looks the same from the top and the
bottom so you'll be forever picking
the damned thing up wrong way
round.

Not that it matters, because you'll
never find the control you want. It is
hopelessly cluttered with buttons of
identical size. ( Dear Thorens, you
must always make on/off buttons and
CD play/stop buttons bigger than
their companions: you know it makes
sense.) The system remote is
standard with the CD player, and
optional with pre-amp and tuner at
an extra cost of £60.

P011i0110

Marketing
PO Box 88
Hedge End
S032 2XN
Tel 01489 795
519

THORENS' CD PLAYER
Which brings us to the jewel in the
crown of the Consequence 2000
system: the £ 900 TCD 2000 CD
player [first reviewed by MC, Oct
'95]. Ilistened to this both with and
without its partnering DAC, the
TDA 2000 (£700); and if it must be
said that if you have the money the
DAC is an essential. The TCD 2000
sounded fine using its own built-in
DAC... until you heard what it could
do with the TDA in tow.
I did a great many switching
comparisons, and whenever the TDA
was operating the results were the
same: atopological map of the music
versus aflat one. More depth, more
sense of space between the
instruments, better scale and more

'air'. The TDA has three digital
inputs (two RCA and one optical)
and for my money is an essential
companion for the TCD 2000.
Ah yes, the TCD 2000 CD player
— or ' digital turntable'. This isn't a
term Thorens has used, but the
company could. Obviously a lot of
analogue turntable design philosphy
has gone into this fine creation, and
also the high quality engineering
which made Thorens' record players
so precise and reliable.
With its beautiful contruction,
imaginative styling and deliberate
retro design, the TCD 2000 evokes
the lost world of such engineering
marvels as the TD 124. Deliberately
fashioned to evoke a turntable, with
its lid and platter, the TCD 2000
even offers an allen key for levelling,
and abuilt-in spirit level! Analogue
tweakery lives in the digital age.
Once you put your CD on the
platter ( a CDM12 Pro cast alloy
transport designed for CD-ROM
use), agolden puck sits on top of it
to stabilise the disc while spinning.
Don't try to use it without the puck
— the results aren't clever or funny.
And the lid intelligently shuts of its
own volition if you leave it open for
five minutes. (However, if this were a
B&O system, it would also
obediently open at the approach of
its master's hand.)
But in terms of style detail, the
ultimate glory of the TCD 2000 is
the light inside, which helpfully
comes on whenever the lid opens. I
used Mana isolation supports so that
Icould best hear the amp's qualities,
and the light coming on in the
darkened room illuminated my Mana
listening table like an art deco
skyline. Ifelt as if Iwas starring in a
revival of Fritz Lang's Metropolis.
The control knobs on the CD
player consist of just two rotaries (of
the kind more recently adopted by
Copland for its range of CD players).
Once you grow used to the somewhat
unusual principles at work here you
will find them surprisingly easy to
use, and a very refreshing change
from the usual button-jabbing.

CONCLUSION
In this system, the TCD 2000 is the
one component Iwould have liked
to keep — the one which qualifies as
being worthy of experimenting with
in other contexts. If you are looking
for a stylish, very well-engineered
system and don't want to go the
B&O route, Thorens' Consequence
2000 is the most obvious contender.
If you are intrigued by the system
but lack the wherewithal to buy all
the components, then Istrongly
advise you to try the TCD 2000 on
its own. You can always save up for
the DAC.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Opal designs Ltd

Acousticarts

hi-fi & home theatre consultants

Levinson

FOR STATE OF THE ART HI-FI

It's no wonder why many audio & music enthusiasts

WHO SAVES SIZE

around the world regard Mark Levinson equipment as

DOESN'T MATTER?

the final step in the pursuit of audio excellence.

WE GUARANTEE

Technically...it's perfect...

YOU WON'T

Musically...it's everything you've ever wanted...

811111111

ONCE YOU HAVE SEEN
THE LATEST VIDIKRON PROJECTORS!

digital

COME AND SEE THE FABULOUS VIDIKRON PROJECTORS,
STARTING WITH THE • CRYSTAL2' LCD TO THE SUPERB,
DIMINUTIVE. DLP ( DIGITAL LIGHT PROCESSOR) NOW ON
DEMONSTRATION IN OUR DEDICATED HOME THEATRE STUDIO

No.39

integrated cd player

£5,995.00

No.37

cd transport

£3,995.00

No.36

digital processor

£3,995.00

No.36s

digital processor

£6,495.00

ALSO ON DEMONSTRATION:
NEW FROM DENON AVC 3800 AC SURROUND SOUND AMPLIFIER
KRELL KAV500/5 FIVE CHANNEL AMPLIFIER
ANGSTROM 200 AV PROCESSOR

No.31.5 Reference cd transport.
No.30.5 Reference digital processor.

NEW ARRIVALS *****
SONUS FABER CONCERTO GRAN PIANO
COPLAND CD277
THE LATEST MARTIN LOGAN AERIUSI
REVON EVOLUTION SYSTEM, MULTI ROOM COMPATIBLE
APOGEE MINI GRAND X/D
APOGEE SLANT6 SPER X/D
AUDIO RESEARCH L85/H RC S/H
AUDIO RESEARCH DAC E20 X/D
AUDIO RESEARCH DH5 5S/H
AUDIO RESEARCH BL1 S/H
AUDIO RESEARCH BL3 S/H
GOLDMUND MIMESIS 3PWR AMP S/H
LUMLEY REFERENCE ST40 X/D
MARTIN LOGAN SL3 LOUDSPEAKERS S/H
MERIDIAN 207 PRE CD PLYR S/H
MICROMEGA LEADER CD PLYR S/H
PIONEER ELITE PLD97 S/H
PS AUDIO 6.1 PRE AMPLIFIER X/D
PS AUDIO 5.6 PRE AMPLIFIER X/D
RUARK TEMPLAR LOUDSPEAKERS X/D
RUARK TALISMAN LOUDSPEAKERS X/D
SIG TECH ROOM TREATMENT PROCESSOR
SONUS FABER QUID AMPLIFIER X/D
THETA PRO BASIC 3DAC S/H
THETA BASIC TRANSPORT S/H

£4558
£1800
£2500
£2493
£950
£450
£450
£2000
£1100
£2600
£399
£283
£700
£320
£650
£400
£650
EPOA
£450
£2200
£1900

CALL US FOR ACHAT OR TO ARRANGE A DEMONSTRATION AND DISCOVER
WHY SO MANY PEOPLE CONTINUE TO TRAVEL SO FAR TO BENEFIT FROM
OUR LEVEL OF EXPERIENCE, CARE AND FRIENDLY PERSONAL SERVICE
INTEREST FREE CREDIT UP TO 24 MONTHS ON SELECTED LINES
4demonstration rooms
Mail order - anything, anywhere. Home Theatre
MONTHLY LIST OF SECOND HAND ITEMS ALWAYS AVAILABLE
Agencies include:
APOGEE, AUDIOLAB, AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIOGRAM, B&W, BEYER, BOSE, CASTLE,
CELESTION, CHORD, COPLAND, DENON, DENSEN, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU, KRELL,
LUMLEY, MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN, MICHELL, MICROMEGA, ORELLE, P.S. AUDIO,
PROFESSIONAL MONITOR, REL, ROGERS, RUARK, SONUS FABER, THETA, WILSON AUDIO
We stock awide range of accessories. cables, headphones and equipment supports from
AUDIO.TECHNICA. APOLLO. GRADO, HARMONIX. IXOS. ORTOFON, SENNHEISER. SOUND STYLE, TARGET.
TRANSPARENT AUDIO. FLATLINE, SILTECH, QED AND MANY OTHERS

Tel: 01923 245250 Fax: 01923 230798
101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD
100 yards from Watford Junction Station
New opening hours 10am - 5.30pm Tues Sat
LATE NIGHT BY APPOINTMENT

VISA

£9,295.00
£15,950.00

amplification
No.38

pre-amplifier.

£3,995.00

No.38s

pre-amplifier.

£6,495.00

No.331

dual mono 100w power amplifier. £4,495.00

No.332

dual mono 200w power amplifier £6,495.00

No.333

dual mono 300w power amplifier £8,495.00

No.33

Reference Monaural amplifiers.

POA

authorised dealers for.
Mark Levinson • Proceed • Bow Technologies
Audio Alchemy • Apogee Acoustics • Avalon
Linn HiFi • Linn AV • Linn Knekt
Runco home theatre • Stewart Filmscreens • DaLite
MIT cables • Stax electrostatic headphones
Mail order & overseas orders welcome
for further information contact.

Opal designs Ltd.
Rockware Business Centre
5 Rockware Avenue
Greenford
Middlesex UB6 OAA

Tel: 0181 930 7972

Fax: 0181 930 7976

e-mail. jas@opal.co.uk
web site. http://www.opal.co.uk
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,he Castle Avon is a mediumprice floor-standing two-way
reflex design, which replaces
the unfortunately named Chester. It
has several distinctive elements.
Castle is particularly proud of the
new carbon-fibre cone, which uses
long fibres which are bundled, coldpressed in resin, heat cured for 12
hours and then woven, which, says
Castle, should not be compared
with the more common use of short
fibres used to load other materials.
The resulting cones are light and
stiff with low energy storage, and
are said to be unusually consistent.
The principal aural payoff is said to
be aclean sound, low in coloration.
The cone is fitted to alarge ( 37mm)
voice coil on aKapton former and a
doped PVC dustcap, terminated by
anitrile rubber surround and fitted
to adiecast basket.
Castle's chief engineer, Roger
Loughton, is credited with the
comment that `we're Yorkshiremen.
We like to get what we pay for'
when questioned about the bass
unit's cost, though readers should
note the swings and roundabouts
thinking that has resulted in
ditching the quarter- wave line
loading of the Chester in favour of
cheaper port loading, albeit in a
distinctly superior configuration
(see below). The other drive unit is
Castle's own 25mm fluid- cooled
polyamide laminated tweeter, with
horn loading provided
by a dished front plate.
It takes over at 3.3kHz,
with 12dB slopes. The
crossover is isolated
from the main interior
volume by a sloping
internal baffle in the
base, which doubles as
a brace and also serves
to disperse internal
reflections. The biwire
terminal block is also
positioned low down,
enhancing stability.
In a final strike
against convention, the
port takes the form of a
long tube fitted to the
base, with the exit path
defined by spacers
separating the speaker
from the overhanging
plinth. Tuned to 38Hz,
the design includes
what Castle describes
as a degree of acoustic
resistance. Because the
port output is so
widely dispersed, low
frequency output is
largely unruffled by the
proximity of room
boundaries.
The Avon may be the

q
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CALLING
Pert and trim, the
port-loaded Avon uses a new
long carbon fibre cone
by ALVIN GOLD
IMAM ER
Castle
Acoustics Ltd,
Shortbank Road,
Skipton,
N Yorks
BD23 277:
Tel: 01756
795333

best turned-out speaker in its class,
and among the best you can buy
short of the proper exotica (with
names like Sonus Faber and
telephone number prices). There is
a long list of what Castle
ungenerously describe as standard
finishes to dress the 25mm MDF
carcass, including the superb
antique oak veneer of the test pair.
Half- round bevelled dowelling is
used around all the front edges,
and the drivers are flush mounted,
with tweeter offset — all of which
ensuring awell-diffused diffraction
spectrum at a low absolute level.
The tweeter offset is mirrored on
the two speakers to preserve
symmetry.
40,000r"'"aC"
i

LISTENING
Although set up for
use clear of room ;
boundaries,
the
Avon
resists
sounding boomy if
used close to a wall or
furniture. It is some 3dB
less sensitive than the Chester (on
paper), and is best used with
reasonably powerful amps in large
room, though a good 50-watter is
adequate in lesser surroundings;
and with its claimed easy amplifier
loading and 6.4ohm minimum
impedance, it was not surprising to
find that it worked consistently
with a wide range of amplifiers.
The Avon is, however, an
extremely analytical tool in the
midband, and it will quickly show
up problems elsewhere. Following
experiment, the Avon performed

better with the tweeters together
(surprisingly this is not covered in
the manual): outside positioning
tending to sound phasey.
The Avon is more Lilly Tomlin
than Dolly Parton: it is pert and
trim, all discipline and integrity,
with no hint of excess. The bass,
especially, is just what Castle
promised. It goes deep and true,
with no detectable boom or
overhang around the 40Hz port
frequency, little audible port noise
and excellent control, though from
memory I feel it lacks the firebreathing depth and evenness of its
predecessor's quarter-wave bass. At
the same time, the Avon could not
be described as excessively warm,
and with music with little natural
bass content, you might think you
were listening to a compact standmount speaker rather than a floorstander. Wide bandwidth material
quickly shows the errors of this
thinking, however.
One of the glories of the Avon,
then, is a dryish bass that
steadfastly refuses to misbehave,
but which delivers resoundingly
when the chips are down; but its
main strength lies in an unusually
refined midband, which is both
polished and highly detailed. Castle
claims that their carbon fibre cone
is ultra light in weight, reducing
overhang and stored energy
problems, and subjectively this is
just how it comes across. There is
residual hint of quackiness of a
kind associated with plastic cones
but rarely with paper ones, but it is
associated with a higher frequency
band than usual, and hint is the
operative word here — even then
only in a direct comparison with
more costly speakers ( from KEF
and Martin-Logan for this test). In
any comparison, the treble has a
perceptible sweetness of tone
and
considerable
S
refinement;
and
a
combination of refinement
and clarity is what the
Avon brings to any party,
along with a surprisingly
solid impression of the
acoustic space around between
and behind the speakers.

CONCLUSION
Whilst retaining a superficial
similarity with the Chester with a
clear, rather lightweight balance,
the Avon trades a little of the
Chester's excellence in the bass,
and some sensitivity, for a much
more consistent and likeable
midband and treble, which in a
quality-first system is afair swap in
practice. The newcomer is an
altogether more accomplished
loudspeaker.

DARE

TO

BE

DIFFERENT

Prism Acoustics Ltd has pioneered the use of Reflective Wave
Technology ( RWT) in the design of all our loudspeakers which is the
result of many years research and development into the interaction
between loudspeakers and cabinet walls to help eliminate standing
waves. Prism loudspeakers are all designed with front baffles sloping
which facilitate correct listening angle and time alignment.

For further information on our range of RWT Loudspeakers call for an information Pack:
PRISM ACOUSTICS LIMITED, Prism House, Duncan Street, Banff, Aberdeenshire. AB45 1EQ.
Telephone: 01261 818444
http:/'www.prism-acoustics.com

Facsimile: 01261 818555

E-mail: enquiries(o prism-acoustics.com

ACOUSTICS LTD

For the
generation
that saw God
in flock
wallpaper.
True
enlightenment.

LINN the only sound'
DISCOVER THE MEANING OF LINN ON 0800 33 55 44
bttp://www.linn.co.uk/linn
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lon speakers hail from
Acarian
Systems
in
Nesconset, NY, USA, which
explains why the Petite speakers
(£1000) are not quite as small as
their name suggests to UK ears: they
measure 380 x 165 x210mm (hwd).
And, thanks to a rear port that
chucks out a fair amount of air,
neither are they suitable for shelf
mounting. The instructions recommend rigid, 60cm tall stands filled
with sand or lead shot, placed clear
of rear walls, so the Petite invites
comparison with other standmounted monitor class speakers.
The Petite was a near perfect fit
on the Target R/1 stand used for this
review, to which it was attached
using three thin blobs of Blu-Tack.
The speakers were used bi-wired, as
the maker recommends. Inside, the
terminals are wired directly to the
crossover components and thence to
the drive units, with no PCB.
Both drive units are of European
origin; the bass unit has a doped
paper 110mm cone mounted in a
cast chassis with a magnet and
suspension system designed for good
linearity over a long throw. Treble
comes from a 26mm metal dome,
with the neat touch of an absorbent
felt ring over the faceplate to reduce
diffraction effects. A tiny, short port
tube reflex tunes the cabinet at the
rear. Sensitivity is specified as
87dBAY/ with an 8 ohm impedance
(6 ohm minimum); power handling
is quoted as 50-200w.

SOUND QUALITY
Petite in size but large in sound is
the simplest description. These Alon
models go along way to fooling you
into thinking their output is coming
from something physically much
larger. There are three reasons for
this: first, there is a spacious
soundstage with fair depth and good
height; secondly, aforceful and full
bass performance; and third, an
ability to play loud without
compression (impressive, especially
as the speakers maintain their tonal
balance at all sound levels).
Equally good for low level late night listening or for blasting out
rock music, the Petites have awide
dynamic range, which makes for
realistic-sounding orchestral music.
They also quickly let you know when
they do run out of headroom; at this
point,
they suddenly sound
'squeezed' and fierce. Time to turn
the volume down anotch.
The speakers are not particularly
amplifier- fussy but do respond to
changes in cable. Flatline ' Blue
Heaven' gave a good compromise
between bass depth and clarity and
brightness; some lift in the latter area
helped to overcome the speaker's
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inherent over- smoothness. There
was no trace of edginess from the
Petites, which sound sometimes
quite dry in the upper mid. This
suited my ' lively' listening room,
which has a mixture of bare
floorboards, carpet, plaster walls and
soft furnishings, but the Petites
might sound dull in a heavilyfurnished room with wall-to-wall
carpeting and lots of drapes.
The drive-units are blended well
by the crossover, there being little
apparent change of character across
the frequency spectrum; piano
sounds natural. Bass extension is
limited below 60Hz, but has
strength. On rock, the bass could
sound forceful without becoming
overbearing, bass guitar notes being
well-defined with even tonality over
the instrument's range. Orchestral
music is satisfyingly ` full', most
instruments having plenty of 'body'.
Put your hand behind the
speakers, and you get an idea of the
contribution of the port as the air
comes blasting out of it. The port
action is, however, not obvious
audibly, as it and the bass unit
resonance have been well-chosen.
The overall effect is a full-bodied
and solid sound, with the richness of
bass coming from an increase in
second and third harmonic due to

•
REET

These Alon
models go a
long way to
fool you into
thinking their
output is
coming from
something
physically
much larger

the small diameter of the port.
Naturally, there is a compromise
here — you don't get all that bass
without side-effects. Most obvious is
a ' wooden' aspect to mid- bass
sounds, heard on percussion and
bass guitar, and resounding strongly
on cello. The result is a dulling of
the overall bass and lower mid.
Jacqueline du Pré's Elgar Cello
Concerto [ EMI CDC 7 47329 2]
was disappointing on the Petite; the
solo cello seemed unable to match
the expression of the strings above.

CONCLUSION

PLIER
Sound
Image Ltd,
52 Milton Road,
London
SWI4 87R
Tel 0181
255 6868

The Petites are most at home with
brighter- sounding
modern
recordings. But used across awider
spectrum of music ( including
warmer- sounding ` classics'), they
would have trouble competing with
home-grown mini-monitors. Good
speakers, certainly, with the plus
points of awide dynamic range and
excellent listenability at all playback
levels, but the inevitable UK import
overhead seems to have put the price
out of competitive range.

The Alon Petite is an American
stand- mounted speaker claiming
monitor- class quality
by PETER 1 COMEAU
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Harbeth
now the best
of both worlds:
Harbeth and tower!

We are very pleased to announce
that • "Á,‘ /44,, are now amain Audio Note stockist!
We have on permanent dem the remarkable
OTO Phono Integrated Class AAmplifier (£ 1499)
along with other superb AN products
such as the utterly amazing and seriously under priced DAC 1 (Only £675!)
The DAC 1d/a converter is 20bit/8times oversampling
with avalve output stage.
All this for under athousand pounds has to be heard to be believed!
The Audio Note range is from well under £ 1000
to well over £200,000.00!
Yes two hundred thousand pounds!
Call now for more details
on this and other Audio Note products.
Stop Press .... Stop Press.. Stop Press .... Stop Press .. Stop Press

Yet another serious bargain from Musical Fidelity.
The XDac has two inputs. Coaxual and optical.
Two outputs and a separate power supply. But
the big surprise is that it's fully HDCD compatible.
All this for under £300.00
Only £299.95
P+P Free in UK
Overseas please
call or fax

Stop Press .... Stop Press....Stop Press .... Stop Press .... Stop Press
USEFUL ACCESSORIES
The following list of analogue accessories are all available from us by mail order, hut
Inow importantly they are all highly recommended and used by ourselves!
Super Extatic Carbon Brush
£8.95
Extatic Record Sleeves ( 25)
£9.95

Discycasher D4 Cleaning System
pis( yyasher SI:2 Stylus Care System

£ 18.00
£ 10.00

Michell Record Clamp ( Black)

£20.95

Cardas De-Mag Record ( Unbelievable Value!)

For
all of

these items
please

£ 16.95

add
£ 1.50

Shure Tracking Force Gauge (The best available!) £20.00
Stuniko Blue Point Cartridge
larget TTwl Wall Shelf

£65.00

( )rtofon Cartridge leads (
Pie Bee')
Kontak Cleaning Fluid (
The Only maul cleaner Iuse!)

The award winning Harbeth sound
-now with TowerTechnologyn"

Your mission, should you choose to accept it, is to contm t
and order the following item:-

. means

HARBETH'
k4

ACOUSTICS
MONITOR SPEAKERS MADE FOR MUSIC

For information please contact
Harbeth Acoustics Ltd.. Unit 1, Bridge Road, Haywards Heath, W. Sussex, RH16 1UA, UK.
Tel: 01444 440955 Fax: 440688 WWW: soundearbeth.com

FIDELITY X1OD

This is avital piece of any audiophiles

system.

li is also the very latest technology from one of the UK's most innovative hi-fi manufacturers.
(:onnected between your CD player and amplifier, the XIOD gives you that warm but
detailed sound associated with ahigh end valve CD player. How? Ihear you say. It's
quite simple the unbelievably cheap X1OD contains the very latest in valve technology.
Priced at only £ 199.99 + £.50 P+P this is atrue bargain.
For more inliirmation ot an.

Total musicality

£29.99
£14.95

MISSION QUITE POSSIBLE
Welcome Agent Audiophile

MUSICAL

The superb realism, wonderful presence
and total musicality you expect from
Harbeth is now available in beautiful
floor-standing cabinets.

P+P

£99.99

e,aa/er..; price list please gi‘c us acall or drop us aline.

THIS ADVERT WILL SELF DISTRUCT IN 5SECONDS

Cer-4 • ez,J4Y...1
For more details or aFREE Audio Masters Price list call.
Other agencies include:\IÁ). Target, Soundstyle, Beyer, Goldring, QED, Audioquest, Bib, Discwasher,
(1.IdO,Maxell, Ortolim, Sound Organisation, MIT, Shure, Stanton, Pursonic,
Plaifiirm, ( lord Co. Van den lull, Lyra, WRT, Audio Alchemy, Sennheiser,
Kudos. Michell, AKG, Flatline, Ixos and many more!

Tel: 01608 644954
Fax: 01608 645954

1Dunthrop Farm Cottage, Heythrop. Chipping Norton, Oxon. OX7 5TJ
e-mail orders@audio-masters.demon.co.uk.

Cl) PLAYERS

REVISITED
A second look at
AVI's S2000MC Reference CD
player, now in revised form
by DAVID BERRIMAN

F

ollowing on from my generally
enthusiastic review of the AVI
S2000MC [
HFNIRR, Oct
'96], AVI's Ashley James contacted
me to tell me about improvements
which designer Martin Grindrod
has now made.
Broadly, these involve screening
the clock IC with copper foil to
reduce noise modulation of the
clock, due to radio frequency noise
within the player, and de-coupling
the power supply lines around the
oversampling filter. The upshot,
according to AVI,
is a cleaner
sound at high

SUPPLIER
AV International
Lai, Unit F3, C3,
Bath Road
Trading Estate,
Stroud, Glos
GL5 3QF
Tel 01453
765 6R2

<2?
1

frequencies, though the only change
to the specification is an improved
signal-to-noise ratio.
On test, the noise for zero
modulation, ignoring low frequency
hum components, was analysed at a
very low - 131dB below full
modulation for both old and new
players.
The spectrum was
effectively the noise floor of my
analyser, so it was not possible to
assess any improvement to signalto-noise ratio. However, listening
comparisons between the original
review sample and arevised model,
using awide range of CDs, revealed
quite clearly the improvements to
sound quality wrought by the
revisions.
For instance, when playing the
Allegro from Vaughan Williams's
Symphony 4 [ Chandos 8633] the
music
hung
together
more
effectively with the new player, the
original sounding fractionally
cruder and with noticeable 'blare' at
mid to high frequencies. With 'The
Jungle Line', from Joni Mitchell's
The Hissing of Summer Lawns
album, the original seemed
C «14
.4),
rougher around the edges
/
and Joni's vocals were
L
more distant. With
•
these and other discs
played,
the
new
version was noticeably
more believable and
realistic.
The
original seemed
flatter and less
open, and with
a touch of
grainy
edginess to
treble
by
comparison.
A slightly sharp,
wispy
treble
quality
apparent
with
the
original
sample had been greatly
reduced, while vocals with
took on a more full-bodied
presence. The new player
sounds like a more expensive
model, for the same money (£ 1249).
Comparing the new player with
my resident Audio Alchemy DDE
V 3.0, however, indicated that
tonally the AVI, as before, is leaner
in the bass. While open-sounding
and much less coloured than many
other players, by comparison it puts
the spotlight on the mids and highs
(though to a lesser degree than
before). The DDE V 3.0 is richer
and more sonorous, and of course
listeners will choose which type of
tonal balance they prefer. Imade
numerous comparisons between
the AVI S2000MC and both
the Audio Alchemy DDE V
3.0 and the Musical

Fidelity X-DAC, which shares
many characteristics with the Audio
Alchemy, possibly (at least in part)
due to sharing the same Pacific
Microsonics PDM-100 HDCD
chip. All were transparent and
communicative in different ways,
though the AVI seemed drier,
thinner, leaner and crisper in tonal
balance — mirroring my earlier
findings with the original sample.
The X-DAC was more fluid and
musically communicative than the
AVI, separating the strands of the
music more effectively and putting
one just a touch more in contact
with the performance, though the
AVI is by no means poor in this
regard. ( As pointed out in my
earlier review, the AVI is musically
excellent overall).
Take Eric Clapton's ` Layla' [in
this case from Best of Cream]:
volumes of guitar, cymbals and
tambourine all playing frantically
together. Very well reproduced by
all, but it was the Musical Fidelity
and
Audio
Alchemy
which
separated these into clearly
identifiable instruments. With the
AVI, the background tambourines
were not distinguishable as such,
but jumbled into splashes of high
frequency
energy.
Tonal
comparisons aside, the presentation
of musical instruments rich in high
frequencies, especially in complex
mixes undoubtedly seemed more
realistic with both of the PDM-100
based DACs, though admittedly
this would not be noticeable on all
types of music, and then only if one
had heard the alternative.
In conclusion, the new AVI in
latest guise is excellent — clearer and
less coloured than most. It is still,
however, a lean-sounding machine,
with traces of extra top- end
crispness. This latest incarnation of
the AVI S2000MC is cleaner,
smoother and more natural than the
earlier review sample, which fared
favourably compared with many
more expensive players ( and
transport/ DAC combinations) I
have heard. The overall sound is now
more open and fluid (even though
high- frequency detailing could be
improved). This goes to show the
importance of dealing with seemingly
small details such as screening and
power supply smoothing. (There's
certainly more to designing a CD
player or DAC than choosing the
'best' components, be they receiver
chips, filters, or DACs. Implementation is all.)
Now more recommendable than
before, smoother, cleaner, more
refined and still every bit as musically
accomplished, the AVI will appeal to
those who like their music presented
with crystalline clarity.
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audio T

grea•/- Yale Sound e
es;ae,

UK's new award winning
high- end DAC is atrue
world class performer.

30 Years Old - Audio T is one of the oldest and most respected hi-fi
retailers in the world.

111111111111111111111111/111/

We're Authorised Dealers for all the products we stock and have
factory trained staff who know what they're talking about.
Demonstrations -All our shops have single speaker dem rooms and
all but two have aseparate Home Cinema studio.
PX - We're happy to take your old, working, equipment off your hands if
you don't want to sell it yourself (although you'll do better if you do).
Exchanges & Upgrades- You can change goods within 7days if they
are in perfect condition. You can also upgrade to more expensive products
within 30 days at no charge.
Interest Free Credit is available on selected items.
E. Mail & the Web -We are contactable on "hifi@audio-t.co.uk" and
on the web at " http://www.audio-t.co.uk" where you'll find our full sale list
regularly updated.
Guarantees - afull 3 year guarantee on all new hi-fi separates. Mini
Systems, Video & TV are 2years.
We're friendly and unintimidating, we can arrange home dems and
home loans (subject to status) and we install equipment foc if required.
"See our monthly special offers list on our Web pages
or in What Hi Fi every month"

CE
ROMISE
•We know you won't
find better service.
•We know you won't
find abetter sound.
•Bet if you find a
better price, let us
know and as long as we
can verify it we'll be
happy to match it. Plus
you will still get our 3
YEAR Guarantee*.
2Year on TV/Video/Mini
Systems • 1Year on Portables

OXFORD

Not all products are stocked by
every shop.
HOME

t

J

19 Old High St.,

Headington
Tel: ( 01865) 65961

442 444 Cranbrook

Rd. Gants Hill, Ilfood
Tel: 0181-518 0915

Tues Fri 10.6 Sat 9.30-6
Thurs eve open late until 8
Easy parking at rear

'Tuesrhurs/Fri 10 7
WedeSat 9.30 - 5.50
Easy Parking Near

BASINGSTOKE

READING

4 Feathers Lane
Tel. ( 01256) 24311

4 Queens Walk,
Broad Street Mall
Tel: 0118 958 5463

W. HAMPSTEAD

Tues•Sat 9-5.30
Car Palterer Broad Street Ma I

ENFIELD

THE. ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

and emotion, and asoundstage with such precision and
focus that you'll sense there is nothing between you and the
performance. Bass textures and tonal qualities are laid out in
front of you and distinguishing between the many instruments
in arecording no longer requires any effort.
Like all Audio Synthesis products, the DAX-2 is hand
built using only the finest audiophile components including
high purity silver wiring with Teflon insulation, Vishay bulk-foil
resistors and WBT sockets.
As standard, the DAX-2 comes with 4inputs - AES,
SPDIF Coax, Toslink optical, and AT&T (ST) optical.
Options are available for HDCD® decoding, and digital
domain fully balanced XLR outputs.
To find out more about the award winning DAX-2 and
our complete range of products, including the Desire power
amplifier, Passion passive preamps and our new Transcend CD
transport, write or fax us for free brochures and price list.
HDCDO and High Dehnirron Cornpattbk Digttal are rcgt.tcrcil trailer la-ks of Pacdh -\ ficro,nnes.

190 West End Lane,
London NW6
Tel: 0171-794 7848
TuesSat 10-6
Thurs eve open late until

CHELTENHAM

159a Chase Side,
Enfield, Muddx
Tel: 0161-367 3132
Turned 9.394 Sat 9.30-5.30
Customer Car Park at rear

SWINDON

AL,*; ¡_-.40

DEDICATED TO THE JOYS OF LISTENING.
PO Box 50, Nottingham, NG9 IDZ. Tel: 0115 922 4138. (+44 1159 224138).
Fax: 0115 922 9701. (+44 1159 229701)
---—
Demonstrated at: Sound Products, Hampshire. Tel: 01420 542060 • The Right Note. Bath.
Tel: 01225 874728 • Lynden Audio. Birmingham. Tel: 0121 445 5057 • Premier Audio. Yorkshire.
Tel: 01924 255045 • Peter MeCullogh. Ireland, Tel: 01960 372845 • MAI. Audio,
Burton-on-Trem, Tel: 01283 530550 • Progressive Audio, Kent. Tel 01634 389004

SPECIALIST

BRITISH AUDIO
DEALERS ASSOCIATION

The DAX-2 is amilestone in digital to analogue
technology. Highly acclaimed and recognised
as atrue "reference class" component, the
DAX-2 can rightly take its place among the
world's very best.
As it digs deeper into your recordings, you'll
hear more music and detail than you ever thought existed. You'l
experience afull open and uncurtailed treble with no sudden
limit or sibilant edginess. High frequencies that are so often
seriously compromised in digital reproduction benefit from
the overall transparency of the DAX-2.
Experience vocals that are so true to life with character

Toes- Sat 9-5.30
Easy parking near

Main Brands: Acoustic Energy.
Arcant, A:acama, Audiolab, B&W,
Cable Talk. Celestion, Cyrus. Denon,
Dynaudio. KEF. Kenwood, Linn,
Rlarantz, Meridian, Micromega,
Mission, Ritnitor Audio.
Moreaum-Short, NAD, Naim.
Pioneer. Quad. Rega, REL, Rote',
Foyd. Senneiser, Tannoy. Technics.
Trichrd, Yamaha.

GANTS HILL

"Instantly impressive, of reference audiophile quality, the DAX-2 deliver,"
News & Record Review May 1996.

Armchair Audio,

40/42 Albion Street
Tel: (01242) 583960
Tues Fri 9.30.6 Sat 9.30-5.30
Easy parking near

60 Fleet St., Swindon
Tel: (01793) 538222

Nottirghamshire.

Tel: 01909 479203 •

Orpheus Audio, Manchester.

Tel: 01257 473 175 • The Sound Foundation. Scotland. Tel: 01563 574 185 • Unique Audio.
London. Tel: 0181 450 7384 • Signals. Ipswich. Tel: 01473 622866.
AMC
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Harman/
Kardmi's
add-oi
processor,
the
ADP303,
lets yam
hear he
benefits of
Dolby
Digital

SUPPLIER
Harman Ka),Ion,
Ganupath
25 Heateelds,
Stacey Bushes,
Milton Keynes,
Buck MK12
6HR, Tel 01908
317737.
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reposterous as- it may seem, a
number of brands are offering
Dolby Digital processors, or
A/V
receivers
so-equipped,
to
customers
in
the
IiK.
Why
'preposterous'? Because Dolby Digital,
formerly Dolby AC-- 3, so far exists
only as adiscrete 5.1 multi-channel
surround sound process for NTSC
Laserdiscs. And we all know that,
thanks to the stupidity of the British
government and Hollywood, NTSC
discs are effectively illegal in the UK
— which tells you that alot of people
must be breaking the law if they feel
the need to buy Dolby Digital
processors. They're the die-hard
cinephiles
who
know
that
(1) VHS tapes are scandalously bad,
(2) that only apitiful selection of tides
are available as PAL Laserdiscs,
(3) that PAL Laserdiscs do not have
the ' space' for Dolby Digital signals,
regardless of the paucity of titles,
(4) that all Laserdisc players available
in the UK play NTSC as well as PAL
discs
anyway.
and
(5) that Dolby Digital is worth having.
Hell, any multi-channel system is
worth fighting for if it genuinely
improves on the existing standard, je
Dolby Pro Logic.
More amusingly. DVD will also
feature Dolby Digital, but mein
probably only in NTSC regions. We
in Europe are likely to get something
inferior like MPEG; but when did that
ever matter to Hollywood, the USA
or Japan? Yet again, Europe — a
trivial, insignificant market of only
300,000,000
souls
with
more
disposable income than the whole of
South America, Africa, Australia and
afew other continents combined —
will subsidise the USA and Japan with
higher prices, staggered releases and a
litany of other sins which made
Laserdisc arelative flop in Europe.
My prediction? Whatever nonsense
results
from
Hollywood (and
Whitehall) forcing DVD into asimilar
scenario as Laserdisc, plenty of you
will be buying non-UK- spec DVD
machines when you travel abroad,
especially after the prices drop and you
happen to be on holiday in, say,
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Florida or New York and don't mind
carrying back a 110V machine which
weighs little more than a1Vlaranu CD63. And just as you do now, you'll ask
friends going to the USA to bring back
the preferred US copies of Jurassic
Park and Showgirls and whatever
Disney film your kid is clamouring for
but which won't be released in the UK
until he's 14 years old. It'll be just like
the rigmarole you go through now to
feed your NTSC-ready Laserdisc
player, only the discs will be CD-sized
instead of LP-sized.
And you will definitely want a
Dolby Digital decoder to hear them
in all their 5.1-channels-or-more glory.
Having heard enough demos at
myriad shows to know that fullbandwidth surround sound blows away
non-discrete, limited-bandwith systems,
Icouldn't wait to get my hands on an
add-on processor. Harman/Kardon's
ADP303, which, while designed to
work with their own home theatre kit,
can be used with just about any
existing home theatre system with five
or more channels of amplification and
stand:alone
surround-sound
processors, A/V receivers or (as in my
system) processor/pre-amp combos.
Mine is the Acurus ACT- 1, as
minimalist adecoder/pre-amp as you
could imagine; integrating the two
components meant little more than
following the HK instruction manual's
wiring map, one connection at atime.
What struck me as curious about
the ADP303 was the hiding of its level

surround material are scary, the
improvements are so absurdly vivid. I
tried Toy Story, GoldenEye, Mission
Impossible and abunch of other nowstandard demo spectaculars, and in
every case, the scale of the
improvement was on a par with
moving from two-channel to surround,
if not quite from mono-to-stereo. It's
ashock to those who, discouraged by
the phasey-ness of the rear channels
in non-Digital Dolby Surround setups, could never understand the fuss
about rear-channel information.
Admittedly, some discs don't really
warrant 5.1 channels of surround
sound, and Istill prefer to hear music
videos — even live concert footage —
in two-channel mode, but now there's
no going back.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL

At the very least, special effects with
heavy directional content — the path
of avoice or vehicle crossing diagonally
or moving in acircle — are rendered
so much more convincingly and threedimensionally that the desired result
of being ' transported' by the film is
achieved with greater frequency and
efficacy. However jaded you might
think you are about surround trickery,
however passé you might find binaural,
holophonics, the original ' quad' of the
1970s and whatever other 360-degreeenveloping
technologies
you've
sampled over the years, discrete digital
surround is another kettle of spatial
clues.
Note that Ihaven't said Word One
controls behind apanel accessible only
about sound quality, because the
with an Allen key. OK, so these
matter of cinematic sonics isn't asound
should be set-once-and-forget volume
quality issue to the degree that it is with
adjustments for the left, centre, right,
pure music. Frankly, Ihave no idea
left-and-right surround and sub-woofer
what Eurostar-speeding-through-thechannels, but it's not just reviewers
Chunnel would sound like if Iwas
who need more frequent access.
hanging off the tail-end à la Tom
Playback levels can differ from disc to
Cruise. Ican't swear that Iknow what
disc, and Ifind that fine-tuning is
it sounds like to be inside avending
needed more often than not.
machine with Buzz Lightyear. But I
The rest of the controls are
do know left from right and front from
straightforward. Rear-channel delay is
back, and the £600 Harman/Kardon
adjustable in 5, 10 and 15m-sec
add-on certainly seemed abargain —
increments; the HK will accept Dolby
in purely cinephilic terms — by
Digital from Laserdisc or DVD players
with RF, optical or coaxial outputs (I providing specific image positioning.
And Iam acinephile, not aturncoat
used the Theta Data III with RF
who's abandoned valves and LPs, so
output); atest button sends asignal
these things matter. They should to
to each channel for level setting via
you, too, if you occasionally use
the trim pots and an SPL meter if you
don't trust your ears; there's amute
your eyes as well as your ears.
In which case, laws are
control and, finally, amaster volume
control. A by-pass switch allows you
made for breaking...
Ken Kessler
to run non-Dolby Digital material
straight through, and to A/B Dolby
Digital with non-digital Dolby
Surround — an LED tells you when
aDolby Digital signal is present. The
back features the requisite connections,
Harman/
as well as switches to differentiate
Kardon's
between ` large' or ` small'
ADP303 may be
speakers.
used with almost any
Comparisons with
five-channel home
theatre system
non- discrete
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Hi Fi Choice "The EdI-1
is one of the more

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
ARCAM
AUDIOLAB
PUDIOQUEST
B&VV
CABLE TALK
CASTLE
CHORD
DENON
DUAL
DYNAVECTOR
EPOS
KEF
LEXICON
LINN
LOEVVE TV
MARANTZ
MERIDIAN
MICROMEGA
MILLER & KREISEL
MISSION
MYRYAD
NAD
NAIM
PANASONIC
PIONEER
QUAD
or
REL
ROTEL
SENNHEISER
SHAHINIAN
YAMAHA

The
experience
is out there..

Whatever your tastes in musical and visual entertainment;
whatever your budget - our experience will help you to enjoy
your experience to the full'.

important intergrated
amplifers out there in
hi fi land." Alan Sircom

Hi Fi Choice
"Electrocompaniet's
cheapest amp is the
one to beat." Alvin Gold
Ehgland May 96

Hi Fi News & Record
Review "AW100DMB
combined with the
EC-4 preamplifer is
recommended for
amplifer combinations
over £ 2000" Alvin Gold
,

PrIces horn £500 ECP-I phono stage through
ECI-2 intergrated at £995 to the AW 250 DMB
£3995

Sound Image UK Ltd
52 Milton Road London SW14 8JR
Tel 0181 255 6868 Fax 0181 255 6869

We select the best products, support customers with the best
advice and excellent demons -.
ration facilities, al at affordable
prices. Try the Audio Excellence experience for yourself - we are
not just another dealer!
Systems and separates
DRMS11 AUDIO DEALERS ASSOCIATION

Home delivery and installation,
Home cinema surround sound
Comfo -table demonstration rooms
Multi room systems

ac.)D'ujErAiÉlk'

Repair service

A walk-in sound stage...
The usual hi-fi questions of balance, brightness, bass colouration etc
simply don't arise with the Audio Physic Virgo speakers. The music
is just - there. Spine-tingling. Real. A natural sound stage laid out before
you. If you crave really deep, controlled bass listen to the Audio Physic
Terra sub, with its built in 300W amplifier. Four controls adjust top and

Friendly expert advice

bottom roll-off for ultimate room and speaker matching. With high

Interest free credit on seleced products

quality small monitors such as LS3/5a or LS5/I 2a - stunning. Believable.

Part exchange welcome
Free 3year warranties cn

We know from the reactions of others that you will be surprised and
separates

For the same product and service we are never
knowingly undersold

audio 0( cellence

delighted to find real alternatives to the magazines' favourites. Still
unchanged are our A/B home demonstrations - anywhere, buy-back and
guaranteed satisfaction terms. But perhaps the best part is the skilful
advice...it's free and may save you from costly mistakes.
CD: Audio Synthesis DAX2 & Transcend, Classé, Enlightened
Audio Design, Orelle, Pink Triangle, Wadia, XTC
Turntables: Graham, Michell, Stratosphere, Sumiko Blue Point

HI- Fl AND HOME CINEMA CENTRES:
BRISTOL:

65 Park Street, BS1 5PB. Tel: 0117 926 4975

CARDIFF:

134/136 Crwys Road, CF2 4NR. Tel .01222 228565

CHESTER

88/90 Boughton, CH3 5AQ. Tel: 01244 345576

EXETER:

156 Sidwell Street, EX4 6RT. Tel: 01392 491194

GLOUCESTER: 58 Bristol Road, GL1 5SD. Tel: 01452 300046
PRESTON:
131 Fnargate, PR1 2EE. Tel: 01772 253057
SWANSEA:
9High Street, SA1 1LE Tel: 01792 474608
Open Tuesday - Saturday 9.00am - 5.30pm. Closed Mon.

Special, Transfiguration
Amplifiers: Audio Sculpture, CAT, Classé, DNM, Lumley,
Michell, Orelle, Sirius, Sonneteer, Tube Technology, XTC
Loudspeakers: Audio Artistry, Audio Physic, Ethos, Harbeth,
Lumley, Magneplanar, Mirage, NEAT, Spendor, Totem
Tuners: Fanfare, Magnum Dynalab
Cables: Chord Co., DNM, SonicLink. Lumley Silver, Tice
Ask about our ex-dem and mint used items.

The Right Note — Bath
(01225) 874728

COMPETITION

Celestion A3 speakers worth

£2 4W*

'One of the world's finelt domestic loudsp

W

ith ahistory that goes back to the start of electrical
recording, and this spans the whole history of hi-fi,
Celestion can certainly claim to be speakers with a
pedigree. Yet Celestion has always been at the forefront of
technical loudspeaker development. Today, Celestionis latest
models, and particularly the new A Series range, really show
what can be done with the finest technology in spealœr
measurement, design and production.
So we're delighted to be able to offer, as the prize in this
free-entry competition, apair of the superb Celestion A3
loudspeakers. The A Series range includes the compact two-way
Al [reviewed by PJC, March] and the substantial floorstanding
A2 model. But the A3 is the flagship of the A-Series Tange,
retailing at £2400. Described as ano-compromise Ihigh-end
loudspeaker of outstanding integrity and real power, the A3 is a
full three-way floorstander, standing 113cm high, ‘vith the
spine tingling-performance to satisfy critical audiophiles.
No less than three 200mm (8in) bass units are included in
each A3 cabinet; these have four-layer voice-coils and deliver
formidable bass extension (the A3's specified frequency response
is 36Hz to 20kHz, ± 2dB). Faraday rings are fitted to minimise
distortion. Midrange is handled seamlessly by a 175mm (7in)
driver, with injection-moulded cone, while the treble unit is a
25mm titanium dome type. Sensitivity is 90dB/1W (anechoeic),
with an effective 92dB in typical semi-reverberant rooms.
NOW TO ENTER: To win these superb speakers, just fill in the
entry form below and return to: Celestion Competition, Hi Fi News &
Record Review Editorial, Link House Magazines Ltd, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA to arrive by the closing
date of Friday 2May 1997.
RULES: I) this competiti,m. , pCI1 10 UK readers only. Photocopies of entry form ate acceptable,
but only one form per reader is allowed. Ni, other correspondence should be enclosed with the entry
form. 2) ' Mere tail] be no cash or other alternatives to the prizes offered. The winners will be the first
correct entries opened. 1) Employe. of Link House Magazines and ( lelestion and them agents will not
be eligible to enter. 4) Entries must be received by first post on Friday 2 May 1947 when itidging will
be carried out. The Editor's desistan will be final and binding. No correspondence will be entered Into
regarding the competition. 5) The prizewinners will be notified by post, and Co results will be
published in the August 1997 Hi-F1 News & Record Review. 6) Entry forms received ocerme the property
of Link House Magazines tat

THE QUESTIONS
1. What is the bass drive unit complement of Celestion 'sA3
loudspeaker?
a. two 200mm units
c. one 175mm unit

2. Which special feature of the A3's bass units helps reduce
distortion to an absolute minimum?
a. injection moulded cone
b. four- layer voice coil
c. Faraday ring
d. 36Hz extension
3. What is the high-tech material used for the Celestion A3's
dome tweeter diaphragm?
a. copper
b. aluminium
c. magnesium alloy
d. titanium
4. In which decade did the very first Celestion speakers appear?
a. 1930s
b. 1920s
c. 1940s
d. 1950s
NI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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b. three 200mm units
d. two 175mm units
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THE ANSWERS

1.E

2.

3.n

4.111

Name
Address

Postcode
Daytime telephone no:
you would prefer NOT to receive further direct mail, please uCk this box 1=1

Audiofreaks
Arc ici

Quad ESL dedicated stands

Avalon Acoustics

Dynamic loudspeaker systems

Benz- Micro

Moving coil cartridges

FOR

Cardas Audio

Cable; analogue recordings

Clearaudio

Moving cod and moving magnet cartridges

Conrad -Johnson

Valve & PET pre-amplifiers power amplifiers and
digital components

Expressive Technologies

step

Golden Tube Audio

Valve pre amplifier; power amplifiers and
integrated amplifier

Hales Design Group

Dynamic loudspeaker systems

LOVE

up transformers and cables

Kuzma

Toneanns & turntables

Muse Electronics

Solid-state electronics, active subwoofers,
CD transport and DIA converter

Power Wedge

Power line conditioners and mains filters

Resolution Audio

CD transport, dia converters. CD player

Shun Nook Audio

Resonance control tuning devices

Sonograpbe

Affordable conradlobruon PET pre-amplifier and
power amplifiers

Sound Lab

Electrostatic and hybrid loudspeakers

Wheaton Triplanar

Totrearms

the

of
music

AUDIOPREAKS

Distributors of Fine Audio Er Home Theatre Equipment
15. Link Way. Ham, Surrey TW10 701. TeL 0181.9484153 Fax: 0181.9484250
email infoeaudiofreaks.i-way.co.uk www.aucliofreaks.i•way.co.uk

With
AVI

hi-fi

there
is
no

just truly satisfying realism - crisp, clean, sound and
vivid dynamics without harshness or compromise. In fact,
when it comes to choosing quality hi-fi, everything you hear
about AVI is absolutely true. Especially if you listen to the
experts. Gramophone presented AVI products with two
prestigious awards and wondered "
Can there be any other
designwhich packs such agenerous wattageof nighperfect
audio so efficiently and well?" While Peter Comeau of Hi-Fi
News and Record Review, suggested AVI should be "
highly
recommended to wi n serious music lover': AVI Systems slit rt.
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from around £2,750.
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black box

Taking a
break from
technical
issues,
Black Box
switches
wavelength
to look
back over
30 years of
Radio One

higher levels adecade later, with the
of 1911 to tune to any stations other
Live Aid world-concert event.
than the BBC's.
The pressure for 'pop broadcasting'
Radio One's 30-year history has
been strongly chequered. The initial
in Britain intensified in 1964, with
image was rather squeaky-clean. The
interest in music swelled by The
main presenters were godlike and
Beatles, Merseybeat, as well as the
vapid at the same time, and many
onslaught of Motown from the US.
had fake-sounding names and voices
In the same year, increasing numbers
— as commercial radio DJs often still
of entrepreneurs-turned-commercial
do today. In the early 1980s social
broadcasters set up their own
realism began to bite, and an
unauthorized ' pirate pop' stations.
increasing number of presenters, who
This first generation was operated
already 'had alife', appeared with a
from abandoned naval sea forts near
London and other cities on estuaries,
variety of regional accents, operating
under their real names. This could
and from ships moored just beyond
be described as an infusion of more
the appropriate coastal limits.
The public quickly discovered
'Jimmy Saville' types. Women also
arrived in asteady trickle as music
these stations and voted en masse with
his spring, BBC's national
presenters to-be-taken-seriously —
stations, Radios 1, 2, 3 and 4 their tuning dials, because — all day
although few have lasted, and the
and often all night — they best
will be 30 years old. They were
ever- keen and long-lasting Annie
presented the sought-after, otherwise
created in 1967 because Britain had
Nightingale had already long beaten
largely unavailable new music. After
at that time no legal radio station —
them to it.
three years of getting up the nose of
neither national nor local, even in
The unwritten secret of Radio One
Harold Wilson's administration, a
London — for what we can loosely
(for music lovers) in the first 30 years
Marine offences law was passed,
term rock music. This was despite
was largely to avoid it: Imean in the
making ad hoc seabome broadcasting
the fact that at that point, as today,
daytime and early evening, when DJs
illegal.
talented musicians working in Britain
are subject to aplaylist, and ' Yoof
found themselves to be at the de facto
THE BIRTH OF RADIO ONE
culture' is high on the agenda. One
world-centre of what might be called
Sagely, with hindsight, and boldly at
increasing problem for Radio One is
'progressive popular music culture'.
that the people who listened to it
the time, the government ' advised'
And this in spite of the great talent
when they were 15 or 25 still want to
in American music in 1967. As a the BBC it had better be quick about
listen to it now they are 30 or 50,
setting up anational, non-commercial
measure of this, when Radio 1was
because no other BBC Radio station
'pop' station. Radio One's gestation
conceived in the BBC's darkest
covers the rock music they have
was swift. Many of the pirate station
corridors, JHendrix, the C Parker of
known all their lives, and no
DJs were soon re-employed, while
rock music, had had to move from
commercial station covers it so
the existing Light/National, Third and
New York to London to be
coherently or can remotely approach
Home services were renamed and
recognised — and this at the
the depth of the BBC archives and
remodelled as BBC Radios 2, 3and
invitation of a had-been British
its consistent drive into new
4. There was just one peculiarity:
musician, the late Chas Chandtet.
territories.
whereas Radios 2, 3 & 4 kept the
The playlist can be positive insofar
VHF/FM frequencies they'd been
LISTENING TO RADIO
as it keep DJs focused on new (but
allocated in 1954, and whereas
LUXEMBOURG
dozens of local and commercial
mainly insubstantial) recordings, but
Before 1967, the Light Programme
it also allows people who are mere
stations were allocated frequencies
(Radio 2today) gave some week-day
throughout the 1970s and 1980s, a entertainers, and know or care little
outlet for the more ephemeral ' pop
or nothing about music, to present
permanent VHF frequency did not
sounds' and the occasional out-ofprogrammes. While it's accepted by
'become available' for Radio One's
hours ' fan special'. Otherwise, as
music-lovers that amusic station may
use for many years!
many readers will recall, people who
carry an element of entertainment,
From an audio quality perspective,
wanted to hear anything more
this has been taken a little too far
it is sobering to recall that Radio One
exciting than demure jazz, competent
began life on 247 metres medium
with some so-called — the
but bored BBC light music orchestras
worst of them now thankfully gone.
wave, a wavelength it shared with
or banal comedy, and who were
There's no doubt that Radio l's
Radio Tirana (broadcast from
lucky enough to live in the south, had
daytime DJs have included in their
Albania), whose signature tune
the luxury of listening to Radio
number some of the most irritating,
interfered badly with night time
Luxembourg on Medium Wave.
inane and obnoxious presenters
Every evening, the inane Euro- reception, precisely when the higher
imaginable. (At least two had the
quality music was broadcast.
music-babble ceased, the station
For the first 20 years of its life,
initials TB; another DH; another
switching to English to broadcast
SM!) There have also been some
quality broadcasts on ' FM' (VHF)
altogether raunchier Anglo-American
good entertainers, but the diet was
were for limited periods at weekends
music and British adverts. This had
and, from 1976, in the evenings: in
too strong with Radio One's
been going on since the mid- 1930s;
obsession with having all daytime
each case when Radio Two gave up
and listeners had no option but to
presenters do exactly the same show
its
VHF (FM)
service
and
put up with the distortion and fading
on Mondays through to Fridays. This
'clownsized' to broadcasting on
because Luxembourg was smooth,
30 year monotony has been insulting
1500m Long Wave (
as it then was).
professional, always buzzy, and more
to presenters and listeners alike —
Live broadcasting of concerts
daring with its playlist. And after
justly culminating (so far) in the
became worthwhile in the second half
1963 there was suddenly a lot more
Chris Evans revolt.
Ben Duncan
of the 1970s, which quickly led to
new music to be daring about. There
some being experimentally broadcast
was even still something slightly
in Matrix H (an early Ambisonic
daring about listening in, since it was
In Radio' next month John Nelson writes about
technique) as well as ' simulcasting'
then still illegal under Britain's
the continuing eminence of Mr Toad and Hole°
resistors! — Mus Ed
with BBC TV — something taken to
draconian Wireless Telegraphy Act
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tarting, non- alphabetically, on the
tube amps: VTL launched acouple of
new all- tube pre- amps, the TL2.5
and TL5.5. Both accommodate six line
sources including CD, tape, tuner and
video, with an optional, internal phono
stage is available for both models. Both
models offer two main outputs, one tape
loop and one surround sound processor
loop. Designed with high impedance
follower circuits, the VTL pre- amps can
drive interconnects of up to 35 ft long.
Remote volume and mute are standard for
both units, with the addition of remote
phase reversal on the TL5.5; all remote
functions are accessible from the front
panel. The dearer TL5.5 is a true dual
mono design with separate power supply for
each channel, and can be ordered with
balanced phono in and balanced outputs, as
well as an optional moving coil phono stage.
The TL2.5 with remote control is priced at
US$1250, (with the optional phono stage
costing US$550), while the TL5.5 pure
tube line preamp with remote control is
priced at US$2750; the phono stage costs
US$750.
Mesa Engineering, which gave us the
superb Baron, launched the nifty Tigris
Integrated Amplifier: dual mono, all-tube,
true Class A operation and with the Baron's
three variable modes of Pentode/Triode
configurations, selectable on the fly. Output
is 35W/ch in all-pentode mode, the Tigris
features tube/solid-state rectification,
adjustable negative feedback, aground lift
switch, dual front-mounted warm/operate
switches, arear-mounted AC on/off switch,
front- mounted headphone output driven
from amp's output section, and on/speaker
mute switch, heavy-duty 4 and 8 ohm

the Las Vegas show offered
plenty of valve amps,
and speakers galore
by

KEN

KESSLER

valve complement of (per channel) four
EL,84s, two GV6s, two 12AX7As and one
5AR4. The Tigris weighs 33Ib and will sell
Stateside for circa $2195. Dream on...
Fresh from winning awards in Japan and
bouncing happily around CES was Tim De
Paravicini, who arrived with the full range of
EAR products and one new model, the
EAR 861. It's apush-pull power amplifier,
operating in pure Class A, in enhanced
triode mode. Details include zero overall
negative feedback, self-biasing circuitry for
the EL519 output tubes, an output of
32W/ch, and it's bridgeable to 64W mono.
The 861 features balanced and unbalanced
inputs and an IEC mains connector. Idon't
know what it costs here in the UK, but
Americans will be charged $ 6495. Tim, by
the way, was in suit and tie.
Audio Note showed the production
version of the M3 phono pre- amplifier,
which is a full-function unit incorporating
single- ended circuitry throughout, and
which allows, through the use of an output
transformer, the ability to select either
single- ended or fully balanced output
operation. Moving-magnet or high-output
m-ccartridges can be handled by the phono
stage, while line level inputs are available for

CD, aux and tuner, along with full tape
monitoring facilities. The M3 has three sets
of transformer-coupled main outputs, two
speaker terminals, 4 line level inputs, a single- ended to allow for bi-amping two
single fixed level output, avariable buffered stereo amplifiers or four mono amplifiers;
output, astepped attenuator, sexy cloisonne the fully balanced output stage uses Lemo
logo, gold-anodised aluminium front panel connectors, as seen on the Ankoru. Power
atransformer cover, self-biasing tubes and a supplies are dual mono throughout and uses
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Cerafine and Black Gate capacitors. Valve
rectification and choke regulation ensures a
ripple free supply to the audio circuitry. The
phono section of the pre-amplifier uses the
6072A double triode valve, the line stage a
5687 double triode. The Elma selector
switches have gold plated contacts and there
are no printed circuit boards in the M3,
everything being hard-wired by hand. The
etched aluminium front panel matches
Audio Note Japan components. A line
stage-only version of the M3 will follow.
Thor, which burst on the scene last year
with adoughnut-shaped pre-amp, now has
a full line of... doughnut- shaped
components. The roster, or should that be
'menu', now consists of the T-1000 Control
Preamp (US$6990), the TA-2000 Control
Preamp with phono stage (US$8490), the
TP-I 0 Phono Pre-Preamp and power
supply for m-ccartridges (US$1299), the
TA- 3000 Stand-alone m-m/m-c Phono
Preamp ( US$5990), the DC- 1000 DAC
(US$7750) and the TPA- 100 100W ( or
45W triode) Class A Power Amp
(US$7990). All feature the ring styling of
the T-1000, with the tubes in the centre,
and they formed an interesting cylindrical
column when stacked for the show display.
Melos sounded good with finalised
versions of the Triode HC SE- 75 singleended mono power amplifier through
Meret speakers. It's direct-coupled and
triode configured with EL- 519 output
stages and said to produce 15 times the
output current of a300B amplifier. And on
any speaker. Rated at 75W into 2, 4 or 8
ohms with less than 1percent THD, an SE75 measures 19x22x9in and weighs 55Lbs.
For less demanding systems, the company
also produces the identically styled SE-40, a
40W/ch stereo version with an added 101b
of mass. VAIC valves, now available as the
VV 30B, VV 52B and VV 300B triodes,
showed up in the Model 52B Amplifier,
made by KR Enterprise Hi- End. It's
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absolutely stunning, ametallic beauty with a
blue VAIC VV 52B tube surrounded by five
chrome towers. It's a single- ended tube
mono amplifier with a rated output of 24
W, Class A and suitable for 2-8 ohms
impedances. The bandwidth is 8Hz-30kHz
at OdB, dimensions are 250x630x440mm
and the weight is a substantial 30kg. Also
launched were the Model 62 bCZ, asingleended mdnoblock delivering 30W in pure
Class A mode, and the Model 32 b CZ
Integrated Amplifier, with 20W/ch in pure
Class A mode. Neither model uses feedback
and both feature glorious metalwork,
wooden trim and the neatest tube cages this
side of an EAR.
VAC, probably busier than expected with
the task of producing the Marantz Legends,
released abunch of new products, including
the PA160 Mk III high power tube amplifier
(US$2795 each). It uses modified
Williamson-type input circuitry as found in
the Renaissance series, while improvements
include a more compact, strengthened
chassis, nicer aesthetics — including a
rearranged tube layout and aback-lit
bias meter with gold bezel — a
superior power switch and the simple
push-button biasing mechanism first
seen on the PA90. The Renaissance
Sixty Monoblock ( US$3995 each)
answers the demand for alower price
300B triode monoblock in the
Renaissance line. The Sixty is built on
astylish, rugged chassis similar to the
PA160 Mk III, and uses four 300B
triodes in apure Class Al fixed bias
operation for 60W output. The same 21section bifilar output transformer and other
parts found in the Renaissance 70/70 are
incorporated into the Sixty. The Model
20.2 Preamplifier (US$1890) features an
all-triode tube phono and line stage in a
three- inch- high enclosure. The line
amplifier is derived form the Vintage Line
Stage preamp, while the phono stage is a
classic three triode Class A design. The 20.2
offers five line level inputs and a tape
monitor loop, all switch contacts are high
quality silver, the resistors are precision
metal film and wire-wound
types, the signal capacitors
are polypropylene and
polystyrene. Lastly, the
Model 25.1 Stereo Power
Amplifier (US$1890) is rated
at 35W/ch from six EL84 output
valves per channel and is optimised to
match speakers of 4-8 ohm impedances. No
operating adjustments of any kind are
required, and an optional cage is available
for neurotic territories like Europe.
Anna-Sphere presented the M-60 Mk II
amplifier, now redesigned with octal-base
signal triodes, improved wiring and aclassic
appearance. Looking like military surplus —
funky as hell — it features pure class-A
operation, the patented Atma-Sphere
direct- coupled ( OTL) output stage and
Balanced Differential Design, dual-mono
stainless steel chassis construction, easily
strapped for mono, XLR and RCA input
connectors, proprietary, precision grade
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Compact Disc Player, which incorporates a
valve analogue audio stage, similar to that
found in the D/A-2b. The DV- 2b also
features asophisticated re-clocking circuit
to minimise jitter, and it costs the same as
the CAV50, the two products forming acj
system for under $ 5000. Cary, reeling from
its success now that S/E amplification is the
thing, introduced the CAD- 845. This is a
25W/ch single-ended, pure Class A triode
stereo amp using 845 output tubes. Price is
US$5995. Quicksilver, about as prolific as
Klyne, showed the new V4, a 120W
monoblock bearing four KT88s; price is a
sensible US$3800 per pair. Wavac, which
manufactures those mouth-watering glasscovered, champagne-finished tube dreams
from Japan, showed the hilariously named
Music Dandy 811, or MD-811 if you find
cuteness intolerable. Yes, it features the
trademark glass ` canopy', but this 811Abearing device — rated at 15W — also
wears awooden faceplate reminiscent of
certain Italian products. The MD- 811
features three inputs and avolume control,
so it is, effectively a monoblock integrated
which will accept line sources directly. For
my money, the Wavacs are the prettiest
amps on the planet. Alpha Audio showed
three solid amps which appear to be
variations on atheme. The trio consists of
the 2070-Classic (US$1895), the 2070Gold Classic (US$3550) and the 2080-M
(US$2795). The entrylevel model uses four
computer matched KT88s
to produce 60W/ch, the
Above: Mesa Engineering
gold version uses KT100s
launched the nifty Tigris
for an extra 10W/ch, while
Integrated Amplifier
the 2080 uses KT88s for
70W/ch; go figure. The
Right: Gallo launched a
single-ball model dubbed
2070s
are
open
the Nucleus Minor, cute if
architecture designs, the
somewhat insect-like
tubes there for all to se,
while the 2080 has a full
Below: Sonic Frontiers'
front panel with power
latest line pre-amp? KK
output indicating meters.
couldn't be quite sure...
All of the amplifiers
feature front- mounted
gain controls, two inputs
and muting facility, so
they can be thought of as
minimalist integrateds if you're the sort who
likes hear sources fed directly into the power
amplifiers.
Margules showed some sinister, Spinal
Tap- black amps, the U280sc being
especially desirable with its tubes exposed
for all to see. Able to operate as either as a
mono or as astereo amplifier, it uses atried
Conrad Johnson announced two new and tested push-pull output stage topology
products, including the company's entrant enhanced by the company's proprietary
in the hot integrated amp wars. The Servo Control, or Active Bias (with patent
CAV50 Integrated Amplifier is an allvalve pending) which ensures that the output
integrated, rated at 45W/ch courtesy of a stage DC and AC stay perfectly balanced;
pair of EL34s per side. It features this allows the amp to operate in class A
polypropylene and polystyrene capacitors without having to overdrive the tubes and
and metal film resistors throughout the lose efficiency. Power is specified as 60W/ch
audio circuits and power supplies. The
in Ultralinear mode, or 120W mono; triode
CAV50 can handle five linelevel sources, mode is 30W/ch or 60W mono. Price is
plus tape monitoring. The US price of US$2490. The matching all-tube pre-amp
US$2495 almost makes it an entry level is the SF220, available with or without
item. To match it is the delicious DV-2b remote control, or with special switching for
components, low- noise star -earthed
circuitry and hard-wiring throughout. It's
rated at 60W/ch into an 8 ohm load, the
tube complement consists of eight 6AS7G
output tubes and four 6SN7 driver tubes,
the weight is 301bs per chassis and the US
price is US$3290 per pair or $ 1600 in kit
form, complete with tubes.
Unison Research, true to form, outdid
itself with awell-kept secret: the Palladio.
Designed to complement the Dream
preamp, Ican only hope that my photos
came out, because it defies description. Yes,
there's loads of wood, but beyond that it has
to be seen. This mono amplifier is rated at
30W RMS at anominal 220V and it operates
in Class A, Triode mode. Suitable speakers
will have impedances between 4and 8ohms,
the power valve biasing is self-adjusting and
double output connectors are fitted for biwiring. The valve complement consists of
four 300Bs for output, with drive via one
ECC81 and one EC082. The dimensions are
a hefty 740x425x275mm ( dwh), and it
weighs 36kg. And Iwant apair... Meanwhile,
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digital sources. This little beauty positions
the valves in a 'valley' between the front and
back sections; the front panel contains onoff, volume, balance, source select, and a
row of indicators identifying which source
has been chosen. Prices range from
US$1900 to US$3400 depending on the
options. Canadian firm Wyetech Labs'
Topaz is a beast of an amp with that
laboratory look, for guys who hate amps
which are designed to please wussies.
Battleship grey, with side-mounted handles,
amesh cage and chromed transformers, the
Topaz also features hard-wiring throughout.
Hell, it weighs 48Icg — that's 1061b for nonmetrics — and measures 16x22x1Oin (wdh).
It's a single- ended, zero- feedback, selfbiasing design, operating in Class A and
pulling 18W/ch from one of my all time fave
tubes, the mighty 211. Input and driver
tubes consist of 6SN7GT and 6BX7GT
dual triodes. Alas, this is a limited edition,
restricted to 950 examples.
Blue Circle, the brand which appeared
last year with a range of valve products
bearing a ring of blue light on their
faceplates, launched the BC-6Stereo Power
Amp. It's a solid-state/tube hybrid, with
tube inputs and buffers, and bipolars

fed phono stage, InTransfer D/A converter,
InConcert CD transport and Aequilibra
balanced/unbalanced transformer. So how is
it that an Italian firm is better at coming up
with cool English names than most US or
UK firms?
Sonic Frontiers handed me so much old
literature that Ican't determine what's new,
old, soon to be pensioned or still on the
drawing board. Using my powers of
deductive reasoning and reaching this
conclusion because they were the only
products not represented by full data sheets,

I'm guessing that the Anthem CD- 1is one
of the newies — a slick single box CD
player with a Sovtek 6922 tube output
stage, HDCD, remote control and a litany
of designer parts from MIT, Solen, Wima,
Holco and Roderstein. Best news? A price
of only US$1495. Another
item I'm assuming/hoping is
new is the Line 3 Line Stage
Pre- amp, a two- box affair
containing a dozen valves, no
output coupling caps, both
balanced and single- ended
inputs and outputs, full
remote- control, a buffered
tape loop and surround sound
producing 25W/ch. Dual-mono inside, with processor loop, aheadphone
the channels mirror images, it features a output fitted with Headroom
stainless steel chassis, Cardas gold/rhodium processing circuitry, volume
control with 191 0.5dB steps,
sockets and binding posts, Jena Labs wiring,
Kimber and Solen caps, custom-made equivalent to a95.5dB range,
toroidal transformers and Audio Selection a digital display of all
damping feet. This luscious device looks functions, a Sorbothane-damped chassis
svelte but weighs 551b and will take up floor and more. Hey, it's so loaded that the price
space of 25.75x6.875x14.75in (whd). Price of US$4995 looks like a steal. Balanced
is US$3699. Joule Electra showed the Audio Technology released aslick new range
massive two-box, all-valve OPS-1 Phono of preamplifiers called the iSeries — yes,
Stage and Power Supply. Inside, there are lower-cased, italicised ' i'. It's aprogramme
two 6DJ8s for the head amp section and as much as it is a range, designed to add
four 5751s for the RIAA stage, which is said remote control to the VK-5 and VK-3 preamps without degrading their sound. The
to have EQ accurate to ± 0.5dB.
Recommended for cartridges with at least VK-3 and VK-5 with an isuffix feature a
0.3 millivolts of output, the OPS-1 has an centre-positioned display providing a dB
input impedance of 47k ohm; this can, indication of playback levels, wireless
however, be loaded through an extra pair of remote, a volume range of 100 steps,
improved signal path resistors, an auto
RCA sockets. A more ' exotic' version is
balance circuit (VK-5i only), a new back
planned, but this one's hardly mundane.
Allow space of 17x4x9in (whd) for each panel and provision for a plug-in phono
module (VK-3i only) and anew-look front
chassis, and ashelf that'll support 251b.
iVKItalian manufacturer Pathos, which panel. Retrofittable upgrades to non5s and VK-3s are available.
showed abunch of prototypes in Milan last
September, made good with production
versions. The stunning Twin Towers Class SPEAKERS GALORE
A integrated amp and InPower Class A It galls me to have to admit it, but the most
hybrid monoblocks have been joined by the talked-about debut at the show was that of
InControl pre- amp, InTheGroove battery- an out-boarder — out-boarders being those
who don't have enough class to
exhibit officially. But no way would
my uncivil disobedience ( nor my
Editor) allow me to miss the launch
of Revel, which the Americans
probably don't realise is also the
name of afairly common brand of
British chocolates. Bankrolled like a
Shwarzeneggar film, this new
company has the might of some of
the industry's heaviest hitters
behind it, including Harman
International Industries, Inc. In
other
words,
failure
is
Wavac showed the hilariously named Music Dandy 811
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Above: Martin- Logan showed
the new Statement, now nearing
production. Price tag will be
around $54.000 apair

Left: room-friendly additions to
the Sohd lourlsp.aker range from
B&W, available in black, red
blue or white

inconceivable. Designed by Kevin Voecks
(ex- Snell, Mirage, etc), the Revel range
consists of various combinations of the Gem
loudspeakers (US$3000 each), Sub- 15 subwoofers (US$2500) and LE- 1Electronics
System (US$5000), the latter capable of
dumping akilowatt into apair of ' 15s. Alas,
the care and attention to detail that they put
into the price list isn't reflected in the
literature, which Ifoolishly assumed would
be all that Ineeded to take away with me
from my visit. The subwoofer? Reams of
copy. The satellites? Nada.
What Ican tell you is that the sub houses
a massively constructed, no — make that
overkill 15in driver with a -Sin diameter flatwound voice-coil; maximum excursion is a
numbing 1.5in. Depending on the set-up,
the choice of filters, etc, extension goes
down below 20Hz and a single Sub- 15
should fill aroom of up to 6000cu ft with
105dB sound levels down to 16Hz. Above
that — and there are plenty of rooms in
American home cinemas which exceed
6000cu ft — you start looking at multiwoofer combinations, up to the System 12,
with five Gems, two Sub- 15s and two LE- 1s
for US$33,750 including stands. The Gems
(from memory) are very pretty, with curved,
`floating grilles' and roughly the size of
Apogee
LCRs,
so
they're
truly
manageable.The verdict? Lea me just give
you some genuine but unattributable
quotes: ' Cannot fail' - amajor competitor.
'Best sound at the show' - a well-known
American editor. 'Another f*****g sub/sat
system' - an infamous reviewer. `What's the
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big deal?' - adistributor. 'A license to print
money' - an installer. What Ican assure you
is that the fight for the scoop review,
Stateside at least, will probably result in
bloodshed, and that Messrs Berlin's and
Harman's fortunes would be no safer if
invested in Intel stock. ' Revel is probably
the most important new brand launch of
1997' - Ken Kessler. And Idon't even like
sub/sat systems.
Wilson Benesch, meanwhile, caused me
to do adouble-take: the new Actor looks so
much like the ACT One that Ialmost
walked right past it. In effect, it's asmaller
ACT One, with nearly the same driver
complement and crossover, but less carbonfibre. The variations in the crossover were
initiated to compensate for the new
cabinet's slightly different behaviour.
Frequency response is 40Hz- 20kHz,
±2.5dB, impedance is 6ohms nominal (4.5
ohms minimum, 10 ohms maximum) and
sensitivity is 89dB/1W/lm. The crossover is
now first order ( 400Hz and 3kHz), with
three air- core inductors and selected
polypropylene capacitors. The drivers are
custom built by Scanspeak for Wilson
Benesch and include a mass-loaded high
linearity 6.5in woofer with magnesium alloy
cast frame, high power 1.7in voice- coil,
carbon-fibre reinforced pulp/polymer cone,
a carbon- fibre- loaded polymer cone
midrange- driver mounted on a diecast
frame and awide bandwidth, transmissionline loaded, lin woven silk dome tweeter,
ferrofluid damped and cooled. The Actor
handles 200W peak program, requires 25W
minimum and is bi-wirable via solid copper,
milled binding posts. Weight per speaker is
751bs, dimensions 41.5x9x14.5in (whd).

Right: Thor extended its range o
doughnut-shaped components...

Below: Biggest speaker at the
Show? Platinum's gigantic Air
Pulse 3.1, a three-way fully
horn-loaded design

Totem launched the absurdly- named Americans can't get enough of ' em. (Hey,
STTAF floor standing mini tower. I'm sure even our own REL is doing swell in the US
that there's areason why it's called STTAF, of A.) The FSR-12 and FSR-15 Powered
but me? I'd change the acronym. Anyway, it Sub-woofers supersede the F- 1200R and Ffeatures internal and external wood
1500R by incorporating more compact
veneering, multi- layer ' borosilicate' cabinets, increased amplifier power, and
damping, full plane, radical- angle cross
`Subwoofer Direct' facility for connecting
braces for extra rigidity, standing wave the units to aprocessor or receiver without
reduction and increased damping, lock an additional crossover. FSR-12 contains a
mitre cabinet joints, twin pair gold-plated
125W amp and a 12in woofer, in an
terminals for bi-wiring, and it includes the enclosure measuring 18x16.5x14in (hwd),
base and spikes with ' Beak' tuning pods as while FSR-15 sports a 250W amp and a
an
option.
Dimensions
are
15in woofer in a 21.5x20x17.5in box.
160x240x900mm ( wdh), impedance is 8 Frequency response? 20-120Hz and 18ohms and sensitivity is 87dB/1W/lm. Price
120Hz respectively, with adjustable passive
in the USA is US$1495.
crossovers operating at 80/100Hz.
Odyssey completed its Project 2 line
B&W launched a new line of Solid
with a US$995 per pair speaker, the speakers, with achoice of black, blue, red or
Mystique. It's a two-way floorstanding white grilles to make them more roommodel with real wood cabinets and adriver friendly. Not that they need it: they're tiny,
complement of a lin textile dome, curvy little modules with a number of
ferrofluid-cooled tweeter and an 8in mounting options. The S100 is a two-way
polypropylene woofer. The impedance is 8 system with a 25mm tweeter and 100mm
ohms, sensitivity is 90dB/W and the woofer in a box measuring only
frequency response is stated as 34Hz- 258x207x9Omm ( hwd). C100 is the
20kHz.
The
Mystique
measures matching centre channel speaker, atiny box
36x10x14.5in (hwd).
(138x420x145mm, hwd) housing the same
Fellow Teutons MB Quart released the drivers as the S100 but with an extra woofer
D1200Si powered subwoofer to augment flanking the tweeter for symmetry. Lastly
the popular Domain range of loudspeakers.
there's apowered subwoofer, the PB100. Its
It contains ahigh-current amplifier good for 415x353x410mm (hwd) carcass contains a
185W, driving a 12in co-polymer woofer.
250mm long-throw woofer and a discrete
The drive unit features a 2in multi-layer, MOSFET power amp good for 70W. The
edge- wound voice- coil, butyl rubber high pass filter kicks in at 80Hz, the woofer
surround, rigid cast basket and large magnet fires forward, and there's awildly flared port
with useable output said to go below 30Hz;
underneath.
naturally, this one's a contender for the
Gallo, who refuse to make a woofer
home cinema crown. The company says it's called the Thunderbird or abudget speaker
suitable for rooms ' between 1,700 and
3,000 cubic feet in size.' Hey, do your own

called the Ripple, launched a single-ball
model dubbed the Nucleus Minor. Priced at
under US$1000, it's about the size of a
family-nourishing melon (with an internal

volume of only 0.5ft), it's fitted with what
looks like aco-axial two-way drive unit and
it's spec'd to cover 42Hz-20kHz, with
88dB/1W sensitivity and an 8 ohm
impedance. Looks cute, if somewhat insectlike, on its curvy tubular stand.
Apogee completely overhauled the
smaller models, restyled and renamed with
the Cassiopeia-6being adevelopment of the
RM-1 and the Perseus being the descendent
of the LCR. The crossovers have been
redesigned and the speakers are now
maths... Another, German firm, MBL,
available in cherry or white ash as well as
launched a high-end contender selling for black. The newest entry in the range is the
just under US$33,000. It's the four-way Drago powered subwoofer, atwo-box affair
101d, a nearly full- range version of the with the 350W amp in one enclosure and
famous ' pulsating tangerine' 101C [ see the four 8in woofers in another.
KK's review, July '92 — Ed], which sported Adjustments include bass level, bass
a cone woofer. This time, the ` Accordion polarity, low-pass frequency selection ( 50,
From Mars' operates down to 110Hz, with 60, 80Hz or bypass), high pass output
a conventional 12in cone operating below frequency (also 50, 60, 80Hz or bypass) and
that frequency. The physical appearance is bass damping control to adjust roll-off. The
that of a skinny but tall pyramid, with a Drago speaker enclosure measures
footprint of only 400x400mm but aheight
23.5x10.75x18.5in (hwd), while the amp
of 1800mm. The three ` radialstrahler' module is 18x18x5.25in (wdh).
concertina'd clementines are mounted in an
Vandersteen's new Model Five is a
open frame, on top of the bass enclosure.
medium-sized, partially-active floorstander
Weight is 80kg each, sensitivity is 81dB/1W which contains a 12in dual-motor, pushand it can deal with 2200W peaks.
pull subwoofer with diecast basket and a
Velodyne also launched new powered curvilinear aluminium cone, a precisionsubs, which reinforces the belief that formed magnet assembly with copper rings
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Right: KK's favourite discovery

what would have happened if
someone made aLecson amp
from Strumentt Acustici di
out of wood and then blew it
Precisione. Yes., these are active
up to six feet tall. (Mind you,
meni-monitors with on-board
those all blew up on their
tube amps!
own.) It's a three-way
system, fully horn- loaded,
Brlow: Unison Research outdid
with the mid horns radiating
itself with the Palladio mono
amp, designed to complement the
in a 360° ` omni sound
Dream pre-amp
pattern' in the horizontal
plane. This is said to increase
the sweet spot, but you
couldn't really tell at the hellhole called the Alexis Park
Hotel because they took up
25% of the room and the
whole suite was a, er, sweet
Voce spot. The low frequency horn is corner
Divina, one
loaded and good for response down to
20Hz,
the
mouth
expanding
to
of the classiest
approximately 12sq. ft. Each enclosure
launches of 1996,
showed its second houses a pair of 12in woofers with Ilkg
magnet assemblies and 4m voice coils. The
system, the Soprano.
(How did they manage to midrange units are loaded into those 360°
radial horns, carved from solid wood and
get that name trademarked?)
Driver complement consists of a 813mm diameter. Coverage is 180Hz to
1.2kHz. A tweeter with a 3in lightweight
custom-made 7in carbon- fibre
alloy dome and a titanium ring radiator
wooferand a lin dioxide-coated titanium
tweeter, time-aligned with the woofer. The super tweeter complete the driver
enclosure's inner- structure consists of complement. Without any doubt, the Air
Pulse 3.1 was the most visually arresting
various composite materials, woods and
polymers, the use of constrained layering of speaker at the entire show, and Ithought I
dissimilar materials derived from the design heard Platinum's Phil Jones mention aprice
of the flagship Tenore section) to limit in the six-figure region. Suitable for Gakupanel vibration. Sensitivity is 90dB/1W, the On owners, no doubt?
At the other extreme was my favourite
frequency range is plays 40Hz to 22kHz,
nominal impedance is 8 ohms, and the discovery of the show, the teensy Genio
dimensions are 15x8x12in (hwd). Optional from Strumenti Acustici di Precisione.
premium finishes include the wonderfully- Somehow, this Italian manufacturer slipped
a pure Class A valve amp into each
named Quarter Mottled Anigre.
310x185x285mm two-way enclosure. Yes,
Soliloquy's 5.2 and 8.2 systems are
active mini-monitors with on-board tube
crosses between transmission lines and
back-loaded horns which should produce, if amps. The driver complement consists of a
my knowledge of speaker husbandry and Sin carbon woofer and a lin tweeter, which
cross-pollination tells me correctly, ahigh- produce 106dB at lm from the three
sensitivity design with serious bass and less PCL82s per side. And they're bi-amped,
honk. The 5.2 and 8.2 are both floor- too, with asingle-ended 3.3W going to each
standers with cabinets made from Medite tweeter and apush-pull 9W going to each
40, both sport external, bi-wirable woofer. Amid all the brouhaha — the
crossovers and have cabinets damped with launch of DVD, breakaway shows, the
automotive sound- deadening coatings.
Revel launch, the confusing hotel — finding
Differences? The 5.2 has 89dB/1W the Genio was one of the most memorable
sensitivity, the 8.2 enjoys 91dB/1W moments of the show. Well, for ajaded old
sensitivity, the former measures 41x7x8in, tube freak with an LS3/5A fetish, that is.
Another Italian company, Opera,
the latter 44x10x12in (hwd). Prices with the
standard walnut or cherry finishes are launched the rear-ported reflex Seconda, a
compact two-way design with a 160mm
US$2495 and US$4495
respectively, and you can polymer cone bass/midrange unit and a
specify all manner of deluxe
19mm silk dome tweeter made to Opera's
finishes for an extra $ 400.
specification. Crossover frequency is 3kHz.
These should hold particular The cabinet is manufactured in Opera's
appeal for horn crazies who workshops using 25mm thick solid
mahogany, interlocked and braced for
want some decent bass and
are prepared to admit that maximum rigidity, rendering the Seconda's
most horns really do suck the cabinet effectively free from resonance. No
onion. Speaking of horns, the correction to the drive units' response is
biggest speaker at the show required from the crossover, which is a
had to be the gigantic Air simple design with only one reactive
Pulse 3.1 from Platinum, a element in the signal path to both bass and
units.
Stand
mounting
is
floor- to- ceiling cylinder of treble
wood, with a mid- section recommended, particularly with either of
the two matching stands, the S1 and S2,
consisting of a circumferential
Alpha Audio's three tube - amps all have front- mounted
horn. All Icould think of is
made from solid mahogany.
volume controls

to provide lin of linear excursion, and a
built-in 400W amplifier with user-adjustable
system Q and multi-band room response
compensation. The upper-bass driver is a
7in diecast basket, long-excursion woofer
with curvilinear polycone and aprecisionformed magnet assembly with copper rings
for enhanced
linearity.
Midrange
frequencies are handled by a4 112in driver
with a curvilinear polycone and a
proprietary high-performance diecast
basket and magnet assembly which
reduces
internal
driver
reflections and improves
linearity.
It
also
features ferrofluid
voice coil cooling,
like the lin critically
damped,
lowdistortion,
dualchamber alloy dome
tweeter.
Finally,
there's a 314in damped,
low- distortion alloy dome
tweeter, also ferrofluid cooled.
Frequency response is stated as 22Hz30kHz, sensitivity is 86dB/IW and you
should augment that onboard 400W bass
amp with something in the 50-200W range.
Impedance is 6 ohms nominal, and the
crossover points are 100, 600 and 5kHz.
Dimensions? 42x14x2Oin (hwd).
Gradient showed a new model called
Refer; an extra ` E' and they could have sold
loads to ageing hippies in California. It's
notable for an enclosure made from solid
Finnish birch with thick cabinet walls, with
the stand integrated into the cabinet and
filled with sand. Also announced was anew
column loudspeaker designed for small or
moderate sized rooms, the Intro, atwo-way
system using the same custom- made-bySEAS coaxial driver as seen in the flagship
Revolution. Its bass reflex system is said to
be tuned to 35Hz to give a ' fast' bass
without boom.
Acoustic Energy launched the AE120,
the fourth speaker in the 100 Series range
and conceived as avalue-for-money product
for the midfi and home cinema markets.
Available in early Spring, the AE120 is a3way, slim-line floor-stander which, despite
its entry-level origins, offers tri wiring
facility, fully-shielded drive units, an 18mm
MDF mass loaded cabinet, and 150W
power handling. UK retail is £499.95.
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Clearly better...
Like fashions high-end audio cables have come and gone
with the seasons. The philosophy always seemed to be ' pick
the colours you like'. You choose acable 'sound' that best
suits your system. Instead, how about an interconnect that

acts like asystem component? A cable that is not euphonic
or 'coloured but truly transparent. Transparent Cables are
available now and will transform, not colour-up, your system.
Transparent Audio takes the task of interconnecting hi-fi
components seriously. Interconnects are seen as components
in their own right and not apassive bunch of wires. The task?
The interconnect must act as aphase correct low-pass filter.
So what's in the box? Every Transparent Cable from the

needs it own unique filter with precision audio components
chosen for sound quality.
Because Transparent Audio uses neutrality and clarity as the
sonic starting point of all its designs Transparent Cables
sound like the transparent cable regardless of performance
level chosen. All cables use the same high quality materials,
high standard of construction and geometry.
Transparent interconnecting cables from the Basic, Plus,
Super, Ultra and Reference ranges are available in standardphono and balanced (XLR) formats; speaker cables are fitted
with gold-plated spades as standard but banana plugs are
also available.
It's time you heard why Transparent Audio cables are clearly
better. Contact Absolute Sounds for aprice list and details
of Transparent Audio dealers.

Puts
»mamma Cable
MusicLink Basic to Reference Series has aModular
Interface Network—alow pass filter network that makes
these cables act like acomponent in ahi-fi system. These filters are carefully designed and evaluated in stringent listening
tests to achieve optimum phase and frequency response and
minimum resonance. Each cable type and construction

Absolute Sounds Ltd

Ii

58 Durham Road

London SW20 ODE

Telephone 0181-947 5047
Facsimile 0181-879 7962

PLUS
Transparent Cabilé

M

Radlett Audio;
1,

o

Radlett Audio Consultants
9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU

We stock fine equipment from:AVALON * ATC * AUDIO ALCHEMY
AVI * APOGEE * AUDIOLAB * AURA
BOW * B+W * CABLE TALK
CASTLE * COPLAND * DENON * EAR
GROOVE TUBE * HARBETH
HEYBROOK* HARMAN-KARDON
IXOS * JBL * KLIPSCH * KONTAK
LFD * LYRA * MADRIGAL * MARANTZ
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL
MIT * MICROMEGA * MUSICAL
TECHNOLOGY * MYRYAD
NOUS ANALOGUE * KLIPSCH
NAKAMICHI * ORTOFON
PROAC * PROCEED * QUAD
REL * ROTEL * REVOLVER
RUARK * SD ACOUSTICS * SME
SONUS FABER * SPENDOR
STAX * SUMIKO * TARGET
TEAC * TRICHORD
TUBE TECHNOLOGY * WBT * XLO
MOST ITEMS AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER CARRIAGE FREE

TAX FREE EXPORT, FAST & EFFICIENT

Owning aMARK L
EVINSON Amplifier iS
probably easier than you imagine.

The best can never be cheap of course, but Mark Levinson Amplifiers
start at £4495 for the No.331 Power Amp and £3995 for the No.38 pre.
Veritable bargains for such rare quality.
These wonderful products have received accolades and awards from
practically every HiFi Magazine on the Planet and with our easy terms,
aMark Levinson System could be yours before you know it.
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There are no less than three names
appended to the literature describing one of
the prettiest systems at the show. Whether
it's Acoustix, Abstract Acoustics or
Audiosphere Technologies Corporation
I'm not sure, but they make one of the most
room-friendly surround sound systems I've
ever seen, especially the main AS200T
Tower. This speaker, designed to flank a
TV monitor, measures 940mm tall, but the
cross-section is only 100x100mm. Each
column contains a lin dome tweeter and a
vertical array of four 3in mid/bass drivers.
The matching AS210C centre module
measures only 510x100x100mm, the
AS220S
surround
modules
are
300x100x100 and even the subwoofer is
compact, at 290x380x410mm (whd). The
tower and the centre- channel feature
rounded ends, giving them a soft, wellintegrated look, which goes to show that
home cinema systems don't have to be
hideous. Another gorgeous tower came
from Reference 3A, whose la Divine is a
cylinder standing 1050mm tall and 165mm
diameter. Remove the foam grille from the
upper third and you expose aport, adome
tweeter and one of the two 4in woofers.
Diapason, which I'm told won a CES
design award, showed the drop-dead sexy
Limited Edition version of the Adamantes,
to celebrate the company's
10th
Anniversary. The finish on the solid dark
walnut is hand-applied lacquer, the speaker
contains a special 20mm treated-silk soft
dome tweeter and aproprietary woofer, and
the grille is a new see-through metal
confection. Diapason also launched anew
A/V range, the shielded Video Series
consisting of the Micra VS surround
speaker, the Prelude VS main speaker and
the Centro centre-channel system. All wear
see-through metal grilles and are available in
solid ash or black, blue, ivory, purple or
salmon pink/orange.
Dick Olsher's design for Samadhi
Acoustics is yet another good-looking
tower, this time ablack cylinder measuring
1118 mm tall with a 260mm diameter for
the lower part of the enclosure. Perched on
top, in avertical baffle shaped like the Mk I
Star Trek chest insignia, are a4-inch Audax
HDA (High Definition Aerogel) midrange
driver and a Morel MDT- 33 soft dome
tweeter with double magnet system, firing
forward. Below the baffle and firing upward
is one of the two 7in Scan- Speak carbon
fiber-impregnated paper cones woofers, the
speaker using ' Spitfire bass' — the name
given to the mounting of the two woofers at
opposing ends of the cylinder, firing in
phase. Internal wiring is TARA Rectangular
Solid Core. Frequency Response is 40Hz20kHz ± 3dB, sensitivity is 91dB/1W/lm
and the nominal impedance is 4ohms.
Ryan Research produces three beautiful
systems, including two towers and acentre
speaker. The Ryan Research models 63c, 83
and 103 feature solid-wood front baffles and
ablack texture coating that is applied to the
remaining exterior surfaces to add mass to
the cabinet and reduce resonances. Inside
are both vertical and horizontal tongue-and-
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Right: Tim De Paravicini arrived

question:
Speaker
Baby Logic's Studio
products and this new model,
Reference Monitor.
the EAR 861
It's al 6m diameter
ball
with
12
woofers and 20
grooved
bracing
tweeters dotted all
systems. All three
over it, but cleverly
models
feature
arrayed so that every
complex
woofer is surrounded
crossovers, silkby five tweeters. A
dome tweeters
touch- pad
remote
and
coatedcontrolled
DSP
fibre- cone
operates the system
midrange
and
bass
with the goal being the
drivers. The model 83 and model 103
creation of avirtual point
are both floor-standing 3-way designs with
small footprints, the cabinets narrowing source, its functions including choosing
above the woofers to produce smaller between the various inputs, adjusting EQ,
baffles. The model ta3c centre channel is setting the high pass filter, controlling levels
through both analogue and digital
designed to work with either the model 83
or 103 for home cinema installations. It's a attenuators and more. The woofers use pure
three-way sealed box with a driver carbon cloth cones, the tweeters feature
complement of one lin silk dome natural silk diaphragms, the magnets are
chambered tweeter, two 3.5in damped long neodymium, response is 40Hz-20kHz, and I
fibre-cone midranges and two 6.5in damped pray that they come up with some form of
fibre cone woofers; dimensions are grille or hood for domestic installations.
15.75x22.5x13in ( hwd). Model 83 is a Otherwise, it just looks like some oddball,
three-way reflex box with the same driver futuristic bit of SF weaponry.
As ever, it's running-out-of-space time
complement as the 63c, only with one 8in
damped fibre cone woofer in place of the and there's still an inch- thick stack of
two 6.5in models; it stands 46in tall, with a brochures on my desk. So, with no
footprint of 10.25x13 (whd). Lastly, Model disrespect because of the brevity, Eggleston
103 uses the same driver complement, but Works showed a smaller speaker which
with the 8in woofer replaced by a10in. Size looks like the top section of the acclaimed
goes up to 48x12.25x16.5in ( hwd). Andra... Nova showed the tall Duntech-like
Sensitivity is in the high 80s, and the Ryans Renditions, with vertical, symmetrical arrays
can be ordered in Blond Oak, Honey Oak, consisting of two Sin woofers and two lin
Black Oak or Red Oak finishes, with others mid woofers above and below a lin soft
available to order. Prices are US$2500 per dome tweeter... Monitor Audio launched
pair of Model 83s, US$3500 for apair of the 700 Series, five models including a
centre channel, all with ceralloy coned
103s, and US$1500 for the 63c.
and
gold- anodised
Weirdest-looking speaker at the show? No woofers
aluminium/magnesium tweeters...
According to the fax sent to me after the
CES, Metaphor (
an outboarder at the
Debbie Reynolds Hotel which Iboycotted)
showed anew flagship, the ribbon hybrid
Metaphor 1, weighing in at 3251b each and
able to pump out 110dB ' all day long'...
Alternate Audio demonstrated an ApogeeCentaurus-like hybrid with apanel atop a
woofer enclosure; the push-pull planar
element covers 200Hz and above with a
10in Kevlar-coned woofer handling the
bass... Translinear's Elan measures only
8x8x24in ( dwh) but this slim stand mounted system has a -3dB point of 40Hz
and 90dB/1W sensitivity... Diablo
Acoustics' Model 1uses acabinet made of
'Synthetic Marble', resulting in an angular
50in tall floorstanding enclosure weighing
2601b; mind you, each houses two 11 in
Eton Kevlar woofers... Quintessence's
Shadow is a sexy floorstander with a
truncated- pyramid
woofer
section
containing two drivers, topped by a multiangled module with two mids and tweeters
above and below aplanar tweeter; the upper
section has a slight curve to ` focus' the
signals from the five drivers... NEW arrived
with awhole new range of electronics and
Weirdest...? Speaker Baby Logic's Studio
speakers called the Crossroads Collection,
Reference Monitor is a 16in sphere with 12
featuring the Del Mar pure Class A stereo
woofers and 20 tweeters
with the full range of EAR
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a

world

where
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loudspeakers

appear to be poured from a mould, we

The square wave test is
one
of
the
most

would like to show you something different, a

revealing indicators of

loudspeaker which may turn out to be one
of the most convincing in the world,
a

a ' speakers frequency
and phase response. It

loudspeaker to give you and your music

is

freedom and fidelity. Hidden beneath the

since many ' speakers,

classically styled cabinet is a radical 6 way

like the one in the top

design which might just change your pre-

photo,

conceptions about " less being more".

phase linearity.

To produce an experience as intense as live

We use a 38 element
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not
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published
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shown here.

hat each individual driver
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be operated only over a narrow, optimum
frequency range. To do otherwise results in

Hi Fi nonsense? You are entitled to be scep-

aberrant

tical, but we have only our committment to

cone

behaviour,

high

distortion,

and gross coloration. Sorry.

excellence to rely on, and we believe that
the Orchid Precision Audio PLL1 is the most

If we had just stopped there; made a 4 way

convincing, powerful, and passionate loud-

system

speaker you will find. If you're serious about

from

premium

quality

drivers,

it

would be a good ' speaker, but it would not
have been a great one. Because there is the

speaker.

high end audio you must audition this loud-
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amp, the Palo Verdas remote control, the
Monterey pure Class A monoblock, the
Ventura tube hybrid CD player, the Bel-Air
three-way dual concentric speaker and the
Malibu hybrid feed-forward speaker; no
sign yet of a Redondo Beach sub-woofer...
Acustik-Lab showed awild floor-standing
design called the Stella Elegans, its new
driver type described as a Bending Wave
Transducer [ like NCT and NXT? — Ed]
with an outboard controller... Systemdek's
speaker range is called Acyura and has
kicked off with the RM1 (L1250 per pair)
and RM2 ( L2000 per pair) two-way
systems... Hologram's Phantom 5.0 is so
pretty it could be Italian; the MDF cabinet
of this bi-wirable two-way system ( 5in
polyglass sandwich woofer and 1.125in silk
dome tweeter) is finished in drop- dead
gorgeous veneers and the baffle tapers
toward the drive units a la Opera and
Diapason...
Whew! another awesome CES.
While the new choice of hotel, the Alexis
Park, made every visitor's life hell, the
rooms spread out unnecessarily and the
layout straight from aMinotaur's lair, it was
an upbeat, product-heavy show. And I'm
sleeping easy about skipping the
outboarders because the official hotel took
so long to cover that Sunday afternoon
arrived before Iknew it. But Ihave been
warned: next year's split of official
exhibitors vs rebels could be closer to
50/50...

WATCH THIS SPACE
Certain forthright companies, bless ' em,
admit that the stuff they brought to the
show won't be ready for awhile — certainly
not before the end of January. Among the
prototypes, vapourware, dreams and preproduction units seen at the show were:
1)
Martin- Logan Statement:
the
replacement for the Logan flagship, seen in
earlier form in Paris a few months ago,
nears production with an even cleaner look.
It's a2m tall hybrid, due to sell for $ 50,006
per pair and it retains the company's
trademark see-through styling. Those who
resisted the original Statement because it
was so massive will appreciate the new
Statement's narrower panels.
2) Rogers demonstrated an as- yetunnamed
surround
sound
processor/amplifier with Dolby Pro-Logic,
Dolby Digital and DTS, three 50W amps
for the front channels and two 30W amps
for the rear. Details include aneat vacuum

'FOPAZ
Sat ,; 1f NOEU 11210.3t
Above.- Wyetech Labs' Topaz is a bea ,tof
an amp with that laboratory look, for guys
who hate amps that have been d.signeil to
please wussies!
Right: John Grado is seen here with his first
loudspeaker, the Grado 64. A pair uses that
number of RS1 headphone drivels

fluorescent display with messages
revealing functions and current status,
a motorised volume control, five
simutated soundfields, three digital
inputs and a half- dozen line inputs,
adjustable rear channel delay, a test mode,
three 20- bit D/A converters, on- board
12/24hr clock, PLL digital tuner ( with
optional RDS) and more. Iabsolutely refuse
to repeat the whispered target price, because
you simply wouldn't believe me — it's that
low.
3) Grades first speaker: stretching from
floor to ceiling were the hybrids which used
32 drivers in avertical line array, the nearly
three-dozen drivers pulled from the RS1
headphone, They cross over at 1
00Hz from
asubwoofer system. Multiply the drive units
by two and you have the model number: the
Grado 64. So now you know what 32 pairs
of RS1 sound like if played at the same
time.
4) Graham also introduced its first
loudspeaker, as yet unnamed. The tweeter
is aFrench-made ribbon, while the mid/bass
unit is proprietary. A large floorstander, the
speaker boasts 92dB/1W
sensitivity.
5) In Sound, co-exhibiting
with Mapleshade, showed
a new power amp which I
thought at first was a subwoofer: it's housed in a
sloped wooden enclosure.
Inside, it's ' all vertical
MOSFET's, DC- coupled,
Left: VAIC valves thowed up in
the Model 52E Amplifier, made
by KR Enterprise HiEnd
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pure Class A and good for 15W per side.
6) Elliott Audio Science & Engineering,
the high- end wing of Counterpoint,
followed up the Magnum Opus One Preamp with the Magnum Opus Phono, atwobox, all-valve phono stage. But also on show
were the remaining parts of the promised
Elliott Signature Series system: apair of
large, truncated pyramid speakers and - wait
for it — amassive all-tube power amp. So
new is the design ( and so disarmingly
ingenuous is Elliott) that the company
displayed the prototype with a drawing of
the proposed aesthetics taped to the front.
All Ican say about it at this point is that it's,
like, uh, huge. And the proposal looks as
dreamy as the existing pre-amp.
7) Air Tight, one of my all-time favourite
brands, appeared with acouple of sexy (or
would their pre-production status make
them pre-pubescent?) prototypes, including
a 160W/ch stereo power amp bridgeable to
320W in mono, or an all-triode 160W in
mono.
The
tube
complement? Sixteen
6550s. At the other end
of the scale was a
prototype of a 10W/ch
single-ended triode kit.
Yes, kit. Believe me, I'll
be fighting to get my
hands
one
these
babies.

BACK FROM THE
GRAVE DEPT
1)
Day-Sequerra
turned up with a roomful of new goodies,
including asimplified tuner for those who
can't stretch to the FM Reference, new
aerials, satellite goodies, mains distribution
and protection units and a revised version
of the Reference. Particularly tasty were
versions of the tuners with faceplates to
match Krell, Audio Research, conradjohnson and other makes of equipment.
Deep sigh of relief that David Day's
surprise appearance doing reconnaissance
in New York resulted in awelcomed return
to full-scale manufacture. Tel + 1609 2224141.
2) Oracle wasn't exhibiting, but Ibumped
into Jacques Riendeau who confirmed that
the Delphi Mk V Turntable seen at the
High End Show in Malaysia was real. Also
back are the Paris Mk IV, the Oracle SME
345 tonearm and a complete range of
speakers. Tel + 1819 868-02843.
3) Minidisc seems to be enjoying aminireprieve. Denon launched the DMD-1300
MiniDisc Recorder/Player, a full-function
domestic component rather than aportable.
Price is US$799, and the player boasts 20bit processing, numerous playback modes,
advanced programming and editing
facilities, digital and analogue outputs and
dimensional compatibility with current
Denon products. But will Denon in the
USA use the same approach as the Japanese
MiniDisc vendors for ( re)marketing the
moribund format?
You know. The one that promises: 'The
best way to copy your CDs.'
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
a lot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and
Acc. Ang. down to 15 Degrees or
have a "one off" special built, up to
32 elements.
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radio
top of a 25ft scaffolding-tube mast
secured with T & K brackets to the
side of the cottage. This was
installed on a 'temporary' basis about
seven years ago for some urgently
required professional monitoring
work, with the intention of making
a ' permanent' installation at some
point. Needless to say, this
transformation never quite took place
and the ' temporary' mast is still
doing stalwart duty. Recently I
inspected the brackets and the
expanding bolts which hold them in
place, being atrifle worried for their

High winds
can wreak
havoc with
radio
antennae —
why don't
installers dc
a better job?

O

ne of the benefits of writing
a column whose title is
'Radio' is that one can
interpret the brief quite widely. The
correspondence one receives as a
result is always interesting, if
occasionally a little worrying and
often thoroughly contradictory — the
authoritarian
tone
of
some
correspondents usually causes me to
recommend in reply that they
carefully read Chapter 22 of Dr
Norman Dixon's excellent book On
the Psychology of Mil:icily Incompetence
(Jonathan Cape, 1976; Futura
Publications, 1979, with reprints).
But please keep your letters corning,
preferably via the e-mail address
given in the box at the bottom left
of this column since this makes for
quicker and easier replies.
The British mainland seems to
have experienced almost continuous
strong winds in recent weeks, and
no doubt many Yagi and dish
antennas either no longer exist intact
or are no longer pointing in the right
direction. It never ceases to amaze
me that the majority of commercial
aerial riggers still seem to use lashing
kits s
and feeble screw clamps for
mounting FM and TV Yagis on
chimneys, and to overlook the fact
that the force on astructure exposed
to wind varies as the square of the
windspeed. So if the speed of the
wind doubles, the force increases by
afactor of four and pro rata. In the

John Nelson
may be contacted
via e-mail *ohn_rielson@
compuserve.com

face of this slightly tiresome physical
law, the classic 'T & K' brackets
secured with expanding bolts are a
far better proposition — and if they
are well made and protected,
preferably by good galvanising, they
seem to go on for ever. Living on
top of ahill about 500ft above sea
level, with an uninterrupted view of
the horizon over about 260 °,my
own location could be accurately
described as rather exposed! But,
touching the proverbial wood, none
of the aerials which festoon our
premises has ever suffered damage
from wind. This is particularly
surprising in the case of a large
discone antenna which is perched on
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security after some very strong and
gusty winds, but both appeared to
be in ` as new' condition. Given the
alarmingly large overturning moment
at the base of the brackets, this was
rather surprising. In contrast, one

With high winds around, check the security of
your home antenna installation. (It may lack
the complexity of the BBC's Whipsnade link
station

set -up!)

frequently observes quite small TVtype Yagis askew on chimneys after
quite moderate breezes. The case for
asking your local rigger to use
something better when he installs
your new FM antenna seems to me
to be quite overwhelming, but many
of them seem to regard the
expanding bolt as a technological
proposition quite beyond their
comprehension.

DISCONE ANTENNAE
The discone is an intriguing antenna,
incidentally, and one which has some
useful properties. Essentially a
wideband device with a lowfrequency limit determined by size
but quite capable of working well at
1GHz or more if properly designed
and constructed, it is usually
encountered in domestic and semiprofessional applications in its
so-called 'skeleton' form, where both
disc and cone take the form of rods
or other linear elements. In essence
the discone functions as awideband
impedance-matching transformer
which couples the low-impedance
transmission line to the rather higher
impedance of free space. A
frequency range of several octaves is
easily
possible.
The
physical
construction of the device makes it
usable 'only for reception of vertically

polarised signals, but if this is not a
limitation its omnidirectional and
wideband capabilities can be most
useful.
Given that all BBC VHF/FM
main
stations
radiate
mixed
polarisation (le with a vertical
component) and that a high
proportion of relay stations transmit
with vertical polarisation anyway, the
discone can be a good bet if. you
wish to receive stations located at
differing points of the compass and
do not want to bother with arotator.
If you happen also to possess a
scanning receiver, you may also avail
yourself of the wideband properties
of the discone to listen to avariety
of more or less interesting nonbroadcast services, although the
Radiocommunications Agency will
take a dim view of your doing so.
You will, however, almost certainly
not have the pleasure of listening to
royal personages talking to wayward
sprigs of the nobility, as a retired
bank manager in Abingdon was so
spectacularly supposed to have done
some years ago. Having, with Martin
Colloms, mounted a detailed
investigation into this matter for a
broadsheet Sunday newspaper at the
time, it was all too evident that the
so-called ` Squidgygate' tape could
simply not have been obtained in
this way — but that is a story for
another day...

JUST FOR ORNAMENT...
Don't overlook the possibilities of
the discone; as well as being agood
performer, with low SWR and
generally low angles of radiation at
most frequencies, anicely designed
one on top of atall mast is beautiful
to behold. And if you are a radio
amateur, you can even use it for
transmitting on at least two and
possibly three or four VHF and
UHF bands. As a matter of fact, I
should dearly love to get hold of an
example of one of the devices made
(I think) by STC for military use in
the 225-400MHz band, which were
afeature of the antenna sites at most
RAF stations until afew years ago.
These were a sort of biconical
monopole variant of the discone and
had a quite extraordinary visual
appeal — much more so than the
type of antenna which has replaced
them and which resembles nothing
more than ademented spider. If any
reader happens to know where one
can be found, Ishould very much
like to hear about it. And to forestall
the arrival of a Radio Investigation
Service van outside my premises and
the asking of some awkward
questions, Ihasten to add that the
purposes Ihave in mind are purely
ornamental, decorative and nostalgic!
John Nelson
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lthough few good headphone amplifiers exist, it
seems as if creating one
should be easy enough. But indepth headphone amplifier design
begins
with
some
sobering
calculations indicating that a truly
universal design will be expensive,
complicated and messy. This is due
to the great span of headphone
impedances, and the consequent
extremes of output voltage swing
and current delivery to be
accommodated by output stage and
power supply alike. ' Black Box'
aired this issue last month.

DESIGN PROGRESSIONS &
CIRCLE BREAKOUT
Established HFNIRR readers may
compare the present circuit with a
fragment of a preceeding, well
known DIY pre-amplifier design' of
1983. Here, Isimply arranged to
hang headphones (' cans') off the
BUF-03 buffer IC already chosen
for the listen outputs. As ameasure
of how far ahead HFNIRR's DIY

PH

articles have been, it has since been
observed that the BUF-03 IC, along
with Holco resistors — both first
publicly described in these pages —
have finally appeared all these years
later in a number of North
American high- end and DIY
products! The BUF-03's most
memorable setback was that the
price (particularly for selected units
with a low DC output offset) was
relatively high, and unlike most
analog silicon, seemed to rise ahead
of inflation.

The present
design offers
high sonic
performance
on a budget,
first by
avoiding the
high price of
realtime mains
powering that
is good
enough not to
wreck sonic
performance

A refined yet minimal DIY minipower ampleer on asensible budget,
optimised for driving high quality,
medium impedance headphones
by BEN DUNCAN

The present design offers high
sonic performance on abudget, first
by avoiding the high price of
realtime mains powering that is
good enough not to wreck sonic
performance. The cost of my worldreference APS-02 analogue power
supply, for example, is similar to the
entire value of the unit we're
discussing. Instead — looking at the
top right of the schematic in Fig 1
— PHONES- 01 operates on a
nominal 24V of battery power.
Lead- acid batteries provide pure
DC with low impedance and
extremely low noise. The chosen
voltage keeps the battery provision
simple, while enabling sound levels
capable of pushing most medium
impedance headphones to their
acoustic limits.
Second, quality is enhanced by
having a sensible output loading
objective. A nominal lowest rated
impedance of around 150 ohms was
chosen, based on what the worlddominant, German-speaking headphone transducer designers actually
make. At 11V of peak swing, this
impedance is just within the
capability of modern, lowered cost,
plastic-cased IC buffers.

INPUT
CONSIDERATMNS
Other key requirements are
abalanced input and again
control which accommodates the matrix of
source/ transducer /listener
sensitivity variables. In
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turn, and almost uniquely, even
amongst 'high end' domestic audio
equipment, but common to the
many professional users of the
Bowers-topology', atrue differential
or balanced input is provided by
IC.! [see Fig 1] — where both legs
are highly matched in their
impedance to chassis/ground, up to
RF. This, along with the floating
battery power and other features,
promises to make PHONES- 01
stunningly immune to commonmode noise, alias AC line noises,
and the increasing levels of RF
haze.
Practical accuracy of
balancing at low frequencies
depends on the matching of the
input bias ' resistors R3, 4; and at
HF & RF, also on the RF filtration
caps, C1,2.
Standard resistors are 0.5%, but
to get better than 2.5% tolerance in
suitable
polystyrene
types,
perfectionist DIYers can best resort
to buying extra and using a £40
capacitance meter to select their
own. Matching pairs is more
important than absolute value. To
maintain the benefit against RF, the
cable should be well balanced too,
which means using a shielded pair
[Fig 2, ii]. Compared to previous
projects, you will notice adifference
in the wiring of C1,2 to drain RF
directly ` into'
the
surface
metalwork: ' chassis'. Ideally you
should then connect Radio
Exterminator wire from casework to
soil — as described in HFNIRR
March. System OV is separately
grounded at RF via C12 and looplifted at DC by R8.
Preset pot RV.1 directly adjusts
IC.1's gain. That the gain change is
emphasised over half the travel is
the outcome of using an off-theshelf value. But then, it is not
intended for use as a volume
control! Instead, it's designed to be
used to set the sensitivity, so that in
practice there is enough volume —
but not too much. As specified, the
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Fig I: The PHONES-01 circuit

range covers most needs. In the
unlikely event of requiring higher
gain, DIYers can reduce R5,6 to
47R, or below. If the max gain is
too much, raise them to, say, 330R.
For lower gain, where the lowest
setting is too loud, reduce R3, 4 to
10k for - 6dB — or lower as
required.
If misuse of VR.1 as a volume
control arises because there is no
control on your CD player or DAC,
a 10k log pot can be added, wired
conventionally in between C5+R7,
and IC.2/3 inputs. Alternatively,
gain may be pre-set with some
enhancement
in
sonics,
by
disconnecting the pot ( in either
mode), checking the resistance of
the optimum setting, then installing
the appropriate resistors.
The major nuisance of the
generally excellent SSM 2017 in
IC.1 position is that individual
samples exhibit wide-ranging DC
offsets of tens of millivolts, which
also vary divergingly according to

The output
stage
comfortably
meets its load
driving
requirement
and with great
simplicity,
by employing
two good
buffer ICs
in parallel

at 12V by dedicated AC powered charger, or
else by 12V auto alternator, solar panels or wind
generators with suitable charge regulation.
Maximum Output Level ( MOL) — with stated

gain settings. To avoid the high cost
of selecting the few 2017s with
quite low DC offset [ see ` Black
Box' February], C4,5 are necessary
and are the cleanest, simplest way
to isolate DC offsets. I have
demonstrated elsewhere" why this
direct approach is more phase-linear
than the servos that are still de
rigueur in US ' high-end'. By ' core
focus' (aBirtism — sorry JN!) more
can be invested in the keynote:
capacitor quality. Today, Elna's
Starget cerafine-derived capacitors
provide state-of-the-art music signal
coupling performance. A special
construction working at molecular'
ionic scale, overcomes ' acoustically
generated noises' and ' transient
attack lack'.

OUTPUT: SHARING
& PROTECTION
°Overseas readers
will be aware that in
Britain, :zero is
pronounced 'Oh'.

DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

MAY 1997

SM.lb

Chérve

Ch. L shown

Note: OdBr = Full output swing = + 18.3dBu =
onset of clip into 150 ohms with 13V DC.
Sensitivity — for OdBr, adjustable from approx
135mV to 3v rms (- 15 to + 12dBu). Min Gain:
+6dB, Max gain + 33dB.
Input Impedance: 44k, balanced.
Common Mode Rejection: > - 80dBr below
200Hz, -60dBr below 40kHz. > - 30dBr to above
1MHz.
Input RF filtration: - 5dB at 200kHz and
-6dB/Oct rate above.
Optimum impedance: 200 to 400 ohms
Powering: 2x12V 2.2Ah lead-acid replenished
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batts slightly drained = 12.3V at 19°C: + 18.3
dBu = 410 mW into 100 ohms and 205mW into
200 ohms, 102mW into 400 ohms, etc Note:
100 to 400mW provides approx. 120dB SPL in
most cans.
Zo: < 0.3 ohms including protection. Damping
factor = > 450x re. 150 ohms.
Bandwidth, into 150 ohms load: - 3dB below
0.15Hz & 120kHz.
Output Noise, unwtd, 20Hz-20kHz average:
< - 100dBr at max gain, < - 125dBr at min gain.
THD+N: <0.01% at all gains, below clip &
below 10kHz, with resistive 150 ohm load.
Typically below 0.001% at listening levels, with
benign harmonic structure.
Dynamic CCIR IMD at 4kHz/4.2kHz: 0.0015%
at - 20dBr, rising to 0.007% at - 3dBr.

The output stage comfortably meets
its load- driving requirement and
with great simplicity, by employing
two good buffer ICs in parallel. The
chosen part is BUF-04, son of
BUF-03, and amachine capable of
satisfying the wildest driving and
speeding desires of the Toad*.
BUF-04, which is also a Derek
Bowers design, was chosen after
recent spectral tests', where it
emerged as one of the best
performers, with very low, benign
residue. It has ahighly symmetrical
topology, with global feedback,
internally- connected in ` CFB' or
'current- mode'. According to the
Modes of Control approach
(discussed in '), the feedback is still
voltage controlling and sensing —
only the feedback sensing is a
current. CFB certainly has the
benefit of exceptionally high slew
limit without wasted current draw.
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HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER
In turn, the global feedback has
enhanced immunity to any RF
picked up in the headphone cabling.
BUF-04 has a quiescent current
of 8mA. With apair, this means the
Class A to A-B transition happens
at and above -8dBr into 150 ohms,
a level which will be traversed only
with the loudest peaks. Likewise,
continuous maximum output into
150 ohms exceeds the pairs'
thermally- defined peak output
current rating of 160mA by 150%
— but with music program, this is
not areal problem.
The outputs of the paralleled
buffers should track closely, as they
operate with closed loops. In
practice, stable paralleling always
requires some kind of ` ballast'
resistors. These prevent one output,
with
an
initially
divergent
propensity, increasingly to shirk or
else hog the work. At RF, where
this is most likely, sharing between
BUFOs is enforced with ferrite
beads. While the beads, which are
self-shielding (!) can handle worst
case peak currents linearly, the few
micro-Henries of inductance — not
a problem for a 150ohm drive unit
— prevent the occurrence of
internecine RF oscillation. These
parts also help to keep RF from the
internal feedback node.
Like BUF-03, BUF-04 is not
made to survive prolonged output
shorts — which can arise whenever
the usual jack plug is part
withdrawn or inserted. This will be
stressful if there is any loud
programme. Another hazard is the 8
or 32ohm headphone... Then again,
BUFO -4's lack of protection is
good for sonics, since most forms of
protection against shorts and lowloads will sometimes detract
significantly
from
sonic
performance, and worse: many have
later failed to protect in the event.
At the very least, aproper electronic
solution will require more circuitry
... than we are protecting. The

ACCESSORIES CLUB

ORDERING

PHONES- 01 is abudget yet high
sonic performance headphones
amplifier that has been designed by
Ben Duncan for home construction,
with handy 240V/12V DC power
replenishment. Available now as a
three-part DIY kit from our Accessories
Club ( use the order form opposite), it
replaces and upgrades the original
'Headcase' design. The PCB with all
components and front- panel controls
costs £ 79.90. If required, the batteries
and charger cost an additional
£64.90. A black anodised aluminium
case is an optional extra at £ 54.90.

solution, one long used by speaker
makers, is in incandescent lamps.
Here, they triple as sonically benign
short-circuit output protection, DC
fault protection (for the cans and
the other IC), and inter- IC
fault/hoggage ballasting. MES
format was chosen as both contacts
can be made firm and gas- tight.
The lamps are subtle in action and
will not normally light. At worst, the
BUF-04's superlative performance
belies its low cost, and since it's
readily replaced (is as easily as a
valve/tube), it's not so disastrous if
one expires.

POWERING
For purest and simplest powering,
the expense of a decent mains
power supply is overtaken by apair
of 12V lead acid batteries, providing
up to ± 13V or so when charged.
These provide the most friendly,
proven chemical source; NICADs
require more fussy management.
The key rules of use are: ( i) to
charge regularly. All-day charging
will do no harm. (ii) Never leave the
unit on long enough so the
batteries are deep discharged
(below 11.8V). With a
e

Fig 2: Wiring to the balanced input can be basic shielded single core alias
coaxial (0, or with an unshielded (bare) twisted pair. But noise & RF
rejection is best with 2core shielded cable, as (ii). The effect of the usual
small capacitance imbalance between the two cores can be ameliorated by
hard tying the shield directly to earthed casework at the source end.
Whether or not this is possible, at the PHONES-01 input, the shield is
grounded at RF to chassis by C3 — but not at AF to avoid loop currents
causing even subliminal buzzing

quiescentthe draw
45mA,
2.2aH of e
4;
ece?,
7
9
,
batteries
are
expected to last in
excess of 40
,••••oe•/„.c.k
hours — so
they will not
suffer4
deep
discharge
if the unit is
left on overnight
— but might after a
weekend. ( iii) If deep
discharged,
re- charge
without delay.
A dedicated lead/acid charger
supply will be available as part of
the Accessories Club kit, which can
be plugged-in at all times, but (see
the schematic wiring in Fig 1) it
only connects to the battery when
the amplifier is switched off. Note
also how the power switching places
the batteries in series for listening,
but in parallel for charging at an
actual 13.3V. This means that juice
can be replenished not just from a
charger, but from auto, wind and
solar power sources. The two
diodes are provided to prevent the
damagingly high currents that could
flow if the bare charger inlet was
shorted, or if one battery was
(dis)charged to adifferent voltage.
The central switch's middle
'start' position is intended to be
switched-through. It is provided to
prolong the life of the contacts.
Whether or not the reservoir
capacitors
C6,7
are
fully

jj.

te';lee4

discharged, this position allows only
asafe peak charging current to flow,
via R9.10. With ordinary, relaxed
switch turning, contact time is
enough to have largely charged
C6,7 by the time the switch
contacts have moved to
make
the
direct
connection.
Operation with
e
the switch in this
middle position,
while not intended,
e
and not audiophilee, is harmless. It's also
."
grad for initial testing.

4'
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useful

The key rules of DIY with

lead-acid batteries are: to be very
careful; to double-check they are
wired correctly; and to place them
so they cannot short against each
other, as short or reversed circuits
can cause meltingly high currents to

flow. When first testing, it is
recommended that a 250mA fuse
(or 2 watt, 12 volt lamp) is
temporarily fitted in line with each
battery. After test, insulation-taping
around the battery contacts is
worthwhile.
•
e•

Amplifiers, Newnes,
1996, ISBN 07506-2629-1.
4. Ben Duncan,
'Delayed Audio
Signals', Electronics
World, May 1995.
5. Ben Duncan, 'IC
op-amp testing',
Studio Sound, June
1996

COPYRIGHT NOTICE
The apparatus described in
this article is subject to EC
copyright law. Reproduction
of the circuit and manufacture
for trade sale are strictly
prohibited worldwide. Enquires
should be directed to HFNIRR's
Accessories Club.
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BOOKS: AMPLIFIER DESIGN AND A CLASSIC REPRINT

N

ot exactly curl-up-with-a-cup of-cocoa reading matter, but
the three latest additions to the Accessories Club Bookshelf
are essential nonetheless - particularly if you like your
audio books dense and/or technical. Harry F Olson's Acoustical
Engineering is adaunting 718pp doorstop of abook,
described as offering, 'From fundamentals to practical
applications, complete working methods covering the
entire field of acoustical engineering for radio,
television, sound motion picture and recording
engineers, architects, and musicians'. Alas, Olson
(associated with RCA for nearly 40 years) died in
1982, and his opus is awork which enjoyed its last
revision in 1957. Looking at the index for headings
such as ' digital' or ' stereo' or the like yields nothing,
so what we have here is awork primarily of historical
interest, even though it remains a ' bible' among
electronics primers. As such, it contains all of the basics
up to a specific point in the history of electronics, so it is once
again a ' must own' for 1990s designers who have returned to
valves and horns and other retroflavoured technologies.
Although from the same publisher, Douglas Selfs Audio Power

Amplifier Design Handbook and Ben Duncan's High Performance
Audio Power Amplifiers couldn't be further apart or more
confrontational if they tried. And those who have read this
magazine for more than a few years will know what to expect.
Self starts with apredictable attack on subject-ivism
and ends 300 pages later by pooh-poohing those who
leave their amplifiers on all the time to avoid warmups. Even when he's discussing non-controversial
aspects of amplifier history or design, he gets in the
odd dig or two. But the book is indispensable for
designers with a leaning toward solid-state amplifiers
devoid of radical elements, requiring acomprehensive
overview-cum-history. Duncan is a product of the
rock'n'roll/pro audio/headbanging school, afirm believer
in the design of roadie-proof gear, yet at the same time
one who's not unsympathetic to audiophile needs. Like
Self, Duncan has produced atechnical work which just
happens to be genuinely readable. The beauty of these two books
is that they represent both camps almost equally convincingly.
Indeed, Idon't think you should read one without the other...
Ken Kessler

-• -• -• -• - • - • - • - • IHFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: The ' magic brick'
•in ablack-ash box
£22.95 L
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead II moving-coil step•up transformer:
£69.95 U
HFNIRR 005 Spikes: timber II steel U
set of 8, inc fixing kit £10.25
IHFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: holds 14 CDs
in a40mm travel pack
£8.9511
IHFNIRR021 Li'l Headcase: power amp
▪headphone output
£19.95 II
!HFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240V mains
Ifilter, 5A rating
£25.95 Ll
.HFNIRR 012 Software Storage System:
Istackable, satin black Medite (knock-down)
•LP unit ( 120 capacity)
£65.00 Li
ICD/cassette unit (40/25)
£44.00 U
•singles unit (200)
£49.00 U
I4-high CD unit
£86.00 El
;CD 4base unit
£96.00 H
HFNIRR 017 WallNut II: wall mounting twolevel turntable support complete
with two shelves; black finish
£59.95 L
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III 74 tracks, 75 mins,
the very latest
£12.95 E
HFNIRR022 Sorbothane damping sheet:
150 x150 x3mm
£ 12.95 II
Moth Record Cleaning Machine
kit £199 U ready built machine
£369 Ll
Ringmat: 3mm XLR
£47.50 L
HFNIRR023 LP inner sleeves: 50, £9.95 U
100, £18.95 U 500 £86.95 U
PVC heavy-duty LP outer sleeves:
50, £ 19.95 LT 100, £38 U 500, £180 U
12in poly bags for LPs: Ziptop sealable;
50, £5LI 100, £9Li 500, £40 CI
CD Jewel Cases:
!standard, 5in complete (packs of 10) £6.50 III
Sin outer £5L slimline 5in £6.50
. double jewel case, complete (each) £1.75111
slim double (pack of 5) £5.45 U
5in clear protective sleeve (each) 75p U
•
£17.95 LI
IHarmonix CD Foils: 8per pack
•Tweek: contact enhancer
£16.95 U
Finyl: CD cleaning fluid
;for 100 discs
£19.25 El
IBib automatic CD cleaner:
£14.95 U
Chesky's Ultimate Demo CD
£12.95
IXLO/Reference Rec Test CD
£24.95 U
Densen DeMagic CD
£ 10 U
!Michell Tenderfeet: original ' alloy' isolators
L
.(
set of 3) small £5.95 Li large £8.95 I:

I
- •Isopod ceramic cones ( 3)
£32.95 U
Insert Audio banana plugs (
pair) £3.95 U
Michell Banana plugs gold on brass
4-way plugs; 2pairs
£9.95 U
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small pair (4.5mm diameter max)
£11.95 U
large pair ( 12mm diameter max) £12.95 U
Sovtek Valves:
EL84 £2.60
6SN7GT £2.60 III ECC83 £4.35 Li
6L6 £4.50 LI ECC88 £5.35 U
EL84M £6.50 U IC166 equivalent £6.70 U
EF86 £7.95 L GZ34 £10.60 U
6550 £ 15.40 L 300B triode £89.95 U
Pearl Coolers:
Power (output) valves, all types £7.75 each U
Pre-amp (small signal): all types £6.00 each U
G Kaye Audio Labs Tube Checker £525 U
Dividers: 25 at £11.25 LP L CD U Single U
Shure Stylus Balance: £ 12.95 each U
Gryphon Exorcist: demagnetiser £69.00 U
Focal speaker kit (inc baffle board) £269
CLEAR phono pre-amp kit £299 U
Decca London tone arm
£99 Li
Griffin Black Exorcist cart demag £84.95 U
NVA transistor amp kit £ 179.95 U
Decca Mk 3Brush
£ 12.95 U
BOOKS
Good Sound: Laura Dearborn £14.95 U
High Performance Loudspeakers
4th edition, by Martin Colloms £33.95 U
Audio Anthology Vols 1-6 £16.95 each 12
GEC Amplifier Design
£19.95 III
Electrostatic Speakers Wagner £ 16.95 LI
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook £24.95 IJ

• - • - • - • - • - • -1

Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt £9.95 L
Mullard: Tube circuits for Audio
Amplifiers
£17.95 Li
The Complete Guide to High-End
Audio by Bob Harley £19.95 L
Search For Musical Ecstasy
by Harvey Rosenberg £24.95 r
Principles of Electron Tubes
by Herbert JReich
£29.95
Valve Amplifiers by M Jones £24.95
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander
£24.95 L
Tube Amplifiers D&P Kaysek £39.95 L
Gold Aero Tube Library Vol 1
£49.95 L
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £ 12.50 L
Power Amp Projects
£19.95
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM £69.95
Musical Fidelity XIO-D line buffer £ 129.00
HiFi News Test LP
£14.95
Recommended LP & CD titles/
Accessories Club library: send for full lists
Rockbase Plus V2
£39.95 L
Ben Duncan's ' Radio Exterminator' earth
wire (5m)
£20.00 L
DACon DIA converter kit £ 180.00 L
X-Can valve headphone amp £ 129.00 r
-

MIMEO=
Books:

(Harry FOlson)
(Douglas Self)
(Ben Duncan)

£40.00 C
£25.00 L
£40.00 L

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode
b Cheque/postal order enclosed for £
HFN/RR Accessories Club
ri Please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex
My card number is n
Expiry date

Tel:
(pounds sterling) made payable to

nr-ELL IILYIL IILIEILI
Signature

Please send orders to HIWIRR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford, MK40 IYH. Delivery subject to availability. All
prices include postage. Non-UK sales are subject to additional postage. Non-EEC sales are VAT- free. Accessories Club
Tel: (01234) 741 152 Fax: ( 01234) 742 028. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. Muse delete as ne,ssary.
E&OE
•••••••
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KRELL'S CD STORMER
The biggest problem of getting into the KRELL league

Sketches
Spain

has always been money - until the arrival last year of
the storming little KAV-300i integrated amplifier. This
puts meaning into the 'affordable excellence' cliche.
But that still left you with alot of shekels to find for

Miles Davis Sketches of Spain AA01
£17 50

even the entry-level Krell CD player. Not any more.
Joining the 300 range of accessible high end is the
KAV-300cd compact disc player, an integrated device
with afront-loading TEAC mech, HDCD and the usual
balanced and single ended outputs.
Telephone Brian Rivas, the UK's number one Krell
lover, for details and demonstration.
How about speakers? The Martin-Logan Aerius i, any

Carol King Tapestry ( original gatefold sleeve) AA02
f19-50

WIILES WS Kind of

of the Sonus fabers and the new Wilson Audio Cub

1 111

will give you asystem that will guarantee long-term

\

enjoyment without that awful 'I-want-something
e

-better' syndrome.
Of course, if money is no object, you MUST hear
our Krell FPB-600 amplifier. 'Awesome' is another

•\l‘4 e
Miles Davis Kind of Blue AA03
1.17-50

over-used word: it should have been reserved for
this animal.
PINEWOOD MUSIC - AN EXCLUSIVE ABSOLUTE
SOUNDS DEALER AND THEIR ONLY AGENT
FOR THE SOUTH-WEST
(but London and the Midlands are no problem!)
KRELL, AUDIO RESEARCH, COPLAND,
AUDIOGRAM, GM AUDIO, SONUS FABER,
TRANSPARENT CABLE, HARMONIX CABLE, MARTIN-LOGAN.

tieterrile4ie teneetfte
Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway
Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE
Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation and Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone

Bob Dylan Blood on the Tracks AA04
E17- S0

INTRODUCTORY OFFER ! Any 2 for £30
These records are all Premium Grade 180g
pressings produced from short run stampers and
strictly limited to an edition of 2000 for each title.
Cut from original master tapes by Ray Staff, they
represent the best available vinyl records of these
seminal works by great musicians.
Available from
Vinyl Demand PO BOX 1532 Fordingbridge SP6 15B
Tel 01425 654545 Fax 01425 654400
and selected specialist record shops.
European Distributors please contact%Absolute Analogue
Fax 0181 459 8113

COMPACT DISC SERVICE

books
•

controversial subject and then
politely appending his own view. He
relies on dubious assumptions and
selective quotations in order to
discredit
methodologies
which
produce
results
he
finds

HIGH PERFORMANC
AUDIO POWE
î ER

,
by en Duncan.
.479pp, 213 illustrations.
Mani cover4 245x165mm.
Price 00.00. Published by Newnes,
an imprirr of ButterworthFleirumenn Ltd. Linacre House,
Jordan Hill, Oxford OX2 8DP

W

ithin its solid-state remit
(valve circuits are only
mentioned in passing),
this
is
an
extraordinarily
comprehensive and wide-ranging
book. It covers everything from the
characteristics of musical sounds and
audio
signals
to
overall
configurations; from power supplies,
specs and testing to installation,
maintenance and repairs. There are
also appendices covering chronology,
amplifier manufacturers, active
devices, and 34 pages of specialist
terms — plus an index.
Being professionally involved in
the PA side of rock music, Ben
Duncan brings the more refined
aspects of that business into the
book's fold, to parallel domestic and
studio power-amp needs. But for the
most part this is done seamlessly,
with technology in the service of
good sound as the guiding star at all
times — only occasionally does a
jargon term or some PA assumption
obtrude to puzzle the hi-fi reader.
And whereas the author sometimes
pauses to give a short lesson on
electrical basics, elsewhere he
discusses circuit behaviour in a
manner demanding full electronic
literacy.
There is a residue of mistakes,
both semantic and technical, much
of which could be laid at the
publisher's door. As for specialist
matters, there are several arithmetical
and other figure errors, some
inverted meanings, undefined new
terms, inadequate definitions, false
equivalents, and the occasional
serious misconception. But these
when gathered together involve less
than 0.5% of the text and on close
examination would probably be
agreed by the author.
When it comes to the subjective
assessment of amplifier performance
(pages 315-317), Ben puts himself
out on an extreme limb rather than
overviewing
an
admittedly
Ilia NEWS AY RECORD REVIEW
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uncomfortable. One objection to
blind listening tests, for instance, is
that precognition or other psi-field
effects may nullify the results by
perturbing the scores, and that those
who advocate such tests as the only
reliable aural validator are being
arrogant in ignoring this possibility.
Unfortunately,
though,
the
phenomena
are
not
simply
mentioned as apossible uncontrolled
variable, but are used as an
ideological weapon to cast doubts
upon the near-chance results he
doesn't like when it comes to
amplifier differences.
Beyond this contentious area,
there's not even a mention of
comparing an amp's output with its
input, while the safest listening
technique is claimed to be the 'single
presentation'. As described, this is
open to so many pressures and
variables that to adetached observer
it looks like arecipe for results which
could be obtained more easily by
tossing a coin. One then turns the
page to find an admission that ' few
people have an acute aural memory
that extends beyond a second or
two'. Iagree, but this surely clinches
the the case for short-term A-B
testing, yet is introduced as part of
an attempt to discount it!
However, when it comes to
describing or analysing circuits and
their history, discussing their merits
or deficiencies, examining pitfalls and
alternatives, Ben dons the garb of a
level-headed engineer. Chapter by
chapter he draws upon impressive
lists of published sources, aided by
a multitude of diagrams, such that
this study now becomes a prime
gateway to its subject. But be warned
that one has to take on board alarge
dose of ultra-perfectionism, whereby
every parameter or practical nookand-cranny is pursued to its limit,
and the favoured approach treated
as well-nigh essential, however overengineered it may seem.
I was startled to read in the
caption of Quad's 405 Mk 1that the
amp's alleged failure to live up to its
potential was ' due to the mental
limitations of the designers' [Peter
Walker and the late Peter Baxandall,
both cited as sources at various
points in the book]. However, the
remark is perhaps no more than a
careless
expression,
scattered
examples of which seem to be an
inherent feature of what is otherwise
a practical handbook, exhaustive
survey, and instantly indispensable
source of data.
John Crabbe

Can't find the disc you want? The HFN/RR CD
Service can normally supply all titles reviewed in
the magazine, or indeed any CD or LP currently
available.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing ( up
to a maximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs). The CD
service can also supply discs reviewed in previous issues, if
still current, and on enquiry can usually supply any record
generally available in the UK. Vinyl LPs and Musicassettes can
also be supplied for titles where these formats are available.
Telephone (01234) 741152 for details and prices. Unless
listed here at a special price, multiples (
sets of 2 or more CDs)
are priced at the appropriate multiple of the single CD figure.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 12.45 each

III MID PRICE: £7.95 each

A BUDGET PRICE: £5.45 each • SPECIAL PRICE ( see below)
SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical - BBC Radio Classics £4.95;
Sony 'Masterworks Heritage' £ 10.75
Rock/pop - Bee Gees, Van Morrison, Reef £ 12.95;
Jazz - Shannon Jackson £14.25; Saxomania £5.95;
(Roundup) Sad Life £9.95
Rock reissues - The Animals £4.45 each; Kingston Trio,
Alexis Korner, Nico, Troggs ( See For Miles label) £9.95;
Lovin' Spoonful, Troggs ( Music Club label) £5.25;
Marillion, The Stranglers £ 14.75
Audiophile - Clarity, Classic, DCC, Mobile Fidelity labels
£25.00; MA Recordings £ 14.95; Naim £ 20.95

•uieutii
Please supply the following items:
Catalogue number & title
CD/ LP

Price

Post and packing : £
(i) Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ (pounds sterling)
Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR CD Service
(ii) Please charge my Access / Visa / Diners / Amex' Card
Number
' Please indicate which

I
pires

I
!

ignature

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)
Address

Postcode:

Tel:

! Cut out coupon or photocopy and send to: HFN/RR CD Service, I
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH.
• CD Service hotline

Tel: (01234) 741152.
Fax: (01234) 742028.

; Delivery subject to availability. Non- UK sales VAT-free but where •
! applicable subject to additional carriage charges.E&OE
I
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THE SOUND OF

A

t the
1996 best- ever
Ramada show last autumn,
apiece of audio history was
made, when Pioneer of Japan
staged the very first public
demonstration of a DVD-based
optical disc carrying 24-bit data at a
96kHz sampling rate.
Some months before the Show, I
had been fortunate to meet Dr
Yamamoto of Pioneer while he was
visiting the UK. Dr Yamamoto has
been an ardent supporter of widebandwidth digital audio and has
presented anumber of papers to the
AES on this subject. It became
evident during discussion that
Pioneer had already developed
prototype equipment capable of
encoding wide-band, two- channel
information on a DVD disc. On
hearing about this, John Bamford
(Pioneer UK) and Irecognised the
possibility
of
staging
a
demonstration at the HFNIRR
show and John immediately went
into action to use his considerable
persuasive powers to encourage
Pioneer in Japan to ship over the
prototypes for the Ramada show.
Even more welcome than the
equipment was that the engineers
from Japan, Mr Nishi and Mr Ema
were in attendance and actually
performed the demonstrations on
both the Saturday and Sunday of
The Hi -Fi Show. Mr Nishi has
been largely responsible for
Pioneer's 96kHz developments,
while Mr Ema's design credits
include the Pioneer laser pickup for
CDR
recording;
the
DVD
prototype player was his 'baby'.
It is hard to convey the real
significance of this event in a few
words, but it represents both a
major development and a glimpse
of the future that DVD technology
will bring to audio; it is the first
significant departure from the
standard red-book CD format. As
well as demonstrating the prototype
equipment, Pioneer also presented
asupporting seminar in which Iwas
privileged to participate. A second
article will discuss the technical
issues which were dealt with in the
seminar.
The demonstrations prepared by
the engineers at Pioneer in Japan
and introduced at Ramada by John
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As the world awaits the
launch of DVD-ROM and DVD
movies, the potential
offered by the DVD disc format to
provide the high- quality audio
carrier of the future has already
been demonstrated
by MALCOLM HAWKSFORD

At the HiFi Show, with the DIDIAIRS demonstration set-up, are IcIt
to right: Mr Nishi of Pioneer Electronic Corporation, Japan (Product
Planning Dept); Professor Malcolm Hawksford; Mr Ema, adesign
engineer of Pioneer Japan; and John Bamford, Product Manager
(Home Electronics) at Pioneer High Fidelity (GB)
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Fig I. Concept of AIRS conversion
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Bamford were based upon the
'Exclusive' range of hand- built
Pioneer products, namely preamplifier type C7a, power amplifier
type M8 and monitor loudspeakers
type 2402, all components not
normally brought into the UK.
The DVD and AIRS support
equipment
were
laboratory
prototypes. Back in September
1996 Iwas not at liberty to divulge
any aspects of their design (it was
easy to comply, as Pioneer did not
tell me anything!) but it is now
possible to give a brief description
of the AIRS coder. ( AIRS stands
for Advanced hIgh Resolution
System; the original acronym
ARTS, for Advanced Resolution
with Twice Sampling, could not be
used in the end, for copyright
reasons.)
In its 1996 guise, the D-9601
DAT recorder was able to operate
at 96kHz and with 16-bit data, and
the AIRS encoder was used to
compress 24-bit data into a 16-bit
data aperture. As such the coder
does experience some loss (which,
it should be noted, does not have to
be fundamental to DVD) but its
characteristic is fairly benign. The
encoder recognises that once the
audio samples have fallen below full
amplitude not all the 16 bits in the
code are active, so can be
reallocated ( the exact algorithmic
details of this are not known to
me). The net effect however, is that
the signal- to- quantization noise
ratio ( SQNR) improves as signal
level falls. The result is that for the
highest signal level in the 0to - 6dB
range a sample actually has 15-bit
resolution; however, as the signal
level falls this progressively
improves, such that at low level the
full 24- bit resolution becomes
available.
The
variation
in
sample
resolution ( in bits) with sample
amplitude ( in dB) is represented
diagrammatically in Fig 1 which
shows the SQNR against signal
level. Ithink in practice it is highly
likely
that
this
non-linear
quantization is combined with noise
shaping to relocate some of the
quantization noise into the
ultrasonic band above 22kHz, so
that the resolution is even better
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than that suggested by the
description above. One interesting
claimed advantage of the AIRS
system is that once a signal has
been coded,
if it is then
subsequently coded and decoded
there is no additional change to the
signal. AIRS is clearly a very
interesting approach and capable of
high- quality results, however it
should also be Liated that there are
designs of lossless compression
algorithms that are directly
applicable to DVD (see the paper
by Peter Craven and Bob Stuart
presented at the
102nd
AES
Convention
in
Munich).
The
demonstrati ons
consisted of a
comparison
between
a
standard
CD
and DVD, where
for DVD
the
engineers claimed
that their on- board DACs
were resolving between 20 and 21bit. Both jazz and classical music
extracts were chosen. Spectrum
analysis showed the CD's artificial
spectral truncation at about 22kHz,
while the response in the DVD
system extended smoothly to
approximately 48 kHz.
However, the DAT master tape
at 24-bit was also available and was
re- played at the close of the
demonstration; even this showed a
slight difference over the DVD. The
good news is that the equipment all
performed faultlessly and was
demonstrated ably by the Pioneer
design engineers. My impression
was of apositive result with asmall
but significant improvement via the
master tape, which was also
expressed in later conversations by
anumber of show visitors.
Although the majority of data on
the special DVDs [ Pioneer used a
3in disc] was targeted at audio
there remained spare capacity to
encode still pictures. Pioneer
demonstrated
this
facility
simultaneously while the music was
playing, showing high- quality
images of the recording venue as
well as data about the recording. As
John Bamford stated, in the future
there will no longer be the need to
read the small print on the jewel
case, as this will be available on
your
TV
screens.
This
demonstration emphasised the
multimedia role that DVD will play
in the future.
For those Hi -Fi Show visitors
who attended one of the six
sessions, this was the first public
showing of DVD carrying high-
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(encode) AIRS unit ( decode)
MASTER
MIX
CONSOLE

DAT
D - 9601

A/D
CONVERTER

AUTHORING

MIC
96KFIT 24 bit

96ktic

PROFESSIONAL

24bit - 16bit

96kHz
16bit
24bi

SONIC
SOLUTION

o

OVO
9611-1, 241011

CLASSIC /

I
C
MASTER

CD
44.1 lcH.
16S.,

Fig 2. Recording chain for CDID('D demonstration matenal

Footnote
Professor Malcolm Hawksford is Director, Centre for
Audio Research and Engineering Department of
Electronic Systems Engineering University of Essex,
Colchester CO4 3SQ England UK Tel: 01206 872801
(direct dialing) FAX: 01206 872900 Telex: 98440
(UNILIB G) E-mail: mjh@essex.ac.uk.

Pioneer's DAP-9601 AIRS encoder/decoder
with D-960I DAT recorder

resolution digital audio, as such it
was ahistoric occasion and Iwould
like to thank personally all those at
Pioneer and HFNIRR for making
this timely event possible; it will
also go along way in supporting the
Acoustic Renaissance for Audio and
to advance its mission.
I sincerely hope that the
determination shown at Pioneer
will eventually enable this cuttingedge technology to flourish in the
market place and much credit must
be given to Dr Yamamoto for
vigorously encouraging this work. 4Next month: Professor Malcolm
Hawksford addresses the technical
issues related to DVD Audio, and
discusses the technical and psychoacoustic arguments for higher bit-rates
and higher sampling-rate as abasis for
the future of high quality audio.

The Acoustic Renaissance for Audio (ARA) is agroup
initially instigated by Hiro Negishi of Canon, and now
with many members both in the UK and Japan. Its
technical sub-committee is chaired by Bob Stuart of
Meridian and includes Professor Hawksford. The ARA
has been active in promoting afuture high-quality
encoding standard for music applications, based upon
linear pulse-code modulation(PCM), with auniform
sampling rate that is sufficiently high that it will not
represent asignificant performance limit. The current
DVD specification has been configured so that it can
include linear ¡'CM (at 48kHz and 96kHz sampling
rates) as well as options for Dolby Digital (AC-3) and
MUSICAM. Full details are available on the web:
http:Ilzuzvw.ibrecug.co.uklgmeridianlaral.

Pioneer's DVD

prototype

DVD
Monitor Speaker

Prototype

CD
PD-T09

DAT

D-9601

AIRS
Prato type

Professional model

Fig 3. Demonstration system
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Jane Eaglen talks
to David Nice
ROSES BY OTHER NAMES
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by Robert Dearling
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Earthling
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A Mess O'Blues

BEE GEES
Still Inters

MAHLER
Symphony 1
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BEETHOVEN
Symphony 9
soloists/Swedish Rad Ch et all13P01
Abbado
Piano Concertos 1 & 2
VogtICBSOIRank
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Athens, Georgia & Beyond
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Ice Cream Genius
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HANDEL
Concerti grossi Opp.3 & 6
Munich Bach Orch/Richter
Orlando
soloistsILes Arts Florissants/Christie
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Freak Shoe:

94

Grainger piano works;

Alkan piano works

GRAINGER
Piano works and arrangements
Hamelin

95

HAYDN
Symphonies 90-92
Orch 18th CenturylBrüggen
Harmoniemesse, Te Deum
soloists 1La Petite BandelKuijken
String Quartet Op.33:3
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Arnold's Ninth Symphony;
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Die Meistersinger
soloists/Chicago SO & Ch/So/si
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EaglenIROH Orch/Elder
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WHITE
Piano Sonatas
Smalley
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ZEMLINSKY
Lyric Symphony
Orsanicjohnson1SWF OrchlGielen
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ALEXIS KORNER'S BLUES
INCORPORATED
Alex Korner's Blues Incorporated...
Plus

CHARLES MINGUS
Charles Alingus And Friends
In Concert

97

LUTHER THOMAS QUARTET
Bangin' Is

97
97

VARIOUS
jazz Roundup
Saxomania: Honkers And Screamers

99

THE LOVIN' SPOONFUL
The Very Best of Lot-in' Spoonful

99

JUIJE LONDON
Tee... At HOMC Round Midnight

99

MAMMON
The Best Of Both Worlds
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CHRISTY BARONI
Thought About You

99
99
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DEAN MARTIN
This Time I'm SwinginWPretty Baby
Dino: Italian Love Songs/Cha Cha
De Amor

101

BOB AND RAY THROW
A Stereo Spectacular
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KATHY MATRA
Love Travels
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99

MICHELLE SHOCK»
Mercury Poise 1988-1995

101

MILES DAVIS QUINTET
The Great Prestige

94

VAN MORRISON
The Healing Game

101

CHICO FREEMAN
The Emissary

99
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Chelsea Live

94

PHISH
Billy Breathes

101
101

PAUL McCARTNEY
WINGS
Red Rose Speedway
Wings At The Speed Of Sound

99
99
99

94

GENE PITNEY
Blue Gene/it ects The Fair Young
Ladies Of Folkland
I'm Gonna Be Strong/Looking
Through the Eyes Of Love
Sings The Great Songs Of Our Time
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RED KROSS
Ind,/
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CREEDENCE CLEARWATER
REVIVAL
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THELONIUS MONK
QUARTET
Monterey Jazz Festival '63
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TEN YEARS AFTER
Sssh & Crickleecood Green
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THE 11,11/RR RATINGS

Sound quality and performance are separately graded as the end of
each review. In 'rock/pop/jazz' the numerical rating also reflects musical
content. A few releases are reviewed from master-tape copies (as stated).
An additional 'star' denotes outstanding quality. Review headings show
catalogue number and total playing time. Ratings also show aCD price
coding: -.. full price;
midprice;
special price - see ' Compact Disc
Service'. Reissues are shown 0, with First UK publication date.
Sound qualify :

Performance

Fine, modern recording

A: 1

Very Good

Good, some minor reservations

B:2

Good

Only moderately convincing

C: 3

Moderate

Poor sound

D: 4

Poor

Historical source, eg 78 rpm

H: H

Historical
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Jane
for strength, and friends say they
can always tell when I've got a top
note coming up. But in a funny sort
of way Ithink it's quite exciting for
an audience to see there's something
going into it. Imean: Sutherland
had these incredible notes and a
basic facility, but there was
something so exciting in the way
that she set it up, the whole body
was going there and doing it...'
English National Opero
On the strength of a Liebestod that
she sang at the Royal Northern
College of Music, she was asked to
audition for English National Opera;
and the audition-piece was also
Wagner — Sieglinde's ' Du bist der
Lenz' from Walküre — '
nice and
short, all in the middle of the voice
but with enough hopefully to show
how things might develop'. Yet she
never sang aWagner role during her
seven years at ENO, and now it's
too late: her Wagner schedule
(mostly in America) is in any case
full until 2001.
She sees her time with ENO as
falling into three phases. In the first,
she learned her trade within the
company, finding out 'what it was
like to be on a stage and deliver the
goods, which Idon't think you can
do singing major roles: it's better to
make your mistakes singing Berta
[the sneezing maid in The Barber of
Seville] than Brunnhilde.'

photo: Alen Mac WeeneylSony Classical

ow the most phenomenal
Wagnerian singer of her
generation, the Lincoln girl
who spent her teens (like many of
us) humming along to Abba, and
who now worships at the shrines of
Meadoaf and awrestler called the
Undertaker, was destined to become
a dramatic soprano before she knew
what a dramatic soprano was. That,
at least, was the opinion of Jane
Eaglen's first singing teacher, and
subsequently that of Joseph Ward at
the Royal Northern College of
Music — the mentor with whom she
still keeps faith. ' Isang Handel and
arie antiche at the audition, and
within my first term of working with
him he told me I'd be singing
Brunnhilde and Norma, so Isaid
"oh, I'd better go and have a look at
these then, find out abit about this
Brunnhilde person".'
She charts the early progress of
her voice with an objectivity that
turns out to be characteristic of her
rigorous self-assessment as awhole.
'Joe must have heard something
then, but there were really only five
or six notes in the middle of the
voice that had any semblance of
what was eventually going to fill out
throughout the whole range. He
never pushed the voice to go in any
particular direction, and we just
worked technically and gradually. I
learned " Casta diva" when Iwas 18,
but without the top notes —
because, he said, there's no point in
learning Susanna [in Figaro] because
you'll never sing it. You may as well
learn the repertoire you will sing to
get to know the style.
'We worked on ornamentation
with Handel arias and he got me
used to controlling the middle of the
voice. Ifeel particularly that some
big voices push the top to make it
sound like the middle, and if you do
that too soon you'll never get it back
again. Imean, seven or eight years
ago Ihad the notes up there, and
technically Idid what Ido now, but
the sound is completely different.
Because, as Igrew older, the chords
and the muscles were stronger and
the voice was just ready to do it. By
the time Icame to sing Tosca in
Perth at the age of 28, Iknew I
could sing a top C, but Ialso knew
that if Idid certain other things I
could do a better top C, and when
it came to the performance Iwent
"Ahhh... [
oh my God.']". Joe's
always said until you've got it right
more times in rehearsal than you'll
ever get it wrong in performance,
you'll never do it.
Tart of it — not so much in
evidence now, because the voice has
evened out — was a case of keeping
it very strong and anchored, so it
didn't cut off and go into head voice
up there. And it takes a lot of
strength to do that. I'm very much a
physical singer and use my physique

aglen
There's more to being a dramatic
soprano than letting Wagner
audiences hear your ' hoyotohos'
by

DAVID

NICE

Then there was what she calls '
the
let'snyher-out-on-these-big-roles'
phase of Santuzzas, Leonoras and
Elisabettas followed by (this without
rancour) ' the Jane-isn't-really-anENO-singer-any-more' phase when
the management failed to agree with
the vest of us as we revised our
thoughts on the singing actress,
simply by virtue of the fact that
Eaglen, while no elegant mover on
stage, gave us goosebumps not just
by making abeautiful sound but by
acting purely with the voice.
Fortunately it was then that
Scottish Opera 'came into action',
giving her achance (and ample
rehearsal time) to try out her first
Brunnhilde and her first Norma, a
role that she had covered for the
Royal Opera production which
found the wonderful Margaret Price
in less than glorious form.
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DEFINITIVE AUDIO

Horning Loudspeakers
Unusual and remarkable Danish loudspeaker

systems. These enduring and strikingly original
designs reproduce music with a freedom and
naturalness that give meaning to the term high
fidelity.
Challenging music programmes are
recreated without the sense of mechanical
process and sluggishness that characterises
today's popular high end speakers.
97dB/watt. Acoustic crossover. 3way. 8ohm
load. Amplifiers from 9watts. From £2500

DIFFERENT BY NATURE.
BETTER BY DESIGN.

Border Patrol PSU
This outboard power supply unit replaces the
existing power supply in your current valve
amplifier. It provides aprofound improvement in
sound quality that cannot be gained by making
other changes to your system. Depth of tone,
breadth of dynamic expression, quietness of
background, vivid tone colour. Money back if
your expectations are not exceeded.
£595 fitted. Ring for further details.

SJS Electroacoustics
Arcadia. The Line Pre Amp. Outstandingly intel-

ligent design. Beautiful execution. A breath of
fresh air for high end audio.
This is clearly the best line pre amp available
anywhere - irrespective of cost. £ 1000.

Living Voice Auditorium.
"l had expected these speakers to be hot on
tone and dynamics... . 1wasn't disappointed.
Vocals were superb, instrumental timbre was
beautifully resolved and any life that could be
found in the music was there to walk into.
What Ihadn't expected was the nimbleness.
The fine sense of timing especially in the
bass where so many speakers fall down was
quite a surprise....you don't often get bass of
this quality from a speaker of this driveability
and price. In fact I've not encountered this
combination; usually this degree of bass
resolution costs more money or less
sensitivity." Hi Fi Choice March 97.
Size 1.0m. x 28cm. x 22cm. Sensitivity 93
dB/w. Amplifiers from 12 watts. £ 1300.

Living Voice
Airscout/RW24 Bass Bin.
"It comes down to extraordinary resolution

DEFINITIVE AUDIO
WHERE HIGH FIDELITY HAPPENS

IMPORT/EXPORT

0115 981 3562

right across the band. Everything is there: full
timbrai colour, perfect timing, transparency without brightness and coherence like you wouldn't believe....don't expect to find a
better speaker system".
Hi Fi Choice Feb 97.
Sensitivity 108 dB/w.
100 watt power handling.
Recommended
amplifier power - 3 watts upwards.Airscout
£14,750. RW24 Bass Bin £9,500.

All of the above and other interesting, Useful and Unusual things. Appointments only. Visa Amex Mastercard. No credit.
Export facilities. Secondhand items. Fax or phone for details. (++ 44) [ 0] 115 9813562.
Vitvox • Living Voice • Wadia digital • Art Audio • EMT • Nottingham Analogue • Border Patrol • Lowther

Golden Dragon
Precision Audio Tubes

SALE OF EX-DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT
Due to arecent warehouse reorganisation and stock purchase the following mint ex-demonstration items are available at low cost compared
with normal retail prices. They are all in manufacturers' packaging and carry full warranties. They have enjoyed afew hours' use under ideal
conditions and can be auditioned at our premises if required.
Spark Valve Amplification
SC- 1preamp
850 power amps
921D power amps
Integrated amplifier
550 Integrated amplifier
800 power amps

(line level, sep power supply)
(4x300B p/p monoblocs)
(211 single ended monoblocs)
(300B SE)
(2x300B p/p)
(4x6N1 p/p monoblocs)

450.00
2500.00
1995.00
1850.00
1850.00
2250.00

Ensemble
750.00
Landmark Stands ( for Elysias or Ref Silver)
3550.00
Elysias(90dB mini-monitor)
2995.00
Reference Silver (90dB mini- monitor)
3950.00
Dichrono Drive (CD transport)
2995.00
Corifeo power amp
4500.00
DAC/PRE (combined DAC and pre-amp)
2250.00
Profundos ( stereo sub- woofers for use with Elysias or Ref Silvers)
150.00
Honeyplates ( isolation platform)
Equipment prices include VAT@17.5%.

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., Springhead Enterprise
Sales Desk 01474 560521

EASTER SPECIAL
6550\NA prices reduced by 20°,c for
all orders received before 30/4/97
NOW ONLY £ 63.87 per pair
(UK Carriage free)
(RRP)
(1150.00)
(6500.00)
(4500.00)
(7250.00)
(4250.00)
(7950.00)
(3950.00)
(250.00)
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Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DAll 8HD

Fax 01474 333762
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Wagner challenges...
Unfortunately this first of Richard
Jones's two ' Ring' cycles came to a
halt at Walküre; but she has since
sung Siegfried in Chicago and now
an entire cycle. What are the
different challenges for her in each
of the Ring operas? Walküre is a
nice evening once the " hoyotohos"
are over. Everyone knows that it's
"let's hear your hoyotohos" as they
sit forward in their seats, abit like
the pianissimo high B-flat in the
Verdi Requiem' — which Ihave
twice heard her sing to perfection —
'after which they go "uh-huh.
Good", and go back to sleep again.
'The rest of Act Two is quite low,
and having aWotan in Act Three
like James Morris to sit at the feet
of: that's an incredible privilege.
Siegfried is abig sing once
Brunnhilde wakes up: much higher
and more compact — you can go
for it. And Gâtterdiimmerung is about
stamina. But that doesn't worry me.
In fact, Ifind if anything Ijust feel
stronger by the end of it. Birgit
Nilsson once said she could sing the
Queen of the Night after
Gintercleimmerung, and Ican sort of
see what she meant.'
Fast, slow: does the conductor's
Wagnerian point of view much affect
her? ` Breath control isn't aproblem,
and the number of times I've done
Walküre, I've found Iprefer slower
performances. If slow Wagner is
static Wagner that's terrible, but fast
Wagner can also be static. With

Goodall' — for whom she sang the
Liebestod at an ENO performance —
`in essence it was slow, but it was
always moving and going
somewhere, so you were never aware
of the actual speed.
'But any music is like that, and
Bellini in particular has to go
somewhere. I'm sure it's very
difficult to conduct. Because,
whereas in Wagner you've got an
awful lot of momentum and interest
in the orchestra, in Bellini for a lot
of the time it's just violin arpeggios,
and to shape within that must be
very difficult.'

...and bel canto
So the conductor has to be even
more responsive to the singer in the
early Italian bel canto operas? ' Ithink
so. Riccardo Muti and Ifound a
way that was right for both of us. I
must tell you, Idid one performance
of Norma in Ravenna with a really
horrendous cold. Iwanted to cancel,
but Muti persuaded me to go on
and do it. And the way he
conducted that performance just
confirmed to me what a genius he
was, because he just knew the bits I
wanted to get over quickly, and the
parts that were easier for me.
`I'm singing Abigaille in Nabucco
for him, which is a part Isteered
clear of for such a long time. But I
thought, with him it'll be fine; and
I've been working on it, and Ithink
it's bel canto. Iactually think
everything's bel canto — Wagner

included, so long as you never
thump the voice, and work carefully
like Birgit Nilsson did on the
crescendi.'
Even so, she remains anxious to
balance the booked-years-in-advance
Wagner portion of her schedule with
different repertoire, ' so Ican keep
the flexibility for as long as possible.'
And the softer dynamics, though
there are (or should be) plenty of
those in Wagner: '
Pianissimo singing
is more intense than loud, it needs
more strength, and many young
singers try and sing quietly before
they can sing with the real voice.
Until you've actually got control of
the natural voice, you can't start
taking it off. That's why the Verdi
Requiem is such hard work for me:
ninety-per-cent is quiet.' Donna
Anna is: ' like castor oil for my voice
— abenchmark in a way, because
you have to sing the sextet
pianissimo. One thing Ido know
now, though, is that my Donna
Anna will only fit in abig theatre
with afull, big-voice cast.'
It's not a favourite role in any
case, because: ' at the end of the day,
Idon't like anything where Ifeel
dramatically or vocally that Ihave to
hold back. I'm much better when
I'm just singing. That doesn't mean
Ifeel Ihave to sing loud or anything;
it's just that I'd always much prefer
to be on-stage and go through the
whole vocal thing.'
Long may her tremendous
stamina enable her to do so.

Eagien

Jane Eaglen's
Sony CD of
Bellini and
Wagner,
accompanied
by Mark
Elder, is
reviewed this
month

Roses by other names...
there are asurprising number. I'm pleased to see that
O
has come clean in its booklet
Edition —

ne by one they fall to research, these fake works, of which
[
Mravinsky

74321

BMG

2] for aSymphony 21 supposedly by Nikolai Dmitrievich
Ovsyaniko-Kulikovsky, though they print his 'dates' on the back
inlay: 1768-1846. There never was such acomposer.
Intrigued musicologists spent much time seeking out the other
twenty (or more?) symphonies by him when Westminster issued
it on LP in the mid- 1950s, and aquarter of acentury later New
Grove stated, without asmile, that the Odessa Municipal Theatre
was opened on 10 February 1810 with aperformance of this
symphony, the composer of which was 'arich Ukrainian landowner'. In fact, the work was composed 140 years later by an
American violinist and joker called Mikhail Goldstein ( beware
also of his other pseudonym, Mychajlo Mychailowsky). He
sought to deceive the Soviet publishing house with this O- K
Symphony. The BMG note implies that Mravinsky was in on the
joke. Was he, Iwonder. And what was really played at that
Odessa opening?
Symphony 21 was not Goldstein's only hoax. He wrote a
trumpet work and blamed it on Glazunov, and acello sonata he
awarded to Borodin. More crushing to me is the Viola Concerto
he gave to Khandoshkin (1765 -1804) which Ihave long
admired. Until this O- Kbooklet arrived Ithought it was genuine!
What else is false?
Goldstein is not the first and he won't be the last. Apart from
obvious hoaxes like Peter Schickele's PM Bach and that awful
29404
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that drips from our speakers in the name of Albinoni
(Remo Giazotto did that one), agood number have fooled the
musical world for years.
The French composer Henri Casadesus ( 1879-1974) and his
brothers wrote pale imitations of 18th-century works and hung
them on JC Bach (acello concerto), CPE Bach (a 'Concerto for
Orchestra') and even Mozart: undoubtedly the Violin Concerto
KA294A, the so-called 'Adelaide', is by Henri or his brother
Marius ( 1892-1981), though they never admitted their fakes.
Fritz Kreisler was more honest when musicologists found no
support for his claim that he had unearthed violin pieces by
Vivaldi, Pugnani, Dittersdorf and others to play at recitals. In
1935 he admitted composing them all ( plus original pieces such
as Schón Rosmarin, Caprice Viennois, etc), and the fakes were
then described as ' in the style of' those composers — which they
weren't. Boccherini's Violin Concerto in D, Gér.486 is by
Samuel Dushkin ( 1891-1976), who based it upon Mozart's
K218, and Ferdinando Pellegrini (c.1715-c.1766) was so taken
with Galuppi's and Rutini's music that he took it to London and
published it as his own. David Popper ( 1843-1913) wrote
Haydn's Cello Concerto, Hob.VIIIb:5, and Charles Zulehner
(1770-1830) passed off his music as by Mozart.
Most distressing was the experience of Adalbert Gyrowetz
(1763-1850) who, expecting to hear anew Haydn symphony,
sat transfixed as the orchestra played one of his own. Desiré
Dondeyne recorded it on 78s, still under Haydn's name, so
deceptions have away of enduring.
Robert Dearling
Adagio
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Record of
the month

ARNOLD:
Symphony 9 J Concertino for Oboe
and Strings, Op. 28a (arr. Steptoe) J
Fantasy for Oboe, Op. 90
Nicholas Daniel (ob)IBournemouth
SO/Handley
Conifer Classics 75605 51273 2

COPLAND:
Concerto for Piano and Orchestra _I
Orchestral Variations J Short
Symphony "..) Symphonic Ode
Garrick Ohlsson(pno)1San Francisco
SO/Tilson Thomas
RCA 09026 68541 2
Ihad my doubts about Tilson Thomas's tapestry weavings late last year at
the Barbican, in Debussy's La Mer with his San Francisco Symphony, but let
me state right away that this is by far the finest representation on disc of
four of Aaron Copland's greatest scores.
Comparisons are bound to be made
with the composer's own recordings,
and, where they apply, those by
Bernstein and Slatkin, but the
acoustics at Davies Symphony Hall,
San Francisco allow us to hear every
tiny detail from hushed pianissimos,
through the entire dynamic range to
the pulverising excitement of the
loudest fortissimo.
Garrick Ohlsson, for so long a
pianist side-lined by the recording
companies, here establishes his role
within the Concerto's complex
instrumental textures by beginning
very quietly as marked, then
launching forth in true jazz style into
a series of interplays that puts every
member of this superb orchestra on
his or her mettle. Tilson Thomas, a
formidable pianist himself, might
well have envied his role. Ithink
back to the ageing Copland trying to
make headway with the solo part at
the Festival Hall during the 1970s:
how he would have loved this
performance!
Orchestral Variations is a towering
piece, on the same level as
Schoenberg's Variations but far more
direct in its impact. As Barbara
Heyman so aptly puts it: ` the stark,
ascetic language and nervous
rhythms of the work take on new
vitality and lucidity'. Look back to
LP and you will find several
contenders attempting to come to
grips with its technical problems.
Most of them, despite valiant
attempts to keep orchestras together,
fell by the wayside. To succeed, the
piece has to be marvellously played
with all stops pulled out. Tilson
Thomas's performance is second to
none; allowing no compromises in
the process of producing volumes of
tone, it allows us to hear the music
as the composer envisaged it.
Coming to grips with Copland's
Short Symphony with its delicate,
intricate writing one moment, and
fiendishly hard rhythmic
connundrums the next, must be
every conductor's nightmare. Idon't
know just how much these
HUI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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musicians worked on it prior to the
sessions, but this was the first time I
have been able to follow the score
without worrying about getting lost
at any point! The lucidity of Tilson
Thomas's beat no doubt has much
to do with it — gone are the days
when Koussevitzky opined that the
work was not too difficult, but
When Munch and the Boston
Symphony performed Symphonic Ode
during the 1960s at Usher Hall,
Edinburgh. a lady in the audience
commented that ' it was so nice to
listen to Schumann's Second
Symphony after that!'. Concertgoers
today are rather more catholic in
their tastes and welcomed the work
when it opened the San Francisco
programme at the Barbican. On CD
we go one better when listening to
an orchestra of Mahlerian
proportions elucidate all those inner
counterpoint colourings to the nth
degree. Copland addicts will have no
problems discovering the pre-echoes
of El Salon Mexico in the middle of
the piece, or foretastes of the Third
Symphony. It is obvious that MTT
should make Copland symphonies
his next recording booking.
Bill Newman

As:1* 0

(
61m 39s)

The sublime artistry of that great
oboist, Léon Goossens, inspired a
clutch of fine offerings from Sir
Malcolm Arnold, most notably the
Oboe Quartet of 1957 — surely one
of the most perfectly crafted of all
Arnold's works? The present
Concertino is an expert reworking by
Roger Steptoe of acharming
Sonatina for Oboe and Piano dating
from 1951. The inventive solo
Fantasy was one of awhole series
Arnold composed for the 1966
Birmingham International Wind
Competition (won by Maurice
Bourgue). Suffice to say, Nicholas
Daniels's beautifully poised advocacy
of both works is a treat.
But the real meat here, of course,
comes in the form of the Ninth
Symphony. Arnold finished it in
1986, and its baldness of argument
and texture fazed both the BBC
(who had commissioned it in the
first place) and Faber, his then
publishers. Yes, it is aprofoundly
unsettling, disturbing piece: infinitely
sad yet eternally
questing too. By far
the most unnerving
of its four movements
is the 24m finale,
which stretches the
players' (and
listener's) powers of
concentration to the
very limit. The parallel with the
equivalent movement in Mahler 9 is
tempting but ultimately misleading:
the mood is one of sustained, griefstricken numbness, with no trace of
neurosis or emotional ' heat'.
The only CD rival at present,
featuring Andrew Penny and the
National SO of Ireland on Naxos, is
not be dismissed lightly. Although
the Dublin band is not first-rate,
Penny gets a lively, well-disciplined
response and his conception —
particularly in the finale — is
definitely an impressively cogent
'whole'. Not surprisingly, Handley,
with his altogether more
sophisticated Bournemouth group,
extracts the greater eloquence from
Arnold's inscrutable inspiration: (ii)
has an especially haunting
poignancy, while the finale is even
more awesomely far-sighted than
Penny's.
Tryggvi Tryggvason's excellent
sound fully maintains the exalted
technical standards pf previous
instalments in this bold venture. A
worthy conclusion to a magnificent
recorded cycle.
Andrew Achenbach A-A•:1-1*
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JS BACH:
Violin Concertos, BWV1041 & 1042
J Concerto for two violins, BWV1043
_I Concerto for three violins,
BWV1064
Simon Standage (v1nIdir), Micaela
Comberti, Miles Golding (yin)!
Collegium Musicum 90
Chandos CHAN 0594

(
61m 39s)

A very exciting disc — all that is
best in authentic instrument
performance. Standage is very
consistent in his eschewal of vibrato,
but of course this demands absolute
accuracy of intonation. He permits
himself to `warm' crucial held notes
with ahint of vibrato (Ibelieve this
to be in accordance with 18thcentury practice), whilst the purity
of the sound of his small ensemble
is exciting in itself. The A-minor
Concerto (BWV1041) is superb, not
least for the joyfully rhythmic
interpretation of the finale. No
relaxation here for those virtuosic
flying scales; rhythm is all, and the
'difficult' moments are thrown off as
if they were no more than amoment
of ornamentation.
The more lyrical E-major
(BWV1042) is played just as
stylishly: acalm, unaffected
interpretation. Both in tempo and
aptness of approach there are many
parallels. Catherine Mackintosh
[Hyperion] is perhaps more gentle
and withdrawn in the slower music,
and in (ii) of the Double Concerto she
and Elizabeth Wallfisch achieve a
greater sense of peacefulness; but
Standage's purity of tone is agreat
compensation.
The three-violin concerto is
Standage's transcription of the threeharpsichord concerto: it probably
existed in this form once, and the
transfer to violins is entirely
convincing.
The recordings are immediate,
natural and admirably clear. This is
ahigh-quality presentation — Bach's
instrumental music is well served
nowadays.
Antony Hodgson

A'-A:14 0

'Putting all this into effectill
is an art in itself but when
well done, as here, adds
such variety to textures that
a whole new sound world
is opened up'

`Introduzione', ever received such
close attention? — and directed with
flair and not inappropriate
showmanship, this is immediately
more attractive and more inviting of
subsequent hearings than, say,
Boulez on DG. Albeit produced in
the 'Todd A-0 Studio', the sound
has some special features too: bass
drum in MSPC makes quite a
physical impact (note the LF ' thud'
in the third-movt Adagio at 1m
46V2s), and Iparticularly liked the
articulacy and L/R interplay of the
first Allegro — and Salonen's light
touch here, orchestra and conductor
really at one. Listen to those offbeat
accents and flowing undercurrent
from 2m 40s [track 7]. The
conductor's handling of the
percussion attack relative to the
baleful strings' legato in (
iii) implies
agenuine homage from one
composer to another.
The Concerto's '
Play of the
Couples' isn't half as much fun as in
Kubelik's old RPO recording [EMI],
but in compensation Salonen makes
you really appreciate the scoringdelights of the ' Interrupted
Intermezzo', eg the often hidden cor
anglais counter-melody from bar 49
[1m 22s]. However, anasty slip in
clarinet intonation remains unedited
at 67 [ 1m 52-53s]. Salonen
concludes the Concerto with adaring
Presto: Ilike his pacing of the
various episodes here. He does
Bartok's fecundity proud.
Christopher Breunig

A:1-1' 0
Esa-Pekka
Salonen: a

BARTOK:
Concerto for Orchestra _IMusic for
strings, percussion & celesta
LAPO/Salonen
Sony Classical CD 62598

(
69m Ois)

If you insist on a Hungarian
interpreter — and it's when the
MSPC is overtly ethnic that this Los
Angeles version falls short — then
there's Reiner [RCA] or Fricsay

Bartok
programme
with the LAPO

BEETHOVEN:
Piano Concertos 1 & 2
Lars Vogt (pno)ICBSOIRattle
EMI CDC 556 2662
(66m 12s) with bonus CD
This is music-making of avery high
order; indeed, Vogt and Rattle enjoy
a mutual understanding of each
other's approach to the score. We
have evidence already of this in their
Grieg/Schumann coupling, and this
latest collaboration not only has
Vogt performing in his finest lyrical
fashion, cajoling the last amount of
both humour and profundity from
Beethoven's pin-sharp phrases, but
Rattle conjuring up his own
individual brand of support whereby
a modern symphony orchestra
sounds partly transformed into
original instruments.
In a Radio 3 interview, Sir Simon
spoke of help and advice from Roger
Norrington on earlier instrumental
styles of playing, involving absence
of string vibrati and longer emphasis
on leading notes followed by shorter,
quicker replies, corresponding with
hair-pin crescendi, and so on.
Putting all this into effect is an art
in itself, but when well done, as
here, adds such variety to textures
that awhole new sound world is
opened up. Concertos 1and 2 thus
take on afresh lease of life in this
new ` realization' and the producer/
engineer team of David Groves and
Michael Sheady have achieved a
balance between soloist and
orchestra that allows the listener to
hear every note and nuance.
There is a fascinating 'bonus' CD
in the shape of a further
performance of Concerto 1with
Glenn Gould's first and last movt
cadenzas in place of Beethoven's. I
must say they work very well, are
extremely witty and don't hold up
the action like the composer's own
overblown efforts do. [
GG and LvB
can debate this in heaven! Mus Ed.]
Bill Newman

A*:1* 0

BEETHOVEN:
Symphony 9 'Choral'
EaglenlMeierlHeppnerITerfellSwedish
Rad ChlEric Ericson Cham Ch!
BPOIAbbado
Sony Classical CD 62634
(66m) recorded live

alluring, more calculated, alternative.
Finely prepared— have the dynamic
minutiae of the Concerto's

Set in an acoustic which has a fair
resonance, the sound rings on only
briefly: this is apublic performance
and afull hall. Separation is very
poor, especially in (i), where at the
recapitulation all hell should be let
loose — here everything hammers
loudly but with no contrast, and the
fierce sforzandi are barely suggested.
Indeed there seems to be a lack of
contrast everywhere: note the ritmo
di tre battute in (ii) where the
timpani are marked forte, all other
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[DG, mono], or perhaps look for
Solti's earlier LSO recordings on
Decca. But, working in shades of
grey, blues and reflective silver,
Salonen provides (for me) avery
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instruments piano; no-one would
know that when hearing these soft,
woolly drum-taps.
In terms of tempo there is more
conviction: afast but controlled (i);
a slowish but logical (ii); and (iii) is
again swiftish — much to its
advantage, although Ifind it
underplayed. Certainly Abbado's
team are more convincing in (iv)
with soloists well balanced and
(apart from some of lack of presence
early on) a robust and exciting
sound from the outstandingly fine
choruses. Bryn Terfel has the
technique to be extremely expressive
whilst always sustaining great power.
Ben Heppner is very heroic, and the
two women cope triumphantly with
their fearsome responsibilities
towards the close.
A few musical details are puzzling:
`Freude' instead of `Tochter' at the
second answering entries of choral
singers near the start of the Allegro
ma non tanto; and the very last
chord seems to have woodwind —
or at least piccolo — jumping up an
octave. Maybe Inotice minor details
because so much is rather bland.
Most sforzandi have to be heard with
the ear of faith: public performance
is here the enemy of recording.
Antony Hodgson

B-C:212

BELLINI:
Scenes and arias from II pirata,
Bianca e Fernando, Norma/
WAGNER': Tristan und isolde Prelude and Liebestod -1Die Walkure
- Brunnhilde's Battle-Cry J
Gotterdámmerung - Immolation Scene
Jane Eaglen (sop)1Anne-Marie
Owens (mez-sop)IThe New
Company, OAEI'ROH OrchlElder
Sony Classical CD 62032

(
78m 38s)

Nothing on this disc quite matches
up to acquaintance with the Eaglen
phenomenon in concert or on stage.
Partly, of course, it's aproblem of
reproducing the sheer physical
impact of the astonishing dramaticsoprano projection, although there
are moments when the steelwrapped-in-silk quality of the middle
to upper range leaps out at the
listener: in the Bellini cross-section,
Imogene's ' E desso Ernesto' and
Norma's ` punirlo io posso'; in
Wagner the beginning of
Brunnhilde's ` Hojotohos' and ` Fliegt
heim, ihr Raben' in the Immolation
Scene. At other points, it seems, the
technicians can't decide where to
place the voice: Eaglen's Bianca
seems to move in and out of range,
as if she were wandering around the
platform at various distances from
the microphone.
Still, that's not the main problem.
In the opera house, disbelief at a
certain stage ungainliness gives way
to wonder at just how much drama
Eaglen can achieve through vocal
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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tone-colour and energy alone: acting
with the voice raised to a sublime
degree. Here in the studio, the
essence of these characters glimmers
only fitfully. But then Isolde and
Brunnhilde stand little chance at
Elder's impossibly slow, unfluent
tempi. In her interview, Eaglen
commends slow Wagner so
long as it's ' always moving
and going somewhere' — not,
Ifeel, the case with
Brunnhilde's necessarily
studied summing-up. Extra
detail from second violins and
violas is the only insight I
glean from this Tristan
Prelude; and while Eaglen can
certainly manage the
`Liebestod' at the pace required,
there's a feeling that she's pulling
the orchestra behind her, not surfing
the crest of amighty wave.
Her previous `Liebestod', much
more mobile, was with Norrington
and the LCP; here it's for the Bellini
alone that Elder turns to authentic
forces, to far more vivid ends. The
'Caste diva' (unoperatic chorus
excepted) is very impressive, similar
in phrase and pace to that in
Eaglen's complete recording for
Muti, but with the voice much freer
this time in the upper range — more
Sutherland than Callas, but who's
comparing when this singer has a
very distinctive musical personality
of her own? Ionly hope we have a
chance to hear more of it in
complete (and, hopefully, live)
recordings to come.
David Nice

A-C:1(•)-3

CHARPENTIER:
Les plaisirs de Versailles _IAirs sur
les stances du ' Cid' _IPastoraletta:
Amor vince ogni cosa
Various singers/Les Arts Florissants!
Christie
Erato 0630 14774 2

(
52m 47s)

Marc-Antoine Charpentier is here
presented as composer of two lively
little semi-dramatic pieces, separated
by a grave three-part setting from
Corneille's Le Cid, finely sung by
Paul Agnew. There is much very
musical fun in the flanking pieces,
thanks to the controlled exuberance
of William Christie and his
experienced team. Almost all of the
eight soloists are clear-voiced and
sensitive to the stylistic nuances, and
Ihave already derived much
pleasure from this short but wellrecorded issue. Les plaisirs is an
allegorical divertissement, with
charming music to match its likely
original purpose: entertainment of
Louis XIV in his private apartments.
The little pastoral piece, more
cantata than opera, is one of
Charpentier's few Italian settings. Its
familiar theme of 'Love conquers all'
— Pan here helps unite two bucolic

couples — is delightfully put across.
The insert leaflet contains
informative notes as well as texts
and translations.
Peter Branscombe

A:1 0

FRANKEL:
Clarinet Quintet J Clarinet Trio
Pezzi Pianissimi _IBagatelles _IEarly
Morning Music
Paul Dean (c1t)1Markus Stocker
(v1c)IKevin Power (pno)IDuncan
Tolmie (ob)ILeesa Dean (bsn)I
Australian String Qt/Queensland
Symphony Chamber Players
CPO 999 384-2

Benjamin
Frankel:
chamber
music on the
CPO label

(
57m 46s)

With very good playing and
recorded sound, this is the fourth
CD in CPO's admirable crosssection of music by Benjamin
Frankel. The subtitle ' Clarinet
Chamber Music' is somewhat
misleading because the Bagatelles
Op.35 are for 11 instruments, all
more or less equal in balance.
Frankel's great gift as a composer
is his professional awareness in
choice of material and his methods
and conviction fusing it all together.
As a departure from Brahms's late,
autumnal Quintet for clarinet and
strings or Franz Schmidt's lengthy
and sombre work for the same
forces, his own 18m, three-movt
piece makes use of Brahms's widelyspaced notation and phrases, and
Schmidt's intimate style of writing,
to convey its message. Frankel's
more withdrawn style has greater
economy of gesture during movts (i)
and (iii), then bursts out with biting
satire, in an alternation of
triple/duple time, for the central
scherzo and trio.
The earlier Op.10 Trio for
clarinet, cello and piano is more
Brahmsian in style. Clarinettist, then
cellist, ' envelop' their melodies_ as
equal partners, the pianist providing
achordal ` accompaniment', except
in the brilliant (ii) where he
becomes aprotaganist. In contrast,
Pezzi Pianissimi, Op.41, and the
Bagatelles, Op.35, are plainly serial
in composition, the first Webernlike
in its combination of harmonic ideas
and fragments, beautifully thought
out in four contrasting movts, the
other work halfway between
Schoenberg's later tonal and 12-note
periods, with harp/horn adding extra
colourings to the 5-movt workout.
Early Morning Music dates from
1948. It is a perfect picture of the
composer waking up to face another
chore of composing. The three titles
'Too Early', ' Breakfast Cackle',
'Unwillingly To Work', provide the
perfect vehicle for oboe, clarinet and
bassoon. 'Three Blind Mice' makes
a sudden appearance during the
finale.
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GRAINGER:
16 piano pieces/R STRAUSS (arr.
Grainger): Ramble on Love/
STANFORD (arr. Grainger): 2 Irish
Dances
MarcAndré Hamelin (pno)
(73m //s)

Percy Grainger claimed to loathe the
piano, yet was one of the most
individual performers of his era, and
produced an utterly distinctive
keyboard oeuvre that demands
intelligence, sympathy and fine
technique whether at its simplest
and sentimental, or at its most
outrageously virtuosic. MarcAndré
Hamelin possesses most of the
requisite qualities in abundance, and
this programme — ajudicious mix
of favourite tit-bits with some less
familiar items — altogether makes
an excellent sampler of Grainger's
keyboard artistry for buyers reluctant
to acquire the alwaysdependable Martin Jones
multi-volume Grainger
Piano Music [Nimbus].
In any case Hamelin often
has apalpable edge over
Jones in finesse of technique
(and clarity of recording).
The nimble, alertly buzzing
'Molly on the Shore' and
'Mock Morris' are
representative delights, and
the way he tosses off the
joyously transcendental
demands of ` The Hunter in his
Career' (which incidentally bears out
Grainger's perhaps rather surprising
contention that his piano writing
owed lots to Brahms) shows him on
peak form. No less cherishable are
the inward poise and profoundly
meditative sostenuto he displays in
'Colonial Song'.
And yet... Hamelin's Grainger is
an oddly classical creature. The
exactitude and steadiness of pulse,
the rhythmic crispness, the
outstanding cleanliness of texture,
are a refreshing contrast to many
over-indulgent or too-casual
approaches. Yet the overall effect is
paradoxically a little staid, deficient
in the fantasy and spontaneity that
are part of this music's very essence.
Compare Grainger's own piano
rolls; or match Hamelin in ` Scotch
Strathspey and Reel' and the protoSorabjian Rosenkavalier arrangement
against the living pianist closest to
Grainger's own style: Ronald
Stevenson [Altarus]. Hamelin is very
straight, and admirably so;
Stevenson apparently wayward. But
which is more alive? Which of them
voices the chords more richly, and
has fastened more closely on the
spirit of the pieces? All the same,
this hugely enjoyable recital is a
distinguished addition to Hamelin's
already remarkable discography.
Calum MacDonald
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Orlando is celebrated for its hero's
Mad Scene 'Ah! stigie larve',
perhaps Handel's most virtuosic
exploitation of the genre: adramatic,
multi-sectional structure with one
passage in the unusual time of 5/8.
The scene is occasionally
anthologized on recital discs, as is
Orlando's typically martial aria
Tammi combattere'. The rest of this
vintage opera ( 1733) is less familiar:
the first part of an ' Ariosto trilogy'
as Ivan Alexandre's notes would
term it, with Ariodante and Akina.
Unlike those works, the namecharacter is somewhat less than
central — the action really springs
from the love-triangle of the proud
Queen Angelica, the African prince
Medoro and the shepherdess
Dorinda, to which the paladin
Orlando, infatuated with Angelica,
forms at best the unstable fourth
point of a quadrilateral.

Marc André Hamelin:
a programme of
Grainger piano music
on Hyperion

photo: Carpenter 7itrner/Hyperion

Hyperion CDA 66884

HANDEL:
Orlando
BardonlMannion1Summersljoshual
Van der Kamp/Les Arts Florissants!
Christie

The libretto, full of needless
complication and sensational sorcery
(admittedly present in Ariosto's
Orlando furioso, on which it is loosely
based) is notable for the character of
the magician Zoroaster, one of
Handel's most impressive bass roles,
no villain but rather an all-powerful
deus ex machina controlling and
guiding the action: in operatic terms,
in fact, a clear forerunner of his
near-homonym Sarastro. He has
much of the finest music, and Harry
van der Kamp invests him with all
the requisite authority. The rest of
the cast are all of high standard and
as idiomatic as one might expect
from this source: Rosemary Joshua
and Rosa Mannion are variously
spirited and sweet as the Queen and

'Hamelin possesses most
of the requisite qualities
in abundance, and this
programme — a judicious
mix of favourite

tit bits

with some less familiar
items — altogether makes
an excellent sampler
of Grainger's
keyboard artistry'

the shepherdess. Christie directs a
lively, indeed often rumbustious
performance which maintains the
momentum of the action most
effectively; the acoustic of the Salle
Wagram, excellently caught by this
recording, enhances his flamboyant
approach.
Calum MacDonald

A:1

HAYDN:
Symphonies 90', 91 & 92
Orch of the 18th Century/Brüggen
Philips 446 677-2

(
75m 34s) '

R

1984

If you still doubt Brüggen's ability to
harness the conjectural recreation of
forgotten traditions of performance
to apenetrating intelligence that
reaches beyond the limitations of
musical notation, sample (iv) of
Symphony 92. Presto it is. The soft,
fleet-footed theme on first violins is
perfectly balanced against the bare
octaves from solo cello and then
second horn; there is apalpable feel
of a cumulative dramatic force as
the movement progresses, and the
clarity with which Brüggen invests
the contrapuntal lines in the
ingenious development only adds to
the weight of the argument. The
slowing down between bars 325 &
331 [ 5m 05s/5m 09s] may seem
mannered but it fits: apause for
breath before the final dash.
Unerring too is the choice of tempi
for the rest of this symphony — and
for 91(iii), which is oddly marked
'Un poco Allegretto'. What's more,
the strange intimations of awaltz in
the trio are not lost on Brüggen. It
is a pity he didn't re-record 90. This
version dates back to 1984 and was
originally coupled with 93. Today
Brüggen would be sure to realise
that the direction Allegro assai in (
i)
ought to be observed, that ( ii) is not
quite the bland piece he then
thought it was, and that the rests
beginning at 3m 21s in (iv) should
be given their full value. Moreover,
the sound isn't as refined as it is in
the later ( 1995) performances, for
which this disc merits attention.
Nakn Anthoni
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MAHLER:
Symphony 1/BERG: Piano Sonata
Op.1 torch. Verbey)
Concertgebouw1Chailly

HAYDN:
Harmoniemesse J Te Deum
PiaulGroop1PrégardienlVan der
Kamp/Namur Cham Ch/ La Petite
13,1,1clelKuijken

Decca 448 813-2

BMG/Flannonia Mundi 05472 77337 2
(51m 43s)

(69m 39s)

One looks for three constants in
Chailly's more recent work on
Decca: unusual and illuminating
couplings, outstanding technical
quality, and a subtle growth in
musical personality. All are evident
here.
Working in a ' historically aware'
manner, the young Dutch composer
Theo Verbey orchestrated Berg's
Piano Sonata when he was 25

Haydn was often criticised by
contemporary church authorities for
writing liturgical music in acheerful
manner. In this, his last great mass,
joy is even more unconfined than
usual. His wide-ranging use of the
orchestra, the briliance of the
woodwind, the many dramatic
strokes: all display the powers of the
then 70 year old composer to the
full.
We know Haydn's strength failed
him towards the end of his life, but

three trombones to the brass scoring
of the Harnzoniemesse. (
Both works
use organ continuo.) In the Te Deum
the sense of joy is even more
overwhelming, and Kuijken's pacing
and understanding of its contours
reveals its full brilliance.
Antony Hodgson
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MENDELSSOHN:
A Midsummer Night's Dream Overture and Incidental Music
(excpts) J Symphony 4
Kenneth Branagh (nar)ISylvia
McNair (sop)IAngelika
Kirchschlager (mez-sop)IWomen of
Ernst-Senff ChIBPOIAbbado

there is no hint of that here.
Kuijken's reading is absolutely
right: a dashing brilliance in all the
rapid music, a delightful rhythmic
lift and lightness of texture
elsewhere. In ensembles the soloists
match each other beaautifuly — as
fluent and controlled in dramatic
moments as when in repose. The
25-strong mixed choir is powerful in
sound and La Petite Bande seems to

have the most convincingly natural
of timbres of all period groups.
Sometimes Ihave criticised the
balances provided for them, but no
such complaints on this disc, which
presents superbly detailed, golden
sound throughout.
Not for Haydn the conventionally
solemn Dona nobis Pacem to end the
Mass, but a great outburst of choral
and orchestral colour — so don't let
the Mass run into the magnificent Te
Deum. This is aheavenly work,
performed with such fierce
conviction that it would be an
injustice not to hear it in isolation.
Published the same year as the Mass
(1802), it adds an extra trumpet and

in the work's ever-magical, verdant
introduction), is to be embraced —
and for extremes there's always
Bernstein or Mitropoulos!
This is Chailly's most personal
Mahler to date: he allows the music
pools of tranquility which are quite
subjective but illuminating; yet when
the music is most turbulent there's
no degeneration into rowdiness —
the listener has space to grasp the
sheer weight of Mahler's scoring, to
hear how he achieves his effect. It
would be hard to fault any aspect of
this CD; and there are very good
programme notes.

Sony Classical CD 62826
(78m 23s) recorded live
Abbado's credentials in
Mendelssohn have always been
formidable (remember the
wonderfully fresh Decca coupling of
Symphonies 3 & 4 he made with the
LSO way back in 1967?) and this
new Berlin concert undoubtedly
gives much pleasure.
The MSND sequence contains
plenty of delights during its 48minute progress. Kenneth Branagh's
predictably splendid contribution
was in fact recorded separately in

A cartoon
From 1889
satirising
Mahler shown
conducting
and blowing
the horn and his First
Symphony.
Above:
Riccardo
Chailly

(1984). This effective restructuring
stands in its own right, but will aid
some listeners to get to grips with
the material of the ' monochrome'
original. The orchestra is large but
there is translucency — at quieter
moments apianoforte is heard (a
reminder of the source). The overall
effect is to bring out a kinship with
Lulu or the Berg Violin Concerto.
The Concertgebouw remains the
Mahler orchestra without peer: note
the transparency they bring to the
start of (ii), the clear, confident
horns standing out, the easy fluent
gait. Or in (iii) the mellifluous wind
blends before the oboe sounds his
mourning motif. Iwouldn't want to
suggest that Chailly is a superior
Mahlerian to Haitink, but he does, I
think, handle the parody/Jewish
elements in (iii) less self-consciously
— because he stands apart more.
But such clear-headed control, allied
to magnificent sound engineering
(foreground cuckoos and offstage
hunting parties flawlessly balanced

CBS's old Whitfield Street Studios
some seven months after the 1995
Philharmonie New Year's Eve
concert from which the rest of the
programme emanates, yet such is
the skill of the Sony productionteam (and the artistry of Branagh, of
course), the listener would never
guess it. [
Agreed — Mus Ed.]
Musically, Abbado and his Berliners
are, needless to say, well and truly
immersed in the idiom. Listen to the
way the BPO strings caress the
overture's secondary material both
times round, and the infinitely
wistful, tender coda. Try, next, the
plaintive ` Intermezzo' or the
indestructible 'Wedding March' with
its easy swagger. McNair and
Kirchschlager are just fine, though
the latter's English pronunciation
('bleck' for 'black' etc) may raise a
few eyebrows. All in all, asupremely
enjoyable entertainment, though
Armin Jordan on asuperb (and, it
would appear, all-too-swiftly deleted)
1994 Erato collection of orchestralonly excerpts perhaps brought even
more in the way of sheer unforced
musicality to Mendelssohn's
enchanting inspiration.
This new Italian is an altogether
more invigorating and eventful
85

'The BPO's response is superbly
lithe and involving and Abbado's
personable direction evinces
countless imaginative touches
along the way'

creature than Abbado's ever-soslightly 'safe' LSO DG predecessor.
The BPO's response is superbly lithe
and involving (what fantastic violas
in the opening movement!) and
Abbado's personable direction
evinces countless imaginative
touches along the way. The
concluding ` Saltarello' goes like the
wind, yet never sounds remotely
hectic or breathless.
Sony's engineering is basically
first-rate, though just occasionally I
craved slightly more in the way of
deep bass. In the MSND overture,
for example, I'd have liked to hear
more of Mendelssohn's distinctive
writing for the tuba (or is it
ophicleide?). A tiny gripe. Very
strongly recommended. [
Using a
Meridian 508-20 player, Ithought it
sounded as though a 'bronze-pink'
gauze had been suspended here between
orchestra and listener
Mus Ed.]
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MOZART:
Piano Concertos K456 & K459
Robert Levin (f-pno)IAAMIHogwood
OiseauLyre 452 051-2

(
58m 36s)

Mozart's cadenzas for these
concertos have been published. And
there are as many as three for each
outer movement of K456 including
an eight-bar flourish to fill the pause
at (iii)144. Yet it isn't perverse of
Levin to play his own. A soloist does
have that prerogative; but the logic
behind his decision Can audience
that knows and anticipates every
note of the authentic cadenzas.., is
deprived of the critical element of
uncertainty that is the very raison
d'être of the cadenza') surely cannot
apply to arecording. In future,
perhaps Levin might care to append
the composer's versions, where
available. Such contention aside,
these performances are of the
utmost distinction, potently
combining conscientious scholarship
with expressive vibrancy. Levin, who
also discreetly seasons the texture by
playing continuo, never descends
into meaningless note-spinning
(easily done with Mozart) but grades
and punctuates the passage-work
with conspicuous rhythmic skill.
Hogwood's conducting has moved
to anew plane of artistic maturity.
He complements and supports with
equal skill. Both artists, aided by
86

impeccable balancing and fine
sound, find an amazing range of
tonal and emotional subtlety in these
works that has, largely, escaped
others. But, be warned: the niceties
will go for nothing unless you set
your volume at alevel lower than
usual.
Nolen Anthoni

A:1*

MOZART:
ldomeneo
MtophylVanessIBartolilDomingol
HampsonlTeilellLopardol
Metropolitan Opera Orch & Chi
Levine
DC 447 737-2

(3CDs, 175m 52s)

This Idomeneo has a starry cast, right
down to the minor roles of Arbace
(Thomas Hampson, allowed both
the arias), the High Priest (Frank
Lopardo), and the Voice of Neptune
(Bryn Terfel). It is a large-scale,
rather old-fashioned performance,
with awide dynamic range and

PROKOFIEV:
Piano Concertos 2 & 3
Nikolai Demidenko (pno)ILPOI
Lazarev
Hypedon CDA 66858

(
64m 30s)

Those who think that Prokofiev's
Second Concerto is acrash-bangwallop affair, should think again. We
are told that the
composer disliked the
work, presumably
because he found it
difficult to play (despite
being agood pianist),
and didn't find many
others willing to
programme it. There
have been a number of
recordings, both good and less good,
that attempt to surmount its
pianistic difficulties. Very few aim at
producing the musical balance
between piano
and

strong contrasts. It was bold of
Placido Domingo to undertake the
name-part; he sings it with sterling
merit and tormented power, and no
one can blame him for preferring the
simpler version of the big Act II
aria. The one top-class vocal and
dramatic performance is that of
Cecilia Bartoli as Idamante: with
focused yet vibrant tone and superb
insight she sings everyone else off
the stage. Heide Grant Murphy as
Ilia is sweet-toned and uncommitted
— perhaps the idea of the Trojan
princess as alittle girl lost is, in
theory, not too wide of the mark.
Carol Vaness's Elektra sounds
happier spitting fire than expressing
gentler emotions. James Levine
directs with what seem rather
narrow convictions, but is very well
supported by the chorus and
orchestra of the Met. The recording
is neutral in impact, with orchestral
detail duly, never dully observed.
Peter Branscombe

A-B:2 0

orchestra quite clearly marked in the
score. (Recently Iheard such a
performance by Alexander Toradze
and the Rotterdam PO under
Gergiev, and Ihoped aturning point
had arrived.)
Demidenko and Lazarev produce
the kind of performance that makes
complete musical sense, removing
the showy bombast that breaks up
continuity, replacing it with a
quietness of expression that builds
gradually to afullness of tone just
before the first-movt coda, then
subsides back once more. The
second movement is a miracle of
attack, lightness and dexterity,
almost balletic in conception;
(iii), so often cumbersome, is
miraculously held together by splitsecond timing and provides the
launching pad to the difficult Finale,
which must be perfectly gauged to
fit the Meno mosso passage for solo
piano (Fig.117) before continuing
through to the end. All perform their
parts superbly.
The more familiar Third Concerto
is up against formidable competition,
notably Santiago Rodriguez with the
Sofia PO/ Tabakov on Elan, but
again Demidenko and Lazarev come
up trumps, with playing of such
poetic subtlety and vibrancy that I
am convinced theirs is the version to
have. The clarity of Eric Smith/Ken
Blair's recording enables one to hear
all the piano left-hand grace notes
during (i) and all the supporting
inner orchestral counterpoint figures
throughout. Magnificent! [
It was the
Third Concerto which prompted me to
buy a copy of this Hyperion release for
myself — Mus Ed.]
Bill Newman
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MOZART:
Cosi fan tune
MartinpeltolHagley1MurraylStreitl
Finley/Allen/Ch & OAEIRattle
EMI CDS 556 1702
(3CDs, 191m Ois) recorded live
This issue is most likely to appeal to
audiences who experienced Sir
Simon's live performances in
London and Birmingham (where the
recording was made in December
1995); certainly this listener felt
increasingly left out of the fun as the
audience warmed to the comedy —
the laughter and applause will surely
weary the patience on repeated
hearings. The trio of men are firstclass, with a witty and touching
Guglielmo from Gerald Finley and a
rounded, persuasive Alfonso from
Thomas Allen. Kurt Streit is not far
behind them in Ferrando's taxing
role. With the women Iwas less
happy; there is some fine singing
from Hillevi Martinpelto and Alison
Hagley as the sisters, even if they are
tempted to exaggerate the humour
— vibrato is rather heavy at times.
Ann Murray's Despina Ifound sadly
embarrassing, especially in her vocal
disguises. There is some lovely
playing from the OAE, though
admiration is more obviously
focused on their ability to keep up
with Rattle's often recklessly fast
tempos, than on wonderment at
Mozart's matchless scoring; the slow
numbers are savoured, once or twice
sentimentally so (` Di scrivermi').
The quality of the recording is high,
with good balance. But Ifor one
would have preferred astraight
studio performance without such
prominent comic business.
Peter Branscombe

A:1-3 J

NIELSEN:
Hymnus amoris ....1Little Suite J
Symphony 4 ' The Inextinguishable'
Barbara Bonney (sop) /John Mark
Ainsley, Lars Pedersen (ten)/Michael
W Hansen (bar)/Bo Anker Hansen
(bass) /Danish Nat Rad Ch/
Copenhagen Boys' Ch/Danish Nat
RSOISchirmer
Decca 452 486-2

(
71m 41s)

Symphony 4/SIBELRIS: Symphony 5
Hallé /Barbiroui
BBC Radio Classics 15656 91882
(66m 17s) recorded live
Having listened to Ulf Schirmer's
fine Nielsen 5 at the Barbican, Iwas
rather disappointed with his Fourth
after Barbirolli's cataclysmic Prom
performance here. The overall view
is too smooth and well-cultivated,
lacking excitement in the climaxes
— the symphony even ending
quietly! Compare it with Grondahl's
1950s performance with the same
forces on Dutton, and there is no
contest. The Little Suite is
11141 NEWS a AEC» REVIEW
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coupling: these are heartfelt,
characteristic readings but the execution
is very flawed — Mus Ed.]

charmingly done and Hymnus amoris
quietly impressive, with fine singing
from Bonney, Ainsley and other
principals. Decca's recording is as
usual magnificently balanced, but
rather low in transfer level.
Barbirolli's two performances were

Bill Newman
A-B: 3-1

taken from 1965/68 Prom concerts
respectively. Sibelius 5 is typical of
Sir John: romantic, teeming with fire
and energy, with passionate
commitment throughout. Although
Sanderling [Berlin Classics] finds
other meanings behind the printed
notes, this particular performance
finds the Hallé in great form and is
superior to Barbirolli's two
commercial recordings on Pye and
EMI. The sense of occasion was
awe-inspiring.
Nielsen 4 is equally spell-binding.
Again, the Pye [now EMI] recording
is totally outclassed. The opening
movement begins like an avalanche,
chaos is brushed aside and we are
plunged directly into the argument,
sections of the orchestra vying with
one another for supremacy. The
second movement shows off the
Hallé woodwind contingent and
their blending colours, the third the

p
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ROSSINI:
Stabat Mater
OrgonasovalBartolilGimenez1
Scandiuzzil Vienna State Opera Ch/
VPO/ Chung
DG 449 178-2

(59m 23s)

A starry Stabat Mater indeed, which
happily unites a touching solemnity
and poignancy in the grand opening
movement with a generous response
to Rossini's beautifully idiomatic
vocal writing, a cappella, solo and
choral. Richard Osborne's note
reminds us of the gap in years
between the composition of the first
six, and the other four movts — it is
a tribute to Myung-Whun Chung's
sensitivity and control that there is
no sense of stylistic incongruity. The
solo team is superb both individually
and collectively; if the blending of
the voices of Luba Orgonasova and
Cecilia Bartoli in the ' Quis est
homo' is an obvious highlight, Raul
Gimenez shines in the famous
'Cujus animam', and Roberto
Scandiuzzi rolls the phrases of ' Pro
peccatis' eloquently round his
tongue. The State Opera Chorus
concert ensemble clearly enjoy their
evening without greasepaint, and the
VPO is — well, just the VPO in
their usual top form. The recording
was expertly made, in the
Musilcverein. The new DG does not
replace Hickox's performance for
Chandos, but it is amost desirable
acquisition.

marvellous string section under
Martin Milner, with Joyce Aldous's
precise timpani strokes marking the
tempo, powering her colleagues
forward towards the brilliant
cadenza passage at the start of the
Finale. Barbirolli's complete control
of the two fugal developments and
the music's fight for survival in
between, with two sets of timpani
taking over the spotlight, are the
perfect lead-in to the brass coda and
the triumphant C-major ending.
Now BBC Classics must bring
back the broadcasts of Mahler
Symphonies 6 & 7 with his
orchestra. [
Ihave to say that, as one

Peter Branscombe

usually antipathetic to Nielsen's
symphonies, Iwas held in thrall by
Schirmer's Fourth. Iwould also 'star' a

A:1 4,

SCHUBERT:
String Quartet D703/HAYDN: String
Quartet Op.33:3/FtAVEL: String
Quartet in F
Allem Qt

superb Decca recording. Imust also
qualify Bill's rating for the Hallé

Sir John
Barbirolli:
Prom
performances
of Nielsen
and Sibelius
are available
on BBC Radio
Classics

Nairn naimcd 012

(61m 40s)

The Schubert comprises the
dramatic C-minor Quartettsatz which
lurks as fill-up at the end of many a
quartet disc, plus the second movt
of this incomplete work — Schubert
provided only the first 37 bars — in
an admirably stylish completion by
musicologist Brian Newbold. This
results in an unfinished quartet in
the same pattern as the well-known
symphony. Newbold's re-use of the
early passage in rapid broken rhythm
creates atruly Schubertian contour.
The Quartettsatz itself is played with
the utmost fire — avery worthwhile
exercise.
From the outset, the Allegris are
solid and forthright in Haydn's
'Bird' Quartet. They contrast a lively
87

(i) with an individual approach to
the shadowy scherzo, which is
unusually slow, yet the music moves
ever forward with ahint of sinister
threat. A gorgeously lyrical (iii) is
followed by the demanding finale,
played with afluency that entirely
belies its difficulty: what splendid
articulation!
Something of the same
inevitability of progress informs the
Ravel, especially in the delightful
pizzicato scherzo. Did Britten
perhaps have this music in his head
when writing the ' Playful Pizzicato'
in his Simple Symphony? [
Can
anyone who watched Sir Peter Hall's
adaptation of the Camomile Lawn for
television shake off memories of the
bizarre full string orchestra
arrangement? Mus Ed] The finale,
with its tricky changing timesignatures here has its varying inner
pulses successfully welded into a
convincing single sweep.
Three composers, three
contrasting styles, and the
performances bring out the best of
each. The recording, made in the
Jacqueline du Pré Music Building in
Oxford, is natural and extremely
well balanced, but the acoustic is
seriously lacking in reverberation,
and does the players' beautiful tone
no favours.
Antony Hodgson

A- B:1 - 1

R STRAUSS:
Four Last Songs J Five Orchestral
Lieder J Rosenkavalier Suite
Renee Fleming (sop)/ Houston
SO/Eschenbach
RCA 09026 68539 2

(
68m 55s)

The unison violins high up in the
leger lines at the beginning of ' Im
Abendrot' glow and soar; but they
do stay aloft rather longer than they
ought to, not exactly moving at the
speed that Strauss directs. The
playing though is something else.
Those sighing phrases, descending
so slowly, go against the
interpretative grain, but who could
deny the sheer executive excellence
of it all? That goes for Fleming too,
her diction mostly very good, her
breath control mostly superb. But
three of the Four Last Songs are
marked Andante. So why reduce
'September' to an oozy Adagio? Why
turn ' Beim Schlafgehen' into a
lachrymose Largo? Perhaps this is
how most people like to hear the
work; and why those who hew close
to the score, like Lisa Della
Casa/11511m [Decca, nia] are usually
ignored.
But you cannot ignore this disc:
not just because the producer has
balanced the whole enterprise so
artistically; not just because the
sound is almost very good; but
because the Orchestral Lieder — an
oddly uncomfortable
88

viewpoint, revealing much vital
woodwind detail and duly
accommodating the wide dynamcs
of No.1. However, even with the
volume set so that the latter's
opening drum-roll is only barely
audible, the brass can become too
assertive at climaxes, hinting at the
need for a touch more reverberant
warmth to smooth the edges. Also,
the violins seem slightly obscured in
the later symphony, although this
may simply reflect their less brilliant
role there. Overall, though, the
sound is very good, with many
passages verging on star quality,
while for Sibelians this is a CD
absolutely not to be missed.
John Crabbe

Ad* 0

Symphonies 4 & 6
COEIBerglund
Finlandia 0830 14951 2

(
61m 26s)

Berglund says the end of the Fourth
Symphony is tragic only because ' I
will never learn how to do it'. (This
is his fourth recording, and the
SIBELIUS:
Symphonies 1 & 4
LSO/ Davis
RCA 09026 68183 2

(77m 38s)

Sir Colin Davis's Sibelius is
characterised by a deep feeling for
the music's shifting inner moods.
That was clear from his Boston
cycle and now emerges with even
greater force in the LSO series, in
which this disc couples the popular
First and the austere Fourth
Symphonies. The two are equally
convincing, with Sir Colin
sometimes revealing as much
'austerity' in one as in the other.
Has there ever been, for example, as
hushed a drum-roll or amore
desolate-sounding clarinet at the
start of No.1? One senses here the
guiding hand of a conductor who
has made aprivate spiritual journey
and then returned with musicians
acutely sensitive m his vision.
This clearly applies also to the
bleak No.4, set out on an unusually
broad canvas in avery searching
performance which could hardly be
bettered, while No. 1 ' slovingly
nurtured quieter episodes are
paralleled by some passages of huge
frenzy. Ican't recall ever being so
excited by this symphony's allegro
sections, by such asense of
thrusting turmoil and kaleidoscopic
change, suggestive of furious
blizzards raging across astark but
inspiring landscape.
The recordings, made on separate
occasions at Blackheath by
producer/engineer team Mike
Bremner and Tony Faulkner,
suggest a moderately close

for'Has
example,
there ever
as hushed
been,

a

drum- roll or a more
desolate- sounding clarinet
at the start of No.1?
One senses here the
guiding hand of a
conductor who has made
a private spiritual journey
and then returned
with musicians acutely
sensitive to his vision'
..‘m•sii••••1111

commencement of a third complete
cycle. He's also working on a
performing edition of the scores for
Hansen.)
From Finlandia's six-page booklet
interview Berglund emerges as an
objectivist, and this is supported by
performances which have a unique
immediacy and clarity — in part
due to Tony Faulkner's engineering
[Watford, Sept ' 95] but principally
because a chamber orchestra is
used. ( Berglund concedes that some
bolstering will be needed for 1, 2 &
5, and that more strings allow
better pianissimi.) Given the belief,
`this is just music', we hear a
reading utterly remote from the
Fourths of, say, Karajan or
Sanderling. Berglund certainly
challenges our preconceptions!
Its ' seamless musical poetics'
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[Julian Haylock] places the Sixth
apart, and here, in the molto vivace
(ii), the COE seem less at ease with
Sibelius's writing than did the
Helsinki Philharmonic [Berglund
1986 — EMI ' Forte]. These are
definitely versions to mull over, even
if one might conclude that too much
is left unsaid by the conductor,
whilst the idiom is not secondnature to his players.
Christopher Breunig
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Symphony 3 _1The Swan of Toonela
-1 Karelia Suite J Valse triste
Finlandia
Pittsburgh SO/Maazel
Sony Classical CD 61963

(70m 05s)

Here we have the last instalment in
Lorin Maazel's Sibelius symphony
cycle for Sony. It has, with one
exception, been a singularly
mannered, chilly enterprise.
Ironically enough, only the elusive
Sixth (the one real failure in
Maazel's earlier VPO Decca series)
sprang to revelatory life in
Pittsburgh, a notably illuminating
reading, boasting orchestral playing
of exquisite finesse and subtle
dedication (apity the coupling - the
most hard-hearted, efficient Second
imaginable - is so unattractive).
The new Third starts arrestingly,
with a real spring in its step (listen
to the cellos tuck into their doublestopped parts from Om 46s
onwards). Every expressive marking
and dynamic nuance in the score is
meticulously observed - and therein
lies the problem, Ifeel. It's all
somehow too dapper, too self-aware.
Maazel charmlessly breezes through
the slow movement much as before
(the timing is 8m 09s, a mere two
seconds faster than in his VPO
version). Although the Pittsburgh
SO's superb wind section do their
valiant best to engage the listener
(the principal bassoonist in
particular is a real artist), it's all to
no avail. In the finale the surging
cello tune that emerges half-way
through does anything but, and the
final bars sound disconcertingly
perfunctory (Maazel completely
ignores Sibelius's prescribed
allargando largamente marking). In
sum, aweird, and only very
intermittently wonderful account.
The popular fill-ups look like
mere left-overs on paper, especially
when one learns that some were set
down as long as nearly six years ago.
Maazel spins out 'The Swan of
Tuonela' to insupportably protracted
lengths. Yes, the actual playing is
extraordinarily pristine, but
Segerstam, over two minutes shorter
on his admirable Helsinki PO
account for Ondine, is infinitely
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more perceptive in this music.
Maazel's earlier VPO Karelia Suite
was a delight (it's now available on a
super-budget Belart CD); sad to
relate, the infectiously jaunty
concluding 'Alla marcia' apart, this
immaculately tailored newcomer
doesn't begin to convey the same
sense of spontaneous discovery.
Despite one or two eccentric
touches, Valse triste is effective, while
Finlandia glowers intimidatingly.
First-class engineering throughout.
What a very strange disc!
Andrew Achenbach
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Symphonies 2 & 3
Symphonies 4 & 5
Symphonies 6 & 7 J Night Ride &
Sunrise'
Berlin SO/Sanderling
Bedin Classics 0092 732 BC, 0092 742 BC
0092 812 BC

(
73m 14s/69m 02s/69m 52s)

rec.1970-74/' 1977

Symphonies 3 & 6
San Francisco SOIBlomstedt
Decca 448 817-2

(
59m 36s)

Let me state immediately that Kurt
Sanderling's interpretations of
Sibelius's music are the finest Ihave
heard on record since those of
Kajanus, Beecham, Koussevitzky
and Schneevoigt. The dramatic
sweep of Symphony 2 carries
enormous conviction, with an
unflagging momentum (no holding
back to make phrase shapings),
Sanderling taking the orchestra with
him to a triumphant conclusion.
The balancing of inner parts is quite
remarkable. Symphony 3 has a
magnificent rhythmic lilt at the start,
the Allegro moderato steady, with
dancelike emphasis on the first four
notes of the phrase. The conductor
expertly pinpoints key changes in the
development, keeping counterpoint
figurations perfectly attuned to the
argument — adding an extra touch
of panache at the reprise and exactly
judging correct time spans during
rest markings for the coda. The
Andantino is finely judged but never
cloying, and the dramatic build-up
of the finale is spine-tingling.
Symphonies 4 and 5 focus what I
believe is the true way these works
should be played. Sanderling's
Fourth is unremittingly dry and
mournful in concept during (i), with
a middle section which typifies
[Sibelius's brother-in-law] Jâmefelt's
painting precisely: flittering gusts of
winds swirling across abarren
Kalevalan landscape. The changing
moods of (ii) are similarly magical,
and the famous II tempo largo totally
desolate. The finale is asteady
reaffirmation of hope and joy which
turns to apicture of emptiness and

recognition of failing health. A brief
comparison with the magnificently
played new LSO version under Sir
Colin Davis [RCA], shows Davis
pulling out all the emotional stops in
stretches of very slow, then faster,
tempi which disturb the logical flow
of the argument.
Sanderling's Fifth begins as a
symbol of careful if subdued desires
for a complete recovery, exploring
possibilities for arenewed future
world of happiness which only
comes to fruition in the final bars.
(Horenstein, with the BBC Northern
Symphony on Intaglio, goes one step
further by cutting the violins back
after the introduction and letting his
winds and brass take over the
argument!) The second movement is
a thing of beauty, superbly graded,
and the finale moves gradually from
undercurrents of feverish activity to
a paeon of triumph.
Symphony 6 is superb in its
lyricism: Sanderling charts every
subtle mood-change through each of
the four movts with immense skill in
instrumental gradings, and in his
ability to judge tempo changes
without disrupting the musical flow.
In Symphony 7 (at 23m 49s, not
much different from Karajan's two
recordings, but far more ' compact'
in conception), each new musical
strand envelops and grows out of the
previous one. The ending is
mesmeric, monumental!
In his filler, Night Ride and
Sunrise, Sanderling also shows up
the misconceived Paavo Jârvi
performance on Virgin (although
Jârvi's Four Legends are excellent). It
begins with abrass thunder-clap;
from it emerges the galloping
horseman with spiky, accented
strings personifying his unrelenting,
breathless chase. Only Boult's
Sibelius Society recording with the
BBC Symphony compares. A
delightful pastoral episode, then the
sunrise gradually takes shape,
culminating in avision of loveliness
before the music swells to apicture
of peace and contentment at the
close. The recording dates should be
ignored. This is the Sibelius set to
own and cherish! [ Symphony 1, with
En Saga and Finlandia, is on
0092672 BC.]
Blomstedt's Decca cycle has
considerable merits, but although his
latest coupling of Symphonies 3 and
6 is good, the conductor skates over
too many of the composer's
markings and lacks Sanderling's
charisma (or, Iwould expect, that of
Sir Colin Davis and the LSO, on
RCA).
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Sir Georg
SoIti
celebrates his
85th birthday
this year,
and Decca marking a
50-year
association have given

`Muttertaendelei' notwithstanding —
are another matter altogether.
Waldseligkeit', exquisitely sung, says
it all; and Eschenbach's control of
all the pianissimos from his large
forces (harmonium included) is
exquisite too.
The Rosenkavalier Suite, a 25m
hotchpotch allegedly arranged by
Artur Rodzinsky, simply grates in
this context.
len Anthoni

A-B:3-1

him a
recording
contract
'for life'.
Solti's famous
'Ring' cycle
has been
remastered
for reissue
using new
techniques;
a new
recording of
Tristan und
isolde is
planned.
New releases
to be
reviewed are:
a Strauss
programme
with the Berlin
Philharmonic;
and with the
VPO
orchestral
variation
pieces by
Kodaly,
Blacher and
Elgar
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WAGNER:
Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg
MattilalVermillionlHeppner1Lippertl
Opielvan Dam1PapelDohmen1
Chicago Symphony Ch & OrchlSolti
Decca 452 606-2
(4CDs, 255m34s) recorded live
It is twenty years since Solti's
previous recording of Die
Meistersinger; this new version,
though it has some distinguished
vocal performances, seems to me to
undervalue the breadth and depth of
the score in away Ido not recall
from the 1976 recording. Time and
again Ifound myself more aware of
the conductor's fussy handling of
detail than of the relaxed ebb and
flow of the ideal performance.
Certainly with such high recorded
quality as the Decca team here
achieve, detail has every chance to
make its impact; what Imiss are the
long, rapt lines of the readings of
Jochum, Karajan and, especially,
Kempe. But this new Chicago-based
issue offers much for us to enjoy
and admire: Ben Heppner and
K2rita Mattila make a memorable
young couple; Herbert Lippert and
Iris Vermillion as David and
Magdalene are also very good. The
Masters are afine team, with René
Pape a splendid Pogner and Albert
Dohmen apompously musical
Kothner. Alan Opie is an interesting

Beckmesser, tetchy, well sung. José
van Dam makes aresonant, richvoiced Sachs, yet he hardly conveys
the poetry and poignancy of his role,
and seldom suggests that he
understands the essence of
monologue. But poetry is aquality
that Iseldom felt in this
performance. Pogner's ' Das schüne
Fest' has the relaxed, trusting
quality that is too often missing;
elsewhere efficiency, tonal beauty
from the fine orchestra, rounded and
committed singing from the chorus
and the soloists, yes — but
unostentatious warmth is in short
supply, at least until the first scene
of Act III; and there is an almost
brash exuberance to the great crowd
scenes. The individually numbered
presentation box contains the CDs
in gold-coloured paper envelopes,
with ahefty book of notes, text and
translations. The break between
CDs 1and 2 is unfortunate, but the
clear, sensible aural layout of the
'production' is a positive feature.
Peter Branscombe
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WHITE:
Piano Sonatas 15, 29, 31, 54-57,
75-76, 78, 86-87, 95, 104,
108-109, 121 & 124
Roger Smalley (pno)
NMC 0038

(
71m IIs)

Expressively deadpan, frequently
droll, occasionally daft, John White's
music is impervious to
categorization, and insidiously
enjoyable. His 131 piano sonatas
tend to be single-movt affairs, often
brief as a Howard Skempton
miniature, though they usually
contain far more notes, and imply
levels of un-Skemptonian ambiguity.
The 3-movt No.15 ( 1962) reminds
us of the post-Messiaenic aspirations
of White's early piano music; but
mostly these are ' sonatas' in, at best,
the Scarlattian sense, not much
distinguishable from preludes or
intermezzi. (Conversely, White has
also written works called ' sonatinas':
one of these lasts 80m. The whiff of
English whimsy, or just quitecontrariness, is part of his music's
charm.) A fair number are dances,
and it's difficult to imagine anyone
failing to respond to 95's waltzfantasy, or the Latin rhythms of 108
(a gloriously OTT tango for the late
Yvar Mikashoff) and 109, ajazzy
rumba. These obsessive and
disarming pieces seem to have been
written c.1910 in amusical universe
not quite parallel to our own.
White's masters include Busoni —
whose spirit, alchemically intensified
in 57's Gothic barcarolle and 75's
`BachBusoni' textures, is indeed allpervasive: an unsettling mix of
diatonicism, chromatics, whole-tone
segments, all viewed in a smokily
distorting lens. Dave Smith's helpful

booklet note also relevantly invokes
Alkan, Satie, Medtner and many
other names, but rather plays down
the French(-ish) ambience by
omitting Fauré, Debussy and
Chabrier, who is surely the
inspiration for the porcine Sonata
76.
It's all real piano music (or rather
'piano music about piano music'),
and its technical command,
diabolical cleverness, and
unmistakable affection for the
various idioms — so precisely
evoked, so lovingly miscegenated —
are reasons enough to welcome it.
What seems an all-pervasive irony
may be simple nostalgia: but at
times one glimpses a deep
underlying melancholy, even asense
of desolation, as if all this rich
ambiguity is a last bastion against
late-century meaninglessness. Roger
Smalley, long a dedicated advocate
of White's music, is as consummate
an exponent as these works could
hope for, and the disc makes a
worthy successor ( 31 years on) to
Colin Kingsley's Lyrita LP of some
of White's early sonatas.
Calum MacDonald
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ZEMLINSKY:
Lyric Symphony/BERG: 3 Pieces from
the Lyric Suite J 5 Orchestral Songs
James Johnson (bar)IVlatka Orsanic
(sop)ISIVF SOIGielen
VAC Arte Nova Classics 7431 27768 2
07s)
It's good to see this repertoire
offered at budget price.The
interesting and logical coupling
(Berg in the Lyric Suite quotes the
Lyric Symphony) rather shames the
full-price versions of Zemlinsky's
symphony which offer no coupling
at all. Gielen is utterly dependable
in such repertoire: indeed, the
Zemlinsky, superbly shaped, vividly
realised, with instrumental detail
emphasizing that this is as much a
'Second Viennese' classic as a ` PostMahlerian' one, sounds more
committed than his Berg.
James Johnson has just the voice
for it, a rock-steady lyric Heldentenor.
Orsanic's soprano is attractive but
less compelling. Her scooping
glissandi at Sprich zu mir,
Geliebter!' must be a deliberate,
regrettable aberration. And she
seems too recessed in the Altenberg
Lieder (
0p.4).
These are SW German Radio
recordings of recent vintage ( 1994)
and no remarkable sonic sheen, but
the engineers have coped very well
with the information overload in
Zemlinsky's tuttis. There is some
really impressive brass playing; the
string sound, especially in the Lyric
Suite pieces, is rather hard.
Calum MacDonald
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ALKAN
12 Studies
in the minor keys. Op. 39

3Petites Fantaisies
Song of the Mad Woman
on the Seashore
Allegro Barbaro

RONALD SMITH
ALKAN:
12 Etudes, Op.39 J Allegrc Barbaro, Op.35:5 J
La chanson de la folle, Oc.31 8 J 3 Petites
fantasies, Op.41
Ronald Smith (pno)
Appian APR 7031

(_'CDs, 149m 36s) VII78

A landmark (and benchmark) in the history of
Alkan recording, by his foremost British
exponent, these versions of some of the greatest
piano music of the 19th-century first appeared
as an EMI 3LP set; this Appian transfer is both
overdue and extremely welcome. Smith's only
rival in the entire Op.39 Étude cycle is Jack
Gibbons [ASV]: dependable and dauntingly
virtuosic (no journeyman can touch these
works), in clean, bright sound, but some way
behind in authority and architectural insight.
Timings, interestingly, are very close, save for
the S̀ymphonie"s slow movt, where Smith's
ineluctable tempo reveals an altogether more
monumental conception. MarcAndré
Hamelin's '
Le Festin d'Escope' [
Hyperion] has
the stature of Smith's; his exceptionally taut
account of the '
Concerto' [
Music & Arts] is
perhaps a notch finer, but in inferior sound.
Much poorer sound yet disfigures Egon Petri's
magisterial performance of the '
Symphonie'
[Pearl], a tossed-off read-through caught on an
amateur tape in the early 1950s.
But Alkan aficionados will want to possess all
these versions — we are still discovering this
music's potential for differing but equally valid
readings; meanwhile, Smith's remain classics on
every count. The CD transfer secures a modest
gain in clarity at the expense of a slightly harder
piano tone and narrowed ambience, but the
sound remains highly acceptable. Smith's
exemplary booklet notes, both scholarly and
impassioned, bear a 1996 byline but are
recycled from the EMI booklet with only minor
changes.
Calum MacDonald
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BARBER:
Medea's Dance of Vengeance
Adagio __IOverture: The School for
Scandal J Second Essay
Andromache's Farewell Intermezzo
from Vanessa/MENOTTI: Overture:
Amelia al ballo/BERG: Inter, ide from
Woneck/d'INDY: Introduction to
Fervaal
'.11artma Arroyo (sop)1NYPOI
Glumbia SOISchippers
Sony Classical MHK 62837
(71m 22s) ®1960-5
Let joy be unconfined! Nobody has
conducted the music of Samuel
Barber with quite the same insight
and passion as did Thomas
NI.F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Schippers ( 1930-77). His shattering
version of Medea 'sDance of
Vengeance has long been a personal
desert-island choice. No-one (not
even Munch and his dazzling
Bostonians) has quite matched
Schippers's 1965 performance for
searing intensity and breathtaking
virtuosity. Wisely, Sony programme
this item first, though all the
remaining NYPO/Barber items are
memorable (with Martina Arroyo a
wondrous presence in the 1962
dramatic aria, Andromache's
Farewell). We also get four earlier
(1960-1) Columbia SO offerings:
the sparkling little overture to the
opera Amelia al bailo (' Amelia goes
to the ball') by Gian Carlo Menotti
is especially appealing, while the
very Wagnerian introduction to
Vincent d'Indy's Fervaal slumbers
effectively.
Remastering, presentation and
packaging for these marvellously
enterprising ' Masterworks Heritage'
reissues are beyond reproach, with
one niggling irritation: once you
remove the plastic outer jacket, it's
impossible to slide the contents back
in again!
Andrew Achenbach

B: 1 - 1 2

gloriously rich, euphonic accounts.
The opening of Op.6:1 has an
almost Straussian amplitude: poles
apart from what you might expect to
hear today. It's so wrong it's almost
funny, yet there's no denying the
elemental power and gravitas it
brings — qualities so often
emasculated by today's Handel
performances using authentic forces.
Archiv's sound is rich, powerful
and full-blooded like the playing,
but there's some congestion as
though the analogue tapes were
being pushed to saturation. The
Marriner set on Decca ' Serenata'
wears its years lightly and remains
the safer bet musically and sonically;
but Richter is well worth hearing.
We'll probably never see its like
again.
James M Hughes
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ROUSSEL*
Symphony 3/HONEGGER: Rugby
Pacific 231/MILHAUD: Les
Choéphores
ZorinalBoatwrightljordanlBabikianl
Schola Cantorum of New Yorkl
NYPOIBernstein
Sony Classical MHK 62352
(73m 53s) ®1961-2

HANDEL:
Concerto Grossi Op.3 & Op.6
.11imich Bach OrchlRichter

The Milhaud may receive top billing
on the cover, but Lenny aficionados
will know that the Roussel is the

Archiv 453 249-2

really good news here. DG, in their
mid-priced ` Masters' series, only
recently issued a live, pungently
characterised Roussel 3 with
Bernstein and the French National
Orchestra dating from 1981.
Splendid as it is, the present New
York account (set down 20 years
earlier) if anything excels it in terms
of swagger and inspirational fervour:
if there is amore impassioned
reading of the slow movement on
disc, then Ihave yet to hear it.
Honegger's Pacific 231 and Rugby
are also excitingly realised, but what
a shame there wasn't quite enough
room to squeeze on the Pastorale
d'été from those same October 1962
sessions, a fact the refreshingly
candid documentation admits.
Darius Milhaud's ambitious 1915
cantata Les Choéphores ('The
Libation Bearers') is a setting of
seven scenes from Paul Claudel's
adaptation of the second play in
Aeschylus's Oresteia trilogy. Savage
and hieratic by turns, this is the
product of agifted, highly inventive
young composer — Milhaud was
only 23 when he wrote it. Bernstein
and his assembled forces clearly
believe in every note. [
The old
Markevitch recording is now on DG
'Originals' — Mus Ed]
Exemplary remasterings, but why
no texts? A genuine collector's item
all the same.

(
4CDs 257m 10s) * 1971

It was one of those rare occasions
when all the reviewers agreed: Decca
had just repackaged their excellent
ASM/Marriner 4LP set at avery
special price for the 1971 autumn
subscription lists, only to be
trumped by Archiv with Karl
Richter's set (six LPs) at over twice
the price. Good as the Marriner set
was, Richter's was the one to have if
you could afford it! Now at budget
price, Richter's set is restored to the
catalogue on four CDs — but will
everyone agree second time around?
The Op.3 set (which includes the
alternative version of No.4) still
sounds stylish and lively, with
buoyant rhythms and crisp phrasing.
The Op.6 concertos are played
with agreater
weight and
emphasis that is
bound to divide
opinion, however.
It isn't just that
we've become used
to a different kind
of playing: even in
1971 this style of
performance must
have sounded oldfashioned. Yet hear
past this, and it's
hard not to be
moved by the
sheer breadth and
scale of these

Andrew Achenbach
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Parlophone 7243 855562 2

(
57m Ois)

This sophisticated and distinctive album
suggests that, acouple of years back, Blur
— no longer the cheeky Cockney chappies
— saw aconvenient passing bandwagon,
Britpop, and hopped on. Now, as an
established force in the market place,
album five finds them returning to what
they did in the first place: imaginative,
spiky, tuneful punk-derived pop. But with
afew years more experience under their
belts, the mixture takes on awelcome new
spirit of exploration, in the production by
Stephen Street as well as in the music.
Graham Coxon's guitar work, in
particular, has re-invented itself with a
battery of ear-bending new
approaches to the task of
supporting Damon Albam's wilfully
wacky vocals. There are nods to
Bowie, the Beastie Boys, The Fall,
and even to obscure American lofi
outfits like Pavement and Ween,
but there's aworld-weary maturity
that forces you to take them
seriously on their own terms despite
the influences worn on sleeves.
Potentially commercial suicide in
the long run, it's nonetheless a
brave and encouraging direction.
But that's just my opinion.

agine amuch younger, Colchester-born
onard Cohen into grunge', suggested
the Independent On Sunday sardonically;
but it was CD of the week in The
Guardian who called it ' atestament to
what can be achieved if you're literate and
comfortable with ideas'. For The Times
'once you get used to the sound' it is 'a
welcome, if occasionally baffling,
alternative to the increasingly smug
certainties of apop formula (Britpop)
that had grown stale'. The Observer
too found the deliberately murky
sound aproblem, declaring ' the
group try atad too noisily to shake
off their past and bury the melodies
that nag insistently beneath the din'.
The Independent loved ' Graham
Coxon's wonderfully warped and
ramshackle guitar' and
concluded that ' even
their most sloppy
work is more
interesting than

AL ANDERSON
PAY BEFORE YOU PUMP
Curb CURCD 034

(50m / Os)

NRBQ fans have waited long
enough: Anderson's first solo of the
1990s is the album that band should
have released when Al was still a
member. This is a crash course in
rock'n'roll — not just ' rock'. The
very authenticity which kept the ' Q
at cult level works here by achieving
the desired throw-back feel which the
Stray Cats only ever attained
momentarily. The opener, ' No Plac
In History', is so gritty, so nasty, y
so pure — you'll soon understand
why this CD opens with the gimmick
of astylus hitting agroove. 'That
Thang', ' Get Gone' — even the song
titles ring true. This is Root Boy
Slim without the paedophilia, the
Band shorn of Dylanalia. And it just
might be the best album of 1997.

BEE GEES
STILL WATERS
Polydor 537 302-2

(53m 48s)

As reliable as Corn Flakes and just
as under-rated, the Brothers Gibb
have the knack of consistently
HI-FI NEWS 8 RECORD REVIEW
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After 30
years, the Bee
Gees finally
enter the
Rock & Roll
Hall Of Fame

some of their rivals' best effo
are tbur stars in Q, which called it
courageous hairpin of an album that
silence their fans rather than their
who ought to love it', and Time Out
'sheer excellence — their most coh
album'. So I'm not

knocking out tuneful, sumptuously
produced albums, enriched by their
trademark stratospheric harmonies.
The edgy vitality that made their
Saturday Night Fever era so exciting
has been smoothed out by the
passage of years but the only real
question is whether you like them or
not. By the time you read this, they
will have picked up awell-earned
Brit for Outstanding Contribution to
the biz, and aWorld Music Award
for Lifetime Achievement, soon to

be followed by induction into the
Rock & Roll Hall Of Fame. None of
this, however, is likely to turn Still
Waters into a huge seller, although it
will easily satisfy the faithful.

DAVID BOWIE
EARTHLING
WAG 74321 44944 2

(49m 02s)

It must be a nice life for somebody
like Reeves Gabrels, co-writing
albums with David Bowie. In the
old days they called this sort of
thing a sinecure, a cushy number
where you needn't do much but you
get lots of money for it, plus due
respect because of your proximity to
someone important. Regrettably,
Bowie these days is important but
deadly dull. Its not until track 4,
'Seven Years In Tibet', that you feel
yourself in the presence of anything
resembling a tune, and athin one at
that. ' Dead Man Walking' is better
and more lively, but everything else
fusses and fidgets in adesperate
attempt to simulate modernity. Get
yourself a day job, Mr Gabrels. Give
us a tune, Mr Bowie.

411P
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BUICK MACKANE
THE PAWN SHOP YEARS
Ryko RCD10361

(
42m 52s)

This band's roots lie in True
Believers and Rank and File, so you
can bet that there's adistinctive
Texas blues edge to the affair. And
punk. And even glam. A crazy
amalgam, perhaps, but with the
legendary Alejandro Escovedo on
board, it's gonna work. And rock
hard. Mucho jangly guitars, lots of
fuzz, percussion with crunch.
Recorded in two sessions three years
apart, The Pawn Shop Years still
manages to sound 'of awhole'.
Which tells you that the band either
didn't progress, or that it got it right
the first time. Stunning power rock,
worthy of closing with acover of a
Stooges classic.

Morrison

VAN MORRISON
THE HEALING GAME

playing The

Polyder 537 101-2

Healing

(53m Ils)

Game?

ICE CREAM GENIUS
When CD 016

(47m 46s)

If you can look past the gimmick of
anonymity, Mr H being 'better
known as lead singer with a
successful UK rock band' (a ruse
the Four Seasons used 30 years
ago), then you're in for some terrific
prog/pop featuring, in addition to
the man of mystery, XTC's David
Gregory, Richard Barbieri of Japan
and Porcupine Tree and Clem
Burke of Blondie. And if ever a
group sounded like its constituent
parts, this one certainly does, despite
the sonic disparities of, say, Blondie
and Japan. You'll guess within
moments the identity of ` FL', but it
doesn't really matter, as this CD
works even without the hype. It is,
in a period dominated by bands
which think it's 1966 London or
1976 PhiIly, atonic.

What agift for that bit in
Never Mind The Buzzcocks
where the teams try to
figure out the lyrics to
songs. If you love Van,
obviously, the slurred,
indecipherable vocal melisma
is all part of his, uh, charm. If,
like me, you've never been quite
convinced of his god-like status, its
merely irritating. What we have here
is either aman in the grip of a
mighty passion, possessed by the
eternal spirit of music, burning with
an unquenchable flame, or an elderly
duffer going through the motions
again. The songs all start out
tolerably well but somewhere about
three minutes in, the spirit starts to
move the Man and were off again,
noodling into the cosmos while a
gritty sax wails, or Brian Kennedy
provides acounter-vocal or, z.zzz —
oh, sorry, Inodded off there for a
minute.
ohnn

Blqck

PHISH
BILLY BREATHES
Beldra 7559-61971-2

(47m 05s)

How Phish have splashed around
since 1982 without making a major
breakthrough is one of rock's great
mysteries. Not that you'd know from
the US charts, but the powerhouse
melodic opener on this album, ' Free',
was among last year's finest singles.
Perhaps the problem is that the
foursome from Burlington, Vermont,
are too eclectic. Folksy, harmonied
songs sometimes come bedecked with
guitar hero solos, while the

instrumental ' Cars Trucks Buses'
sweeps from Santana to pure piano
jazz. A band that would have ideally
fit on Elektra circa 1970. Phish
equally cut it today. Buy the album
and pheel phine.
àdiàá...ée
RED KROSS
SHOW WORLD
Island 524275 2

(
44m 08s)

Having been around for almost
twenty years, and numbering all
manner of musos amongst their
fans, from Kiss's Gene Simmons to
Debbie Gibson, Red Kross must be
wondering when their musical
credibility will start paying off in
terms of hard cash and megastardom. Sadly, it seems unlikely
that this will force the major
breakthrough. Despite trailing more
hooks than afishing convention, this
bright and breezy album crammed
with bubblegum pop tunes doesn't
include the one knock-out classic
single that could capture the ear of
radio programmers and turn their
fortunes round.

REEF
GLOW
KATHY MATTEA
LOVE TRAVELS
Mereuty 532 899-2

Sony 52 486940 2
(47m 19s)

Any Nashville album that opens with
the sound of whistle and bagpipes
has to have something going for it.
And though not all offerings on this,
her eleventh album, can be filed
under ` memorable', enough happens
to keep things interesting and out of
the usual Music City rut. Mercifully,
Mattea neither stretches her ability
nor writes all her own songs,
choosing instead to interpret betterclass wares from the pens of such as
Gillian Welch, Jim Lauderdale, Tom
Kimmel and Janis Ian. All of which
means that the lady, who insisted on
Jim Keltner as drummer, has
admirable taste.

Sounding
older than
their years:
Reef's
second
album was
produced
by George

(5/m)

This second album from the young
West Country retro rockers sees
them once again sounding older
than their years. Their debut
Replenish had Zeppelinish overtones
but this one receives a healthy
injection of soul and funk, largely
courtesy of Black Crowes' producer
George Drakoulias. Vocalist Gary
Stringer wails and moans like a
veteran bluesman over aband which
can both drive hard when it's called
for, and pull back in time when the
dynamics demand restraint. With
the aforementioned Crowes in
imminent danger of disappearing up
their own introspection, Reef's
timing, delivering a rock album you
can shake your booty to, is spot-on.

Drakoulias
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RICE, RICE, HILLMAN
AND PEDERSON
OUT OF THE WOODWORK
Rounder CD 0390

(38m 50s)

They were there at the birth of
New Grass: the brothers Rice,
Chris Hillman and Herb Pederson,
each and every one of them with a
photo of Bill Monroe on the wall,
a copy of Woody's Bound For
Glory in their pockets, and a Dylan
record on the Dansette. Since then
they've travelled far but ended up
in much the same place, linking
warm originals with personalised
covers of Moman-Penn's ' Do
Right Woman' and Richard
Thompson's ' Dimming Of The
Day'. And yes, they do get quite
Byrds-like at times, which isn't at
all surprising.

A rich month: Promised Land [
Rounder CD 2142 lb] finds the Holmes Brothers
blendinç soul, gospel aid blues so effectively that you'll think their version of the
Beatles' 'And ILove Her' was c Stax original. The hardworking Roomful of Blues is
back wi'h Under One Roof [
BuIllseye Blues CDBE9569 e], more brass- inflected, bigband R&B for party animals. West Coast harp legend Mark Hummel pays tribute to
the Mec:ai of the blues on Heart of Chicago [
Tone Cool TCCO 1158 0], while
Michelle Wilson does o hell of a job reviving the red-hot mama school of belting
with So Emotional [
Bullseye Blues CDBB9580 tel. And from the vaults this month,
there's Jimmy Witherspoon's Blues For Easy Livers [
Prestige/Ace OBCCD 585 e],
a daftly-tided but peerless blend of smooth jazz and blues from 1965-6; where else
would '-rouble In Mind' share CD space with 'Embraceable You'? Roscoe Shelton
Sings [
Excello/Ace CD3011 el and Let's Play House: The Best of Arthur Gunter
[Excello/A.ce CD3007 ge] provide peerless overviews of the pair's years at Excello,
the forme. with soulful flavouring, the latter blending rural and R&B. The James
Cotton Bond's Live & On the Move [
Seque' NEM CD 865 le] is live harmonicadriven blues from the 11970s. 6njoy.
Ken Kessler

SILVERCHAIR

SUZANNE VEGA

LINK WRAY

FREAK SHOW

NINE OB1WS OF DESIRE

SHADOWMAN

Murmur/Sony MUR 487103 2

(
49m 39s)

Although these Antipodean rockers
achieved multi-platinum sales of
their debut album, Frogstomp, while
still at an age where their parents
accompanied them on tour, this
follow-up reveals none of the
traditional difficult second album
angst. Like its predecessor, Freak
Show blatantly displays influences
a-plenty (Stone Temple Pilots,
Soundgarden, Nirvana, Smashing
Pumpkins etc) but it pulls through
on the strength of tunes like ` Slave,
Freak and Cemetary'. And they're
all confidently played by a band
who now look likely to be more
than one-hit wonders.

•Poner

As1 0,

A&M ADV540 583-2

(39m 05s)

She's been away too long but,
judging by this fifth album, she's not
been hibernating. Vega is on top
form, offering songs that sound great
the first time you hear them and
better the next. Some of the credit
must go to producer Mitchell Froom
whose deft touches add extra colour
and vibrancy, but there's no denying
that it's Vega's quirky intelligence
and inquiring mind that makes these
explorations of love, lust and beyond so
captivating. Stripped to the roots, every
song would be singable in the bath, but
that's not enough for Vega, who
enhances them with subtle
arrangements, unexpected instrumental
flourishes and avocal delivery that is
both icy cool and seductively hot.

MITCH WOODS
KEEPER DF THE FLAME
Viceroy VCR 8035-2

The flame, in this instance, is the
spirit of classic boogie-woogie, the
kind of party thing Meade Lewis and
Albert Ammons turned into an artform between taxi runs. Woods is a
great unlikely, awhite keyboardist
from Brooklyn, Stateside's equivalent
of Jools Holland [
Eek! — Ed], who
knows his genre and also the right
musicians to work with. He teams up
with John Lee Hooker, Earl King,
James Cotton and the late Lee Allen,
but one of the most potent moments
is when Chuck Berry's long-time
pianist Johnnie Johnson joins him for
a four-hander, turning the totally
relaxed ' Blues Ya Fore ILose You'
into something Jimmy Yancey most
certainly would have admired.

More than one- hit wonders:
Silverchair make it through the
'difficult second album'
HI-F1 NEWS á RECORD REVIEW

(
48m 12s)
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Ace CRUD 638

Susanne
Vega: songs
that sound
great the First
time and
better the next

(54m 02s)

Thanks to Tarantino, Independence
Day, Twelve Monkeys and other
cinematic usage of his rumbling
classics, Wray is back in fashion. As
this seems to happen every five
years with alarming regularity, ol'
Link must be used to it by now.
Backed only by drums and a
keyboards/bass player, this 67-yearold rocker still kicks ass, sans
Zimmer frame. It's a terrifying
glimpse at arock'n'roll Dorian
Gray, the kind of thing which
should be shoved in snottynosed
kids' faces. A scorching mix of
instrumentals and vocals, anasty
'Heartbreak Hotel', ` Run Through
The Jungle' as Fogerty never
imagined it — except in a
nightmare. This is one OAP who'll
tell you where to stick the bus pass.
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LOUIS HAYES/WOODY
SHAW QUINTET

CHARLES MINGUS

LAUSANNE 1977

CHARLES MINGUS AND FRIENDS IN
COPCERT

SWISS RADIO DAYS JAll SERIES VOL 5
TCB 02052
(
72m 04

COLUMBIA/LEGACY C2K 64975
(2C1I, 130m 37s)

Drummer and trumpeter Hayes and
Shaw were running a great Hard
Bop outfit in 1977. Thin but
focused recording lets us hear a
cluttered, driven rhythm section in
stunningly complex interaction.
Pianist Ronnie Matthews has the
bopper's ability to indulge romantic
lushness without sacrificing blues
weight. Ren McLean on tenor and
Stafford James on bass complete the
unit. A message from the era before
metrical correctness had tamed the
bravura-catapulted originalities of
first-time Bop. Steaming.

Charles Mingus's 1972 comeback at
the Philharmonic Hall. One hesitates
to call his 24-piece a`big band', as it
gives awrong idea of the music: this
is raucous, luxuriant and driving in
turns. Great solos by Gene Ammons
and Dizzy Gillespie powered by the
wonderful Joe Chambers on drums.
Heady, interactive stuff, recorded
with punch.

SHANNON JACKSON
SHANNON'S HOUSE
(56m 39s)

With What Spirit Say [
DIW 895],
drummer-leader Shannon Jackson
produced a scintillating metal-blues
masterpiece. It was bound to be a
hard one to follow. Gigs by this
band — with the great Jef Lee
Johnson on guitar, Rachella Parks
on sax and Ramon Pooser on drums
— led to high expectations.
Somehow the intensity has not been
caught, and the mix is unfocused
and wayward. That said, this is still
some of the warmest and most
uncategorisable music around:
voodoo hoe-downs, lurid ballads and
Mahavishnu complexities played by
one of the few modem combos to
know how to group improvise with
amplified sonorities.

Ben Watson

BANGIN' IT
CIMP # 112

Ben Wats

DIW 913

LU1HER THOMAS QUARTET

A:1 •

(
72m 54s)

Thomas emerged in late-1960s St
Louis with the Black Artists Group
(the acronym appears in the album
title). He is an arresting alto player:
direct, personal, full-voiced. The
quartet is a great line-up of Ted
Daniel on trumpet, Wilber Morris on
bass, Denis Charles on drums. Morris
played in David Murray's classic Octet,
while Charles has drummed on many
masterpieces by violinist Billy Bang.
`BeBopBoLuBo' is adisguised ' St
Thomas', the tune made apparent
during one of Charles's pitched drum
solos; Tor Don C' is acoustic
harrnolodics with adash of punk;
'Straight No Tonic' is aduet between
alto and bass — high-pressured
technical rigour fires naked
emotionalism into hard splendours.
Luther Thomas takes off from Ayler
(timbrai palette) and Eric Dolphy
(melodic line), but his quirky,
interactive sense of occasion is very
much his own. These players know
how to hold back, and this makes their
uprushes incredibly moving. Ace.
11611ohliliddirieldà.

VARIOUS
SAXOMANIA: HONKERS AND
SCREAMERS
CHARLY CPCD8163

(
53m I6s)

Righteous tenor- sax barnstormers from the golden
age when no-one could tell
the difference between
blues, jazz, dance and
skronk saxophone.
Because these sounds laid
the basis for everything we
know as pop, Saxornania
is a compulsive party
record. Wild floorshakers and hearttrembling ballads recorded
by tenor-honk supremos
Red Prysock, Red
Holloway, Noble \X'atts and
King Curtis ( who,
confusingly, played lto, but

Saxophorist lvo Perelman has certa nly
wowed the powers- that- be: he has three
records out, with heavyweight critics John
Corbett, Norman Weinstein ard Boo Rusch
knee-deep in superlatives. Exposed on
unaccompanied renditions of llhelorious
Monk's fcmous tune Blue Mon,': Variations
[Cadence CJR1066 lift he is at his least
impressive. Despite a clean, hard sound, he
is unconvincing: showy and derivative.
Cama De Terra [
Homestead HA/1,52:=7 111]
has him teamed with Matthew Shipp ( piano)
and William Parker ( bass), and Sad Life
[Leo Lab CD 027 •] with Rash d Ali ( drums)
and Parker. Even with such non- pared backup, Perelman's virtuosity remains sctipsistic
and unchallenged. Dramatic squeaks and
twirls fail to disguise a formulaic harmonic
ear. Tell- tale lapses into exercise- book
arpeggios taint the first half oft Sad Life,
though the set ends in four powerful' freejazz blow- outs, glimpses of wf- at real
applicaticn might deliver. Carra De Jazz is
more abs-ract; occasional felicities, Ilike the
brutal rhythms on '
To Another', are vitiated
by thin tone and limited motifs.. Perelman
raises the ghost of Ayler, but ihasn't the
emotional depth to preach the gospel
verities. Perhaps, like his compatrio• Gato
Barbieri, he will sound happie- when he has
broken through to more commercial climes:
these albums are calling cards,, not cries
from the -lead.
To finisi, some attractively unpretentious
jazz from England. In Cahoots are led by
guitarist Phil Miller ( Hatfield and the North,
National Health) and include old hands of
British progressive rock Elton Dean ( sax)
and Pip Pyle ( drums). Parallel [
Crescent
Discs CD 4CD •] has the graci:ous-yet-clunky
charm of Canterbury Scene bands: glimpses
of true freakishness amidst wa-m,
unfrenzied fusion. On Rude's :his is ...
Rude [
Resurgence RES]15CD 111] Harry
Beckett abandons his lyrical style for
Milesish jabs. Unwieldy bass is the
drawback: these old ' uns haven't clocked
that the beatbox has made ' merely human'
funk sound as dated as Daktari. However, if
you want to hear Annie Whitehead play
some fine,, raunchy trombone to bluesboomy backing, this is where .c) go
Ben Watson

Charles
Mingus ( left):
raucous,
luxuriant
and driving
by turns

he's still a honk supremo). Prysock's
'Wiggles' kicks off with the
righteous, deft rhythm so often
supplied in 1952 by that classic
combo ' Unknown, t, tb, as/bs, p, g
and d'. There are also single-track
appearances by tenorists Charlie
Singleton, Morris Lane, Big Jay
McNeely and Julian Dash. Wild TBone-style guitar from old ' link' on
the Red Holloway tracks. Sock it to
me, Daddyo!
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rock/pop REISSUES
sive as need be, this desirable
package also comes in limitededition vinyl picture disc form.
A:1-2 •

performances throughout,
immaculate material — an
antidote to the endless run of
hits packages and aboon for
collectors thanks to added
tracks. Terrific liner notes too.

DEAN MARTIN
THIS TIME I'M SWINGINV
PRETTY BABY

DINO: ITALIAN LOVE SONGS/
CHA CHA DE AMOR

THE LOVIN'
SPOONFUL
THE VERY BEST OF THE LOVIN'
SPOONFUL

EMI 7243 855393 2

Music Club MCCD 258

EMI 7243 854546 2

a studio album from a
legendary British R&B group.
Chas Chandler deserves a
better memorial than this
pair aimed at collectors, but
they won't be disappointed.

THE ANIMALS
ARK
GREATEST HITS LTVE
Castle Communications CLACD 412 á
424
(
48m 08s/49m 51s)
Two later oddities from the
1983 reunion, a live set and

A-B:2

NAT KING COLE
SINCERELY/THE BEAUTIFUL
BALLADS
EMI 7243 854545 2
(57m 40s) part mono
"'ELL ME ALL ABOUT
YOURSELF/THE TOUCH OF
YOUR LIPS
1311 7243 855390 2

(
69m 30s)

Two two-on-one CDs
containing 46 tracks from the
most seductive vocalist of all
time. Plenty more standards
for the admen to pillage.
B-A*:1-1*

11:2 •

ALEXIS KORNER'S
BLUES INCORPORAFED
ALEXIS HORNER'S BLUES
INCORPORATED... PLUS
See For Miles SEED 457

(
39m /
5s)

After BBC sessions, a Mon
CD and other assorted
reminders of his role in the
birth of Britblues, here's
Korner's seminal 1963 Ace Of
Clubs album plus extra
material, with superb liner
notes and in deliriously fine
stereo. Unmissable.
A*:1-2 •

A•t1-1*

FOUR SEASONS
HE GENUINE IM ATTON LJFE
GAZETTE
Ace COCHO 628

EMI 7243 854542 2

(
58m 180

The 1960s harmony kings with
an ill-fated stab at producing a
Flower Power concept LP.
Still pretty, extra tracks, but
mo precious by half.
A- B:2 •

From the singer who delivered
the definitive and stillinfluential ` Cry Me A River",
another 24 gems for the wee
hours. 'Misty', ' Sentimental
Journey', ` Let There Be Love'
— all in glorious pure-valve
stereo. How can you resist?

(
58m Ois)

Twenty-two hokey hits from
one of the groups responsible
for the late 1950s hootenanny
craze. Includes 'Tom Dooley',
'Lemon Tree' and other
campfire classics
A:1-2-3 •

NI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

(
63m 31s)

A':1

A*:1-2 •

NICO
CHELSEA LIVE
See For Miles SEECD 461

Mid-priced and with no
obvious omissions (and with
liner notes!), this set contains
'Daydream', 'Nashville Cats',
'Younger Girl' and 21 others.
One of the very best ever
good-time-jug-band outfits.
A- B: 1 - 1*
THE STRANGLERS
THE HIT MEN
EMI CDEMC 3759

(71m 07s)

From June 1985, three years
before her death, a riveting
performance featuring some
of her best originals and
prescient covers of ' Femme
Fatale' and ` The End'. A
Goth milestone.
B:1-2 •

(
60m 42s)

(
2CDs, 152m 14s)

A double-CD containing all of
the essentials from both their
EMI and CBS catalogues.
Forty-three hits, including the
1989 version of ' Grip', some
of their rousing cover versions,
all the chart entries and more.
A- B:1-2 •
THE TROGGS
THE EP COLLECTION

GENE PITNEY
BLUE GENE/MEETS THE FAIR
YOUNG LADIES OF FOLKLAND

See For Miles SEED 453

Sequel HEM CD 890

Music Club MCCD 242

(
69m 21s)

I'M GONNA BE STRONG/
LOOKING THROUGH THE EYES
OF LOVE
(
70m 25s)

SINGS THE GREAT SONGS OF
OUR TIME/NOBODY NEEDS
YOUR LOVE
Sequel NER1 CD 893

(78m 26s)

Two-on-one CDs, the launch
of a campaign designed to
transfer Pitney's catalogue to
digital. World-class

(58m 19s)

ATHENS, GEORGIA & BEYOND
(
76m 09s)

There's no shortage of Troggs
compilations, but this 22tracker has a ' theme': the best
of the foreign EPs. All the hits
are here, yet the Music Club
CD, which finds our heroes
playing with REM in 1992,
says more about their lasting
influence. It contains the
original plus extra material.
8:1-2

A:1-2 •
Ken Kessler

As:11-1*

THE KINGSTON TRIO
HE EP COLLECTION
See For Miles SEECD 454

(63m 43s)

(
62m 05s)

Four of Dino's late 1950searly 1960s sets, digitally
remastered and so smooth
you'll forget that the first set is
mono. Pure class from the
recently-departed Rat Pack
stalwart, too lately recognised
as being on apar with 01'
Blue Eyes. Or even better.

Sequel HEM CD 891
JULE LONDON
JULIE.. AT HOME/AROUND
MIDN ,GHT

A":1

MARILLION
THE EEST OF BOTH WORLI>.
EMI CDEMC 3761

(
2CDs, 148m 55s)

Two CDs, one dealing with
the Fish years and one with
the Hogarth era, with both
vocalists writing their own
liner notes. Full of callector's
treasures and as comprehenMAY 1997

Nice 12- track introduction
to one of the more
challenging singersongwriters ever to bridge
olk, rock and country, the
st of her three Mercury
s. More polished than
amp fire Tapes,
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GOLDEN DRAGON
6550

WA Peiet Pe«eae

Specifications:
The 6550 WA is abeam pentode. Its absolute maximum anode dissipation
rating is 42 watts. Its original design brief was for ahigh quality output valve
in an audio amplifier, or it can be used as aseries valve in aregulated stabilised power supply.

Ratings

Av Use

Absolute

Anode voltage (DC)

250

660

Screen voltage (DC)

250

440

§Negative DC Grid Voltage

14

300

DC cathode current (mA)

140

190

Anode dissipation (watts)

N/A

42

Screen dissipation (watts)
*Anode and screen dissipation

N/A
N/A

10
54

Heater voltage

6.3 ± 0.6

@1.6amps
External grid-cathode resistor (cathode bias)
pa+g2≤ 35W
470162
pa+g2> 35W
2701d2
External grid-cathode resistor (fixed bias)
pa+g2≤ 35W
22016/
pa+g2> 35W
100k.0
*Triode or Ultralinear operation
§'Normal' use, push-pull pair
The specifications above match exactly the original RCA valve, and can be
reproduced on any new Golden Dragon 6550WA

The RCA 6550-A was the American version of the original KT88. Developed in the heyday of pushpull working its relatively high output made it ideal for driving difficult loads or current-hungry
speakers. Although it can be used in single-ended circuitry, its most common usage was in apush-pull
pair where its low screen current properties give it high power efficiency.
By carefully researching performance characteristics and manufacturing processes, Golden Dragon
has now produced areplacement 6550-A — the 6550WA — which is very similar in shape to the original
RCA design, and which has identical operating characteristics.
The Golden Dragon 6550WA is ahigh quality product and sets the standard for others to beat. Its
range of applications is wide, and many will find it sounds superior to other 6550s currently available.
Despite its very high quality, this 6550WA can be found at ahighly competitive price.
Golden Dragon
A division of P. M. Components
Springhead Enterprise Park
Springhead Road
Gravesend
Kent
DA1 18HD
Phone +44 1474 560521, or e-mail: 101650,2424@compuserve.com

audiophile REVIEWS
CHRISTY BARONI
THOUGHT ABOUT YOU
Chesky JD152

(
55m 09s)

Another Chesky chanteuse to
enjoy alongside Sara and
Rebecca, this one jazzier and
with even better taste in
material: Lennon-McCartney,
Thelonius Monk, Stevie
Wonder, Cole Porter, Harold
Arlen and more. Baron's not
afraid to ignore tradition, so
don't expect her ' Somewhere
Over the Rainbow' to echo
Judy. Nice stuff.

Analogue Productions AP1 035

Miles was too prolific and
went through far too many
phases — à la Picasso — to
allow us to make blanket
statements, but none would
argue that the LPs in this
box represent Miles as the
master of his own destiny for
the first rime. Think of it as
the Beatles' Revolver'
period, or Enzo after leaving

BOB AND RAY
THROW
A STEREO SPECTACULAR
Classic LSPCD 1773
(38m 50s) Gold CD
It's unlikely that any
audiophile worth his or her
weight in demo discs lacks this
title in one of its many postShaded Dog vinyl forms; it's
been reissued enough times to
ensure that everyone has a
copy. But it's still fun — a mix
of sound effects, gags and real
music from Julie Andrews,
Lena Horne and others — and
frightening in its 40-year-old
sonic brilliance. One of the alltime greats.
A': 1 - 2
CREEDENCE
CLEARWATER REVIVAL
PENDULUM
OCC GZ5-1097

41m 51s) Gold CD

From 1970, at the tail-end of
achart-topping career,
Pendulum was never rated that
highly, yet it features ' Molina',
'Have You Ever Seen The
Rain' and ' Hey Tonight' —
other bands' fiascos should be
as ' awful'. A parting shot from
the original line-up and still
good enough to justify claims
that CCR was one of AM
radio's all-time greatest bands.

Davis for the purists. But this
is no stylistic free-for-all: it's a
beautifully coherent set,
recorded to perfection.
As:1
PAUL McCARTNEY &
WINGS
RED ROSE SPEEE•WAY
DCC GIS1091

(
60;n IIs) Gold CD

WINGS AT THE SPEED OF
SOUND
DCC GIS1096

(
57m 22s) Gold CD

DCC's fifth and sixth 1970s
Macca titles, neither as good
as Band On the Run but
neither a turkey; their tracks
run from such extremes as the
damp ' My Love' and ' Silly
Love Songs' to ' Get On The
Right Thing'. Both CDs carry
covetable extras culled from
singles, including the glam-ish
'Hi, Hi, Hi' — one of
McCartney's least appreciated
rockers.
A:1-2
THELONIUS MONK
QUARTET
MONTEREY JAZZ FESTIVAL '
63
Vols 1 & 2
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 685 8i 686
(54m 22s151rn 22s) Gold CD

A:1
CHICO FREEMAN
THE EMISSARY
Clarity Recordings CCD-1015
(48m .
56,) Gold CD
A feast for sax addicts,
Freeman drawing in avariety
of forms which undergo
lazzifying' with greater effect
than might be expected: a
Delfonics classic, some Latin
here, some African there, a
touch of R&B, an Earth, Wind
& Fire cover, then some Miles
III41 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

MILES DAVIS
QUINTET
THE GREAT PRESTIGE
RECORDINGS

Lean, uncluttered, accessible,
melodic: this is Monk to
cherish and savour. Backed by
one of his most
complementary collections of
sidemen — Charlie Rouse,
John Ore and Frank Dunlop
— Monk just cut loose with a
couple of gorgeous sets. No
`Round Midnight', but
`Epistrophy', 'Evidence' and
an epic ' I'm Getting
Sentimental Over You' more
than make up for its absence.

MAY 1,97

A-A:1

Alfa to form Ferrari. This is
Miles showing that he could
spot talent ( Contrarie, fer
chrissake!), and that he could
slip into the studio with a
crack team and efficiently
pump out a quintet of
albums 'to die for'. Cha
Kassem's vinyl transfers'
immaculate, the pac
e
gorgeous, and the onl
downside is that it's limited
to 2500 pressings. This is
some of the finest mid- 1950s
jazz you'll ever hear, so don't
delay.

NIRVANA
IN UTERO
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 690
(41m 17s) Gold CD
MoFi's second Nirvana disc is
the deserving sequel to
Nevermind, worth owning just
for the aching ` Heart- Shaped
Box' and ` Rape Me'. Certainly
as scorching as its predecessor
but more confident — too bad
it's composer didn't reflect this
is his own life. Another release
to underline the waste of a real
talent.
A- B:1-1'
BEN SIDRAN
r
SHUFFLE
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 688
(57m .10,) c,old CD
A brand-new CD from MoFi
rather than a reissue, Sidran's
latest finds him still doing his
part-jazz-part-R&B thing —
perfectly described as ' a
slightly cooler, hipper Mose
Allison'. To that we'll add 'A
mellower Nilsson or Leon
Redbone without the
weirdness'. As the sound of
Sidran albums has always
warranted audiophilic
attention, this mix of originals
and classics easily warrants top
marks.
A•:1-1*
TED SIROTA'S REBEL
SOULS
REBEL ROOTS
Naim maimed 014

?
7s)

Sedate but respectful, puristrecorded hommage to early
free-form jazz, 27-year-old
percussionist Sirota leading
his guitar-bass-sax sidemen
through a mix of originals
and works by Monk (this
seems to be his month...),

Omette Coleman, Charlie
Haden and Sonny Rollins.
Nothing earthshaking, just
tasteful.
A:1-2
TEN YEARS AFTER
SSSSH & CRICKLEWOOD GREEN
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 687
(72m Lis) Gold CD
The British semi-blues band's
1969 and 1970 albums, at
the height of their fame and
fresh from success at
Woodstock. More digestible
than the Groundhogs, less
purist than Fleetwood Mac
or any of the Kornerite
bands, TYA always pissed off
the snobs who thought the
band only existed as a
showcase for Alvin Lee's
speed-freak guitar work.
Which made this outfit one
of the first to be worshipped
by Jurassic Period Beavises
and Butt-heads.
A:1 — 2
MARCELO ZARVOS
LABYRINTH'
M-ARecordings MO 40A

(
65m I9s)

Intriguing ambient-jazz
inspired by the work of Jorge
Luis Borges — which means
'surreal' in any language.
Composed and performed by
Brazilian pianist Zarvos and a
quintet including sax,
violincello, guitar and
percussion, Labyrinths (
a
96kHz—Single-point mic
recording) is multi-faceted
enough to draw in New
Agers, jazzers and even
loungecore types with
aspirations toward left-field
sophistication.
A 8:1-2
Ken Kessler
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Specialists in Garrard, Thorns and SME

We are proud to announce that we are the newly
appointed AVI dealer for the South.

PSU II MK 3as with MK Iis being built to customer demand and can now power
any Garrard or Thorens turntable ever built irrespective of the quality of the

The AVI 2000 system...'always providing the transparency necessary to reach
through to the performer's and composer's message'

mains voltage, or frequency, anywhere in the World. In countries where there is
asplit frequency aswitch version is available. We are currently working on a

Peter Comeau HFN/RR 9/95
Compare & Contrast only at
.Yreewee'eyo4We.

7.:4/

larger verison for heavier loads to include turntable pre amp CD player Tuner.

202 Findon Road, Findon Valley, Worthing
West Sussex BNI4 OEJ
Tel: 01903 872288 or 0860 660001 after hours Fax: 01903 872234
e-mail: heatherdal@aol.com
http://members.aol.com/heatherdal

LORICRAFT PRECISION
CRYSTAL OSCILATOR
u

Adevice we use ourselves to check the function of aturntable when used in conjunction with astrobe turntable platter or precision disc such is the SME. This we

Part exchange welcome - Easy parking
VISA - ACCESS - MASTERCARD - SWITCH
Telephone for current High End Used Equipment List

have found to be invaluable in our design work and is more accurate than the
most expensive frequency counter. We have kept expensive packaging of the
product itself and other associated trim to the minimum.
£0.00 or £ 70.00 with SME Stroboscope Disc.
We supply and service Garrard. Thorens and other high quality turntables using genuine and newly manufactured parts to original specifications.

aco to
asur
custom create to your own dimensions, aunit to suit
your particular audio/visual system.
High quality aluminium construction.
Finishes available to your choice.
Fully adjustable 6mm glass shelving.
Sound isolation on shelving/feet.
Made to measure to suit your system.
Free delivery throughout the UK

BYWORTH MUSIC
All of the above Loricroft produces are on demonstration together with ampli-

•

Fieax offers anew dimension in audio visual racking km arange of standard designs to the flexibility to

•
•
•
•
•
•

Also manufactures of the worlds finest Plinth for Garrard 301/401 Thorens TD124
now with 5mm covers and finest hinges if required including Technics SPI O.

fiers by Beam Echo, Heybrook Loudspeakers Quad Electrostatic Loudspeakers
with an extensive library of music.

RAX

Please ring Peter Daniel on 01252 710910

Audio Visual Furniture

NEW 1997 CATALOGUE AVAILABLE

For further information or afree brochure contact
JEM Distribution, Springfield Mills, Spa Street,
Ossett Wakefield WF5 OHW.
Tel: 01924 277626 Fax: 01924 270759

01488 72267
4BIG LANE, GOOSE GREEN, LAMBOURNE,
BERKSHIRE, BG17 81Q

ASOund.e.,rfllorftwollowaMthebestftom91,12(1,",,,
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If you are serious about sound, there is just one absolutely
essential event: The HiFi Show.
It's the only hi-fi show in Great Britain that's
all hi-fi — the best in music and home cinema. Dealers,
distributors and enthusiasts from around the world
gather at The HiFi Show to sée-and hear what's really
new in the exciting world of hi-fi.

'

Sponsoring the Show, HiFi News & Record Review

Hotel and
Excelsior Hotel,
Heathrow.
11-14 Sentember 1997

magazine will have astronger presence than ever this
--

year, with amuch fuller range of demonstration events

and seminars to attract the enthusiast visitor. You haie to
be there. It really is the hi-fi event of the year.
For further information contact:

*
•

Janet Belton, Exhibitions Manager, The HiFi Show, Link Hciit7e Magazines
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA ENGLAND.
Tel: +44 (0) 181-686 2599

Fax: +44 (0) 181-781 1158

E-Mail: 101574.223 @ compuserve.com
*11th- 12th (Trade Days) * 13th- 14th (Public Days)

A Link
Exhibitio
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

EVIEWERS
ECOMMEN D

Answers to that
oft-posed question:
what do the HFNIRR
reviewers use in their
own systems: and
what do they
recommend as their
best hi-fi buys?

T

his regular HFNIRR series assembles and
updates current listening systems and
key recommendations from HFNIRR's
reviewing team.
The reviewers' choice of components for
personal listening systems (on this page) will
be of great interest to all who follow
equipment reviews. Note, though, that the
writer's inclusion of agiven product here does
not
necessarily
constitute
a general
recommendation. Turn the page for the
reviewers' recommendations proper. For this

=MIMI»
CD player Pioneer PD-S802 with Trichord modsl
Trichord Research DAC
Turntable: Nottingham Analogue Spacedeck
Arm: .
Vottingham Analogue Paragon
Cartridge: Denon AS- 1
Pre- amplifier: Audio Note MI
Power amplifier: Audio Note Kit III
Loudspeakers: Oriad ESL (original) or Impulse Lali

DAVE BERRIMAN

Dave Bernie:an

C211:12:E=1111•11)
CD player: Sugden SDD1 1SDA-1
Turntable: Michell Gyrodec1QC power supply
Arm: SME IV
Cartridge: Ortofon MC7500
Pre-amplifier: Michell Argo/Michell ¡so phono stage/
Hera power supply unit
Power amplifier Michell Alecto
Loudspeakers: Quad ESL63, Harbeth HL Compact

CD player TEAC VRDS JOSE, Audio Alchemy DDE
(version 3.0), Trichord Genesis (also as transport)
Turntable: Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
Arm:
oustic Research
Cartridge: Dynavector Karat 17R
Pre- amplifier: Brvston BPS (with LFD MCI phono stage)
Power amplifier: Bryston 3BNRB
Loudspeakers: various, including his own designs

MARTIN COLLOMS
Eric Braithwaite
wier—eae
\
min&
ogr

CD player Krell KPS2OilL
Turntable: Linn Lingo LP12
Arm: .\"aim Aro
Cartridge: van den Hid Grasshopper IV GLA
Pre-amplifier: Audio Research LS22
Power amplifier Audio Research VT150 or Krell KAS2
Conrad- 7ohnson Premier Eight-A
Loudspeakers: Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

ALVIN GOLD

PETER J COMEAU
CD player: AVI S2000MC
Turntable: Linn Sondek LPI2
Arm: /
Ittok
Cartridge: Goldring Excel
Pre-amplifier: AVI 2000
Power amplifier: AVI 2000
Loudspeakers: .-ITC SCM2OT

feature we have asked each reviewer to list
components that they could personally
recommend to consumers on the basis of allround performance and value. (In the case of
speakers, where separately purchased stands
may be needed, the price of these js not taken
into account.)
It must be stressed that the models listed
under each recommended heading are not
necessarily the only ones worth buying, but
each one here does carry apersonal stamp of
approval from an experienced audio critic.

Martin Cc:11ms

CD player Theta Data Basic II transport/Theta DS Pro
Rash: III DAC
Turntable: Roksan Xerxes
Arm: Roksan Artaxerxes
Cartridge: Roksan Shiraz
Pre-amplifier: Krell KRC-2
Power amplifier: Krell KSA-50S
Loudspeakers: Martin Logan SL3

Perer J. COPPICUli

CZE2=1:111•11111111»

C=11111M111111»

CD player: .
1Iarantz. CDI2, Mara= DA12 DAC (Modified)
Turntable: Michell Gyrodec
Arm: SAW V
Cartridge: Lyra Parnassus, Koetsu Urushi
Pre- amplifier: Unison Research Mystery One
Power amplifier Graaf 50150, Unison Research Smart 845
Loudspeakers: Wilson Audio System V

CD player Sony CDP-715E
Turntable: Pink Triangle PT TOO
Arm: ¼ .
1/1E Series V
Cartridge: van den Hid MC Two
Pre-amplifier: DPA DSP-100S
Power amplifier: DPA DPA-100S
Loudspeakers: Audio Note AN-E, REL Stentor
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REVIEWERS

RECOMMEND

Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with a maximum
of three products in each price bracket of each category.
Note that the order of listing does not denote an order of merit!

CHRIS BEECHIHG
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: jPW Sonata
£200-£350: ¡
PL M3TL, Tannoy 607
£350-£500: Epos ES11
£500-£1000: Impulse Kora, Mission 753
£1000-£2000: Impulse La/i, Analysis Epsilon
OVER £2000: Quad ESL- 63, Electrostatic Research MII

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: Kenwood DP-3050, NAD 502
£200-£350: .
11arantz CD52 IISE, Pioneer PD-S802
£350-£500: Pioneer PD-S901
£500-£1000: Trichord Genesis, Quad 77

£1000-£2000: Micromega Drive 2/Audio Note DAC 1, Pioneer
1'1)91 n-khord Research DAC
OVER £2000: Naim CDS, Micromega CD2-11Metaxas MAS DAC,
Electrostatic Research MII

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: Denon PMA250
£200-£350: Denon PMA350 II, Arcam Alpha 6
£350-£500: Naim Nait
£500-£1000: Quad 77, Shearne Phase 2
£1000-£2000: Audio Note M1 Phono/Kir 3, DPA 200S pre-/power
OVER £2000: Audio Note M71Neiro, Almlicm SCSE Golden Night,
Naim NAC521NAP90

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: 7PW Sonata, Mordaunt Short MS20, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350: Sequence 30, Mission 751
£350-£500: .
tivstemdek 935, ProAc Tablette 3
£500-£1000: Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman, Totem Model 1,
£1000-£2000: Ruark Crusader II, SDA SD5
OVER £2000 Quad ESL-63, PosseIt Albatross

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: NAD 514
£200-£350: Marantz CD63SE
£350-£500: ircam Alpha 5 Plus, OreIle CD- 100
£500-£1000: TEAC VRDS-7, OreIle CD-1001DPA Little Bit 3,
Meridian 506, Trichord Genesis

£1000-£2000: XTC CDT-1LEIDAC-1
OVER £2000: no recommendations

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-£350: Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity Al, Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500: Cyrus III, Naim Nait, LED Integrated Zero
£500-£1000: Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000: Densen DM- 10
OVER £2000: Michelle Alecto/Argo, Bryston BP-513BNRB

ERIC BRAITHWAITE
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £ 200: Celestion 3Mk11, GLL Maxim, Tannoy 631SE
£200-£350: Rogers LS33, Castle Durham
£350-£500: Epos ES11, Harbeth HLP3, Rogers Studio 3
£500-£1000: Mission 753, ProAc Response IS, UKD Opera Callas
£1000-£2000: BBC LS5I12a, ATC SCM20 Magnepan 0.6SE
OVER £ 2000: Ound ESL-63, Sound Lab A3, Tannoy Westminste?

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS

UP TO £ 200: Denon DGD-315
£200-£350: Denon DCD825, NAD 502, Rotel RCD940BX
£350-£500: Kenwood DP- 7060, Pioneer PD-S901,
ALI rain CD- 6311 KI Signature

£500-£1000: Marantz CD72SE, CD17 Rotel RDD9801RDP980
£1000-£2000: Audiolab 8000CDIDAC, Meridian 5001563
1)D-//SDA-/
OVER £2000: Counterpoint DA-11/DA-10, Ensemble Dichrono
Drive/DAC, McIntosh CDM 7009

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: 710 recommendations
£200-£350: NAD 304, Kenwood 3020SE, Aura VA80
£350-£500: Sugden A21a, Sonneteer Campion, Shearne Phase 2
£500-£1000: Quad 77, Creek P42/A42 monobkcks, Sugden
tSI 760
£1000-£2000: EAR 834, Copland CSA-14, LFD LS21PA1
OVER £2000: Cary SLP901300SE, Michell Argo HR/Alecto,
Orchi,l-Orehaidis

PETER J COMEAU
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: KEI , Coda 7, ¡(EE Coda 8, Rogers ¡SI
£200-£350: Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS2a111, Sequence 400
£350-£500: R&W DM603, Epos ES11, Tannoy 636,
£500-£1000: ATC SCMIO, Castle Harlech, Rogers Studio 7,
£1000-£2000: ATC SCM20T, Epos ES22
OVER £2000 A7r SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £ 200: t
commendations
£200-£350:
DCD-825, Sony GDP-516E, Technics SL-PS770A
£350-£500: Warantz CD63-SE, Orelle CD480

I I

£500-£1000: AVI S2000MC, Naim CD3, Teac T-1/DT-1
£1000-£2000: Meridian 508
OVER £2000: Naim CDS

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £ 200: Denon PMA250 III, Technics SUA600
£200-£350: Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700, Musical Fidelity
£350-£500: Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
£500-£1000: Shearne Phase 2, AV1 S2000MI, Myiyad MI- 120
£1000-£2000: Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000: AVI S2000A1MP, Naim NAC82INAP180
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS
MARTIN COLLOMS
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: Tannoy 631, Mordaunt Short MS10i, KEF Coda 7
£200-£350: Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
£350-£500: Epos ES11, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS40i
£500-£1000: Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
£1000-£2000: Naim SBL, Tannoy D700, Mordaunt Short
Performance 860
OVER £2000: Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE, Wilson
Grand SIAMM XI, Wilson WITT

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS

UP TO £200: No recommendations
£200-£350: Rotel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity E10,
£350-£500: Orelle SA- 100, Naim Nait III
£500-£1000: Exposure XX, Naim NAC82INAP 180, Audiolab 8000S
£1000-£2000: Musical Fidelity A1000, Naim NAP 250, YBA Integre,
Conrad Johnson PV10-AL, Audio Research LS7
OVER £2000 Krell KAS2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A, Conrad
Johnson 11A, Audio Research V7'150

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS

UP TO £200: no recommendations
£200-£350: Marantz CD63
£350-£500: Marantz CD63SE, Orelle CD1OOSE
£500-£1000: Orelle DA188
£1000-£2000: Micromega T Drive/Orelle DA180
OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis DAX
II, Wadia 16

ALVIN GOLD
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS

UP TO £200: Mission 731 LE, GLL Imagio 100, Sony SS-86
£200-£350: Ruark Swordsman, Castle Isis, Royd Minstrel
£350-£500: Ruark Templar, Epos ES1I, Polk RT8
•
£500-£1000: B&W CDMI, Harbeth HL-P3ES, Spendor 2030
£1000-£2000: Castle Winchester, KEF 10412 REG, Roksan Ojan 3X
OVER £2000: Wilson Audio Grand SLAMM, Martin Logan SL3,
Martin Logan CLS11z11

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Kenwood DP-3080, Philips CD721, Sony GDP-XE500
£200-£350: Cambridge Audio CD6, Denon DCD-825, Marantz
CD6?, Sony GDP-XE900E
£350-£500: Marantz CD72SE, Pioneer PD-S904, Musical Fidelity
Elektra E601
£500-£1000: Meridian 506 (revised), Naim CD3, Orelle CD100SE,

RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
UP TO £200: Tandy Genexxa LX5 Pro
£200-£350: Ruark Icon
£350-£500: TDL 0.5
£500-£1000: Sonus Faber Concertino, Rogers LS3I5A, Apogee Ribbon
Monitor
£1000-£2000: Sonus Faber Minima Amator, Rogers LS3I5A plus AB1
.silbwoojer, Bolero Kompakt
OVER £2000: Wilson WATT System V, Sonus Faber Guarneri, Wilson
Benesch ACT One

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS

UP TO £200: no recommendations
£200-£350: Arcam Alpha One, Marantz CD63, NAD 502
£350-£500: Marantz CD63SE
£500-£1000: Marantz CD63/Audio Alchemy DAC-In-The-BoxITheta

Trichord Genesis
£1000-£2000: Pink Triangle CardinallOrdinal, Roksan AT-DP2
Mk11 AlT-DA2, Linn Karik
OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i, Wadia 23, Theta Data Basic II
transport/Theta DS Pro Basic III DAC

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: Sony TA-F246, Denon PMA-250SE
£200-£350: Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, Denon PMA-350SE,
Musical Fidelity El0
£350-£500: Musical Fidelity A2, Mission Cyrus III, Technics SU/1900 MI? 2
£500-£1000: Audiolab 8000S, Meridian 551, Copland CSA14
£1000-£2000: Meridian 5011555, Copland CTA 401
OVER £2000: Krell KSA-200SIKSL-2, Audio Research LS-211/VT-60,
Electrocompaniet EC4IAWIOODMB

TLC, TEAC VRDS-10, Musical Fidelity E600
£1000-£2000: Marantz CD16, Audio Alchemy DDS 111/Audio
Alchemy DAC-In-The-BoxITheta TLC
OVER £2000: Krell KPS20i/Reference 64,
Theta Data ¡II/Pro Generation V, Mark Levinson No.311No.39

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: NAD 302, Denon PMA 35011, Maplin Kit valve amp
£200-£350: Marante PM54SE, Rotel RA960, Pioneer A400
£350-£500: Mission Cyrus III, Musical Fidelity Al Final Edition
£500-£1000: Musical Fidelity E100, Densen Beat, Original Hafler 101
pre- (wed) Imint original Quad Ils
£1000-£2000: Unison Research Simply Two, EAR 859 Kit, Copland
CTA 14
OVER £2000: Graaf GM200IWB13.5, LAMM M1.11Unison Research
Mystery One, Graafiti WB Two/50.50

PAUL MILLER
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
(Paul Miller declined to offer alist as he doesn't review loudspeakers)

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
UP TO £200: Sherwood CD-3020R, Cambridge CD4, jVC XL- V284
£200-£350: Marantz CD63 II, Sony CDP-761E, Sony CDP-561E
£350-£500: Denon DCD-1015, Marantz CD-72SE, Pioneer PD-S901
£500-£1000: AVI S2000MCII, Meridian 506, Quad 67
£1000-£2000: TEAC P-700ID-700, Mission Disc1DAC Master, Arcam
1)250 l'ink Triangle Ordinal
OVER £2000 PS Audio LambdalUltralink II
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RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
UP TO £200: NAD 302, Denon PMA-250111
£200-£350: Audio Innovations Alto, NAD 304, Pioneer A400
£350-£500: Audiolab 8000A, Harman Kardon HK1400, Mission
Cyrus III
£500-£1000: AVI S2000MI, Magnum Class A, Musical Fidelity E100
£1000-£2000: ECA Vista/Lectern, DPA 200S pre-/power, Sumo Athen
III Polaris II
OVER £2000: Rote! Michi RHA-10IRHB-10
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READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries. Letters
seeking advice
will be answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but we
regret that we are
unable to answer
questions on
buying specific
items of hi-fi. We
cannot answer
queries over the
telephone.
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ELUSNE X-FACTOR PLOTS
Dear Sir, Iwas bitten by the hi-fi
bug alittle over ayear ago when I
blew my 18th-birthday money on a
CD player, amplifier, and
loudspeaker; it has since ravaged
me and almost taken over my whole
life. At the moment my system is a
little meagre — terminally low-end
would be another description — but
Ilove it because it has kept me from
'midi hell'.
Iread most of the monthly hi-fi
publications and Ilove reading
reviews, but I'm alittle confused as
to the point of Technical Reports,
and the various 3D plots. True,
most of the time Idon't fully
understand them, but Iknow when
abig figure is good, and asmall
figure is bad. Most of the attributes
that make apiece of equipment a
success are very difficult to
represent in agraph. Of course it
would make your job alot easier if
numbers were the dictating factor in
good hi-fi, but there is no
correlation from what I've seen.
There is aquality I've heard
referred to as the `X-Factor', which
it seems to me is what it's all about.
Ilook for equipment that will
convey the emotion of the music
being played first and foremost,
before even thinking about the
more objective hi-fi-ish aspects; but
how do Ifind the 'emotion
quotient' of aCD player from its
plot? Another point which Ihave to
make, because it's something Ifeel
very strongly about, is that hi-fi (the
sound you're seeking to get out of
your system) and music are very
personal.
I've had to defend both my love
of good sound and the
accompanying expenditure and my
musical tastes. Ilike to think Ihave
very broad tastes, which includes a
lot of soft, slow jazz and female
vocals — and this is the kind of
music which is slighted. One of the
letters in Febuary made aslight at
Linn's choice of `music' at the
Ramada show, another about the
`junk' put out by Radio One. I
would have hoped that someone
who owns ahi-fi would have some
respect for musical tastes. Classical
music, jazz, and the like are all
beautiful forms of music; but on the
other hand, they have none of the
sheer energy or innovation of
today's music. Opera may get the
emotions flowing, but nothing gets
the adrenalin pumping like agood
bit of techno. It's all about what
you're looking for in your music.
Some people are happy with a
midi-system; they're cheap, and
have lots of flashing lights to
impress people. While separates
sound much better, they're alittle

too good; I've yet to find aseparates
system which Icould describe as
being agood source for background
music — you simply have to listen.
I'll step off my soap-box now,
just to humble my self in front of
your grace, because HFNIRR is the
top magazine on the shelves, with
undoubtably the best reviewers in
the world.
Arjuna Subanandan (e-mail)
MADE GRAPHICALLY CLEAR
Dear Sir, Ihave read your magazine
regularly for about two years and I
am quite pleased with what's in it,
as well as its layouts. But the
biggest reason Idecided to write to
you is the way Paul Miller presents
and explains the technical data in
the tests. It is much more
understandable to abroader public.
Only now can Ican fully
understand and correlate lab with
listening tests, even though Ihave a
technical background (physics
student). Ithink it would be in
everyone's interest if all the
reviewers that do lab tests of
equipment started using the same
computer program. That way more
readers could be getting some
technical knowledge of products
they buy. Don't get me wrong: I
don't advocate cutting down the
technical level of tests, just the way
of presentation to the readers.
About subjective tests: Iam not
against them but Icannot believe
Ken Kessler has never come across
something that sounds like 'crap'.
Besides the fact that he would be
more believable to readers, we
could also benefit of knowing which
are some of the bad products. I
think it is important for readers to
know what are the subjective
preferences of reviewers. Knowing
what they listen to at home is a

modulation with a500Hz tone.
This was tried, using sound
pressures at 25kHz of around
100dB, and, as expected, nothing at
all was heard. The explanation is
simple: if two tones exist
simultaneously in alinear medium
like air, no beat tones are formed,
because the sound pressures are
added not multiplied. To obtain
beat tones, the air must be driven
into severe non-linearity which
requires sound pressures in excess
of 140dB. Apart from severe
discomfort and apossible health
risk, as mentioned by Mr Fox, this
will also cause non-linear dynamic
behaviour. If this is afree lunch, I
pass.
T Magchiesle, Netherlands
We asked American Technology
Corporation (which claims to have
overcome these drawbacks, as discussed
in 'Comment', Jan) for its response, but
received no reply — Ed.
ACTIVATING FOR TONE CONTROLS

Dear Sir, Imust thank Mr Behrman
for raising the taboo issue of tone
controls in his letter in HFNIRR
December. Like him Ihave acostly
system which is revealing enough to
make some CDs sound dreadful,
either due to the recording balance
or because it repeatedly hits notes
my room doesn't like! There is
good music on these CDs trying to
get out — tone controls are the
answer. Sort of. Ihave an Audio
Research pre-amp with direct input
option — this bypasses the balance
and selector controls to some
considerable advantage. With this
in mind, one clearly can't tolerate
the addition of acouple of active
tone control circuits in the line.
The answer must be to do it in the
digital domain. Add acouple of
good starting point, but only when I digital tone control filters to the
see what KK doesn't like can Iput
existing numerical filter stage and
his tests in perspective against my
make the appropriate filter
own hi-fi taste. By the way, the style
parameters remote controllable by
he writes in is refreshing.
the user. Do the maths at 24 bits
Thanks also to Martin Colloms
and run through a20 bitD/A. Voila!
for reviewing the Audio Synthesis
— apatch for our dodgy CDs built
Passion that Ienjoy listening to.
into the DAC.
Yours is definitely the most mature
Secondly, with reference to the
magazine on the market!
letter from Mr Mike Bearne in July
P Cvetanovic, Rotterdam
1996, outlining amodification to
Theta's TLC jitter buster: Imade
BEATS ME
the modification as described and
Dear Sir, In January's 'Technology'
can fully concur with the improved
Barry Fox describes aloudspeaker
performance. Ibelieve Mr Beame
system based on the formation of
may have understated the
'beat' tones between two highimprovement. Prior to the mod, my
frequency sound waves, one of
TLC made improvements in
which is modulated by an audio
clarity, bass definition and
signal. It would seem that such a
elimination of listener fatigue, at a
system can easily be simulated
cost of aslight loss of tonal
using two loudspeakers, one fed
accuracy and bass power.
with a25 kHz carrier, the other
After modification, the
with the same carrier after
improvements remain, but with
MAY 1917
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views too
none of the previous losses. If, as
inevitably Idid, one breaks Pin 4of
the output transformer while
attempting to bend it as described
in Mr Bearne's letter, the
replacement part can also be
obtained from Maplin: Part
76601/1 — order one when you
purchase the replacement phono
sockets!
Steve Smith, London
QUIET PLEASE!
Dear Sir, I've been paying close
attention to HFNIRR throughout
1996 because finally Ihad the room
and the funds to assemble what I
hope will be my ultimate system,
and Iwas very surprised to read
that John Nelson thinks there is no
such thing as audio memory (May
1996). What an extraordinary thing
to read in an audio magazine —
especially because the system Iput
together is based on two very
specific audio memories.
Audio memory in principle is no
different from visual memory. For
instance, my wife can be several
weeks and thousands of miles away
from home, but she can recall with
absolute exactitude the particular
yellow shade of our dining room
walls. She can select placemats or
seat covers from aswatch of
minutely different yellows and can
pick aperfect match every time. I
can't do that, but Ican remember
the exact sound of every system I've
owned and many dozens of
components I've heard elsewhere.
For instance, in 1969 Iheard a
pair of Tammy GRF corner horns. I
can remember the exact sound, and
Ican remember thinking: that's the
way to do it. Then in 1979, Iheard
apair of Klipsch La Scalas. Again, I
can remember the exact sound. The
traditional hi-fi virtues were
rendered irrelevant, because the
music sounded totally real. I
remember putting the two
memories together and concluding:
headroom, dynamics and absolute
freedom from compression are the
overriding factors, and the only way
to get them is to use massively
efficient loudspeakers.
Because of budgets and small
rooms, Icarried on with small,
neat-sounding systems, which got
more and more refined until they
sounded like exquisitely
miniaturised replicas, like
wonderful photographs of gorgeous
scenery. Then Iended up with a
huge room and an adequate budget,
and sought out aKlipsch dealer to
confirm my seventeen-year-old first
impression. The La Scalas sounded
exactly as Iremembered them, and
Ibought apair on the spot.
They sound very, very loud inHI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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'I can
remember the
exact sound.
The traditional
hi-fi virtues
were rendered
irrelevant,
because
the music
sounded totally
real.
Iremember
putting the two
memories
together and
concluding:
headroom,
dynamics and
absolute
freedom from
compression
are the
overriding
factors, and
the only way to
get them is to
use massively
efficient
loudspeakers'

room at 1W per channel. That
meant amplifier power was pretty
much an irrelevance, but the
deciding factor proved to be at the
other end of the scale — residual
noise. Iwas amazed how noisy most
amplifiers are. Itried all the obvious
candidates, and most of them were
very bad, and some of them were
appalling. For instance, one wellregarded British audiophile product
— the Musical Fidelity A1000, to
name names — had so much fierce
hiss that it sounded like Iwas
sharing the room with awaterfall
after athunderstorm. Others — the
whole Naim range, to name names
again — hissed loudly and mixed in
very obvious mains hum. Iended
up quite angry as over athreemonth period of auditioning, dealer
after dealer hauled in gear which
was basically just incompetent.
Ihave to pass within afoot of the
right-hand speaker to get to the CD
player, so Ilaid down aprivate
condition that the amplifier had to
be quiet enough that Icouldn't hear
any residual noise from afoot away.
Then it had to sound good when
the music was playing. Icame to
three conclusions. Firstly, that is a
very tall order. Secondly, amplifiers
designed for 60Hz mains — even if
they have an excellent reputation
for quietness in their home market,
eg, like Brystons — have slight hum
problems on a50Hz supply.
Thirdly, there are no active preamplifiers on the planet, or pre-amp
gain stages inside integrated amps,
quiet enough to be inaudible afoot
away from a104dB/W/m
loudspeaker.
So Ibought an AVI SM20001. It
has apassive pre-amp section, and
the power amplifier residual noise is
inaudible afoot away from the
speaker. In fact, it is inaudible three
inches away. If Ipress my ear right
up to the grille cloth, on-axis with
the treble horn, Ican hear avery
faint hiss. On-axis with the
midrange horn, Ican hear aslight
ghostly rustle. Ican stick my head
right inside the bass horn and hear
absolutely nothing at all. And when
the music is playing, it sounds
absolutely wonderful.
CD player output stages also
varied, but much less dramatically.
Most were very quiet indeed. Iwas
tempted to back AVI further by
buying their new Reference CD
player, but the Meridian 508.20
player sounded significantly better
than the AVI — significantly better
than anything else, in fact. Meridian
calls it the best one-box player in
the world, and they may well be
right: Itried nearly all of them.
Also, Ihad asecond private
condition — silly, really, but

aesthetic niggles do matter.
Whatever Ibought, the drawer had
to open with more grace and finesse
than my daughter's cheap midisystem. The AVI, for instance,
failed that test. The Meridian
passed it — the mechanism slides in
and out with ameasure of
precision.
So in the end, Iwas surprised to
find that the reviewer whose tastes
most closely align with mine is
Peter Comeau. Iwould never have
predicted that. And Iwould say to
John Nelson: trust your audio
memory!
JGrant, Cumbria
ANOTHER REVEELING TEST
Dear Sir, When Iopened the sachet
of Reved attached to the March
HFNIRR, the contents immediately
reminded me of aBritish Airways
complimentary wet-wipe! Since I
have cleaned CDs with all manner
of substances from metal polish to
Windolene, why not awet-wipe?
Has anyone tried aBritish Airways
wet-wipe for cleaning CDs?
There is one Yello CD in my
collection that my Quad 77 player
steadfastly refuses to play without
skipping. Consequently this disc is
already the cleanest one I've got!
Without really expecting anything, I
gave this disc the once-over with
Reveel, as per your instructions,
plus acopy of Walking Wounded by
Everything But The Girl: simply
because it was to hand, and was
covered in grubby fingermarks
(from the shop, Imight add, not
mine).
Once they were dry, Iplayed
them. The Yello disc now played
perfectly with no audible errors. I
was so astounded that Iplayed it
again with the same result. The disc
looked the same after cleaning as it
had done beforehand, so Ican offer
no explanation other than some
change must have occurred at a
microscopic level.
My listening room is very nearly
acube, which is just about the
worst situation possible when
listening to music with very strong
bass, like the EBTG CD. After
cleaning, the bass lightened up
considerably: it seemed just as
deep, but was of afar better quality.
Otherwise Iwould say that sound
quality was unchanged.
Ihave always been sceptical of
the claims made by CD cleaners in
the past, and Ihave never found
anything that made adifference to
what Ihear until now (Iwould
include green pens in that
statement) so this is definitely 'a
result' for me — Imight even buy
some!
Keith Stickels, Somerset
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• OVER 30 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN HI-FI • THE BEST PRICES AND DEALS
MOST MAKES.AVAILABLE
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TUNBRIDGE WE

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Three demonstration rooms
All leading brands
Interest Free Credit
Good parking facilities
Open 10-4 every Sunday

SERIOUS KIT
•SUGDEN
•AUDIONOTE
•PRO-AC
•SYSTEM DECK

•NEAT
•HARBETH
•SYSTEM SPEAKERS
ETC.

BIL audio

HI-FI SPECIALISTS

Krell, neta, Epos, Copeland, Hi.Q, Pink A, Audio Research, Micromega,
SME, Meridian, Audion, CR Developments, Alchemist, Rotel/Michi, NVA,
Ruar,, Martin Logan, Monitor Audio, SD, Michell, Lumley, Creek,

UNMET

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Sound & Vision
* Six demonstration rooms

*
*
*
*

The Old School
ti Near Norwich, Norfolk

1-11P Tel: (01508) 570829
Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Nakamichi, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, TDL, Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Talk Electronics, R.E.L., Opra Loudspeakers,
T.D.L. Reference and others

All leading brands
Interest Free Credit
Free Parking
Open 10-4 every Sunday

•AlICRONIEGA • NAIM AUDIO • NEAT • RF:61 • ROTEL
•ROYD • SHAHINIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE
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SCOTLAND

Specialist hi fi and advice
,iicLutmc PRO-AC • ABSOLUTE
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SOUNDS •

DPA •

MARANTZ •

MAIM

AVI •

AUDIO •

ALCHEMIST

hl-fi for grown-ups

MAY 1997

Newhaven

Road

t
Choose from
the finest

•Hi Fi
•Home Cinema
•TV & Video

ht.»

Music Mill

al

tel / fox ipswich 01473 622866
mobile
0802
176319

SOUTH COAST

Stockists of: ARCA 51 • DENSEN • FIGS • LINN • LOF:WE
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Tel: 01582 764246
Fax: 01582 467022

Bang & Olufsen Centre
ARCAM, ATC, AUDIOLAB, AURA, AVI, B&O, BOSE,
CASTLE, DENON, KEF, MARANTZ, MISSION,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, NAD, NAIM
NAKAMICHI, QUAD, SENNHEISER
11.11,1.11"t IN
It
01., CL
TANNOY, TARGET, AUDIO, TDL, ETC • SOI

35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT3 4BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567
Fax: 0181 336 0820

Open Tues - Fri 10.30am - 7.00pm/Sat 10am - 6pm

.

8

HARPENDEN LTD

HI-FI & TV
82 The High Street
Harpenden Hens AL5 2SP

UNILET SOUND & VISION

indecently good hi-fl

SUFFOLK

`,6)( lost () Ilull range (> 1speakers and
ult.( Ironic Slot all men manula( truer).
Please phone tor details

studio

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.

15\

SALE NOW ON

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ

01670 788671

SURREY

Sonos Faber, Denon, Celestion, d.p.o. Jamo, Onofoo, Rose I. much more.

School Road, Bracon Ash

Andog Audio
(Hi-fi Specialists)

• CABLE TALK
• OPA
• GAMMA
• HARBETH
• MARANTZ
• MUSICAL FIDELITY
• SONNETEER
• SOUNDSTYLE
• TANNOY
• TARGET

"No ordinary HiFi Dealer"

NORFOLK

Tel 0171 226 5500 Fax 0171 359 7620
EMAIL...70
iCornouran• corn

849 High Road, London NI!
Tel: 0181 445 3267

QUALITY EQUIPMENT BY:

Chantry Audio

First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS
INTEREST FREE FINANCE
FREE PARKING
16-18A Eldon Street, ¡oxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 0531
Telephone (01777) 870372 Facsimile (01777) 870437

111111111111111

NORTHUMBERLAND

of Nürthumberland

World of Specialist Hi -Fi
3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

GRAHAMS HI-FI

fe

Fax: 01622 676723

A fresh approach to the

"One of the five best
Hi -Fi shops in the world"
Grahams HI-FI Ltd. Canonbury Yard
A
1905 New North Road London NI 7BS

0161 7966656

24-26 UNION STREET, MAIDSTONE ME14 1ED

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

... Grahams is the hest place to buy quality
11141 equipment in London ( te £500 plus for
asystem). The prices are the seine as anywhere
else, but the quality of service is superior.
Delivery and installation. Demonstration
facilities. Record-cleaning service. Repair and
testing service. Wheekkatr access.

SERIOUS KITS
273 BURY NEW RD, BRUMFIELD, MANCHESTER, M45 BOP

UNILET SOUND & VISION
Tel: 01622 676703

LONDON VISITORS
GUIDE 1994
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SPECIALISTS IN PROVIDING MUSIC IN THE HOME
WHATEVER YOUR BUDGET - WE OFFER THE VERY BEST SERVICE & ADVICE , É,

U Z =

Di

NORM LONDON

Edinburgh (MG 5Q G

0131 - 555 3963

effnes

BRIGHTON 69 London Rd. (
01273) 609431 _
EASTBOURNE Green St. 101323) 731336 —
PORTSMOUTH 29 London Rd. (01705) 663604

Excellent Listening Facilities
\ 4%1.ate night Wednesday - 8.00mi • Closed Mondays • Free Fader:go/

I09

specialist guide
WEST MIDLANDS

Audio Equipment from leading and specialist
brands for you to listen to and choose from.

Tel: 01922 493499/473499
ARCAM

AUDIO LAB

CELESTION
OPA
EPOS
OUAD
ROSSAS
ROSCOS

111PPer

•3HiFi Studios
•Home Trials
•Home CinemaTheatre
•Audio Visual Equipment
•Inhouse Service Department
•Mail order available
•Interest Free Credit (On Selected Items.
APRO%-written details on request)

for those with
an eye for Quality

HiFi

Sharing the ANITA Carpar
with aniplc frce parking.

CHORD
NAIM KESWICK AUDIO RESEARCH ALSO>APOLLO A.T. AUDIO ALCHEMY
AUDIO OUEST
Raw
ROSE
DETER
CABLE TALK
CHORD COMPANY
CYRUS
EXPOSURE KEF REFERENCE
KENWOOD MARANTB
MICHELL
MORDAUNT SHORT
MERIDIAN
MICROMEGA
Hisser.
MOTH
MUSICAL FIDELITY NAKAMICHI
ORTOFON
PROJECT
POTEL
SENNHEISER
SONY
SUMISO SYSTENDEK
TARGET TIM
TUBE TECHNOLOGY VAN DEN OUI
YAMAHA

II\/111 MLA' S
11\/11
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351 HAGLEY ROAD,
EDGBASTON, BIRMINGHAM 817 8DL
Tel: 0121-429 2811
Fax: 0121-434 3298

Tel: 0121-742 0254
Fax: 0121-742 3471

Open 6Days. Sans . 6pm
1.ate MO.. Friday

re
031/TRI
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THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

I -

I

156-157 LOWER HIGH STREET
STOURBRIDGE, WEST MIDLANDS
Tel: 01384-444184 Fax: 01384-444968

for the most exciting range of equipment available in the
Midlands which includes:

93-95 HOBS MOAT ROAD,
SOLIHULL, WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

Off High Street, Bloxwieh,
Nr. Walsall, Welt Midlands

OPENING TIES:
Closed Srtaylioaris Opsull-5.311 llunday II-118
Situnky11-5.111 Dawastrutious WErtirineat

Apollo, Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Audiolab, Audioguest, Audio- Research, Audio-Technica, B&W, Beyer,
Canon, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, UPA, Dual, Dynaudio, Epos, Exposure, Harman Kardon,
Heybrook, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan, Meridian, Michell, Micromega, Mission, Monitor
Audio, Mordaunt-Short, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Panasonic TV + Video, Pioneer, Pink Triangle,
Polk Audio, Pro-Ac, Quad, REL, Rogers, Roksan, Rotel, Royd, Ruark, Sennheiser, Shure, SME,
Sonus Faber, Systemdek, Tannoy, Target, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Wharfdale, Wilson, Yamaha etc.
Wide range of classical CDs in stock. Full servicing facilities available

INTEREST FREE
Mir LEM Peed) An IS. NOON MOW
OR request timid GE »sr.

F
..,
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YORKSHIRE

4 yeedie

Reece:04e ,()

at,.e have care] oil,
hosen acomprehensive
range of audio equipment to offer the discerning music lover
omponents of unparalled performance.

THE HI-FI
STUDIOS

Over tht

l'Or friendly advice or to arrange your demonstration of some
of the World's finest audio equipment contact JOHN
13LEAKLEY on LEEDS (0113) 252 8850 (
evening calls
welcome). Genemus part exchange allowance always
available. Agencies include ATC, Ay!, BRYSTON,
CASTLE, CHORD, HARBETH, MARANTZ, SPENDOR,
SUMO, TEAC, and many more.
«.
4 ..

(etioR44)

HARBETH

TUL. SUGDEN, PROAC, RUARK. ALCHEMIST, AUDIO ALCHEMY, ELECTROCOMPANIET AMPS,
EXPOSURE, AUDIO NOTE. HOLM. TEAC. IMPULSE HORNS, APOGEE. CASTLE ACOUSTICS.
STEMFOORT, TRICHORD RESEARCH, HEYBROOK, MONITOR AUDIO, HARBETH, KESWICK
AUDIO RESEARCH LOUDSPEAKERS, MICHELL ENGINEERING (FULL RANGE), SME, UNISON
VALVES, STAX ELECTROSTATIC HEADPHONES. CR DEVELOPMENTS (VALVES), ART AUDIO
(VALVES), REL (ACTIVE SUB WOOFERS). PROJECT NOTTINGHAM ANALOGUE. ORTFON,
UTTER GRADO. YAMAHA 8KLIPSOH HOME CINEMA PRO- LOGIC DEMONSTRATIONS

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER
Tel: ( 01302) 781387
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Open Tue -Thur 10-8 Fri & Sat 10-6 Closed all day Monday

PRIVATE CLASSIFIED LINEAGE

TEAC®

egi

W ould

DiuLLittuu

CE

l'hone/Fax LEEDS (
0113) 2528850

Audio-Note Top of de Range silver Spcaker cable. ANSPX 25 stereo wire. hi-wire set. rec. retail price

FOR SALE

E3.800 bargain at £ 1.950 Tel 01932 349314 1110415i

BOSE 901Senes S'l stealer,. immaculate. boxed E995 inns £ 1.651/, Quad 4115 Slark Il moor amp. Quad
34 pre-amp. immaculate pair E335, Quad 3116 pre-amp. E159: Meridian 208 CD/pre amp E659 Tel 0171
386 7744

A Pair of New Transmission Line Speaker. using Dynaudio unit, in solid elm enclosures, exkmal
crosmien. beautiful «canine and sound. 1750, Meridiari S412 prcamp. West model. including nix, ink
moduks and SISE. used for comparison only. Iced 141.4801E950 Tel:111621 860630 11105251
Vendetta Research SCP-2C Mal mono SIC plena stage. the 109 in die ioorlJ. E1,50fionir. Concordant
exquisite pre-amplifier wnh hoilt tphono stage and external PSI'. , ritually brand nna with beautiful
cherry wood finished case. E1.3511 Tel:1114113 733055 ( H1024

PRIVATE ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM
Rates: £ 8.00 ( incl. VAT) per 30- word insertion for one issue.
For two months £ 14.00; three months £ 17.00. Additional words
50p each ( per section). Box numbers £3.00 extra.

Audio Research Clew 120 dual mono power amplifier\ £3.990. Audio Reench 01'9 MKII preampli for 1:9911 both in silt& Mdmial condition oil minimal use Tel 01203 419605 1110523i
Gored 401 Os rega d,300 and Goldnng 10C911. heavy MDF

plinth Arnencan walnut fin-

ish. original handbook and lest figures for 401. looks and smnds impressive. E350ono Tel: 0181 654 6292
11105221

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Martin Logan Semis light oak. 12 momh, oki. under warranty f1.450 or exchange for CEE REF model

Note telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( Hg Pmneer 0400 = two words)

3or REF 10412 Tel 0121 628 9247 R10521)
Phillips 5.115015 reel to reel fight use. excelknt inndiiiim.compkte with original instruction,. little red
tapes CIONnno Tel: 01689 852561 t1105201
LimilSobariks. Black 1850. Liar Active XOier Dinn power softly 1400; Roksan Xene, Rep 1103011
Denon DL3114 1450; Pioneer CLD 2950 laser disc player £400 Tel/ 01480 351781 ( 119518)
Linn Iii Fi Sy/stem comprising Kink CD player. Kaim Preamflifier. LK100 power amplifier. Rear&
speakers. Plinths and 14m LK400 bi.ii ire cabk.les, than 100 hours the £2.950 150151 1,2.0019 Tel:

e

0141 638 4691 1110517)
Amain 290 amp with phono board 1350/ Arcam 2811 rimer; Arcam CDS £250. Yamaha Casette KX51t0
BCS 1170: All immaculate % lib boxes Tel:0181 (57 7945 ( Croydon) 1140516)
Lambo Annals 4large. 3small. make your equipment bloat on an! 4300 Tel 01305 853618 1905151

•

Krell KRS four Chassis steno pre-amplifier. SIC Pbono stage, monk, packing crate plus manual. excl.
km sound. E32.50: Krell KMA 100 mono block amplifien. all packaging £ 1,895 Tel: 01795 771286 eves
1110514i
Semi, Faber Electra Foundation stands. excelknt £850 no often pkee. Lotion Atom's Mano black,

Please publish the above advertisement for

0 FOR SALE

inservors.0 under ho hacdrog.

D WANTED

Box number required

13 yea

1111111111 IIII
'Please indigte which

AT005 moving coil cartridge. all ven good condition. L1.300ono Tel Steve. u17o6 843957 anytime
101dhaml i
005121

(pounds sterling) made payable to Link House Magazine, pk.

Musical fidelity A1000. as re, ( l000. superb sound, genuine reason for wk. Tel 012% 713311

OR Please charge my Access Intel Diners 1Amed Card Number

Expires (date)

Linn LPI2 Tunitabk ( black Linn Ekos Tonearm IMark 116 Linn Lingo power supply Audio Techaica

Address

O no.

Chequelpossal order endosed fore

boxol. 1750 no offers: Tel: 01473 824215 ( Hadkigh, Suffolk/ told demonstrate ( 110513i
Name

Signature
'No reonbursements ,It be due fur canecIlatton of subsequent Inseruons

Daytime telephone number
Cut out your advertisement ( or photocopy) and
send tor Classified Advertising, Hi-Fi News et
Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon CR9 2TA.

u
I

ili0511t
Par/egged I
600MD coener. four inputs. balanced output HDCD proces,.decoler. superb condition. only
nine month, old, f1.450 new, toril accept sen,ibk offer, already upgreled Tel 01208 872316 1Bodnini
41105101
Infinity RS III A,pealen serious equipment, 2 bass dri, en. Emit Twerten Electrostatic. link med.
£7181. Tel: 01922 479034 1Wal,all.N'est Midlands, 1005091
Nakamichi Dragon. at new boxed 11950/. Quadd 66 with remote. f.5181. B&W 301 speaden. walnut.

110
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£1.100. AVI S21,100MP Preamp [450: Cambridge Dac Magic £75 all in excelkni condition Tel: 01705

[850onidecklin Ekcirosianc Headspeaken inso paint vvrà power unit C.190ono Tel: 00 353 27 61040

352987 4005090

(Ireland i
/ 110485i

Cadence Mono bkkks. new Grf Valves Mono: Finesira EC Audio pre-amp 1.500ono. excellent condi-

Napa 1VS. mamerpece analogue recorder. inn 19.900L accessories. immaculate, vinually un.used since

tion Tel: 01462 732559 11105071

Nagra supplied. the finest example available. f
2.100ono. reos boxed Skreo Dolby SR trot also availabk

Audio Syndrsis Pm Passion Vishay silver WBT 1250: Roksan Tabriz Z1 mean OW upgraded sabio.

Tel: 00 353 27 61040 drtlandi 180486i

[100: Linn LPI2 Valkalb. mint. 050: limgmat 330 54611515: Ringme 330 MKII XLR 125: Tel: Mike.

KEF 104.2 reference writs speakers. black e light use, superb sound. good condition. son demonstrate

01146 à19578 day. 280755 eves tH0506t

or deliver within reasonabk dream E650ono TEI: 01304 823121 ( Kent, ans. erphone demo ( H04891

Sony CDPR-I DASR.I champagne with Burt Rosewood cheeks.d.6395 I
sell for L2.300 absolutely eon.

Spendor Flagship Speaker the SP). few months old, cherrywood finish, great sound. , er, long guarantee.

ning: Crynkc QC PSU £850 and Onofon NICIO supreme C180: Lodi only three inomhs old, all norm.

Orno bargain at half price. £ 1.725 Tcl: 0181 315 :1585 ( 110195 I

boxed Tel 0141 647 5364 1110504 t

Krell KSA250 amplifier. mint £2,950: Audio Research SP.9MKI mint £430: WANTED Ma'am PM-94

Wadia 16 CD playa, kmote.digiul volume control. 21.bir 32X over-samplok digital PO. Ion ST optical

amplifier also Arua ADF.990 cassette decks. Tel: Tony, 01229 833168 anytime tH0499)

fibre, mint. boxed. stunning perfomunce. Iyear obi. rare opponunity £4.650 tE8.000t nono Tel: 0860

Naim CDS. 3year, old. excellent condirimi 12.200: Naim 52 plus supercap 1.800.
£
boxed Tel: 01333

850786 ( H05031

424642 after Spin iScalandt ( 140498 t

Linn Kum Phono. latest spec E1.100.
Unn LK 00. hke new 1500. Linn LPI2 Valhala. circus, Basik plus.

MD- 1Krell Transpon. Krell convener SBP 64 X. Audio Research preamp SPIS tube pox, monoblocks

K18 in black, £750 dealer ,erviced. original boxes. Tel: 01226 740943 005021

tome frontier SMP 160. Wilson Wan/Puppy 5.1. VPI TN7 Tumiabk II 4Wheaton Tnplanar ill. Marantz

Audio Innearron, Series 1000 Mono block poxer amplifiers 50 ropo Clos, A. excellent condnion. hard.

CD 12 le Transpon and convener Tel: Manuel Bernerla 1351162 597623 around 21E011351i 6? 42785

Is used. with spare set of valves 'groove tubes' worth £300 1750ono Tel: 01635 42278 / Berks.) / F10500t

Ponugal or fax.135 I
t
62 5%197 t1404301

ATC SCSI 504 Speakers in . onkrful condition. reluctant sale due ro move m smalkr premises,

WANTED

12.000ono fabulous sound across be range. peeress in classical musk. please ring. 0181 355 9608
1110530)

Audio Counsel
12-14 Shaw Road, Oldham 0161 633 2602
All products ore ex demonstration unless otherwise indicated "'' denotes

apart exchanged item, " denotes anew product, factory sealed in its
box. Prices include VAT. Discount vouchers are not valid sale items.
Product £
RRP
Sale
Save
CD Players
Arcom Alpha 5«
Arcam Alpha 6
Creek CD60
Micromego Drive 1
Micromega DAC1
Micromego Stoge 1
Mieromega Stage 2
Micromega Oronge 3

479.90
599.90
499.90
699.95
699.95
599.95
649.95
849.95

300
350
200
499.95
499.95
399.95
449.95
599.95

180
250
300
200
200
200
200
250

Cassette Deck
Yomaho KX380
Yamaha 016,51282

159.95
19995

11995
169.95

AO
30'

Celostion H013
lexicon CP-2
Mission 73 Subwoofer

750
1050
179.90

600
500
1CO

150
550

1000
150
130
600

AV Components

Valve Studer £37 Studro tapc.recorder, par for sale in fine condition. the C37 is probably.We boor valve

Mchnosh MC 175 or other top tube amp, and other McIntosh gar. offer, to Nkolas Bollinger. 26 me de ,

machine ever male. 11.000 each Tel: 49 77643 retest iDublin I100528)

Roses L-2445 Luxembourg 1110449t

Amplifiers

Theta TLC plus goliadr pour supply. boxed, as new 1545034150: Kimber KCAG Digital imer-connen.
.3 meter if 112100 Tel:01923 462309 410527)

Der cover for Revco All Pan No. 3400 Tel: M. Crawford 0151 652 0724 or Fax: 0151 670 0382
4105401

Krell OSA 50S/KRC2 [4.500 te7.900): Theta Dula Bass Trans/Pro Prow 2Dac £2.500 113.8004

Vv'amed. Second Hand Tumiabk Fondl reference or Fly.heel or Goldmund reference Tel Manuel

Audio Research 1.57/VT60
Aura VA100
Aura VASO
Linn Koim Pro
Urn Majik
Nairn NAC62 Pre amp
Nairn NAC42
Nairn NAP1 10
Nairn NAP180
Rotel RC970
Rotel RB970

4200
34990
279.90
1400
750
450
n/o
nia
1018
174.95
225

3200
199.90
149.90
800
350
150

Loudspeakers
Acoustic Energy AE2
Linn Keilidh inc bases
Linn Kober
inn Sara
Mission 751
Mission 753
Mission 733
Mission 731 5
Royd The minstrel -Grey
Ruork Templar MK I

1200
1000
2003
650
329
800
300
149
269
499

offers!

Miscellaneous
Soundstyle X120 Stand - Linn size
Bang & Olufsen 5500 System
Linn Wok LV2 Tonearrn

260
2000
n/o

160
750
250

Mono, Audio Studio 50 Piano ebony £2.950 if 4,9501: Stands unique support itmer in d811, six shelve,

Remade. day / 351i 62 597623. around 2100h13511 62 42785 or fax.1351162 5%197 IPortugal IIH0431

plus Utabk platform £1501E4001Tel: 01797 253073 100533)

Loather TPI Speaker, wanted by nostalgk ex.Lowther engrneer, any condition considered; Also Valved

Gyrodec. black/Inoue. Tabriz. Cows block. mint. £600: NInnon 752. black. mint 1.3110: LP12 look.

amplifier or pre-amp Tel: 01886 853385 ( Wore' / 11050 I
t

Onofon MCIOS, nons LID. 1475: Boyd Abbotts. black. mint 1395: %mu PN194 amplifier. 200 WPC.

Wanted Repair for Ferrograph 634 Stereo reel to reel recorder playback funchon «dunks are excellent

Pamal class A. mini £550 Tel 01706 345418 ( 80532)

and wren shots record side to bc OK machine, probably weds arev playback head Tel: 01446 740324

Ambo Research LS28 01.400 Aldo Research PHI £ 1.809, £3.000 ilk pan with balanced cabks. mint

/1111519)

boxed. manual,. Sony Walkman Pro f150Tel Mart. day 0171 820 0011. duet 7pm 01708 442598. ',talk

Qualiry H,.Fo and Pro- lops equipment bought and sold pos inc Waim. KEE Audiolab. Mission. Monitor

0973 687 536 11105311

.Audio. Linn. Marano. for funk, details let 01844 260 82A)973 233380 11105291 IT)

Naim Hicap, / 2of) E450 each. as non condition, boxed also consider sale of NAP181/ Tel: 01225 812314
iF105381
Rego XEL speakers, rosemood. 13 months okl boxes 1650: Linn Numenk Dec. box 1700 Tel: 0161 291
9331 ( Stockport, 1110536t

FOR SALE - TRADE
Krell KSA80 germine high end

nono. ne hld 1111,d1

Nakamichi 7002XE cassette deck. Technics SL12 iumtabk. SO. wall shelf. 1360 5000 amp. Leak 30

Tel: Witney Audio Visual 01993

711414

amp. Quad 4115.1 PA modules. Brenell 5105 RM. Sono &tame and tapes. Forograph Deluxe,. radio

Celestron SL700 kic stands. vgc. f495 Tel Wine Audro Visual. 01993 702414 Anon) 11105351

and &monks Vol 162 offers pkee. Tel: 01474 326220 ) KoniI 100537)

Alcahemist Sono pre and power E1.400: Albert) 408 monoblock 1350 pair r[800kCkmems 857 ref I /S

Linn AXIS tumtabk toirh Ake° um and Linn K5 canndge. excellent condition 1275 Tel: 01394 380207

oak. ex.dem, £1.2011113.800k Sonic Frontiers 160 monoblock, box. new. £4.500 tf.6.000L Counter point

ISuffolk)

SA1000 per SAI000 power. rev.
.
ondom. 12,C0111.3.101): Manniosh 712 pre 71011 power, x3, toss ex.

11105461

14311 maid, ng 240/1 in

11105341

BEL Stadium 0sub.00fer. ream, ex.dem 1795: BEL Sterna 11 black ordem 11395 BEL Studio

dem. £2.000 I
13.010) Tel 0181 155 0572 80539)

rosenut ex.dem. £ 1,995; Lumky. 51250 mono blocks £3.750 pair. Tel: 01992 460266 1110547)

Wilson Wan Puppy System V: curtail spec and absolutely as nex with all packaging and accessories.

Fond Air force Clne mill limited ed. £ 12.500 Primate 200 Sere Mowers. pre. Cd) 57.000: Printare

Pinewood's &monstrator and untouched by other human hands. Reason for sale: Pinewood wants apar

Big 49 speaken 13.100: V.A.0 30/30 %Miramar lee. amp) [ 1.200: V.A.0 30 W ( Integrated stereo

in special finish. Tel: 01460 54322 for rinse

Tel/Fax: 351 2609 4575 Portugal) 1110545i
LFD Zero pre and power amplifier. black finish, mint condition. cost 11000. fast, opon and musical. first
to hear will Ins' Sell for £595 Tot 01727 852420 t
Upgrading to LSI/PAI / 11054411
Castle Acousre Avon floomanders. brand new, never used unwanted gift. with five year warranty min in

Mit/904°

4f/47,1rypfeap,slyeté-ms,

DESIGN &
DEVELOPMENT STUDIO
11 PENFOLD COTTAGES,
PENFOLD LANE, HOLMER
GREEN, BUCKS HP15 NOR
(01494)71405611 FAX

breathtaking rosewood. £840 reno eking price. £650 Tel: Laurence. 01952 41480 leves) I
F10543 I

REV

pre

11105411
1/1.000t 1495: Kenwood KAD110 Ex digital amplifier £250: Four °ex GEC KT88's £200 Acoustic

rol packaging. absolutely mim, gn e.a.ay at 11.990 114.000) genuine enquiries only. Tel: Gerard, 0181
Magnepan 3.3R Ribbon Loudspeakers £ 1.810. Clese 30 mane 70 poweramp 11500: Orelk CDIOT
Transport MOO: Ore% SC100 preamp SP200 poweramp £504. Orelle Orator loudspeakers

£
3801 all per.

fed. boxed. Tel: 01252 311016 180436)
0601 FPB 300 amplifier, Krell 20iL CD player, both brand new. boxed. guaranteed. 25`) off lie price Tel

loads
1250 180 250"
100
30
140
100
100
1250"

ED LVER

For further details. contact David O'Malley.

Lauber Acousus / PMA Driven E395: Quad 405 amphfier El 50: Kaminencli reference loudspeaker,

743 7809 / 110424t

(
Tony)

25
35

British loudspeaker range.

sentaion case rare, sell Kesskr review HrFi News, highly collenabk £ 7300 Tel: John, 01892 547003

Research AR- 17 loudspeaken £95 Tel: 01403 251587 / 110540)

649
750
200
150
550
200
119
119
399

n/o"
n/o"

for high profile, well reviewed

Special Lin.. new. unused. mon. boxed. wood valve pre.

Author, Golden Night 300 monoblock power amps, dedicared spiked urger platforms. spare tubes, are

195
750
14995
18990

OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS required

Spender SP2/3 rosemood. boxed. Imo months okL no new 1800ono 111.195 mss) Tel: 01403 891120
11105421
McIntosh MC275 15..pl power and C22

so

n/o"
'Special Clearance Hem ' Linn System' Ex Dee Absolute bargain'
No offers' Kairn Pre amp, 3x1.1(100 Power Amps inc Aktiv boards,
Walnut Keltik loudspeakers RRP £9,650. Sale price £4,600!!!

amp, £ 1300 Box technologies ZZ-One rintegrated amok / LBO: Kinergeiks 75 iclass A. 75m stereo
amp. £ 1.100: Kinergete KCD Nereopluk recommenkdi %OD: QLN Prestige loudspeakers. £ 1,100

so

REVOLVER UK LTD
Telephone 0044 161 973 0505

BANDOR DRIVERS
• All ALUMINIUM ANODISED CONES
• Exceptional TRANSIENT RESPONSE.
• Any one loudspeaker covers Idds of musical spectrum.
• Power handling - 35 watts/100 watts ( RMS)
• HUMIDITY PROOF • PASSIVE 4 ACTIVE CROSSOVERS.
• AUDIO VISUAL DRIVERS NOW AVAILABLE (Shielded)
• 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE • INC £ 1.00 STAMP

Fax 0044 161 905 1965

0171351 1504 1110448t
Mani, Logan CLSI1Z mint £1.950 nrth Kinergetic, SW800 rum bass lions and Active Cross-over, also
mint 12.750: both purchased new from Alwoluic Sound, deakr. for sak togerher. Tel: 01492 580101
/North Woks after 6pm t010447)
Roksan Xerxes, Kuzma Slop taken Audio Technrca OCA eamidge, great sound all for only £800 Tel:

Don 't (et your LISTENING ROOM
spoil his performance.

01162 871771 or 0973 776279 ) H04511

With the help of

Onix 0A21 amp. soap and OWN tuner all excekni condinon, boxed 1.295 for all Tel: 01705 4546%
(H0157)

(Room Ilcouslies

Audio Research VI411 valve monoblocks cAt new set of valves 14.0004 Krell KRC2 Prc-amp112.200);
(5950). Pm-Passion balanced arena°, a1501; PS Audio Lambda CD Transpon with ST and AEA/ESL'
outputs 151.3501, VDH loot balanced cables 2pain 12504 all in absolutely mint condition sooth mans.
Naim CDi excellent condition, all original. paekaging, upgrading to CD's Howe sale. f1.495ono: Naim
82 a, above upgrading ro 52 11.495mo Tel: 01799 527277 eve, after 8pm 1110460)
Muskal Fidelity F22 pre.amp. remote. boxed. mint condition. EMNIono Tel 01752 775887 after lmni
/e464)
Linn LP12 3009 K9 [495: Delkc DAC 1250: Technics Chu, AA 5Orms 185: Genexxa Linacum

eroiees

you can achieve near concen
hall realism, in harmony with
your home decor.

Audio Syndeis DAX Ibalanced HDCD ST Optical inpuk t11,100t, Passion 8Balanced WC pre-amp

(alum migmal packaging and manuals ere, Tel: 01353 777106 11104591

Full details, reviews etc, of our computerised postal
HiFi room acoustics consultancy available from:ROOM ACOUSTICS SERVICES
3, Queen Elizabeth Way,
BARTON-upon-HUMBER,
South Humberside,
DN18 6A1
Tel: (01652) 635523

£175. AT1005 ann 145: Sony CDP101 solid perfomier fully seniced OK exchange considen-d. WANTED: Audiolab amp/p Marano CD Sun 5R34 Tel: loro. 01106 861457 11104721
Ruark Talisman II speakers rosewood exellent condirion. boxed [450: Genexua LX5 pro loudspeakers
(Kesskis favourite up to £200) boxed and unused £ 120 Tel: 0161 430 8472 tees) 1110471i
Can SLA70 35 war per channel class Avalve power amp. sukes steel. chassis immacuLne condition
£00

demonsuate Toi 01777 711534 / 140470)

Lockwood Auto

8639 tBarnen 1110473)
Superior Dolby Pro-logic surround sound system. Mention 541 processor Russ Andrews Moneer
CDIlaser disc player. Linn Keildh Conlin front loudspeakers. AR rears. two 185 amplifiers. oto.
I2.650ono Tel: 01423 528256 Harrogate 180477i
War 3/Puppy 2speakers, still shrink wrapped Eldorado gold original crate, f5300ono: Krell )(SA-250B
power amp. 1.995
£
boxed. Pioneer Elite 97 Laser Disc player isuperb CD iransporti £ 1.500 Tel: 01243
584723 ( Bognor) ( 810476)

velar
THE

Audio Alchemy 000 110 CD player/Transpon 1425: Dignial Decoding engine 01.1 including power eanon one CIO, Power sown two, three outkts £ 110; Dolo Stream Transceiver [ 1
lOono Tel: 0181 449

AUTHORISED

SPECIALIST

SPARES AND REPAIRS
DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers welcome by appointment

Krell OSA 250, just sersiced mini. 1.999
£
abargain: Audio Research LS 2B MC. 11 mondu old.

Imperial Studios Maxwell Road

12.395ono sad sale. Tel: 01629 822995 or 01623 871950 1110480t

Borehamwood Herts WD6 IWE

Apogee Stage Ribbon Speakers. excellent sound. antleank colour. good condition, biwireable, boxed
and manual, coo £4,100 will sell for £ l,195or,o Tel Mas. 0161 873 5020 «lay t
0161 330 7912 (eves t
(904)2i
Sus Lambda Sknature Hcadspeakers nwo pain) with transformerless TLNI tube power unit. top model

Falcon Acoustics Ltd

gam Phone: +44(0) 181-207 4472
Fax: +44(0) 181-207 5283

=.)

New

Audio Amateur reprint; publiabed ou CDROM of

Rodiotron Designer's Handbook by Langford-Smith.

New and updated FOCAL ' State of the Art' Kits
FOCAL ' In-car' & JMLab Speaker Systems.
Increased range of SOLEN 400v & 630v
Polypropylene capacitors.
DRIVE UNITS: by FOCAL, and apick of the best
from other manufacturers.
CROSSOVER NETWORKS: - Active & Passive,
Components, Accessories, Large range of Capacitors +
Falcon Custom-wound Inductors.
AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook 5, Recipes Cookbook,
Mullard Valve Circuits, plus lots more in P/L.
Back year sets of Speaker Builder, Audio Amateur &
Glass Audio, plus the Audio Anthology Set.
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Large selection of Programs available from the very
comprehensive Liberty AudioSuite test program via
AIRR, LoudSpeaker Ver.6, BassBox, to the basic
Bullock/White Boxresponse.
Also the IMP FFT Test Kit, the Mitey Mie Kit and
Mic/Preamp kit for Audiosuite or AIRR
Send for our FREE price list PL25a: Just send alarge
S.A.E. (38p stamp) or USS2 bill overseas,
Europe USS Ibill or 3Intl. Reply Coupons (IRC) to:(Dept HFN) Tabor House, Norwich Road,
MULBARTON, Norwich, Norfolk, NR14 8JT
Tel (0)1508 578272

AUDIO NOTE AUDIO COMPONENTS PARTS & PRICELIST.

AUDIO COMPONENTS PARTS & PRICELIST

GREAT NEWS!! AUDIO NOTE CAN NOW OFFER EXCLUSIVELY
DESIGNED TRIODES FOR AUDIO AMPLIFIERS.
Audio Note UK Ltd is proud and happy to announce ato in .. orture with Mn. Aleta Vet of ACVt in the Czech RepubItc,under the agreement reached
Alesa Vecs company WA be making arange of directly heated triodes for small signal, clover and output stages exclusively for Audio Note. This will
with time allow us to explore hitherto uncharted territory In the field of Single- Ended Audio Amplifier design, by putting usina position to design
and manufacture triodes specifically for agiven purpose, something which has not been within our reach in the past. where we have always had to
settle for the best amplifying devices avallable, but which good as many of them are, were generally made for other purposes So Iam very excited
about the potential tor improvements and prospects of raising the game to the highest level.
Initially, we will only have aSuper Linear version of the 3006 available, dubbed the Audio Note AV300B SI. it will be available in limited numbered
samples at USO 425.00 each either single or matched pairs. We will follow this fairly quickly by anew very powerful power triode, the new Audio Note
AV62B SL with 120 watt dissipation for about 40 watt Class Aon single-ended conhguranon, the most powerful and linear power node avallable. at
an expected price of ASS 750.00 each. it WI help advance the case for SE operation despite the deplorable Ineflictency of the most modern loudspeakers!!
For those of you who have already experienced the Vec Valve W308 and VV52B it will interest you to know that an Audio Note AV52B SL and AV3213
SL will be introduced when we have solved the problems of cathode crystallisation that the Veit Valve W308 and W52B suffer from. The expected
cost of the AV32B SL will be USO 550.00 each and the AV528 SL USS 650.00 each.
All Audio Note Triodes are available in Colbaff blue. Ruby Red, Saver or Gold glass on request at an additional 05$ 125.00 per valve, delivery normally about 90 days as aspecial order.
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Audio Note distributors.
We have now settled in our new factory und and it Is already turning out to be too small, such is life, mamarket where large parts of the specialist
hdi industry is falling on harder times (especially the high power - low efficiency crowd: what can isay, il could not happen to more deserving people!) Audio Note Is flan our market egrowing ever more rapidly than we can reasonably deal with or supply, se, as with most things good, you
sometimes have to wait. which is not what any of us are parbcularly good at. having been brought up In asociety that favours " testae gratecatton"
above all else.

In this society context. it is therefore very gratifying to see how many of you out there are educating yourselves to the benefits of do-it-yourself'
amplifiers. speakers etc. just another example of how society is changong, in thIs case definitely for the better, rather than passively buying the latest
greatest new " super amplifier" large numbers of our customers are now building better amplifiers themselves, learning to understand and appreciate
the simple truth that the Single- Ended Triode output stage rules supreme where music reproduction is concerned.
Participation is the name of the game and Audio Note is happy to provide awide range of complete kits, output and mums transformers, chokes,
paper in od. alumlnIum. tin, copper or silver foil signal capacitors. Black Gate, Ceralme or standard electrolytic capacitors, tantalum, carbon and
metal film resistors. silver wees, mterstage and droner transformers, switches, balance controls, potentiometers, attenuators, chassis's and fittings for
the quality onented Direr whether you are abeginner or hardened experimenter, male or female, we have the best ' and not always most expensive)
pans for most projects.
Ihave commented on the before it is most Interesting to watch the scramble taking place amongst the existing valve amplifier manufacturers, most
of whom have espoused the virtues of high power ( and who still mainly make thee Irving selling them, tor how ts agood queshonl) valve amplifiers.
as many of them now embrace the low power single-ended node amphfier as if they had never said anythrng to the opposite or even more Interestingly. as one valve manufacturer, famous for the stateless steel chassis and very high power amplif ens says. "we only make SE amplifiers because
people want them, we do not believe this is the best solution " Interesting statement. Is It not? The is what happens when allthe manufacturers do is
follow the lead of the market instead of taking the lead themselves, which is why the socalled "High End" ( love American term for something that
cannot reproduce music) but also quite sad, fortunately this is not an accusation that can be thrown at Audio Note, as we were first to introduce SE
amplifiers into the worldynde commercial specialist market, and we she lead the way.
The virtual flood of SE amplifiers that has appeared on the market over the past 3years is re doubt confusing to most of you, it certainly seems to
have bewildered most of the press and thee renewers, agreat many of whom have yet to really understand what is happening. especially the fact
that the grassroot support for SE Mode amphlters, eso deep rooted and strong, seems to have bypassed the men in their ivory towers, most of who
still beheve that this is fad that will die away, as soon as the next great achievement" of the traditional " High End" has been released. Oh, how lane
do they comprehend that the move away from the traditionally favoured high power - Inefficient speaker technologes most of them have supported
(and in many ways helped brIng about, remember the rave reviews of the Apogee SantIlla or latest high power Mi. ARC or Krell?) are row serious
unwell and may well die over the next fee years. already row the second hand values of the products eht contain these technologies are senously
and still teen°, consider that if any of young own one of these dinosaurs, unless of course you hke collecting historical ellacts.
Attempts to make SE technology conform to current lechnologocal measurement dogma have so far laded ( thanks in no smell pan to many 01 you brave and persrs.
tent people out there. who have for yourselves expenenud what happens to the sound of agood SE amide, when you stock 24de or more leedback across the drcua and onterestng. not to mention enlightening experence, that clearly demonstrates that low state distortion snot the cure air that the transistor and lure power
brigade would have us believer. and whilst attempts are burg made to ' upgrade semi conductor circuitry with aSmote- Ended flavour r
how truly sink-ended this
really s . is highly questionable since the transept can only amplify one had of the waveform and needs apanne bn erne if certainly sounds that wall to wholly
moldy the sIgnal semi conductor means what he says WEE and that os what you get hall the squat han the Sound ,Sane people are satisfied with pseudosolu.
bons the current ' HO End' is no exception!
But as Isaid tills is all changing tor re better, and if we can do anything to help we certainty shalt when is why we are introducing anumber of new parts on the
lest wffich Will include the mucgwanted very soon to be available. pre-amploter kit but equally imPratantly a loudspeaker kit sorry no pans for the cabinet. only the
drawing and the individual tested drivers wrth entrer copper or sayer voice cods, the speaker kd is modelled on our AN- Sspeakers which rate at about 93 94dB
efficrency. with avery benrgn load behaviour they are developed on st-tnede ampldiers and are highly suited to the low- power SE Mode amplifiers that most ol you
have or are contemplafing

The controversy surrounding what lo use ,vith the low power SE triode amphters iv not solved nen the speaker kg so we nave something else up our sleeve for
later as well. watch lilts space ,
The Increase in interest in all things songleended. especially the node non-feedback variety is now so great that even the mainstream valve manufacturers are
about lo follow sun so if you are loolung for asingle-ended product beware of the false prophet who speaks of things he does not believe in untold becomes
lonaeoiathy expedient or downnohl necessary to have asingle- ended amplifier in their product program So whether you are building asingle-ended amplifier yourself, or looking to buy amanulactured single-ended product please remember that louas AUDIO NOTE who, in the lace of the usual industry hype about conhnual
'progress -.brought this technology to tne attention ol press. public and general audio Industry alike, not because it would lend a (mock buck to the purse. but
because we hrmN believe that cosa superior way ot amplaymg any mute signal and therelore deserves to be resurrected as the preterred technology ion anyone
who want the genuine aesthetics and beauty el real music reproduced in then home
Now that we stand on the boundary of this, the brave 'new' world of 1920S circuitry, we note wall Interest the number of manulacturers who have manulactured
valve amplifiers tor many years. but who only now have ' doscovered 1the benefits of the single- ended stage, and who in the past 20 years or so have been the
strongest proponents of Me high power ' high quaky' valve amphfier. watch them as they now, Ion commerdal gain embrace the world of lugh loudspeaker effh.
derby and single ended triode amphficafion and then draw your own conclusoons about their smutty, their commdment. Market strategy and general competence
In overall knowledge of the technology of Audio AUDIO NOTE were the first and woo remain the last word It somc quality if you appreciate music properly reproduced.
As expected land predicted in the above paragraphs) we are now seeing aflood of single-ended amplifiers appearing on the market some are good, many are notl
lus important to remember that the hardest thing to achieve is somphcity, man is acomplIcating beong bust look at our tax systemi?) and since World War Two we
have been led to believe that compleahon equals technology, not true, especoally not on muse reproduction equipment here simplicity Is aMend virtue Singleended ampfileabon requires an understanding ol the necessity tor simplicay that rs very rare another common fallacy is that the SE power supply needs to nave
very large capacotance or storage also not corred, you want as fast and responsive an SE -Power suPPIV as you target, se esmall aside Cower Men/ &hone
much better than abig slow one valve rectifeation is amust chokes are good, but not mandatory, it cost Is aproblem alarge resistor will do it is most Important
to remember that in ano-feedbatk songle.ended amplater the circuit and power supply must have the same time constants to function correctly, so simple and
smalls beautiful
Another interesting aspect of the SE-revolubon os the attempt to Incorporate tenets of current technological dogma and beliefs into the SE performance envelope we
are already seeing low drstorhon SE. sell-cancellong SE transistor SE. soon to be tolned by ' high current SE' and ' hthogh power SF. don't be duped by these slogans, clams that you can get 55 vans SE Class Afrom one VT.4C/211 are utter nonsense. hkewrse 15 watts from asingle 30011. these kinds 01 power specleabons are no good unless they are accompanied by ademon figure at the rated power to give you an illustration of the. at 55 wads Class ASE a211 has about
50% harmonic chstortror. one has to queshon Me sonic quality of any signal al that distornon level nonly the magazines spent as much time and energy on exposmg the charlatans whose unmettable claims are pressed on an unsuspecting public as they do trying to explain the benehls of DCC and whatever other new nonsense technology is being pressed into service as amusic carnet we would have acleaner and more lust market where tong correct and truthful would not be a
marketing disadvantage
Back to the subiect matte all this talk about msfice and correctness would be vanity it not backed by action so on order to enhance your eddy to design and manufacture your own spew' version of any ol the single- ended muds being chscussed. whether old or IleW we will continue to expand on what is already the most
extensive range Manta high gala)/ components that the discerning do-it-yourself" valve amplifier enthusiast can use to construct any single-ended or ( shame on
bull push pull amphfier. whether triode or pentode All of these parts are used in various models of the manufactured lone of the AUDIO NOTE amplifiers These
components colude mostly specrally made items like ceramic valve bases verth either saver or geld Peed Pon , WU ,in MI aluminium foil signal caPacdors. coPPer
.3 saver toll noel capacitors. Black Gate graphite electrotybc capacdors acid corrosive- tree silver solder copper and aber wired audio output transformers. nonmagnelff tantalum resistor, nommapnetff RCA and speaker lemmas. valves and many other useful bds and peces for upgrading old or constructing new valve
amplifiers
AUDIO NOTE LOUDSPEAKER DRIVERS & KITS
We shall be offering the speaker drovers that we use in our own loudspeakers for general sale horn now o, you can buy toe drovers indwedualh or together with a
Package that shows the crossover configuration and cabinet drawings. together enth apain cif lent ,
We have spent far more lime looking at the efficrencyspeaker load issues in relahonshrp to Me low power SE triode amplifiers than anyone else and lbelieve that
our solutions are both ori ginal and effectrve unfortunately nature Is as cruel as she is kind, when it comes to efficiency bandwidth site and price
we offer our drive units with both copper and sever speechcods. the measured thtlerence ts negligible but the ddlerence
indeed which again begs the question what it is we measure in relation to what we hear
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All our speaker cabine sare nude from dfterent materials. front baffel it either bnvood or soft choboard the wrap is dense MOP and the back Iattaie miller plywood or medium chbboard. no damping materais are applied to any part ol the cement whast vre uesome bracing to distn ute the camel re ounces Do I
near
cries of 'cabinet colo ratron -TT Despde what you might think the gutter like structure of our cabinets greatly enhances efficiency dynamics and parkle
We also use only ami mal amount of wadding and it has to be aspecrlec type referee/ 'sell cleaned sheeps wool positron ng in entffat and here expermenta.
non is recommended fyou build the speakers yourself
We 'vat sell you art.. • -rossoyer pans acabinet drawing and aport turn
rmen 40L1 can expertment with the camel dull to your hearts delight afferna.
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The once is ovo speakers, if anyone warts mono only then halve the price. the speakers in question are sender to the AN-E/D which are close to 94 dB efficent In acabinet 8006x28 centimeters. and are designed to stand close to rear and side walls
Work is going on on afull range dual cone driver for quarter or half wave horn applications, so
keep your eyes out for future announcements
ORDERING AUDIO NOTE COMPONENTS OR KITS.
Apart from the kits all the prices in this list are excluding UK Vat at 17.50%. which, if you live
inside the EEC. UK Vat will be added to your purchase. atter the addition of postage and packing
costs, if you love outside the EEC the once you see is the price you pay.
We are introducing acompletely computer's«) system asfrom September 1. 1996. ( rt remains to
be seen whether the Is abenefit or not. Ipersonally have my doubts ,.which should on theory
reduce the lead times, minimise mistakes and allow us to quote prices to you quickly over the
phone, plus make stock control more consistent To help us help yourself we have now incorporated aproduct ordering code no which we strongly recommend you use tor all future orders.
not using it will cause delays in processing your order, especially le afew months time when the
system is fully operational
We accept VISA. Mastercard. Access. Diners. and Amu to pay this way, we will need your
address, card no wtth start and emery dates, please note that we are no longer allowed to ship
goods to an address that is different from the cardholders address, this is to protect you from
fraudulent use of your card etc You can also pay by bankers drag. Euro cheque or cheques
drawn on aUK bank account
Delivery Is normally about 14 days from newel of cleared funds, Sut please allow up to 60 days
for some dens, if not stock at the time or order.
ITEMS SOUGHT.
If any of you reading this have possession of any books which corten 'Memnon relevant to
the subject of Audio Design and which would be useful to share with others. please let us know
either by fax or telephone. there is an award of £2000 ( payable on valves or other bits, postfreel
to anybody who sends us abook wheh contains useful information about valve amplder design
or theory
Likewise. I
am looking for anumber of old valves to experiment with. so if you have any PX4's
PX25's, DA30's. ADO son any of the old triodes. I
will be happy to buy or swap at agood price.
likewise anyone of you know where to find old stele tape recorders, STUDER. TELEFUNKEN or
AMPERE% or the like. record cultng, plating, processmg or pressm equipment. or have books
or information about building microphones, recording technique, LP- manufacture, then it will all
be gratefully received. AUDIO NOTE has the Intentron over the nerd 2 - 3years to set up recordmg and record manufacture and whilst we already have quite alot of mformaten, much more is
needed.
grub. Ode dote IBasle Technical Information
If you would like some suggestens which to base afuture project around, then we shall be
,
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which is the best pre-amplifier circuit we have come across Just send astamped self addressed
A4-size envelope, together with 600 pounds in small denomination UK stamps, or if you live
outside the UK US $ 1915.00 in Sbills will do, please do not send Bankers Drafts in USE,
International Response Coupons or Internahonal money orders, as they cost mare to cash than
their value.
We have alarge number of requests for the circuits of the AUDIO NOTE UK-made amplifiers, like
OTO Phono SE, MI Phono, MEISHU. SORO etc., and since we ( unlike the majority of our talented competitors) do not have any secrets in this department, and are only too pleased to help
extend the envelope of knowledge in this much maligned held, we shall be happy to send you or
any existing or prospective compete, one or more circuit degrams,they cost I5.00 each, or
you can buy for example all phonointegrated amplifiers, for E30.00 ( 050.00). or all Line- integrated amplders for £25.00, all pre-ampfifers for I20.00 ($35.00), or simply acomplete moue
pack for I50.00, ($80.00). All can be paid either by credit card, cash, bankers draft or cheque
drawn on aUK bank. the cost includes postage.
We can also supply aset of data sheets for the most commonly used valves, ECC82.
ECC88/6922, 12AY7/6072A 7025/12AX7WA/ECC83, 6SN7,
211NT4C, 845, EL34/6CA7,
29.3, 604, 5U4G, G234/5AR4, EL84/68C15, 6V6GT, 6L60, 588116L6WGC/KT66. Again send a
stamped self addressed h4 envelope together with I4.00 In small denomination stamps or of outside the UK another US $ 15.00 will suffice.
Since nothing really exists which gives areasonable background to the subject of valve amplifier
dent dedge. Guy Adams and Ihave written and assembled anumber of articles and extracts
from old books which give some background to the Seed, do not expect to become an instant
expert. but It will serve as auseful reference, for the beenner as well as the more advanced, we
have expanded this info- pack to include even more useful Al ormahon, so if you have already
bought the old pack. just send £2.00 or US $5.00. For the full pack asmall charge is required,
this time £7.00, In small denomination stamps with astamped self addressed envelope. or outside the UK. please send US S25.00.
We do accept aUK cheque or bankers draft in Pound Sterling for the above changes as well. just
corven the US$ amounts to Sterling at $ 1.70 to the Pound. otter you have rounded up to nearest $ 5.00.
SOUND PRACTICES.
If you are senously Interested in the subject of valve amphlter dedgn, wrthout the usual preconceived rebore of what is 'good' emitter design and technology (the traditional view, which has
brought us the blessings of the transistor ample«, has obviously disqualified itself quite monumentally!) then SOUND PRACTICES is the magazine to read, here you will find articles about
design parameters. DIY anides for amphfiers and speakers, reviews of new and old, in other
words the very subjects that none of the sellservIng, advernsmg led traditional press will touch
as they do not enhance the business of their normal advertisers. You can buy SOUND PRACTICES from us at £ 5.00 per copy there are currently 11 issues available) or by subscreten
from SOUND PRACTICES PO. Box 180562, Austin, TO 78718, USA Aregular modern world bargain. and there are practically none of those in Audio today. With enough subscription suleort
SOUND PRACTICES may just bring about the " sound practices" that the lei industry has abandoned for so long. So get asubscription!! Our friend Joe Roberts is now able to take VISA and
MC, so convenience is at hand at long last! CAII or preferably fax Joe on 512 339 6229 with your
card no, if you want adirect subscrehon.

By the time you read the SOUND PRACTICES issue 12 0011 be HERE, so this should keep you off
the street over the next couple of weekends ,Buy acopy for £5.00 . postage ( or self addressed
envelope with order if you lee le the UK). mean the following alleles, Audio Note ANKORU
parallel 845SE by designer Andy Grove, Lowther Another opinion by Marc Walters, Tube Users
Gee by Udell Sibley, Meet the Tube the 50. Herb Reichert on Renewing Perspectives (avery
good crecem of the current renewing and measuring practices) and much more!. Much good
and informative reading as usual. again £5.00 xA4 size, stamped self addressed envelope If you
live in the UK or US$ 10 00 and aself addressed envelope if you live abroad
Vacuum Tube Valley,
Now Ibet you have never heard of the one before, but demonstrating the strength of the reveal
in everything that has to do with valves, whether single-ended, push- Pull
lust old and good
Vacuum Tube Valley is aquarterly, high quality print and read, each issue focuses on aUS brand
of yesteryear in the turret! issue ( Issue 2Volume One) leunette dealt wrth extensively There
Is along article by Eric Barbour about the ELSA ( not afavounte of mete any longer. but avery
popular valve nonetheless, and an interesting overnew of available and vintage types The Audio
Test Bench looks at tools and equipment for DIY amplification building. very practical and useful.
Cathode bias, agreat anode about how to bias the VV528 and biasing and beetle in general.
Tube matching ( valve matching to us Bres1) and much mort It is nice to see amaganne that
takes a ', Monte perspective Well worth aread, evadable rom us at C830 acopy or ;erectly
from VTV 1095, E Duane Ave Suite 106, Sunnyvale CA 94086, USA. $ 35.00 for foreign subscribers 4Issues now evadable
or

POSITIVE FEEDBACK.
This is one type of feedback that we are not entirely epeeist' Positive Feedback is the club magazine for the Oregon Triode Socety wily aspirations towards greatness, not unlike the great underground magazines of the 1970's 11 eaquarterly publication of zany, controversial commentary,
by in-house wnters. members, as well as venous Industry doyens or the subjects of music,
audio, technology and the quest for musical satelachon. Ifor one, thee it ls an excellent read
and provides agood alternative view to most of the established press, which tends to vew the
world in the context of what new products is evadable net now, without giving much perspective backwards We have several back issues available of Pollee Feedback and the latest issue is
just off the press and all are available at £ 700 per issue Yours truly Is aregular contreutor to
PF, what better reason to subscribe7
LISTENER MAGAZINE.
Here is arenew based music and hilt magazine that Ireally enjoy reading ( lopether %nth F7 and
Audio Adventurer), the music reviews are amongst the very best in the business, the equipment
reviews not far behind The is worthwhile and memo addition to the available opinions on
music and equipment and at only £4.00 per copy agood investment The Listener is apocket
sized quartely publication. 4issues are available al Me moment
The Audio Adventure.
Another good olternolive to Oh- •sloblish-d mogozin-s, still dt loping ond not ofroid to tok- o
controversiel slant. hot tong of my lovourile writers on their :toff. Myhs Astor ond Doyno B
Oh- He Hussy, so get acopy ond see Ion yourself.
COMPLETE KITS.
KIT ONE 3008 single-ended. 9watts Class A. stereo chases. cost £ 799.00 Incl. Val Order Code
AN- KIT-001
KIT TWO 6550 single-ended. 15 walls Class A, on astereo chassis. cost £ 599.00 incl. Vat. Order
Code AN-KIT-002
KIT THREE 30013 parallel single-ended, mono chassis, 16/17 watts Class A. cost £ 1.550.00 Inc'
Vat. Order Code
AN-KIT-003
KIT FOUR6V6 push pull. 10 wens Class A. stereo chassis, cost £ 249.00 Incl, Val Order Code
AN-KIT-004
KIT FIVE one be remedied, il hes proven tmpossIble to release a211/845 kit due to the high voltage
problems
KIT SIX 300B single-ended. 708 watts Class A. stereo chases, expected cost 449 00 including valves
and Val. this will be our "entrypomt£ vo £gateway£ to single- ended triode bliss or rock and roll, 01 you
peter Expected available October 1996
II you are in doubt asto whether akit owlet' is suitable for you. we suggest you spend I10 00 on buyIle the Instructions for the KIT ONE. single 3008 amplrfter, this will gyve you agood Idea whether ael
project is for you, dyou decide to buy alit then the £ 10.00 will be refunded aCcetnst the cost of the
kil. As the other kds become available their Instruchon manuals will also be available at £ uyoo each.
We have the Kit One instructivos wadable in English. German and Wien, please spIctly when ordenng.
AUDIO NOTE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS.
We are on the process of building up four separate ranges of Audio Not output transformers, inonder to
offer the best possible outputs at different preepents, they will fall into four categories,
09 Economy range, where the pree/quale relationship is carefully calculated to ensure audio quality in
acompact package, lethally we will only be offermg 3songle-ended output transformers in this range,
push-pull outputs are under development as well.
B.) Mid- once range. which are the output transformers already on offer, we have made acouple of
addrhons to this range, since the last list
C.) High Ouale range, this vall be arange of double C-core outputs for single-ended cIrcults exclustveN. no push-pull outputs will be offered, unless demand requires it Again 3offerings initially
Dl Super High Quality range all- silver wired outputs of the best possibly quality. when Isay best possible, Ido not mean to say that these silver outputs will be as good as the silver output transformers
handwound by Audio Note in Japan, they won't, but then again they do not carry the price tag either ,
The quality criteria for group Aare 2060 to 20X00 - 1to - 15d8. they are IE cored wan secon steel
laminations and are supplied wIth frames and solder tags, which will allow good audio quality at the
cost The main cost saving bell the use ol asmaller core, sleeted to the exact power level requited.
rather than overspecenng by 50 or 100%. as we do on Group EL the winding quaky and copper wee
is the same
Group Bare typically 20Hz to 40KHz minus 1 . 5dB, IE cored with high qualify sewn steel lannahons,
wound wily oxygen-free copper wire and suppled with ether bell-ends or frames always with flying
leads

Group Eare typically 16Hz to 50KHz minus 15d8. demount] double C-ores made from the best
available sewn steel larenahon, these outputs toll compare more than favourabry with the best evadable types from days gone by and from other current sources like Partridge . Tango. Tamura etc
Group Duse Audio Not- elver wee, need Isay more77
Specdeahons
PP. Push- Pull PPP . Parallel Push- Pull SE = Singe-ended PSE = Single-ended Parallel UL sign fies 43% ultrahnear taps. as ageneral rule we do not condone the use of 111- taps as we conoideo
these detnment to sound quality '• Dynaco replacement
All primary impedances are calculated for Class Aoperabon. with the main consideration giver to
manna dynamic power transfer ability and minimum estorhon. rather than meanrngless steady
state sine- or squarewave conditions
All our single-ended output transformers are ergapped. and the memos standee current allowed
before saturahon is shown in column 5
All our output translormers are tested to Insulation levels of minimum 3.000 volts, all 211/045 outputs are Insulated to 5Ky flash every transformer is tested to this level of insulation.
We generally overspectly our transformers by 50% power in Push- Pull ( which means that atransformer stated as 25 watts will allow about 35-38 watt peaks our single-ended outputs are generally
over specified by 100%, which means boat they will Instantaneously allow peaks of double the per
maximum power Mrough undrStOrted. Mg is necessary due to the better clipping behaviour of the
single-ended stage
We do not eve any further technical Informaten on our output transformers as we CIO mol wish to
take pan in technical competitions our products are desueed to [ Mere which are and vet be understood once they are listened tot
In addition to the output transformers offered below, we offer adesign service, where we can
supply almost any requirement for weeband transformers, whether for microphones. moving
cod cartridges, hne input, phase spleen. Interstages, elver or power output. we design and
manufacture ennobles in-house, the cost for the paper design is £200.00, prototype cost is
calculated on aper case basis. We can also produce production quanfities.
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We also have amenstransformer choke kit for the WE91 power amplifier as shown in Sourc
Practices, this combined with our single-ended output transformers with 3K0 m primary imp dance. will make avery fine replica of this classic amplifier total cost £420.40 per set.
We now also have loe facility to make any Marnstransformer to your spedlica on, as long as ou
order minimum 2pea, they can be supplied with soldertags, flying leads, frames or bell-ends, Ask
for quote.
On amore general note, it is Important to understand the specialised nature o the design and
manufacture of transformers for audio equipment, in most industrial apphcatens the main criteria
are cost, weght or longevity, an audio menstransformer also have to have good regulation under
load, must run cool, and generate no mechanical noise or verabon, produce aexcessive stray
magnetic fields etc. etc., apretty tall order, when one considers that the cost so has lo be reasonable. So no matter where you order your mams transformer remember tha It should conform
to the above crdent so specify this when you order. As ageneral rule we do not recommend potted transformers, as all our listening tests have shown these to sound less cle r, than unpotted
equivalents' Iknow it does retook as good. but to us sound quality is everything
OrMr C.•
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ente sa product group that yudo not see advertised every dayl As usual we start small with the
inters Ion lo grow quickly.
On offer initially is apre-ampliter output tansform r, It should be sable in my nend Deg
Nard sWOT ( With Output Tran former) pr
rloom Sound Practices, we hall be using it in
the Irthcommg M3 pre-amplit ro. Silver wred vers ont with nickel cores are under preparafion,
as ar more Interstage and inp 1transformers.
Thes handmade signal capace rs are son cally su enor lo any of the plastic or other paper types
we hve come across. II you hve never epenenc Uthe difference that areally good paper/od
capa too can make le avalve amplifier, th nyour ally should try Our specially made paper/oil
caps have aIll, colour, lack of harshness nd eve ness ol dynamic behaviour across the frequency na £te. which os guarantee to brehte up your dayl Recommended as replacements in old
and ew valve amplifters alike ( and even ithe odd trandstor amplifier), and essentel for DIY
prole os. In line with winnow ntal standa ds. all AUDIO NOTE paper in oil capacitors contain
only on-toxlc, biodegradable egetable DI the paper easpecially treated and impregnated by a
method that enhances longevity and soun quality, to ensure optimum performance all round. As
you will see we are slowly mec rporahng sltd 99 99% pure silver leadouts on this range of paper
In oil capacitors as well, in common wIth tecopper and silver toll types There are several new
values available. Including the . 2mF/50 volt caps made for speaker crossovers and the
0.56mF/200 volt syllable for so ld state amps, we have also added some values stotable for RIAA
equalizing networks, and the odd feedback loopl Unfortunately new EEC environmental laws are
pushing up the cost of manufa temp all the paper in oil capacitors, and we have had to Increase
the prices by between 20% an 90% lo compensate for the, m alew cases more than that. the
smaller values are hardest hit a you would expect when you levy astandard charge per capacrtor,
due lo necessary but not Inexp nsive aclean environment requtrements.
Iam all for protecttng the envio nment and not lust agent bad sounding amplifiers ( I), regardless of this. the Audio Note pa coin od capacitors remain the premium [-twee for seele-ended
Mode amphhcanon.
To bridge the price and performance gap between the aluminium foil and copper foil capacitors
we are introducing arange of tin toll paper in od capacitors, avelabe from now.
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AUDIO NOTE SELECTED AUDIO VALVES
Our valves are sere ted from the best available ources adare tested to he sarne stringent standards that we apply in the production of our own amplifie s. they fall Into Iwo catargones. standard
producton eterno adrare, mostly NOS New 0dStock) alces whech are no longer in producteon.
We have complied special list of NOS items, which is available against astamped self addressed
envelope, dyou liv outside the UK. send US5 .00. You hould be aware that the valves are on this
lest are NOT cheap, but we have stock of original GE. RCA and United Electronics 211. both standard
versions and tee* ced anode type for Me US irforce, 845 Westinghouse, VT25,10/10Y,
0162/8011A, MOOG STC4300A, felulkird GZ34ICV1377. Tungsol 5114G ( best sounding 5U4G Ihave
ever heard!), Chatham 5R4WGY and many others.
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Please note. our 3008s are manufactured in China by Golddragort/Shuguanu, but are tested r - house under
real working Condit ans to parameters somewhat more stringent than is othermse done No, they do no
sound quite as good as original Western Electric or RCA 300BS or STC4300AS, nor do they carry the same
premium price, please consider the following. unless_you have absolutely tons of money or you happen el
have them in your the. do not consmier original 380Es, lisie most cases far better lo invest the money in
more permanent teatures ot the amplifier protect, like better output transformers. Setter signal caps or the
like, valves wear out, better quality passive components Nst much longer. Aparr of ongenal WE 3W8's cost
at least 01.200.00. on agood day, so instead of being obsessed by getfing the best valves at any pnce,
think in terms of an overall price compromise, you can get some fabulous sounding passives componen s
for the deference in cost between apair of Chinese or Rumen 3008s and the anginal WE's, and with th
Audio Note VIAC 003008's which in most eircuds sound much better than even the oldest WES et
becomes even less advantageous to use original output valves. So for the sake of priority, fiel look to
improve the permanent side of your amplifier then invest in the beet valves available in current supply, and
hen rl you win the lottery recalan with onginals if you are truly desperate to find out what one sounds like!
One thing rs guaranteed, the best WE 3008's will contribute, always consider that when you plan your pro.
iect sorrevalve your existing amplifier.
Resistors
We endeavour to stock the entire 112 range of all the different resistors that we stock. except the lowest
ohmic values, which are extremely costly, as arule we do not stock values below 10OHNIs or above 3143.
Whist we always try to have every single E12 value in sloe, this cannot be guaranteed. delevery, especially
on the Holcos and tantalum film resistors can be very long indeed, however, since most are used in our
production of Meshed products, there will generally be stock available When 4weeks.
Beyselaq
We offer three quality levels of reMstor quality, all are 1%, starfing wet 1t Beyschlag metalfilm, which are
slightly magnetic as are the vast majority of other makes al metal film resistors but nonetheless very
goad sounding, as used in all our UK-made amplifiers, up to and including quality Level 3, the
MEISHU/P3IP4, 3008 no-feedback triode amplemrs
1watt 1% resistors up to 500KOhm, alt. above 500011m00.13 each.
co
HOLCO
Elener sound quality can be achieved with the H2. 1watt, 1% non-magnetic resistors. which we regard as
the best industrial grade' metalfilm mews availabee. They have one small drawback, as they are quite
fragile, and require careful Wang, do not bend the legs to close to the body. HOLCO resistors are sensetrve creatures and become noisy very easily. The HOLCO resistors values in stock are. IRO. 10RO, 12R,
15R, 18R. 22R, 27R. 33R, 39R, 47R, 50R, 56R, 68R, 824. 100R. 120R. 150R, 180R, 220R, 270R, 330R,
390R, 430R, 470R, 510R, 560FI 60013, 680V. 020V, 160.11(2. 1K5, 1K8. 2K2. 2K7, 3K3, 3K9, 3K92. 4K7.
5K6. 6K8, 8K2, 10K. 12K, 15K, 18K, 22K, 27K, 33K, 39K. 44K.47K, 56K. MK. 82K. 100K, 120K, 150K,
160K. 220K, 270K, 3001( 330K, 390K, 392K, 470K, WOK. 560K, 620K. 680K, 820K, 1110. 11.15. 3113.
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Ka One has one 3008 per channel running at 420 vets with 75mA current giving 9/10 wens of
the cleanest power you will ever hear. the inputstage consists ol a6SN7GT with a5687 double
node driver stage running in SRPP The powersupphy is acapacnorohokmcapaclor with a
5U4G HT rectifier. the heaters are AC heated. Component quality is similar to our Level 2fin.
ished products, AUDIO NOTE paper in oil signal capacitors. Beyschlag 1wan 1S. metallarn
resistors, good quality electrohylics (sorry NO Black Gates) and asimple. attractive stereo
chassis in grey perftwork. Protecting cover is extra. We have several upgrade kits available for
Ka One, ask for details.
Price E799.00 incl. Vat, which includes all whom ( yes. also Me 2x30013 needed) but not
postage/packing which to UK customers e E 12.00. topcover is 299.00 extra. Ka One is also
available with apolished chrome chassis and chromed transformer bell-ends, this makes the
Kit One areal stunned' Add f200.00, to total £ 999.00. The Kit One is available now.
KIT ONE ORDER CODE AN.KIT-001
The Kit One has recently been awarded the title 'The Greatest Audio Bargain of the Twentieth
Century by Dick Olsher ( ex-Stereophile) in areview on the Internet, not bad'
Kit Two features asingle 6550 [erode running in Single.Ended mode, yielding some 17 watts
of pure Class A. valve rectified HT for the output stage, stereo chases, and 6SN7GT input and
5814aJECC82 SRPP driver stage, componentry and chassis as Ka One. KIT Two is currently
only available without valves Or 2570 00 incl. UK Vat. II used with Chinese 6550's no claims
or laults in powersupphy or output transformers will be accepted« ,
Price 599 00 incl. Vat, includes valves, but not postage/packing, cover is extra at £ 99.00.
With polished chrome chassis and chromed bell- ends on the transformers, 799.00.
KIT TWO ORDER CODE: AN-KIT-002
The AUDIO NOTE KIT THREE.
Kit Three leatures 2a30013 per channel running in single-ended parallel yielding 16/17 watts
in pure Class A. this kit is on two mono chassis' with valve rectified HT supplies, no signal
leedback, it uses a6SN7GT double mode as input valve and apair ol 56137 double nodes
running in SRPP as drivers. The KIT THREE es essentially anorm version of the KIT ONE with
double the power, the same component choices and on two chassis' motead oil one

The KIT FOUR is realty our introduction to valve amplifier kit building, circuit and power supply
mounted on one single printed circuit board, with two OTO. type push-pull output transform.
ers, all mounted in asmall PI SE type chassis. covenng everything, so nobody will be able to
see Mat you have succumb to the lure ol the valve amplitMr, which is wyeeping the world. The
C11.0 consists 01 two 6V6GT tetrodes running in Push.Pull class A. yielding about 10 wafts,
driven by a6SN7GT and aECC83 input stage. Easy to build. even for the beginner.
A kit loosely based on the AUDIO NOTE M7Tube pre amplifier circuit is now avelade, initially
we offer it in 3versions, with the basic version, version One consisting of only the instruction
manual, the trackless PC boards for hardwiring the circuit. the mains transformer and the
choke costing £ 99.00 inclusive of UK Vat The trackless PC Boards are available a1249.95.

Version Three, adds the valves (4xECC83/12AX7WXT, 28 ECC82 and 1xHUIR) and he
chases, and upgrades the volume and balance pots to Noble encapsulated types. A complete
preempfiter ka ol the highest quality at £299.00 Indus» of UK Vat at 17.5%.
Versions offering mom sophisticated components will be introduced when we have enough
parts in stock to support them, the most obvious upgrade would be to replace the Roedersten
polyester with Audio Note papertn.ml caps, either aluminium foil or copper Ion and combine
that with Audio Not tantalum film resistors. Audio Note elver wiring wire, change the RIAA
valves to 6072A/12AYrs or use 6SN7WGTA Sylvania ( Philips/ECG) instead of the ECC82's
(please note that you need adifferent line board for the), further improvements can be introduced with Coralinos or Black Gales, elver signal caps, copper chassis etc.
reo. Oa Vat e 17 51.
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AUDIO NOTE ( UK) Ltd. Unit C, Peacock Industrial Estate, Lyon Close, 125-127, Oaugdor Road, Hove BN3
1 G. East Sussex. England Telephone 01273 220511 (6lines). Fax 01273 731498 Direct line to sales
01 73 770778 SPAIN, please contact. Audefile, Cello Amore 84, 46004 Valencia. Span Tel: 63 33 11 56.
Fax 63 74 43 01
D NAAARK, please contact Audio Consult H. C. Oerstedsvej 42, 1879 Frederiksberg C. Denmark. Tel: 35
37 36 80 Fax: 35 37 35 84
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resistors. Roederstein Polyester signal caps, standard eledrolytes, standard valve bases but
no valves. Noble frame volume and balance controls With PCB, input sockets with PCB, output
sockets with PCB, bul no chassis, al acost of £ 199.00.
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The KIT THREE costs 21.550.00 and is available now Cover is ( 99.00 extra per chasse ( 2
198.00 for two). Polished chrome chassis and bell' ends is also available at £ 400.00 extra.
Several upgrade kits am available for Kit Three as welt ask tor details.
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Based around the justly famous 30013 directly heated Mode, we see this kit as the introduction
to real Audio Amplification. as ncovers all the important aspects of design necessary, Single.
Ended. No.Feedback. Class A. Directly Heded Triode. to become amember of the exclusive
club 01 amplifiers.
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As mentioned earlier. we are developing arange of complete kits, to give those of you who
have the ability, but do not have the time to develop aproject horn the ground. so to speak.
horde, to be able to oHer the best possible quality - price relationship the kits we offer will be
good baso circuits, with notrals power supplies and components, all kas have input volume
control to allow use of aenAle source, like CDplayer direct in.
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You have to specify, wlmn you order. whether you want chess s2for preamplifier or power
amplifier use, the pre.ampldier has inputs on the side 01 the top cover, the power amplifier h s
many more ventilation holes. top and side. II you want aPCB with the input sockets included
with the preamplifier cover. add 2 19.7510 the cost of the chassis and remember to specify
this when you order. Please note thal no copper pre-amplifier led is currently available for
Chassis 2.
From time to lime we will have more damaged or scratched chassis's, ayou are not bothered
about the finish or general appearance. or you intend to refinish the chassis anyway, you can
have one of these for 50% of the above prices. lust thought you should know, so inquire if this
is of interest.
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RUSSIAN Federation, please contact ESOTERICA Ltd Tel: 095 917 4385. Fax: 095 917 8762
HUNGARY please contact. Marlin Audio. 54, U Raday Isu. 2.111092 Budapest, HUNGARY. TeLfax: 01
215 2612
HOLLAND please contact., de Jong Components, Langdonkenstraat it, NL - 5605 LV Eindhoven. Holland,
Tel 040 257 4744, Fax: 040 257 4984
USA please contact Angela Instruments, 10830, Guided Road, Sude 309, Annapolis Junction, MO
20701, Tel: 301 725 0451. Fax: 301 725 8823.
ITALY please contact AUDIO NOTE ITALIA Sr,,
Fax: 0331 587 661

714

Ve ECasati, 20014 Newel, ( MI), Tel: 0331 415 430

FRANCE please contact Trrode 8Cia, 23-25. Boulevard de Nut F- 75017 Pari. Te): 14574 6930, Fax: 1
4574 6940
BELGIUM please toned Tube Audio Philosophy BVBA, Kontichsesteenweg 101,2630 Aartselaar,
Belgium. tel 03 458 4848, Far 03 457 8520.
CANADA. ONTARIO pkase contact. Barry Fakon, Fakon Audio Electronics. 7723 rouge Street, Olde
Thornhill, Ont Canada, L3T 391. Tel: 905 881 5290. Fax 905 731 9708
GERMANY please contact Voight Audio Systeme, Altenbainer Strasse 20. D • 65779 Kelkheires.
Germany, Tel 06195 61003, Far 06195 64870
YUGOSLAVIA please contact. KORATO Systems. Kumanovska 20, 11000 Belgrade, Yugoslavia. TeLfax:
011 439976
MALAYSIA, please contact. S.O.A. Audio SON NO, Forst Floor. F118. City Square Centre. Jaen Tun Rank,
50400 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, Tel 03 264 8180, Fax. 03 264 8190
PO. 18. 11. 1996

classified
• Analogue
Productions;
CBS/ Sony
Mastersound; Mobile
Fidelity; Reference
Recording; Sheffield Lab;
Chesky; Proprius; East Wind;
Three Blind Mice; Concord; RCA Living
Stereo (Classic Records); DMP; Delos
Decca Original & Reissues; CMP; M & K
Bainbridge; Telarc; Waterlily; EMI; Klavier; Hyperion
Ryko; American Gramaphone; European Pressings
Opus 3; Chandos; Blue Note; Audioquest; Gerdes, DCC
Clarity; Columbia; Discovery; Fantasy; Hearts Of Space
Mercury Living Presence; OJC; Steeplechase; Supe
Analogue Disc; Vanguard Classics; Vital; Wilson; Alligator
BIS; Capri; Delmark; Denon; Donan; ECM; Elektra; EMI
EPIC; Harmonia Mundi; In & Out; Island; London; Linn
Lyrita; Mapleshade; MCA; North Star Records; Polygram
Polydor; Gemini; Quartet; GRP; Hungaroton; Jeton; Klimo
MA Recordings; Albany; India Navigation; History 0
Recorded Sound; Blind Pig; Minor; Gecko; Gift Horse.
Catalogue $5.
Kamei; Rhino; Rounder...

O

ACOUSTIC SO

Information/ Order:
(913) 825-8809
Fax: (913) 825-0156
Box 2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043. U S A

SALE OF REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS
RRP
Special
Conrad-Johnson Premier 76 valve phono/line preamplifier
£11000
£5500
Conrad-Johnson PV10AL preamplifier
£995
£ 795
Conrad-Johnson Premier 10 valve line preamplifier
£3750
£2200
Conrad-Johnson D/A-2b valve d/a converter
£2000
£ 1500
Golden Tube Audio SE-40 (2x4OW Class A - new)
£1000
£750
Golden Tube SEP Ivalve line preamplifier ( new)
£900
£650
Golden Tube Audio SE-300BMk11 ( 2x8W stereo) - new
£1400
£950
Melos SHAGold valve remote line preamplifier ( black)
£2000
£ 1500
Melos 202 Gold 2x200W valve stereo power amplifier
£4500
£2950
Melos 402 Gold 400W valve monoblock ( pair)
£8950
£6000
VPI TNT turntable stand with top plate
£900
£550
Expressive Technologies MC transformer with IC cable
£4700
£3250
Muse Model 2 d/a converter ( silver/black)
£2000
£ 1500
Muse Model 2 d/a converter with HDCD ( black)
£2300
£ 1650
Muse 300 mono amplfier 500W - pair (silver)
£4000
£2800
Muse 160 stereo amplifier 2x160W ( silver)
£2300
£ 1700
Paragon Acoustics Regent loudspeakers(cherry)
£3500
£ 1700
Paragon Acoustics Jubilee/JEM loudspeakers ( new)
£5500
£ 3250
Hales Concept Five loudspeakers ( sapele)
Cabasse loudspeakers - selection
£6350
please ask £4900
for prices
ne conditioners ( selection)
please ask for prices
Power
WeclIv Ci ca rt ridges ( selection)
Benz- Micro
please ask for prices

AUDIC)FREAKS

Distributors Of Fine Audio Br Home Theatre Equipment
Tel: 0181-948 4153. Fax: 0181-948 4250

Absolute Tune-ups

RIVERSIDE HIFI

Absolute Sounds qualified engineer , can now repair,

Ex Demonstration + part exchange equipment to clear

modify or re- align any high- end equipment

l‘e can

undertake rebuilds with selected audiophile grade
components and can also otter a vals e
matching service. Espect only the best.

Absolute Sounds
Tel 0181/9475047 Fax 0181-879 7962

SOLID SILVER
Upgrade your equipment with superior wiring:Annealed > 99.99% Silver wire, PTFE insulated
0.25 mm at £12/m or 0.37 mm at £ 15/m
P&P @ £2per order
Cambridge Scientific Supplies, 12 Willow Walk
Cambridge CB1 1LA Tel/Fax 01223 501 833

WAS
399

BOSE 301/4

380

KEF 105/3

1995

1299 ( D)

KEF MODEL 1R/W

1399

1199 ( D)

MONITOR AUDIO R652 ROSEWOOD

699

449 ( D)

MONITOR AUDIO MA900 GOLD

799

499 ( D)

M AD1SOUND

PROVIDES

EST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE,

==

1,1 1
1
1/18//, Orq

mete

«-!...22.

w

21..-••

Solen Inductors
Criateaurouxpoly
Skaaning
Loudspeakers

seas
-:...ECLIIRSE-

339 ( D)
339 ( D)

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 12 PIANO ROSEWOOD

1350

1149 ( D)

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 20SE PIANO BLACK

2799

2399 ( D)

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 50SE BLACK

3999

3199 ( D)

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 505E ROSEWOOD

4399

3699 ( D)

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 100

10,000.7500 ( D)

SONOS FABER GUANERI HOMAGE

6200

4999 ( D)

SONOS FABER EXTREMA/STAND

7399

6289 ( D)

TDL 0.75

749

599 ( D)

TDL STUDIO MONITOR

2500

1999 ( D)

WILSON WITS

8888

6999 ( D)

MANY MORE PRODUCTS AVAILABLE
P = PART EXCHANGED D = DEMO STOCK

TEL ( 0181)8927613

SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGH-

NOW

136W MINIPODS

422 RICHMOND ROAD
EAST TWICKENHAM
FAX M81)8927749
MIDDLESEX. TW1 2EB

EARLY VINTAGE/VALVE HIFI
TO INCLUDE:
LEAK, QUAD, RADFORD, PYE, RCA VITAVOX, GARRARD,
THORENS, TANNOY, LOWTHER, AVANTIC, SME ETC.
ALSO 11.INTED - AUDIO VALVES BY:
MULLARD, OSRAM, GEC, BRIMAR ETC.

LEICESTER 1(2 80E TEL/FAX: 0116

2835821

OR 0802 213740 MOBILE- ANYTIME

lOom-6prn • MON SAT • 72 NEWHAVEN ROAD EDINBURGH EH6 SOG

Lintone Audio
SELECTED USED EOUIPMENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS
Arcarn Delta 250 Transpon

(
used)

A&R T2I Tuner

( used)

Arcam Alpha 6 ( updated 5+) CD Player

u

Fed up with '
NEW model' hype ?
1HE RUSS ANDREWS SOLUTION

LERF!

699.00
375.00
700.00

Creek CAS4040/2 Amplifier

( used)

150.00

Creek CAS 3040 Tuner
( used)
Creek CAS 4040/3 Amplifier ( used)

120.00
150.00

PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
O RDER WITH V ISA OR M ASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.
MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN

340.00
450.00

(ex dem)....1500.00
( used) . 1900.00

Krell KSTIO0 Power Amplifier

( used) . 1800.00

Linn Axis/Basik Plus/Gold. Turntable

( used)

295.00

Lumley PP70 Passive Pre Amplifier (ex dem)

200.00

Meridian 501 Pre Amplifier ( used)
Meridian 203 DAC 5
( used)

475.00
250.00

Meridian 563 Delta Sigma DAC

(ex dem)

595.00

Micromega Stage One CD Player

(ex dem)

329.00

Musical Fidelity The Pre Amp

( used)

wiring in your equipment you can achieve results that will

Musical Fidelity Pre- Amp 2

astound you...and for a fraction of the cost of buying a
new model.

Musical Fidelity Pre-Amp 3B

WorldS best Hi Fi components.
Our Upgrade Guides and Kits provide instructions on
how to carry out avast range of upgrades.
Our unique after-sales technical support ensures
you have access to our expertise should you
have any queries.

We guarantee:
no hype, just great sound!

P.O. BOX 44283

To receive our lat,l , fflormatIon and timrading advice

MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S.A.
TEL: 608-831-3433 FAX: 608-831-3771
e-mail: madisoundetis.com
Web Page: http:/www.itis.com/madisound

-just
or fax the fa , ,¡ address:
Russ Andrews Ltd., Edge Bank House, Kendal,
Westmorland. LAS eAS England.
Tel: 01539 823247
Fax: 01539 823317

MAY 1997

( used)

Infinity Emit K Speakers inc. stands ( white) ( used)

Don't change it - upgrade itl
Br improving the quality of crucial components and

Our Catalogue contains the definitive selection of the

S END $ 5 FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND

100.00
395.00

( ex dem)

Jamo 7000 THX Speaker System
KEF 107/2 Speakers

SLEDGEHAMMER

495.00

( used)

Audiolab 8000C Pre Amplifier ( used)
Acoustic Energy AEI Speakers/Stands ( used)

Delire PDM 1/2 DAC

ACOUSTIC PANELS

HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

AUDIOLAB CPRE AMP
£250
QUINTET ART AUDIO POWER AMP
£550
AUDIOLAB 8000 SAMP
£480
EXPOSURE IV POWERAMP £ 1100
MUSICAL FIDELITY 3A PRE + MASO MONOS
£
400
MERIDIAN 203 DAC
£ 225
EXPOSURE 18 MONO REG AMPS £ 1100
EXPOSURE 17 MM PRE AMP
£450
TDL RTL3 (ROSEWOOD)
£ 250
MARK LEVINSON No 27 AMP
£ 1500
ALCUEMIST FORSERN
£600
AUDIOQUEST CABLES (SELECTION)
(
POA)

Audio Innovations 700 Amplifier

CLASSIQUE SOUNDS

PIEFILM

RICAL

0131 - 555 3963

WANTED & FOR SALE

CLASSIQUE HOUSE, 61 AYLESTONE DRIVE, AYLESTONE,

IWNAUDIO -

Music Mill
Hi Fi advice that's always worth listening to.

150.00

( used)

180.00

( used)

200.00

( used)

295.00

Nakamichi LX3 Cassette Deck
Nakamichi BX100E Cassette Deck

( used)

195.00

Nakamichi CDP2A CD PLayer

( used)

220.00

( used)

495.00

Naim NAC 72 Pre Amplifier
Nairn NAC 92 Pre Amplifier

( used)

Maim NAC 62 Pre Amplifier

( used)

295.00

(ex dem)

599.00

Quantum Minstel Amplifier
Quad 66 Pre Amplifier

320.00

( used)

595.03

Quad 306 Power Amplifier

(ex dem)

259.95

Revus A76 FM Tuner
Ruark Paladin Speakers

( used)
(ex dem)

220.00
799.00

( used)

350.00

Rega ELA Speakers
Rega Planar 3T/Table/Green

( used)

180.00

Sony MDS501 Mini Disc Recorder

( used)

495.00

7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead, Tyne & Wear NE8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771
115
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HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED

MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL
RENOWNED MANUFACTURER OF HIGH

GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE

CLASS AUDIO
Beautiful real wood finish record players from £525 to £3,990.
Fine tonearms from £425 to £1,600.
Loudspeakers from £580 to £1,390.
Power supplies from £320 to £670.
Excellent with Linn LP12 and Logic DM101.
STOP PRESS: Telephone for details of our System Integrity wired
phono pre-amp. This is the most remarkable piece of electronics to
come onto the market for adecade. The Manticore Mistral is
designed for the highest resolution systems and will be priced at
about £1,450 when it is officially launched later in the year but
there are asmall number of Beta field-testing units still available
at less than half price. Highly recommenecl.

MANTICORE AUDIO VISUAL

THIEL CS2.2 Loudspeakers new price £3449) £1395

ORTOFON MC25FL phono cartridge NEW . ......... £210

ROWLAND Model 5Stereo Power amp balanced £2995

SONOS FABER Elector speakers & Slate stands £1295

CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS Alpha DAC balance input £1200

SONOS FABER Minima Amator speakers £1095

MICROMEGA T-Drive CD Transport AB/EN £895

APOGEE Centaur Minor Loudspeakers £595

ALPHASON Sonata/Atlas PSU & HR1OOSMCS arm £750

TRANSPARENT Music Link Plus 1mtr Balanced £375

PINK TRIANGLE Export Turntable

TRANSPARENT Ref. Interconnect 15 st pair £1595

ORTOFON Rohmann MC Cartridge 10 hours use £495

GENESIS Model Ill speakers. MINT

£2495

STUDER A725 Pro CD Player balanced output £1250

JADIS Defy 7stereo amp. MINT

£3695

VAN DEN HUL The Second Balanced 0.6mtr £150

PRO-AC Response One 'S' (ex demo)

£995

MISSION 782 Loudspeakers with stands

PRO-AC Tablette 50 (rosewood)

£615

£
250

SILTECH MC424 Interconnect 1mtr set

£275

LUXMAN CL32 valve pre-amp with phono

SILTECH MC424 Interconnect 0.75mtr set

£175

LUXMAN MO 3600 KT88 stereo power amplifier £1295

MUSE Model Eighteen Subwoofer

£1995

MARK LEVINSON ML3 200 watt stereo amp
ROGERS LS7T speakers Black ash

LINN LP12 with Rega 0200 Arm & Cartridge

f295

STANDESIGN Speaker stands new/unused....... ............. £95

B&W MPA1 Mono power amps

£ 6500
£3250
£1995
£4995
£2995
£8995
£2395
£2295
£3250
£895
£1695
£3995
£6995
£1195
£1995
£3250
£1995
£3295
£ 1995
£4495
£395
£1495
£1495

Gryphon Bel-Canto
Audio Research LS3
Audio Research LS 5Mk11
CAT. SL- ILine/Phono
McCormak TLC- 1
Exposure 14 + 9 ( pre & psu)
Exposure 19 pre-amp
Tesserac Tala
Audio Research SP15 MkI
Jeff Rowland Consumate & Phono
Audio Research LS2B Mk11
DNM 3A & Twin Pack
DNM 3 & 6Pack
Audio Synthesis Passion 8
Audio Synthesis Pro Passion
Krell KRC 2
Audio Synthesis Passion
Boulder 1_5 AE
Linn Wokanda
Michell Argo HR/HERA
SPEAKERS

mint s/h £1995
mint s/h £1295
mint s/h £3250
mint s/h £2495
as new £695
mint s/h £1495
mint s/h £395
mint s/h £795
mint s/h £1995
mint s/h £4995
mint s/h £ 1995
mint s/h £850
mint s/h £995
new
£795
mint s/h £395
mint s/h £2250
mint s/h £295
x-dem £2250
mints/h £495
mint s/h £895

Wilson Watt System 5.1
Alon VMkt
Apogee Diva + Dax
Infinity IRS Beta
Apogee Scintila
Thiel C.S 1.2
Ensemble PAI-Silver bi-wire
UKD Callas Special Edition
Sonus Faber Concertino
Tannoy 0700 { Definition, Rosewood)
Quad ESL 63 Rosewood) & Stands
Quad ESL 63 Rosewood) & Stands
Duntech Crown Princes

mint s/h £ 11,995
mint s/h £2750
mint s/h £3995
mint s/h £4995
mint s/h £895
mint s/h £995
as new £1995
mint s/h £695
mint s/h £450
mint s/h £ 1495
mint s/h £1695
mint s/h £1795
mint s/h £1995

VAN DEN HUL Grasshopper Silver .03000 £1995

£695

AUDIO NOTE BAC 4MINT/Boxed £3995

mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h

AppraCedllep Ourhies

LUXMAN T-4 Accutouch CLL AM/FM Tuner £450

Amplifier repair of all makes, transistor and valve, special
expertise on Quad, Crimson, Myst, Incatech, Mission,
Musical Fidelity, Sony, Quantum, Nytech, Legend.

POWER AMPS
Mark Levinson 20.5 monoblocks
Krell KSA 250
Audio Research 0125 balanced
Audio Research M300 monoblocks
Gryphon S100
Jadis JA 500 monoblocks
Jeff Rowland Model 3monoblocks
Jeff Rowland Model 3monoblocks
Jadis Defy 7MkIll
LFD PAWLS'
Lumley Ref 120 monoblocks
Audio Research V140 monoblocks
Krell FPB 300
Meridian 605 monoblocks
Audio Research D200
Audio Research D250
Conrad Johnson MF 2300
Boulder 500AE
Audio Research VT 60
Jadis JA 80 monoblocks
Meridian 205 Monoblocks
Musical Fidelity F15/F22
Michell Alecto Monoblocks
PRE AMPLIFIERS

• • and DIA Converter special price on application •

SUGOEN AU51 pre with phono & AU51p Power £795

VOYD Reference Turntable ( Large Motors) £4695
B&W 808 Loudspeakers

KISEKI Blackheart £1995 £1500
KOETSU Urushi

DON'T MISS OUT ON THAT BARGAIN!

with

FOR AN-UP-TO-THE-MINUTE LIST:

ION SYSTEMS Nexus MA400 Mono Power Amps £950
STUDER A807 Pro, tape recorder MINT

AUDIO RESEARCH LS2b Hybrid Line Pre )C3398) 12250

mint s/h £3995
mint s/h £795
mint s/h £2195
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
x-dem
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint sll

£1200
£3495
£2495
£695
£295
£395
£9995
£395

as new £5995
mint s/h £2495
mint s/h £4995
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
as new
as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint
mint
mint
mint

£ 1495
£ 1795
£595
£695
£2000
£3500
£895
£695
£1995
£1995
£8750
P.O.A.
£3250
£795
£3250
£995
£ 1195
£695
£895
£4500

s/h £115
s/h £450
s/h £895
s/h £2250

TURNTABLES/ANALOGUE/VARIOUS
Basis Ovation
Piere Lurne JI/SL5
Audio Note AN-S1
Tesserac phono stage mm/mc
Koetsu Urushi
Kuzma Stabi/Stogi reference
Lynx Tuner
Transparent Ultra Cable
VPI TNT Wheaton III
Piere Lurne JI/Sowlher MkIll
Musical Fidelity T1 Tuner
Sony Tuner STS 261
AR Cambridge Cassette RDo6
Musical Fidelity FT Tuner
Audio Technica ART 1

AMICROSCOPE BEFORE BEING OFFERED
FOR SALE

AVI MAIN DEALERS
VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK
o-maiLheatherclal@aol.com
202 FINDON ROAD. WORTHING. SUSSEX BN14 OEJ
TEL: 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001. FAX: 01903 872234

CD PLAYERS & DACS
Wadia 16
Denon DCD Si
Theta Data 2 / Pro Gen III AT&T.
Balanced
Theta Data Basic Transport
Krell Studio 2
Mission Cyrus Discmaster
Roksan DP- 1Transport
Linn Minik/Numerik
Krell SBP 64X
P.S. Audio Ultralink
MC Cormack DAC-1
Wadia 8transport
Wadia 15 Dac
Krell 20 il
Wadia 22/26
Krell KPS 30i
Meridian 508 18 bit
Wadia WT 2000 '94 Spec
RS. Audio Labda - S.T. optical/AES/EBU
Audio Synthesis DAC-1 optical/HDCD
Meridian 506 18 bit
Meridian 508 18 bit
EAD 9000 SerieslIl HDCD
Balanced/Gold
Theta TLC
Meridian 2060
Musical Fidelity FCD
Acuphase DP70

ALL USED CARTRIDGES ARE CHECKED UNDER

£650

GAO VARO 401 turntable in Slate Plinth £395

VISA

B&W Silver sig & stands
Apogee Caliper
Sonus Faber Electra Amators & Iron
Wood Stands
KEF 105.3
Alon Vmidi
Alon IV ell
Alon Petite
Ruark Icon & Stands
Musical Fidelity MC5
Wilson System V
Mission 753

http://members.aol.com/heatherdal/heatherd.htm

£3750

SOLSTICE AAD speakers with stands

£2297 £1695

KOETSU Red Signature £2000 £1500

£1995

ION SYSTEMS Nexus SP1 pre & X-PAK 2pou

MAV Shareholders Ltd The Old Tinsmith's, Shortmead Street,
Biggleswade, Beds. SG18 OAP

£799

Also available the FORSELL Airbearing CD Transport***

NAKAMICHI ZX-9 Cassette Deck Serviced £850

Tonearm rewiring, turntable power supplies.

Write or telephone for more details: 01767 318437 Fax: 01767 318462
Access, Visa, Mastercard taken.
email: manticore@dial.pipex.com
Web site: http://dialspace.dial.pipex.com/manticore/

£350

OUAD Ex-dem 77 Integrated & System Console

£295
£395

THORENS TD160 Turntable, SMEIII&MM MINT £295

CD upgrades from Trichord Research.
Amplifier upgrades from Russ Andrews.

£3195

f695

ORELLE £0160 CD Player Boxed

Turntable service of all makes, special expertise on Mantra,
Logic, Thorens, Ariston, Townsend Rock, AR, Rega, Oracle,
Revolver, Source, Input Design, JBE.

£
595

B&W 805 Loudspeakers UNUSED
LINN Troika MC Phono Cartridge

REPAIR, SERVICE AND UPGRADE
of all HI-FI products

£395

as new
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h
mint s/h

£3495
£2250
£ 150
£795
£ 1295
£ 1495
£295
P.O.A.
£1995
£2250
£195
£150
£150
£495
£595

• • • • •

more

CHOICE
AGENTS FOR:
ATC, CHORD ELECTRONICS,
ACOUSITC ENERGY, BRYSTON,
ALON, BOULDER, FORSELL, SME,
VPI, LUMLEY, ROCKPORT, GAMMA,
TRILOGY, Van den Hul, XLO,
STRAIGHT WIRE, SOUNDSTYLE,
TARGET, TRICHORD and many more.
We offer:-

Generous part exchange
Your equipment purchased
Showroom/dem room
Single speakers dem room
Long term trade in policy
Credit card facilities
Mail order facilities
Export service
and the Hi Fi exchange

FINANCE AVAILABLE
CHOICE
10am to 8pm
7days by appt.

Tel: 0181 392 1959
0181 392 1963
Fax: 0181 392 1994

classified
arnicl

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

EiLE
LEST
OXFOR:
XL REFERENCE WALL mo,N ARIABC , ..
VERY RARE BLACK ASH MINT
,: ,435
hans13510
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE VACUUM PLATTER MINT
£ 1.995 stun £4.495
£295 $tand £595
SONY 337 ESO CD PLAYER MINT
CITATION 18 TUNER AMERICAN ORIGINAL VGC
£195 $hed £650
GOLDMUND MIMESIS 3POWER AMP BALANCED MINT
£1 995 shard £5095
MARK LEVINSON MU DUAL MON POWER AMPS MINT
£3 995 stand £8.500
TAN08ERG TPA3009A MK2 MONO POWER AMPS MINT
£1.095 $tand £2195
£1250 shin] f2.333
ADCOMGFA 555 MONO POWER AMPS BALANCED MINT
MUSE 18 ACTIVE SUBWOOFER WALNUT. MINT
4906
£1,695 stand £
MERIDIAN ARGENT 3SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD MINT
£995
new £ 1.495
£795 stand £3.000
SUMO ARA PANLEL SPEMSERS
APOGEE STAGE SPEAKERS & STAND MINT
£ 1695 shand f3.454
KEF 102 2SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD. RUBE It KUDOS STANDS
C.595 shoal CI 159
JHARFDALE OPTION 14WAY ACTIVE SPEAKERS GREY 6WHITE 1OF
ONLY 5SPARES MADWE SUPERB VCG
£ 1595 $hand PHONE
CARVER AMAZING LOUDSPEAKERS PIANO BLACK
£935 stand 2
£ 300
AUDIO RESEARCH CDT 1CD TRANSPORT MINT
£ 1.595 stand £3290
PIERRE LURNE JIMK2 TURNTABLE dSL5 ARM MINT
£ 1.995 stand f3.900
ORACLE DELPHI MK3 TURNTABLE SUMIKO mcreo MINT £ 1.795 stand £3.400
PASSION PASSIVE PREAMP MAT
£395 shand £627
PRAtARE 201P PHONE LINE PREASIP SPAIR OF 202 MONO POWER AMPS
ALL IN STAINLESS SUPERB RARE OPPORTUNITY INCLUDING FULL
WARRANTY MINT
£7.500 exclemo SISMO
kumerz CD 65 MK 2SE CD PLAYER MINT
SITS stand £350
GRYPHON ET PREAMP PLU MC
£2.495 shard £5185
ELECTROCOMPANIET AWI00 DUB BAL AMP
£ 1,295 stand f2.018
ALPHASON SYPHONY TURNTABLE SARA SUPPLY MINT£1.295 Mhand £2.7130
MERIDIAN 506 KG 2CD PLAYER MINT
£725 shard £950
AUDIO PLAN KONCEPT SPEAKERS BLACK ASH MINT
£795 shand £ 1750
THRESHOLD FET 10E LINE 6PET 10 PHONO BALANCED MINT
f2.495 stand £4925
AUDIO RESEARCH SP14 PREAMP MINT
01.595 vband £3296
MAC RESPONSE 2SPEAKERS VARIOUS WOODS MINT
£995 exiderno £ 1.650
ACCLPHASE DP55 IAMB CD PLAYER DIGI VOLLME BAL
£3995 eland £6.800
APOGEE DAX ELECTRONIC CROSSOVER MINT
£ 1.495 stand £4495
ROWLAND MODEL 5POWER AMP BALANCED VGC
£2.500 ettand £5.250
MERIDIAN SOO MU 1PREAMP DAC REMOTE. MINT
£ 95 ex demo £ 1750
THRESHOLD PET 10 LINE BPHONO ESUPPLIES MINT
£ 1895 eland £4250
AUDIO RESEARCH SPA MAC VALUE PREASIP. MAT
£995 stand £ 000
PRIME 928 SEMES PREIJAPS 1, MONO AMPS MINT
£3995 $hand £9757
ACCuPHASE 80 ,SIL TRANSPORT BDAC DIG VOLUME
ANOTHER RARE BEAST. MINT
£3995 mhand BUNDLES
AUDIO RESEARCH 952 BALANCED PHOTO. MINT
£ 1995 eland U51,
35
PS AUDIO 4PREMIP dSuPPLY. VGC
£295 shard £900
LUMLEY ST70 VALVE MAP CHROME MINT
£ 1695 NEW £2307
ALON IV SPEAKERS BLACK MINT
£ 1895 shand 539X
SONUS FABER EXTREMA SPEMERS dSTANDS MINT
£3995 $hard £6890
ENSEMBLE PRIMA DONNA SPEAKERS MINT
£3995 $hand £ 10333
MERIDIAN 605 MONO POWER AMPS BAL MINT
£ 1495 emderno £ 19:0
TANNOY 639 PROFILE SPEAKERS BLACK. MINT
£395 sHard £
699
MARTIN LOGAN CLS 22 BLACK NEW PANELS & ARCICI STANDS MINT
13795 shard MOO
PPOAC RESPONSE 35 BURR OAK MINT
£3995 exclesnd MOO
CALTEMPEST 2CD PLAYER VALVE BARGAIN MINT
C1295 shard £3303
ACCUP1MSE DP70 OD PLAYER BALANCED AT&T. MINT
£ 1995 $ hand £6000
MERIDIAN 506 20 BIT CD PLAYER LATEST MINT
£ 1395 ex Cerro £ 1685
MERIDIAN son TRANSPOAT 566 20 BIT DAC LATEST MINT £ 900 ex dens £2340
BEN DUNCAN AMP-01 PREAMP BALANCED VGC
£395 &band
GRYPHON LTD EDITION PREAMP BRILL MINT
£3750 stand £8
,
O031
KRELL KRSBP REFERENCE FULLY BALANCED 6BOX PREAMP
WORTH THIS JUST TO LOOK AT MINT
£4695 stand £ 115X
CAT SL1 SIGNATURE VALVE PRE-AMP & PHONO MINT
52795 shard FM
KRELL KSA250 POWER AMP BALANCED MINT
£W5 sTand £6633
LLMLEY REFERENCE M120 VALVE MONO AMPS MINT
51500 memo £11130
AUDIO RESEARCH V70 VALVE AMP BALANCED, MINT
52250 shard £4480
CARY 2A3 15 WATT TRIODE STEREO VALVE AMP CHROME MINT £795 $tand £ 1495
BEARD P100 MK2 VALVE AMPS KT88 VALVES 3AVAILABLE MINT
earn £695 stand £ 1430
APOGEE MINI GRAND G5 SPEAKERS PIANO BLACK SUB WOOFERS
&.:RossovER MINT SUPER OCOPER
£3995 shand £9595
NM KO MATRIX SPEAKERS BLACK ASH REALLY SERONS STUFF
PEX THOSE 9076 FRIGHTEN YOURSELF MINT
£5995 stand £ 10330
HALES SIGNATURE 1SPEAKERS ROSS WOOD MINT
£2995 stand £4650
SNELL A3 SPEAKERS WALNUT THESE KILLEDA COW ONCE £3995 'hand £6935
CAMBRIDGE COI CD PLAYER MODIFIED VGC
£695 stand £ 1500.
MERIDIAN 206 CD PREAMP PHONO BOARD dMSR MINT
£ 795 $tand £ 1665
CARY CAD 55130CD LINE PREAMP VALVE WITH ANOLOGUE PROCESSOR
MIST
£ 565 shand £ 1200
KRELL KSA 100S POWER AMP BALANCED MINT
£3495 shard £ 543
KRELL KSA 1335 POWER AMP BALANCED MINT 2OF THESE AMPS
AVAILABLE EACH
£4935 shand £7987
HEYBROOK SEXTET SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD MINT
£695 stand MOO
TEC - 5503053 HEAD CASSETTE DECK MINT
£450 $hand £650
AuDIO LAB 8.000 COSA TRANSPORT & 8330 DAC MINT
£ 1795 $ hand £2333
AUDIO LAB 8.001)0 PRE ,AMP MINT
£8950 shand C1203)
AUDIO LAB 8.00C TTUNER MINT
£595 stand D33:0
AUDIO LAB 8.330 MMONO AMP MENT
£ 1295 eland £ 16(CO
COUNTERPOINT SAIS POWER AMP BLACK MINT
£595 stand £ 1250
ENSEMBLE PA1 SPEAKERS TEAK MINT
£1395 ehand £2950
MONITOR AUDIO 205E SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD COMPLETE WITH
OPTION PLINTS MINT
£1795 shed £24330
WELL TEMPERED WITH CLASSIC TURNTABLE SILVER AIRED ARM
PINK TRIANGLE POWER SUPPLY MINT
£595 511415 12595
MICROMEGA 21CD TRANSPORT EDUO PRO DAG
f2500 stand £40:0
KRELL PAM DUAL MONO PREAMP MM MC
£995 stand £ 19913
KRELL KST 100 MAC POWER AMP BAL MINT
LIERA shand £2897
934,
1US FABER GUARNERI HOMAGE LTD EDITION SPEAKERS
&STANDS MINT
£4500 stwd £8200
AUDIO RESEARCH 1,900 MAC VALVE MONO POWER AMPS
SLYER MINT
£3995 shard £ 12 000
MARK LEVINSON NO 105 REF POWER AMPS MINT
£4995 $hard £ 12.500

SILVERADO

AUDIO EIDLINKS

OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS required...
for well reviewed, high profile,
British Loudspeaker Range

1997

For further details, please give us a call

SPECIALIST

or browse through our web- site

http://www.ibmpoug.co.uk/-raider/
e-mail: silverado@skt.win-uk.net.

COMPONENTS CATALOGUE

OUT NOW - £2.00

Tel/Fax: +44-181 567 0260

7 Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe,
North Lincolnshire. DN16 1EL

Tel/Fax. (-1-44) 01724 870432

IAN HARRISON HIFI
TEL: 01283 702875
SALE

CHOKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?
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The Cable Company
Call, write or fax for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 efax (215) 297-8661
box 579, point pleasant, pa 18950
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atv

•Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
•Vintage Valve

ATV SERVICES
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TEST CD'S & CASSETTES;

LEATHERHEAD • HiFi VCR's

01372 456921 . Valves tested

1,I \,

TEST RECORD
HIES NF:WS

TEST Co 3

HIEL NEWS TEST RECORS)

NEW IN This »MI
LINN KARRICK HUMERI( CD PLAYER NEW TYPE SUPPLY
PM $tand 13572
CM NUTTERICK. MINT
MICROMEGAT DRIVE CD TRANSPORT UPGRADED BY MICROBE VA MINT um ee £1200
AUDIO RESEARCH LS3B FAX AMP INC REMOTE
PM ee £3025
AUDIO RESEARCH LS7 PRE AMP SILVER MINT
PM ee £1698
KRELL KRC HR PREM.* REMOTE MINT
tam ee £65,19
MARK LEVINSON MU PREAMP MC MINT
um she £5800
BURAIESTER 846 LINE 839 MAC PHONO CHROME PREAmP
RARE BAL OFI NORMAL, MINT
um ee £3250
PROPRE PRO BAL CONVERTER DOES BOTH WAYS BAL TO NORMAL
NORMAL TO BALANCEO MINT
f250 shand £600
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 1000 BC TRANSFORMER MINT
£I50 shard
DENSEN BEAT WO INTEGRATED AMP
f395 stand £540
SONUS FABER ELECTRA SPEAKERS WALNUT ESTONEW000
STANDS MINT
um ee 13306
PM stand £4555
MARI% LOGAN CLS 22 SPEAKERS OAK MINT
RUN RESEARCH V760 VALVE AMP MINT
£1495 ee uf,is

CHF:SKY 1. TTINIATE DEMO

NEW CD PLAYER
UPGRADE

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

01438 714038
10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT • 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS
WE ARE NOT AGENTS!

s

DELOS
1
oirsi.oN
NI -RROUND
CS')
muuruptsposE
SOUND TENT CANNI -- 11 -1
1)91551515'S 2911z
20K I SNAISElt 11:ST 5:ANSI TT E
IIARRISON AZ INI1 "El 1TEST cAssErr
1LNRISISON SPEED

rrsr cAssr.rn -

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE

eAEU/ARUM

PRIOR

TO ORDERING.
AS.!. GOODS ARE MANI) NENA 15

OODLES OE HIGH END CARTRIDGES AVAILABLE - RING FOR DETAILS

RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

.

DENON 01 121)10
1)10 11'.(11NICAL CD
'1171291 ES: 29 1111' SURROUND SOU\ I I11 511

Boxro wrni SIll.

1K

GUARANTEES, No EN-DENI OR EX- DISMAY EQUIPN1ENT At AL!.

YOUR CD PLAYER OR TRANSPORT CAN
BE BETTER! For more detail and asmoother sound
the TAURUS DIGITAL SUPPLY can be fitted for £250.
Call 0171-473-5502 for details.
(Price includes modification, psu and all
connecting cables, UK postage).
TAURUS SYSTEMS
44 BOULTWOOD ROAD, LONDON E6 400

NO GREY INIPOR -IS. PAYNIENT IS ISY CHEQUE. CASH OR

rosrAL (*DER.

GOODS ARE NOT SI lsPLIED ON APPRONAL

'LEASE PHONE OR \\ -REEF: FOR FITCH 1
ER PRICES. ADVICI.
RR) A:III -RES OR REVIEWS,
IAN HARRISON 11111 ( MAD.

osois ONLY)

- MILL ISILL. REPTON. DERRY. DE65 6(59
TES.

285

-028 - 5 9ANI-91 ,N1

ICAN SI -PPIN N1ANY 0111ER PR()DECTS N01 :AovrifrisiD HERE.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR EURTHF:R DETAILS.

SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
THE SPEAKERSTAND ®
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in both performance and design. custom made to suit any loudspeaker, solid slate,
supremely rigid and totally stable.
"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used." Ken Kessler, Hi-F1
News R/R. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports " David Prakel, Hi Fi Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate.' Martin Colloms, Hi Fi News R/R.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, Hi Fi Choice. "The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking." Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speakers; highly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY:
Malcolm Steward Hi Fi Choice.

SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth System® advances the state of the art and brings the
Garrards into the 21st century. All wooden plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration,
microphony and feedback, with poor signal to noise ratios. When dealing with a
thoroughbred you must respond with afirm hand, as anybody who has heard the
transformation will testify.
No other plinth system can claim to improve the performance of these superb players.
Dear Mr. Soper,
Thanks for sending me the plinth for my Garrard 401. Imust confess, that Iwas a
bit sceptical about it, when Iordered one - after all, Ibought it, without the
possibility of listening to it first. But the results Iget are really unbelievable. There is
no rumbling, instead deep, deep ham and an authority, Inever heard before from
my records. And believe me, Itried some of the best turntables around ( Linn LP 12,
Roksan Xerxes). Now I'm waiting for the forthcoming power-supply. The day Iplace
my order for it, Iwill do so without being a bit sceptical. Thanks again for a
marvellous piece of art.
MR TE1LINGER - AUSTRIA

leetidete eiet9d eiáe a, ciiaotood

THE GLASSMAT 0
The finest platter mat in the world.
I I

The Glassmat ® was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as auniversal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.

THE POWERHOUSE OUR QUARTZ REFERENCED GARRARD 301/401 TD124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY. "
KILLER" K.K.
THE TABLESTROBE QUARTZ REFERENCED STROBE GUN DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR THE GARRARD 301 AND 401.
THE HANDSTROBE QUARTZ REFERENCED HAND HELD STROBE SUITABLE FOR ANY TURNTABLE W771-1 SPEED ADJUSTMENT.
STORMFORCE DEVASTATING SOLID MARBLE ENCLOSURE,S® FOR ALLTANNOY DUAL CONCENTRIC%. BEWARE.... STRUCTURAL DAMAGE MAY OCCUR!
HUMDINGER FIEVATE YOUR EARLYSME 3009S2 TO 1997 STATUS. BREATHS NEW LIFE INTO A GREAT CLASSIC.
BACKLASH

/
ERB SME 3009 & 3012 GOLD PHONO SOCKET CONVERSION INCLUDING OFC LEADS; BRILLIAIV7? YES.

BRAZEN / ¡'GRADE YOUR V15111 WITH OUR ALLOY RE-BODY AND MICRO RIDGE STYLUS; INSANE? NO.
SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS @ II.S0 FOR EMT AND THORENS TD124.
SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS " GARRARD 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" AND "
THORENS TD124 CELEBRATION" 309 • 312 • IV • V.
THE TONEARM OUR SPECIAL VERSION OF THE FAMOUS REGA RB300 FITTED WITH GOLD PHONOS.
SME 3009S2 11997 VERSION) APERFECT MATCH FOR OUR Vi Sill BRAZEN AND THE NEW SHURE V151/XMR. "
STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS".
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT.
BE

BRAVE

FACE YOUR

FEARS

LIVE YOUR

OREAS

SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
STROBE DISC • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRARDS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION
ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.

VISA

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
ei TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0421 624429 E CID

AUDIOPHILE INTERNATIONAL LTD
P.O. Box 303, Chobham,
Surrey, GU24 8YP
Tel: 01276 855578, 855530
Fax: 01276 855580

Analogue Productions and RTI have acquired the spectacular Wilson Audio Custom Tube Mastering facility.
The lacquer for each Analogue Productions Revival
„ „ Series LP was cut by Stan Ricker using the new
'AcousTech' mastering system, recently installed at
RTI's production facility in Camarillo, California. With one of the world's finest plating and pressing facilities located in-house, the lacquer was processed within minutes of being cut, before any degradation to the delicate grooves could occur. Test
pressings, gemerated immediately following the plating process, were meticulously
inspected visually, and carefully auditioned, before the stamper was approved for use in
alimited production run of records. Each LP is mastered from the original masterlapes onto
HO 150gm Virgin Vinyl, and are only £ 17.50 each!!!

Acous Tech

For our huge catalogue and gloss monthly updates send us £3and you will join
our world wide database and receive a
£3 refund coupon off of you first order.
For the UK's best selection
call Audiophile International Ltd.
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ART PEPPER

soul SE1E 5 tour de lame

So In Love.

our De Force
PR 3003
ART PEPPER:

New York Album.

Sidney Sadden:
Trouble An Blues
HO LP AAPR " 11

Songs include: "A Night In Tunisia",
"Lover Man", "Straight", "No Chaser
(alternate take)", "Duo Blues", and "My
Friend John". An exceptional quartet
date from '79, with Pepper having just
established what became a regular
working relationship with pianist George
Cables, who plays with passion and conviction. He hadn't yet hired abassist and
drummer, so for the occasion Charlie
Haden and Billy Higgins were used.
Pepper was certainly inspired by what
they contributed; his alto sax solos are
intense and often jubilant.
HO 150gm LP AAPR 3012 £ 17.50
HO CD
CAPR 3012 £ 15.00

Of the new releases issued
under Art Pepper's name in
1980, ' So In Love' was overall
the finest. The altoist stretches out here on a program of
standards and blues, backed
by alternating rhythm sections from the East
and West Coasts. Pianist Hank Jones is all one
could ask for in accompanist, and his aching
solo on "Diane" sustains perfectly the restive
mood of Pepper's opening choruses. Overall
the West Coast team (pianist George Cables
whose great rapport with Pepper is unmatched,
along with jazz legends Charlie Haden and Billy
Higgins) powers the music along with great
care and economy. Pepper had climbed to such
a plateau of individuality that he seems often
here to be drawing his unconscious influences
into the light and remembering what is was he
loved about them in the first place. On aleisurely "Stardusr, he daffodils his sentiments with
the grace and cunning of a Lester
Young. The title track, a Cole
Porter waltz that agitates into a
collective improvisation by its
climax, offers the best illustration of the wondrous use
Pepper makes of Coltrane. It
isn't in this case a matter of piling up chords or of playing more
notes, but rather of drawing on
extreme registers of the horn to
express more cont'icting emotions, to reach deeper and higher recesses of
the viscera and the psyche.
HO 150gm LP AAPR 3013
£ 17.50
HO CD

CAPR 3013

£ 15.00

ELLA FITZGERALD 8 JOE

Fizgerald &
Pass... Again.

PASS:

With just the bare-strings as
accompaniment, Ella performs
a series of intimate duets with
Joe Pass.
HO 150gm LP AAPR 3007
£17.50

Terry,
Freddie
Dizzy Gilespie
+ Oscar Peterson: The
Alternate Blues

The Tony Bennett & Bill
Evans Album.
1-10 LP AAPR 3004

HO LP AAPR 3010

(

rice: You Get
rice With..
,,,kikLeAAP\3006
ART PEPPER:

The Intimate Art Pepper.
In 1979, Art Pepper was recorded at two
Sessions that, up until now, have yielded
two fine albums, 'So In Love' and 'The
New York Album'. There was more firstrate material recorded in those two sessions than would fit on two LPs, so difficult choices had to be made as to what
material not to include in the albums
released at the time. Those
choices were not necessarily
made on the basis of the quality
of the performances, but with
respect to such considerations
as length and congruence of
repertoire within an album.
These rare recordings, which
feature
primarily
material
recorded in connection with
the 'So In Love' session, but
which also include a beautiful
rendition of Jertine Kern's "Yesterdays",
with Hank. Jones, Ron Carter and Al
Foster, showcase Art in solo and trio
(clarinet, bass and drums) treatments of
jazz standards. There are also quartet
performances (with George Cables,
Charlie Haden
and
Billy
Higgins)
of
material from
Pepper's
repertoire.
Analogue
Productions
has been able
to
release
this material
for the first time in album
form, and much of it, for the first time in
any form.
HO 1509m LP AAPR 3014
£17.50
HO CD
CAPA 3014 £ 15.00

Thelonious Monk'
Thelonious In Action
HO LP AAPR 3002

Also Available Exclusively From Audiophile International Ltd.
JIMMY ROGERS: Blue Bird.

NANCY BRYAN: Lay Me Down.
Jimmy Rogers, one of the three founders of
Muddy Waters' first and greatest band and
also aChicago blues giant in his own right,
performs the finest marriage of blues and
audiophile sonics ever ! Mastered by Doug
Sax, this is ablues classic, if you are going
to buy ablues LP this year this is the one to
have.
Accolades include;

AAPO 2001 ( 180gm HO LP)
CAPO 2001 (HO Aluminium CD)

£25
£15

'Hall Of Fame Inductee', 'Living Blues
Magazine 1995 Blues Artist Of The Year',
'W.C. Handy Award Winner 1995
Traditional Blues Album Of The Year'.

Analogue Productions proudly brings you "Lay
Me Down". Alternative rock/folk/pop diva Nancy
Bryan's stunning debut album of original songs
touching on a variety of emotions from apocalyptic visions and the struggle of inner soul to
sensitively spun tales of love spinning out of
control. Nancy has been likened to Joni Mitchell
and Sarah McLachlan - but with and edge.
Lay Me Down features an all-star group of
musicians who have played with some of this AAPO 2002 ( 180gm HO LP)
£25
centuries
greatest.
Artists
include CAPO 2002 (HO Aluminium CD)
£15
producer/guitarist John Koening, bassist Dan
Schwartz, (Tuesday Music Club, Linda Perry, Sheryl Crow and
more), Jimmy Johnson (James Taylor and more) Jerry Scheff ( Elvis Costello, Roy
Orbison, Elvis Presley and more), drummers Burleigh Drummond (Ambrosia) and Peter
Erskine (Weather Report, Steely Dan and More).

THE EMPORIUM
28 ST NICHOLAS ST DISS NORFOLK IP22 3LB
TEL/FAX 01379 650744
SHOP OPEN MON SAT 11 TO 5.30

NAKAMACHI CROE one retired owner horn new

0300

BEARD P35 XIK11 nee chrome power amp wilb bbdstk cagetokeW ltnooeteddres
of tire valves.

f550

OUAD 34 grey phone sockets

. 0200

QUAD 50 monblocks transistor, tole 1%0'

£250 parr

AUDIO RESEARCH 070

f900
PO A.
C120

WHARFEDALE Mire Diamonds Red

QUAD 22,11,111m tuners always mstock
RADFORD STA 25 reboot .

E300

LOWTHER ACOUSTA CABINETS and drive unds always In stock
GOODMANS AXIOM 150. 300. 301. 201. TRIAXIOM etc in stock... .... .

oar boxed £ 1000

LINN WACONDAA.K100 yremote boxed

£775

AUDION EDISON Original E134 Prover amp ....................................... LISO

CONCORDANT EXHILARANT hoe level one vnth wooden sleeve. . 0450
QUAD 33103
QUAD 22"11 colour losert .
HETBROOK HAT rnk3 Moore

OUAD 77 CD ( BUS} /77AMP.....

f10 post free
0150

LEAK STEREO 20

AUDIO ELECTRONIC SUPPLY (CARY) 3008 gene senqle ended
power anr
C750
HEART 300B single ended monoblocks. New at ex•dem price ............ ..£15,50
BEARD P100 MKtt power amp
CLASSIC Valse MC to MM step ap

C650
£ 105

DENON HAUOO MC Head Amp

MOTH 40 watt monoblocks

£50

BANDOR TRIDENT as renewed last month).

MICHEORANSCRIPTOR turntables always wanted and usually in stock
GARRARD 301 ,401 ed,culously neavy Marne steel sandynch construchon

£4130

phnth Ayou ve always lammed alank but have nowhere lo put one be one 01

HITACHI 0900 Masswe black 3Hood Dual Copetes cassette deck .... _ 1100
PIONEER CTF950 Masswe Seer 3Head/Dual Capston cassette deck
C100

these motead

EXPOSURE LK Super tne megrated

rom 1200

LEAK troughlres another lotus stock prices vary from

f70 to 0150

and all hold the usual Emporwm pokey of money back il not satisfied
APAIR OF MULLARD 5-10 monoblocks
Heathet 1,4412 lust sexed

£400

MUNRO Mod small 09N lbd lee Nairn) pre/power probably built in serneones
garden shed
SOR CAMBRIDGE 040 Amp & T2I FXI Tuner in matclung teak Meets ...mar f120

£250

LEAK TL12. goe very
good
. C150
MERIDIAN ARGENT. fONner yours for ameaty . . f425

BEARD ese IN hoe level Integrated monster valve .........................£750
KELVIN LABS M30 class Amonoblocks AND TWO BOX
absolute zero ore any MC stage
TRESHAM FOUR BOX AMP 260 watts per channel.

OMNI SA12.3 3way speakers 9108/1

ego

OAAO 041R600006

f625

PINK TRIANGLE Black. inverted bearing. separate PSU in matching black Ash.
with MISSION 774 arm ............... £400
LINN LP12 Lingo/Cakes boxed

£900
C650
£250

TROIKA.

blow away the neighbours ...................... _ 1450
AUDIO INNOVATIONS ALTO
..£150
CHROME PLATED LEAK STEREO 60 mlb groove tubes _ 1550
ROCK TURNTABLE WITH EXCALIBUR ARM
. 0750
DEMON 103

050

LOADS of wend cartmees under f100 'mg for detads
AR EB101 turntable black wan smoked lut .......................

C500
.

. pair £ 1200

ARE OFFERING AHOME DEMONSTRATION SERVICE ON THE ° AMON

NAlM IBL
KAN WOOD DP-9010 Transport

Iof performanc(?

AUDIO INNOVATORS« Integrated vane with mm

C3(10

TECHNICS SL PA10 Sker honied Transport (optical cull,

C150

NAD 910 Surround Process
LUXMAN D-373 CD Player

£150
.£300

MICROMEGA Stage 2CD Player

£400

TONE ARM. SO YOU CAN HAVE ALISTEN. IF YOU ARE SERIOUSLY

NAO 70 Incaterb Claymore
TECHNICS SMCBOOUSE•A8001 Pre ever

. C160
0225

CONSIDERING THIS CARTRIDGE AUDITION IT!!
msovers. 'Ammo
C850
f360

(the usual

79.95 i4-courier delivery and VAT'
so now you can e%J, hi
pool

audi

the

WANTED ALL
YOUR VINTAGE GEAR.

Jack Lawson says, " The truth is out there! Demystifying cables reduces
their cost to you!"
The overwhelming success of the x-cables took me by surprise. Now most
cables and plugs are in stock and will be despatched same or next day; and the
range has been expanded into video.
What are the x-cables? They're for cable junkies and cynics alike! Why? NV
cables fall into three catorgories: functional, designer, and fancy. Functional are
bundled with hardware or sold by electrical shops. Fancy are the good-looking
gleaming highly-packaged and hyped. Designer cables are constructed for
studios — adding and subtracting as few artefacts as possible. Because they
really work they are highly-priced in the domestic market — working out at about
10% of the appropriate audio/video system. However, all are made by five
or six big manufacturers.
They are branded with a marketing name or sold blank in order to "absorb" marketing and super profits. The x-cables are the same cables with nothing hidden:
off-the-shelf with the OEM or European importer's name. The resulting savings
are one half to two thirds of established retail prices!
Some x-cables are factory-terminated, most are manufactured by OBP a
specialist cable preparation service, and we specify the earth configuration,
solder substance, temperature and timing which are critical. Regular lengths are
shipped on a no quibble money back basis. All are in plain postal bags but the
sets are beautiful, not utilitarian. We recommend gold plating on plugs only when
properly plated, not thin super- mediate 24 Karat (which resists not only
oxidisation but also signal on most of the "fancy" category product). I offer a
balanced system interconnect design service: please specify your current and
proposed active components (AN system). Ihave over 20 years experience
designing and optimising audiophile systems; Iuse as my reference cables
Audio Note, Audio Research, Mandrake and Gryphon planar silver.
Our best selling Audiophile product at present is the Petros Blue Interconnect
(1 metre cost £40; +£ 16 per additional stereo pair metre; V2m pair costs £32).
Sold elsewhere at vast prices, this is 41/012mm OFC triple insulated ( rubber,
OFC shielding, Teflon outer with silicon spacers between semi-balanced + and -).
I've heard nothing below £ 100 to approach its very natural detail.
Our most praised video cables are AC-3 RF Flylead < laserdisc to AN amp.
'/2m=£18.50, 1m=£22.50 and our 75 Ohm Composite Video Lead, RCA phono to professional SCART plug or RCA phono costs £ 18 plus £3.50 per
metre, <VCR or AV Processor to TV monitor or projector>. We also supply low
loss S-VHS Cables 1-10m. Most neglected is our Videophile Quality 75 ohm
Aerial Cable, <use between WALL BOX/TVNCR> using cast brass non-mag-

„

our latest

for details of stax or

newsletter & price
list is out now

any other products,
phone. fax or write for your
copy - or look at our site on
the Internet (address below)

from cables to equip

£500
pair £500
. C200

HOHMANN CARTRIDGE. WELL DRIVE AHUNDRED MILES TO FIT IT IN YOUR

Ohm Impedance

pact yet offering an ultra h

st

ment stands, please

GET SOME CONTROL INTO YOUR SYSTEM ARE WE MAIM YES BECAUSE WE

MICHEL ISOMERA se for OVO 5'.

ultr

give us a call.

HAVE YOU GOT FLABBY BASS OR MUFFLED MIDRANGE ,

essential. SERIOUS AMP Esser' • ;

energiser

boxed
pair £400
LINN KE1LEIDH pair WO cherry veneer. spiked floorstandin speakers . £475
MAGNEPLANAR 1.4 speakers....

rfull range electrostatic ears-

te with SRM-04ip I el

DYNAUDID - AUDIENCE • 10 SPEAXERS Lace aPink Tablelle 50 but better

WHAT YOU NEED IS MY KRELL KSALIO CLASS ASTEREO POWER AMP.

ROGAN DARIUS Mk2;; ; • ; •

peakers co

L
475
01300
O1500

One pad Quad sermced ESL63
GARRARD 301 AS wanted

PINK TRIANGLE PIP Mkt Pre
TANNOY CANTERBURYNORK/GRF pairs........
LOWTHER TRI London

4

for example, the new stax SR-0001 in ,

ROA.
LUXMAN RX•102 tuner amp -Ugrmate Feeley Inendly glowing monster .....£100

Loo
QUAD ESL 63 one pm

pair C300
pair £ 100
£ 100

(or just about any other audio
accessory you care to mention)

L100

Comes with arm and cartrege
MISSIOM 753 speakers boxed Rosewood

WHARFODALEESO
AUDIO TECHNICS AT 0C9........

Inaccessible
headphones
>»1:5y post«<

L.,

VAT - free exports can

1

•free delivery within UK on
orders over £.50

be arranged for qualifying individuals.

hi-fi for grown-ups

all major credit & debit
cards are accepted.

signals
martlesham
heath
ipswich
suffolk
IP5
7UA
tel / fax 01473 622866
e mail:enq@signals.demon.co.uk
h ttp://www.signals.demon.co.uk/

SERIOUS KIT
•SUGDEN
•AUDIONOTE
•PRO-AC
•SYSTEM DECK
•NEAT
•HARBETH
•SYSTEM SPEAKERS
ETC.
SERIOUS KITS
273 BURY NEW RD,
WHITEFIELD,
MANCHESTER,
M45 8QP

netic coax male and female connectors, not the cheap and nasty pressed aluminium. The picture noise is visibly reduced, yet the cost is only £8 per metre
plus £2.25 additional metre.
Phone Jack Lawson, founder of the Music Room ( 1979), for full details,
0141-339 2432 (or fax 0141 339 9762).

0161 7966656

•IS THIS A RECORD
Living Stereo Reissues
Exactly the same 180g vinyl that sells for £25 and upwards.
Our standard price on the titles listed is £18.
BUT buy any 4 for £60 incl postage.

We also stock ahuge range of other audiophile vinyl,
including the excellent new releases from Absolute Analogue !
STRAUSS: ALSO SPRACH ZARATHUSTRA - OFFENBACH : CAPTE PARISIENNE
BERLIOZ: SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE - BARTOK: CONCERTO FOR ORCHESTRA
OVERTURE! OVERTURE! - PROKOVIEV : CINDERELLA - THE REINER SOUND - DEBUSSY: IBERIA
WITCHES BREW - SAINT-SAENS : PIANO CONCERTO No2 - WALTON: FACADE SUITE
BORODIN: SYMPHONY No 1 - SHOSTAKOVICH

SYMPHONY Nol

KABALEVSKY: THE COMEDIANS - BALLET FOR THE OPERA - DVORAK: SLAVONIC DANCES
FESTIVAL - RESPIGHI : PINES OF ROME - GOUNOD : BALLET MUSIC - CARNAVAL: LES PATINEURS
LALO : SYMPHONIE ESPAGNOIE RHAPSODIES - STRAUSS: WALTZES
LITSZ/ RACHMANINOFF: PIANO CONCERTO Nol

VPI HW 19 Jr / R8300 f599
A top quality US record player, the HW 19 Jr offers
unbelievable performance for the money. Fully suspended and
featuring asolid acrylic platter, the Jr represents unprecedented
value - even more so because it can be fully upgraded into the
Legendary HW19 MK IV, the top selling analogue front end
in the US.
This turntable combination used to cost £850, but we sell
it direct to you for £599. HW 19 Jr Available in Black Oak,
Light Oak, or Piano Black lacquer at extra cost.

VPI HW 16.5 Record cleaning machine f399
The HW16.5 has been the benchmark record cleaner since its
introduction. Stereophile's Analogue accessary of the year
for more years than ican remember, the 16.5 is much more
than aluxury - it is essential to protect your valuable
investment in vinyl. It also opens huge vistas of gloriously
cheap second hand records ! Nobody with aserious interest
in vinyl record replay can afford to be without one.
We stock afull compliment of spares and accessories, as well
as the professional grade HW 17 F, intended for archival and
serious audiophile use.

Vinyl Demand import and distribute ahuge range of audiophile vinyl as well
as analogue replay systems and accessories from VPI, Rockport Technologies and Audioplan.
Please phone for further information and catalogue of Records (VOL1)
and Analogue Equipment and Accessories (VOL2)

VINYL DEMAND PO Box 1532 Fordingbridge SP6 15B Tel 01425 654545 Fax 01425 654400

finale

How did that girl from
the north of Canada sell more
records than Patsy Cline in
just 18 months? The amazing
story of Shania Twain,
biggest-selling female singer in
the history of country music

T

immins is nearly five hundred miles
north of Toronto. The joke is that
there are two seasons in Timmins:
winter and July.
The problem is, it's no joke. Timmins is
one of the bleakest places on earth. In
1993 a young woman from Timmins
released her first album on Mercury
Nashville, and it sank without leaving so
much as abubble on the surface. In 1995,
she released her second album, and the
best estimate is that it has sold around ten
million copies so far. The young woman
from Timmins is Shania ( Shan-EYE-uh)
Twain, and she has not only changed the
way of doing things in Nashville, but in 18
months she has sold more records than
Patsy Cline sold in forty years. That makes
Shania the best-selling female country
artist of all time.
There's a fairy tale aspect to all this.
Shania is an Ojibwa word meaning ' I'm on
my way,' but Shania's not Ojibwa, her
name's not Shania, and she's not from
Timmins. She was born in Windsor,
Ontario — just across the river from
Detroit. Her mother was brutalised by her
father and returned north, eventually
marrying an Ojibwa Indian. Shania started
performing at age eight on local television
stations and at community centres and old
age homes.
Then her mother and step-father were
killed in a car crash, and Shania spent
several years bringing up her younger
siblings. After they left home, she began
performing again. She found a manager,
the manager found a lawyer, and the
lawyer got the ear of Harold Shedd at
Mercury Nashville.
Shania's first album was a so-so mix of
songs other artists had passed on, but one
of her videos was seen by ' Mutt' Lange,
the Zimbabwean- born producer of
AC/DC, Def Leppard, and Bryan Adams.
Apparently, Lange is acloset Loretta Lynn
fan and he contacted Shania to trade song
ideas. By this point, Shedd had exited
Mercury Nashville, and Lange persuaded
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his successor, Luke Lewis, to take a
gamble. Lange would produce Shania's
second album, and it would be made up of
songs they had written together. Lewis
agreed, despite the fact that Shania had no
track- record as a songwriter and Lange
had never produced or written a country
record. The usual budget for a second
album by an act whose first album has
stiffed is around $ 150,000. By the time
Lewis had signed all the cheques, Shania's
second album reportedly cost around
$700,000. At one time, country albums
were cut in aday, two days if things were
going badly. This one took ayear, during
which Shania and Lange married.
The story now has all the makings of
one of those classic record industry
blunders. If the record flopped, Luke
Lewis wouldn't work again, Lange would
have ahard time looking Def Leppard in
the eye, and Mercury's Nashville division,
which hadn't delivered any mega-hits since
Billy Ray Cyrus, would have been history.
There must have been a few jittery
moments, although you won't find anyone
to admit it now.
Radio is critical to country music. Entire
albums have been canned because promo
people have said that radio won't bite.
Attempts to expose country artists
independently of radio have largely failed.
Luke Lewis, Shania, and Mutt Lange
mapped out a strategy to get Shania on
radio and on the country video network,
CMT. The first video for the first single,
'Whose Bed Have Your Boots Been
Under,' was made in the UK and featured
animated dancing boots. It has never been
seen. John Derek — husband of Bo, shot
the second video, and it too was partially
scrapped. Several hundred thousand
dollars had now been added to the original
tab of around $ 700,000.
By the third single, though, the payoff
was underway. Shania's songs stood out
from the Nashville mainstream. She was a
fresh new face — not young, not old, and
she radiated wholesome farm- girl
sexuality. Her videos gave off awhiff of
female pheromones that could make dogs

cross the M25. It led Steve Earle, who had
dubbed Garth Brooks 'The Anti-Hank,' to
call her ' the highest paid lapdancer in
Nashville.'
The key to the album's success was
Lange's knack for Lewis calls ' putting a
hook into every couple of seconds of a
song.' Along the way, Lange reinvented
the Nashville mix. Today's much-touted
New Country has the patination of 1970s
LA rock, and that's no accident because
Nashville's crawling with LA refugees.
Lange
took
traditional
country
instruments, like the fiddle, acoustic and
steel guitars, and put them in ahigh gloss
surround. He made a very ' produced'
record that didn't sound produced until
you listened intently.
The rap against latter-day country
music—and it's a fair rap — is that it all
sounds the same. Shania was mainstream
enough to get played, but different enough
for consumers to decide that they really
needed this record. Since 1995, The
Woman In Me has rarely sold less than
50,000 copies aweek. A week! That's the
kind of reward only the American market
can deliver. The big payoffs are
unimaginably big.
Two questions now loom. Shania has
sold ten million records without touring.
No one has ever done this in country
music. The old guys toured so much they
could only spare one day to cut albums. At
some point, Shania will have to tour. Will
the tours disappoint? Can her shows
deliver half the magnetism of her videos?
And what about the next album? Can she
possibly repeat?
Country music suffered a downturn in
1996. Sales were 12% off while the
industry as a whole was 3% up. Country
radio listenership is falling. The tide is
turning. It's against this background that
Shania Twain is pondering her next move.
Stay tuned.
Colin Escott

Shania Twain: she's sold ten million albums since 1995!
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LEVEL eAMPLIFICATION

Audio Note has long propounded the sonic superiority of Single Ended Triode
amplification which forms the cornerstone of our product range.
These definitive products are now increasingly sold in over 40 countries worldwide,
establishing Audio Note and it's systems philosophy as the irresistible force in
high end audio.
The Ankoni Parallel Single Ended 845 Triode Pure Class A power amplifier is
Audio Note UK's '
statement product', designed to destroy he notion that such
sonic excellence is only achievable at the expense of low output power.
At 70 watts per channel this amplifier will drive almost any loudspeaker,
making it the most widely usable Single Ended Triode amplifier in the world.
Delivering a performance which places them firmly at the top of the audio tree
and weighing around a colossal 45 kilos per mono block, the An bon' is
in every sense an immovable object(s).
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Audio Note
Musics Finest Conductor
Audio Note ( UK) Ltd, Unit C, Peacock Industrial Estate, 125-1 27 Davigdor Road, Hove, East Sussex BN3 1SG
Tel: +44 (0)1273 220511

Fax: +44 (0)1273 731498
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Founded in 1972, Monitor Audio is one
of the UK's most innovative loudspeaker
manufacturers.
While many other specialists have corne
and gone, Monitor Audio continues to design
and manufacture products true to the.
principles of quality in engineering
and craftsmanship, .
Only the best materials are used in
Monitor's own cabinet manufacturing plant,
where matched, real wood veneered cabinets
are hand crafted to aquality finish rarely
found in modern day products.
Every loudspeaker from the highly
acclaimed Studio 20 to the compact Monitor,
One, is conceived and designed with equal
attention. And each pair is built, tested and
packed by one craftsman.
Listen to apair of Monitor Audio •
Speakers and feel the difference.
"The Studio. 20SE is Monitor Audio's finest
loudspeaker to date!!
"Ifound it a delight .from the start, one of
the most musically im?oh ,ing loudspeakers
have had at home in a long while,
rivalling even the Quad ESL63 in terms q/
its ellbrtless projection and detail."
"Tonal consistency is excellent across the
hand with voices of whatever pitch sound •
entirely natural and all orchestral
instruments integrate lie."
GRAMOPHONE
STUDIO 20SE USING UNIQUE ALLOY MATERIAIS

STUDIO 20SE AWARDS
"fled lisisr 11184"- AV thmile AUS111A1JA
"Spier of lie Year - Sum ITALY
"lbsamensed fw bedlam - A.Ilsl. UK
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Monitor Audio Ltd
Designers and manufacturers of high quality audio equipment
Unit 34, Clifton Road, Cambridge, ail 4ZW. England
Telephone (01223) 242898/246344
Fax No (01223) 214532

